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Abstract
In this dissertation, we present the Beaver µrover, a 6kg solar-powered planetary rover that is
designed to perform exploration missions such as the Northern Light Mars mission, as well as to
extend the capabilities of modern robotics here on Earth. By developing systems from the ground
up using a pragmatic design approach for modularity and expandability, commercial hardware,
open-source software, and novel implementations of probabilistic algorithms, we have obtained
a comprehensive set of hardware and software designs that can form the basis for many kinds of
intelligent but low-cost robots. A lightweight tubular chassis that can be simply deployed pro-
tects sensors, actuators, and wiring, and a novel four-wheel independently driven and passively
actuated suspension with enclosed brushless gear motors can stably handle steep slopes and low
obstacles. A nanosatellite-sized electronics stack incorporates Linux or dedicated RTOS com-
puting on the ARM architecture, highly-efficient battery charging and power conversion, MEMS
and external sun sensors, a powerful hybrid motor controller, and a vision system. Separate
rovers and programmable components communicate using a novel network communications ar-
chitecture over synchronous serial buses and mesh network radio communications. Intelligent
autonomy is made possible using probabilistic methods programmed with fixed-point arithmetic
for efficiency, incorporating Kalman filters and a Bayesian network constructed both from prior
knowledge and from the implicit structure of the hardware and software present and used for
inference and decision-making. Navigation makes use of both external sensors and visual SLAM
by using optical flow and structure-from-motion methods. Detailed descriptions and compar-
isons of all systems are given, and it is shown that using a basic set of sensors and the vision
system, basic navigational and problem-solving tasks can be performed. Thermal vacuum testing
of components is also done to validate their operation under space conditions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation describes the design and programming of an autonomous micro-rover for use
in exploration of planetary or terrestrial environments, using modern embedded hardware and
software, probabilistic reasoning, and monocular vision. In this first chapter, we introduce our
µrover and the various systems and concepts necessary for its operation that will be covered.
The key concepts for this research include the innovative application of cutting-edge commercial
hardware to the challenges of autonomous space systems, and the use of probabilistic structures
for intelligent reasoning and control.
21.1 Overview
The increasing number of successful robotic systems in place on earth and in space has provided
a good precedent for using robots in place of, or in concert with, humans to perform difficult
or dangerous tasks in remote locations. Most of these systems are very complex and special-
ized, and generally require constant human surveillance to compensate for the limited problem-
solving abilities of most robots, requiring large and costly engineering and mission planning
teams. While many methods exist for making mobile robots more self-sufficient, the constraints
of operating a mechatronic system with limited mobility and computing resources in a hostile,
inherently uncertain environment generally impose severe limits on what planetary rovers can
safely and reliably do, and the cost per kilogram of launches into space and to other planets
makes risk avoidance the highest priority in large-scale exploration missions. To maintain the
possibility of exploring other worlds, better methods must be found for implementing more in-
telligence into less hardware, using more modern components with higher fault tolerance but
lower cost, and gaining the ability to distribute missions among a number of agents in case of
loss. Much like other technology-based fields, the trend in the space industry is leaning toward
smaller, faster, and cheaper. But unlike most other fields, the freedom to compromise is very
limited, and new technologies are generally distrusted until proven in space.
In recent years, the development of inexpensive commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware
for mobile and embedded systems has expanded exponentially to support the relatively new
global market for mobile data and communications systems such as cellular phones, personal
information devices, and other information technology systems. Chiefly, the availability of fast
but very efficient microprocessors, high-bandwidth digital radios, high-density lithium-polymer
batteries, and micro-electro-mechanical sensors and drive systems has now made it possible to
inexpensively construct intelligent, mobile systems with remarkable flexibility and a range of
capabilities. Among the many fields that have appeared to take advantage of these new capabili-
ties is the field of small-scale space hardware. Micro-, nano-, and even pico-satellites capable of
returning useful data from orbit have been proposed and developed, and now offer a feasible alter-
3native to the multi-million-dollar giants launched in the last half-century. A well known example
is the CubeSat, a common form factor for nanosatellites that is based on a 10cmx10cmx10cm cube
of under 1.33kg mass (considered to be 1 unit in size, or 1U) and can be extended up to two units
(2U, 10cmx10cmx20cm) or three units (3U, 10cmx10cmx30cm) with the corresponding linear
increases in mass. The CubeSat specification was developed in 1999 by California Polytechnic
State University and Stanford University for use in research and educational nanosatellite pro-
grams, and CubeSats have been launched for purposes ranging from technology demonstration
and amateur radio relay to scientific earth observation missions, and by organizations ranging
from small student groups to large aerospace companies.
Using similar technologies and principles, the use of small, inexpensive and efficient un-
manned ground and air vehicles for planetary exploration is now not only feasible, but an active
area of interest for many research groups. While the Mars Science Laboratory “Curiosity” has
recently started its journey of exploration across the Martian surface and represents the largest
and most complex planetary rover yet developed, there are many scientific tasks that could also
be completed by (or even, could be better suited for) groups of small, inexpensive rovers. This
includes environmental monitoring, large-area ground surveys, communications relay purposes,
material transportation, and short-range subsurface mapping. The use of many small, inexpensive
robots that work in concert, rather than one large robot, has great potential in tasks such as these.
It would be beneficial for simple mission tasks to have a low-cost, self-sufficient robotic system
that is capable of overcoming most of the problems encountered in day-to-day operation.
With the popularization of open-source code distribution made possible by the Internet and
the availability of Linux and the GNU project, a vast amount of open-source code has become
available and is now used for shared development of robots and embedded systems of all kinds.
While many proprietary systems are still used on critical projects, a growing number of private,
research, and commercial robotic systems now run on Linux and open-source based software
frameworks. The advantages of using and providing open-source code are many, including that
bugs and security holes can be found and fixed quickly by any of numerous users, that mod-
ifications and improvements can be made and incorporated into a common tree, and that the
4combined knowledge of the entire user base can be leveraged to improve and expand capabilities.
It is practical, particularly in a research environment, to focus on leveraging technologies from,
and contributing to, the open-source community.
An immediate opportunity for development of such robots is the Northern Light mission, a
Canadian initiative to send one or more landers to the surface of Mars to study the Martian envi-
ronment [Quine et al. 2008]. A model of the planned lander module for this mission is shown in
Figure 1.1. York University is the official Research Host of the Northern Light mission, which is
led by Prof. Brendan Quine and Thoth Technology, Inc. It is planned to include a micro-robot,
known as the Beaver rover, which will leave the lander and perform geological surveying and
imaging of the Martian surface [Post et al. 2012c]. The primary science payloads for this mis-
sion are an Argus infrared spectrometer for spectral analysis of surface rocks, the same type as is
currently used on the CANX-2 Nanosatellite for atmospheric imaging, and a ground-penetrating
radar system, which is currently under parallel development. For this mission, the Beaver will
have to traverse a distance of under a kilometre while avoiding obstacles and taking sensor mea-
surements. Naturally, extended and reliable operation on the surface of Mars would be preferred.
5Figure 1.1: Lander module for Northern Light mission (credit: Air Whistle Media/Thoth Tech-
nology Inc.)
61.2 Research Summary
The Beaver micro-rover (µrover) designed in this work is a stand-alone, self-powered, au-
tonomous ground roving vehicle of 6kg mass designed to gather data and perform simple tasks
in distant or hostile environments such as Mars, the Moon, or here on Earth. The µrover is pow-
ered from solar panels and can recharge outdoors while operating, or by powering down onboard
systems for extended periods. It has a power-efficient ARM-based onboard computer, a colour
CMOS camera, magnetometer, accelerometer, GPS receiver, and IR sensor system for navigation
and sensing. It communicates via ZigBee mesh networking, and can operate alone or as part of
a group of µrovers. A low-cost, modular design using commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) com-
ponents makes it very flexible and useable for both planetary and terrestrial research purposes
[Post et al. 2012c]. The autonomy algorithms are probabilistic in nature, using adaptive Kalman
filtering [Li et al. 2013d] and Bayesian networks [Post et al. 2012b] to handle uncertainty in the
environment with minimal computation requirements.
Through work with the York University Rover Team (YURT) [Post & Lee 2011] as both
a student [Post & Lee 2009] and a technical adviser [Bailey et al. 2012], the York University
Space Engineering Laboratory [Li et al. 2013a] [Li et al. 2012c], and other students and fac-
ulty at York University, opportunities to share knowledge and test out new ideas and func-
tioning hardware in the university environment [Post et al. 2012a] have helped considerably
to move this research forward. Concurrent work on onboard computing, attitude control
systems [Li et al. 2012b] [Li et al. 2013b] and nonlinear control for actuators [Li et al. 2013a]
[Li et al. 2012a] [Li et al. 2013c], sun sensor systems [M.A.Post et al. 2013] for CubeSat-class
nanosatellites by using similar or identical technology has provided many hardware and software
components essential to µrover operation, and has inspired the creation of a modular architecture
for research-oriented space hardware on rovers [Post et al. 2011] and satellites [Lee et al. 2012].
71.2.1 Motivations of Research
While a large number of micro-robotic systems and micro-rover prototypes have been developed
for a variety of purposes, very few of them have been expressly designed with the intent of
space qualification and launch. Similarly, there are numerous programming frameworks and
APIs available for mobile robots, but most are either too complex and focused on general-purpose
computing for use on resource-constrained embedded platforms, or inadequate for performing
critical mission functions in harsh environments. In this research, we address these problems
with the following goals:
1. A custom-designed electronics stack including embedded processor, radio communica-
tions, actuator drives, and sensor interfaces that can be hand-built and space-qualified
2. A reliable, scalable communications and control method useable on simple serial and SPI
interfaces as well as network systems
3. An API for fixed-point math, matrix operations, and statistical calculation for use on
memory-limited, embedded systems without a floating-point math unit
4. A compact, reliable and efficient framework for building Bayesian networks in a minimum
of space and without dependence on external libraries not available for embedded compi-
lation
5. A method of environmental mapping and hazard avoidance based on low-cost, commercial
embedded sensors such as MEMS inertial measurement units and CMOS-based cameras.
1.2.2 Objectives of Research
The proposed research program is twofold, encompassing both the development of hardware and
software for the robotic system, and the research and implementation of the intelligence required
for autonomous operation. The research objectives can be briefly summarized as follows:
81. Design and construction of a complete autonomous robotic system capable of continuous
independent or group operation in complex and extreme environments
2. Research and development of a distributed machine learning and knowledge system that
can perform basic navigation and data gathering tasks autonomously
3. Evaluation and analysis of the combined systems’ performance given a set of mission goals
in a realistic outdoor environment
Successful completion of these goals will provide the Northern Light mission with a func-
tional prototype micro-rover, and form a basis for future autonomous space micro-robotics re-
search. The requirements for the Northern Light mission are as follows: The rover’s purpose is
geological surface exploration and subsurface imaging, and it must operate under its own power
with a nominal range of approximately 1km. The rover’s mass should be approximately 6kg in-
cluding payloads, and will be equipped with a visible-light camera for navigation and exploration,
a point spectrometer for geological analysis, and a microscope camera for geological survey. A
bottom-mounted ground-penetrating radar will explore the Martian subsurface to a depth of 20m
to look for signs of water, and an acoustic vibrator and receiver will use sub-millisecond pulses of
sound to conduct a study of the subsurface. Additionally, the rover can be equipped for immedi-
ate subsurface exploration with a rotary grinding and digging tool [Quine 2013]. The conditions
on Mars are also a consideration, with an atmospheric pressure less than 1% of that on Earth and
temperatures ranging from 20◦C at the equator in summer to −153◦C at the poles [Quest 2013].
As simultaneous development of all of the equipment requirements for the Northern Light
mission is infeasible for a single dissertation and extends outside the scope of research for the
planetary rover itself, the research documented here will extend to the most critical requirements
of the autonomous roving platform itself. The micro-rover’s physical structure, electronic and
power systems, mobility systems, navigational vision and sensing, software architecture and pro-
gramming, and autonomous decision-making will be the focus of this work. The point spectrom-
eter, optical microscope, ground-penetrating radar, acoustic sensors, and digging and abrasion
tools will be considered payloads for separate development and later modular integration into this
9micro-rover. The complete development of the Northern Light mission will in this way involve
several research programs linked by common hardware interfaces and software architectures, and
the development of the ground-penetrating radar has already been initiated in a related research
program. As the mission hardware must be based on commercial components for reasons of cost
and availability, the assumption will be made of a mission time during the Martian summer and
a landing site near the equator with most mission operations occurring during the day so that
temperatures will remain within the operating range of the rover hardware.
1.2.3 Contributions of Research
The main novel contributions of this research are as follows:
1. A modular hardware design architecture and software framework for facilitating develop-
ment of open, compatible, and networkable space-qualified systems
2. A thermal vacuum tested, flexible and accessible on-board computer system with inertial
sensors built from COTS hardware for micro-rover and nanosatellite applications
3. A compact, hybrid DC motor electronic drive suitable for high currents and space use
4. An embedded DSP board for monocular and stereo computer vision on mobile robots
5. Compact and efficient sun sensing methodologies for use on micro-rovers and nanosatel-
lites
6. A stateful, robust communications protocol and datalink layer for small robotic systems
that makes use of byte stuffing and static routes
7. Fixed-point mathematical matrix calculation and Bayesian network implementations in C
that are compact enough for microcontroller use
8. Sigma-Point Kalman filter implementations in C that incorporate adaptive statistics and a
reduced sigma point set
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9. An efficient framework for programming and traversing dynamic Bayesian networks on
resource-constrained systems
10. An implementation of Bayesian inference over behavioural structures for use in problem-
solving on mobile robots
11. An automated methodology for generating and updating Bayesian networks for reasoning
based on expert knowledge and implicit structure from a mobile robot
12. The application of generalized Bayesian networks to the Bayesian Robot Programming
methodology
13. A navigational monocular vision system that combines aspects of traditional SLAM with
structure-from-motion techniques and Bayesian navigation methods
1.2.4 Content Summary
This dissertation contains five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the work and provides a background
for the main topics covered. Chapter 2 details the mechanical, electronic, and software design
of the Beaver µrover, as well as justification for selection of the various components. Chapter 3
provides the framework for autonomous operation, mapping, and vision processes that the µrover
uses. Chapter 4 shows some results from the application and testing of the µrover hardware and
software, as well as environmental testing, and provides discussion of their validity and signifi-
cance. Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation. A diagram showing the chapters of this dissertation
and their key contents and contributions is shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Organization of Dissertation with Contents and Key Contributions
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1.3 Autonomous Planetary Rovers
There have been many different types of autonomous and semi-autonomous planetary rovers de-
veloped for a variety of purposes. Among the most successful of these were the Mars Exploration
Rovers developed by NASA and JPL, Spirit and Opportunity, that made many ground-breaking
discoveries and have operated far beyond their original mission requirements [Squyres 2008].
The MER were developed based on the success of the Sojourner rover on the Mars Pathfinder
mission [Bajracharya et al. 2008] and paved the way for the larger Mars Science Laboratory, Cu-
riosity, which is currently operating very successfully on Mars [Grotzinger et al. 2013] and is
the most scientifically-capable robotic lander ever built, and the only current Martian rover not
powered by solar energy [Grotzinger et al. 2012]. These types of rovers represent the current
extreme of size and complexity, and require considerable time and expense to build, transport,
and operate.
Since the cost of interplanetary exploration is largely dependent on the amount of mass that
must be moved from one gravity field to another, many recent projects have focused on Micro-
rovers (. 10kg) and Nano-rovers (. 10g) [Wilcox 1996]. In the interest of creating lighter,
simpler, more efficient, and more robust planetary robots, a variety of innovative concepts have
been developed [Barlas 2004]. The Rocky 7 rover was very similar to the Sojourner rover, but
used Ackerman-type steering like that on an automobile [Laubach et al. 1998], and the FIDO
rover also followed the 6-wheeled rover model [Huntsberger et al. 2002]. The Micro5 rover se-
ries used a 5 wheel “Pegasus“ suspension system instead, with one central wheel that supported
the rover while climbing obstacles [Kubota et al. 2003]. Another innovative suspension design
was the Shrimp, a six-wheeled rover designed by the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology which
used a single cantilevered front wheel and central rocker system to climb objects up to twice its
wheel diameter [Estier et al. 2000]. To improve stability, the Scarab rover was designed to rotate
its body with active suspension for level drilling into the sides of slopes [Bartlett et al. 2008],
and the NASA Sample Return Rover prototype had active four-wheel suspension that allowed
the rover to shift its center of gravity and vary its ride height dynamically depending on the
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terrain. One of the smallest prototypes was NASA’s 1.3kg Nanorover initially designed for the
Japanese MUSES-CN mission (later known as Hayabusa), a four-wheeled solar powered robot
with treads angled to aid in steering and active suspension that can invert itself in case of being
overturned, designed for exploration on comets or asteroids [Wilcox & Jones 2000]. What is in-
teresting about these latter two prototypes is that a similar design for the suspension system and
wheel treads was arrived at independently for the micro-rovers discussed here, except that the
suspension is passively actuated and cannot invert like that of the Nanorover in the interest of
minimizing complexity and power use.
The MUSES-CN Nanorover is probably the most similar prototype to the µrover in terms of
design, despite the significant differences in specifications due to the extreme requirements of
asteroid operations. Despite its small 14x14x6cm size and 2.5W maximum power generation, it
was designed with a variety of innovative features such as electroactive polymer (EAP) wipers
to clean dust off instruments and a 3000 : 1 range of motor drive speeds to allow fine control
in microgravity environments. While the Nanorover is more compact, efficient, and robust than
the µrover due to the use of customized radiation hardened parts and a temperature qualification
of −180◦C to 110◦C for asteroid operations, it is also significantly less powerful both in terms
of mass actuation and onboard computing power, using ten 10g brushless cryovac motors with
0.007Nm of torque and a 256 : 1 gearhead for movement and a 10MHz Synova R3000 32-bit
MIPS flight processor with 2MB of RAM for processing. A major driver for this design is that
onboard systems must be powered directly from sunlight with no battery due to the extremely
cold environment, with the system state stored in EEPROM while sleeping. Similar features to
the µrover include a single visual-light camera, infrared spectrometer, optical sun sensors on each
face of the Nanorover body and a laser rangefinder for navigation in place of stereo vision, as well
as the similarity of the swing-arm suspension.
Many other non-wheeled rover concepts have been developed such as the legged Ambler
[Bares et al. 1989] or with exotic mobility systems such as the Lockheed Elastic Loop Mobil-
ity System [Melzer & Swanson 1974]. For reasons of control and stability though, wheeled
rovers are by far the most popular and the majority of mobile robots for planetary exploration
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are wheeled, generally with between four to eight wheels attached to one to three suspension
supports [Schilling & Jungius 1996]. Suspension designs modelled for rover control include the
popular rocker-bogie system, the Crab8 (two-rocker) and double 4-bar linkage [Kim et al. 2012],
and the independent rocker design which is popular for its simplicity and use of only four wheels
while maintaining good stability [Reina & Foglia 2013]. The rocker-bogie design has been pop-
ularized by JPL for its stability over a variety of terrains and its ability to turn and maneuver
accurately [Lindemann et al. 2006]. However, four wheels is the minimum generally required
for stability and many designs focused on simplicity use multi-link suspension designs to support
four wheels that can move up and down for stability, which can still provide good performance
[Robson et al. 2012]. Designs can also use rocker differencing to maintain the body angle, sim-
ilarly to the original rocker-bogie design, but for four wheels, such as in the ORYX prototype
[Amato et al. 2012]. Unless all four wheels can rotate parallel to the ground for steering, some
degree of wheel slip is required and included in traction modelling [Yoshida & Hamano 2002],
and this is the basis for most skid-steered vehicles that lack wheel direction control. Due to the
requirement of wheelslip, skid steering is not very efficient for manoeuvring, but skid steered
vehicles have been comprehensively modelled [Chen et al. 2011] and can achieve good perfor-
mance if appropriate control is used [Chen & Genta 2012].
For the Beaver µrover, we will focus on the simplest practical configuration: a four-wheeled
skid-steered vehicle with motors on all wheels and fully independent sprung suspension that
can raise and lower to follow terrain. To conserve power and minimize chances of failure, the
suspension can be passively controlled rather than directly actuated, and can fold for storage and
transit in the lander. Payload space and an enclosed chassis must also be included to support
the internal systems that are needed, and the frame must be as light as possible for launch and
landing. Finally, as the prototype is to be constructed with limited resources, the design should
be built from commonly-available materials and form factors such as aluminum sheet and tube
and be simple enough that the entire rover can be constructed without specialized tools, using
only hand tools, a band saw, drill press, and grinding wheel.
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1.4 Mechanical Design
1.4.1 Prototypes
Before the design of the Beaver µrover was begun, a hand-built prototype rover with simple brush
DC drives, and no suspension was built to test the use of the ARM9 microcontroller, ZigBee
communications, inertial sensors, solar charging methods, power conversion, and motor drive and
control methodologies. Figure 1.3 shows this prototype, which was not very mobile or resilient,
but was instrumental in the further development of reliable and efficient rover systems. It used
a Linuxstamp OBC based on the AT91RM9200 ARM9 microcontroller and an ATMega644P
AVR microcontroller for managing four Allegro A3953 H-bridges that ran four Faulhaber DC
micro-motors with integrated encoders and right-angle shaft drives. The electronics included
resistive current sensors with ZXCT1009 sense amplifiers on battery, 3.3V, and 5V internal rails,
an HMC6352 magnetometer and ADXL330 Accelerometer, and a C328R VGA serial-interface
CCD camera. Figure 1.4 shows the internal electronics of this prototype.
To develop the suspension system for use in the µrover, some initial suspension designs were
considered, and the best design was chosen of a lightweight frame with hinged suspension arms
supported by spring dampers that allowed four-wheel independent suspension with a minimum
of moving parts and without the use of drive shafts by placing the motors adjacent to the wheels.
This suspension frame was used in conjunction with the electronics of the initial prototype to
confirm that the four suspension arm design did, in fact, allow stable travel on uneven surfaces
and was resistant to rollover in most cases. An additional discovery was that this suspension could
be passively controlled to some extent by varying the relative speeds of the wheels. Figure 1.5
shows this prototype, with the suspension frame geometry shown in Figure 1.6. Two significant
drawbacks of this suspension were the weakness of the hinges for the suspension arms, and the
low ground clearance of the mounting points for the spring dampers. These were addressed in
the current µrover design.
Based on testing of this initial prototype, the first full µrover prototype was built from scratch
still using through-hole COTS electronics technology, but with components that had been tested
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Figure 1.3: Initial µrover Prototype
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Figure 1.4: Electronics of initial µrover Prototype
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Figure 1.5: Initial µrover Prototype with test suspension
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Figure 1.6: µrover Prototype Suspension Design
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Figure 1.7: µrover Design Sketches
and proven, the capacity for operating outdoors, a full IMU and collision sensor suite, and three-
phase sensored brushless motors driven by an adaptable motor drive system. A set of chassis
sketches from the development phase are shown in Figure 1.7. All 3-D modelling for the µrover
was done in VariCAD, which is one of a select few full-scale 3-D CAD packages that runs
natively in Linux and is affordable enough for student use.
The prototype has a hand-machined chassis and suspension, has a larger solar array, and has
space front and back for payloads, which was used to house the vision and IR sensor boards.
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Figure 1.8: µrover Prototype Suspension Design
The motors are customized brushless DC with planetary gear-heads and integrated Hall sensors.
The electronics are assembled following the PCB design to evaluate the system before custom
fabrication. Figure 1.8 shows the µrover being tested at the Algonquin Radio Observatory, with
the results filmed for a Daily Planet news segment on the Discovery Channel. All control test-
ing, software development, and hardware testing detailed in this research was performed on this
prototype, with improvements in hardware and functionality along the way.
Results from field-testing were generally good. Using infrared distance sensors, an IMU,
GPS, and simple algorithms for intelligence and mobility control, the µrover has successfully
negotiated several types of terrain, and shows promise of being a capable autonomous roving
platform.
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1.4.2 Chassis
The µrover chassis is designed to minimize potential failures of moving parts and mass by using
a minimum of moving parts, while maximizing suspension travel and stability. The electronics
enclosure and payloads are supported by a frame of 1inch square 6061-T6 aluminum tube with
1/16inch wall thickness, which also serves as a housing for the drive motors and a conduit for
wiring. All chassis and drive components are machinable by standard shop tools, and all elec-
tronic components are both hand-solderable and proven environmentally tolerant through tests
in a thermal vacuum. Four wheels are used, as more would increase mass and control complex-
ity. Solar panels on the electronics enclosures and on folding supports at the sides are used for
recharging the onboard batteries. The outer solar panels are spring-loaded and rotatable at their
mount point, and the swing arms are sized so that the chassis can be stored as a flat box, and can
spring up to operating position when released. It has been proven through testing that it is possi-
ble to vary the ride height and suspension geometry by varying the difference in speed between
the front and rear motors, and this underactuated approach is used as part of the drive controller
design.
1.4.3 Payloads
Capacity for two enclosed payloads is available in the current chassis design. Payload
mass should be on the order of 1-2kg, balanced front and back, and ideally should fit in a
100mmx50mmx50mm space, although the enclosure for the payload may be adapted and en-
larged as needed. Payloads planned for future development and for the Northern Light mission
include an infrared spectrometer, ground-penetrating radar, and possibly a rock drill. The pre-
ferred method of payload interfacing is to use synchronous or asynchronous serial communi-
cations with flow control. A DE9 connector is used as the standard payload connector using a
modified but electrically-compatible EIA-232/RS-232 pinout. The µrover will provide a female
DE9 connector, deliver power through the DCD pin, provide a serial clock signal through the RI
pin, and reset the payload via the DSR pin. Payloads will use a male DE9 connector, and provide
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a status indicator via the DTR pin. For a more complete interface with SPI and GPIO signals, a
DB25 connector can be used that is electrically compatible with the standard Centronics parallel
port. In addition, a variety of system busses including RS-422, RS-485, SPI, I2C, Ethernet and
USB can be used for onboard interfacing by adding a different expansion board to the electronics
stack within the main enclosure.
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1.5 Electronic Design
The rapid development of low-cost microcontrollers and highly-integrated logic devices for the
mobile device market has made it possible to build modular, general purpose robotic hardware for
a fraction of the cost and complexity needed even two decades ago. Designing and constructing
these systems in-house has the benefits of easy modification, low cost, and a better overall un-
derstanding of the system’s dynamics, and students can work in depth with the system as part of
their education. To leverage this capability, we propose a modular electronic design philosophy
for electronic systems that can be used in a variety of research projects. The hardware should be
easily adaptable to different uses. System modules should be easily field-replaceable and service-
able. Electronic parts used in this system need to be readily available for ease of development,
tolerant of noise and voltage in field conditions, and inexpensive. Components in ball-grid array
and other no-lead packages should be avoided to facilitate soldering and repair, and to improve
vibration resistance. Programming should make use of open and freely-available tools to ensure
continuing availability.
1. Modularity: Parts of the system can be added and removed as needed for the purpose at
hand, but the system uses common modules and interfaces for multiple purposes.
2. Efficiency: Most space hardware is solar-powered, and most mobile robotic hardware is
battery-powered, so minimizing power use and weight is essential.
3. Robustness: Components and bus systems have to tolerate environmental variations and
extremes that arise from the variety of conditions that may be encountered.
4. Simplicity: For a research institution, hardware must be simple to understand and flexible
in operation so that it can be applied to many different levels of projects.
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1.5.1 On-Board Computing
The electronics and batteries for the µrover are entirely housed in the main enclosure, with cables
run to other components on the chassis. A stack of printed circuit boards is used to intercon-
nect the onboard electronics via pass-through connectors, as wiring and ribbon cables can prove
unreliable due to vibrational fatigue. If more complexity is needed, additional stacks can be
added in payload modules and linked together. A diagram of component and interface organi-
zation in the modular system is shown in Figure 1.9. The electronics stack includes a common
on-board computer (OBC) motherboard with a central ARM-based microcontroller running em-
bedded Linux for centralized control, and additional daughterboards that can be added as needed,
including the drive motor controller and payload/sensor interface board. The OBC currently uses
the Atmel AT91RM9200 ARM9 microcontroller for centralized processing, and was based on the
open-hardware Linuxstamp 1.2 board, which was used for prototype development as shown in
Figure 1.10. Daughterboards and payloads typically use small microcontrollers such as the well-
supported Atmel AVR 8 and 16-bit microcontrollers, though due to the increasing capability and
decreasing cost and power consumption of ARM processors, a small ARM microcontroller will
likely take the place of the AVR-based boards.
Programmable logic devices such as FPGAs and CPLDs are now becoming popular for space
use as the technology matures and becomes more stable. In µrover development, though, we
have avoided the use of FPGA technology, since these devices often require proprietary software
and hardware to program, and consume significantly more power than microcontrollers of similar
capability. A typical FPGA can use on the order of 4.2mW/MHz and require 5V in most cases
for operation, while integrated circuit (ASIC) microcontrollers use on the order of 5.5µW/MHz
[Li et al. 2003]. However, FPGA devices are still considered as an option for tasks where mi-
crocontrollers are less well-suited, such as for high-speed data processing and redundant control,
and the FPGA will be put into low-power mode when not in active use. FPGAs still can use up
to two orders of magnitude more power while in standby than their ASIC counterparts due to
the extra logic required to build the interconnecting “fabric” between logic cells, but by applying
voltage scaling, power gating, and using low-leakage dynamic memory or Flash memory, it has
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Figure 1.9: Diagram of µrover Electronic Systems
been possible in related work to reduce active power by a factor of 2 and standby power by a
factor of 100 [Tuan et al. 2006].
Custom PCBs for the µrover were designed using CadSoft Eagle, and are still undergoing
some development work. A rendering of the stack is shown in Figure 1.11. All signals are carried
between OBC boards via standard 0.1inch pin headers. These pin layouts have been developed
with the goals of breaking out every common interface available for modern embedded micro-
controllers, and combining a standardized set of pinouts for these interfaces into a single header
so that individual interfaces can be easily connected to external hardware. Three boards have
been designed for use in the µrover so far: the ARM-based motherboard, a quad-motor control
daughterboard for the brushless drive motors, and a sensor and payload board that provides ex-
tra ADC sensor hardware and mounts and buffers the payload connectors. All use external-lead
packages for higher flexing and vibration tolerance, and large surface areas for better thermal
coupling to the board substrate.
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Figure 1.10: µrover prototype Linuxstamp OBC board
Figure 1.11: Rendering of PC/104 stack as used on µrover
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1.5.2 Control Topology
The OBC stack includes a common motherboard for centralized control. Additional daughter-
boards can contain a set of small component microcontrollers that perform low-level tasks and
can be customized to suit different requirements. To make most effective use of off-the-shelf com-
ponents, the interfaces used by rover systems have to be common enough to be present on most
modern embedded hardware, but still well-suited for real-time robotic applications. To maximize
reliability, “multiple-hop“ communications are avoided. SPI channels are connected directly to
the central microcontroller and serial interfaces are connected via a MAX489 or similar serial
buffer IC with high voltage and ESD protection. Damage to robotic components, which is often
caused by ESD and electrical shorts, is isolated by means of the communication buffers and is
less likely to spread to adjacent components.
The standardized ARM architecture is preferred for central microcontrollers as it is possible
to use embedded operating systems and program source code that are easily ported between spe-
cific microcontrollers, with only the low-level hardware interfaces requiring modification in some
cases. In the case of embedded Linux, these low-level interfaces are generally handled in the ker-
nel and accessible by means of user-space device interfaces. Currently, the Atmel AT91RM9200
ARM9 microcontroller is used, though a variety of automation-oriented ARM microcontrollers
are available, most notably the Cortex-M3 and M4 series that use the Cortex Microcontroller
Software Interface Standard (CMSIS), and will be used in future implementations. Due to the
master-slave paradigm used in the modular system, only one central ARM motherboard is us-
able in each OBC stack, but this limitation has not caused problems as ARM microcontrollers
comparable in power to desktop computers are now available, and multiple OBC stacks can be
used on a vehicle if needed. The component microcontrollers can be inexpensive 8-bit micro-
controllers for motor control, sensor monitoring, and payload management, or more complex
controllers if required. The microcontroller most often chosen for this role is the Atmel AVR
8-bit RISC architecture, which is easily in-system programmable using the GNU C/C++ com-
pilers and open-hardware SPI programmers. Modularity is achieved by attaching these to the
central ARM microcontroller using simple serial and parallel bus standards and pin headers, or
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D-sub connectors for external connections. The use of small microcontrollers in this manner al-
lows hardware customization without having to change the central controller in the system or its
motherboard, which is often the most complex and costly component in a small robotic system.
1.5.3 Power Systems
Each module in the µrover is responsible for its own voltage conversion and uses only step-down
(buck) converters to achieve system efficiencies close to 90%. Also, each module is responsible
for filtering its own load noise via capacitor-inductor networks, and zener diodes should also be
used to protect from ESD and over-voltages. Linear voltage regulators are unsuitable for use in
vacuum or high-temperature environments as the only mechanism for cooling is direct radiation
of heat [K. Sarda 2010]. To provide more power for the drive system and to be compatible with
more payloads, including a ground-penetrating radar system being designed for the Northern
Light mission, the power system for the µrover has been modified to supply up to 12.6V (11.1V
nominal) by using a stack of three 3.7V Li-Ion cells. The charging system has been redesigned to
balance-charge all three cells and use one cell to power the onboard electronics. Since the solar
panel area on the µrover is very limited, generating more than 12.6V reliably to charge the cell
stack in a traditional manner is difficult and leaves little room for contingency power capacity.
So it is necessary to step up the voltage provided by the solar panels in as efficient a manner as
possible using the cell at the bottom of the stack as a buffer. The “charge ladder” approach, where
voltage-multiplying charge pumps are used to charge each successive battery in series from the
previous one is applied here as it provides higher efficiency and a simpler implementation than
transformer-based solutions. The lowest battery in the stack is charged through conventional
pulse charging, which has the advantage of very high efficiency and reliability.
1.5.4 Motor Drivers
An essential element of most robots is electronic motor and actuator control. Traditionally, brush
DC motors with mechanical commutation have been used for robotic movement due to their
cost-effectiveness and simplicity of implementation, and brush DC motors are still dominant in
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Figure 1.12: µrover prototype power electronics and drive board
the marketplace. However, the recent availability of high-speed microcontrollers and integrated
drive bridges have made brushless DC motors, which require external electronic commutation,
increasingly popular. Brushless DC motors generally have higher efficiency and longevity due
to the lack of mechanical brushes and are preferred for hazardous environments and space appli-
cations, but require a different control method usually considered incompatible with brush DC
[Lee et al. 2003a]. There are many brushless motor controllers on the market, but none have been
found with the environmental tolerance, low-speed control, current capacity, and small size re-
quired by the µrover. Consequently, a complete motor drive system has been designed as part of
the µrover, that is both power efficient and tolerant of high currents and is also capable of driving
both DC and brushless DC motors. Figure 1.12 shows the hand-built prototype board for the
µrover power, sensors, and hybrid motor drive systems. This board has performed very well in
both outdoor testing and operation in thermal vacuum.
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1.5.5 Sensors
With the number of other systems that need to be interfaced to the OBC, there is not much I/O
available for sensor interfaces. For this reason, I2C interfaces are used whenever possible for sen-
sors that are not critical for navigation or survival. Critical sensors such as Sharp GP2Y0A02YK
IR range sensors, and ZXCT1009 current sense amplifiers, and an 8-bit camera interface to an
OV7670 CMOS camera module are connected directly to the OBC and the other component mi-
crocontrollers which communicate with the OBC using SPI. The IMU sensors were selected to
be currently-available COTS MEMS components that operate at 3.3V within the range of nor-
mal operation for the µrover. An Analog Devices ADXL345 accelerometer set to the ±2g range
is used for gravity vector sensing, an InvenSense ITG-3200 three-axis MEMS Gyroscope with
a maximum range of 2000◦/s measures angular rates, and a Honeywell HMC5883L three-axis
magnetometer with a minimum resolution of 73nT is used for magnetic field sensing. As the I2C
bus may not operate reliably in harsh environments with long electrical path lengths, all I2C sen-
sors are placed within 2.5cm of the host microcontroller to which they are attached. Minimizing
the electrical trace lengths and making the I2C data (SDA) and clock (SCL) traces as close as
possible to an equal length helps to increase reliability as well.
While on Earth we can obtain a directional bearing simply by measurement of the Earth’s
25µT to 65µT magnetic field with a magnetometer and basic knowledge of magnetic declination,
many other planets do not have this convenience. The planet Mars for example has very little
residual magnetic field in the mean range of 24nT with the exception of anomalies caused by im-
pact craters and other crust features [Lillis et al. 2008] and Earth’s moon has virtually none except
for a few crustal anomalies [Tsunakawa et al. 2010]. Therefore, an alternate method of obtaining
headings and verifying localization information is needed. Measuring solar angles with a sun
sensor is a good way of estimating absolute orientation [Volpe 1999] [Trebi-Ollennu et al. 2001]
[Furgale et al. 2011]. Typical requirements include an accuracy on the order of 1 degree and a
field of view of 30 degrees or 60 degrees [Maqsood & Akram 2010]. Wide-Field-of-View sun
sensors [Francisco et al. 2012] suitable for use on micro-rover platforms are still an open area of
research, and in many cases, simpler systems are desirable. Low cost sensors for research use
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are usually constructed by graduate students and researchers, and must be efficient, compact in
size, and robust enough to survive the space environment, which focuses on CubeSat technology
development as well as a micro-rover under development for the Northern Light Mars Lander
Mission. We outline the development of two coarse sun sensor methodologies that are compact
and efficient enough for a CubeSat-class nanosatellite and can provide reliable solar angle in-
formation for embedded nanosatellite ADCS technology. There are several basic methodologies
that are in use for sun sensors, including the use of Position Sensitive Photodiodes (PSD), linear
and grid sensor arrays such as CCDs and photodiode arrays, and the measurement of sunlight on
solar panels used for powering the spacecraft. We will make use of the latter two.
1.5.6 Bus and Payload Interfaces
The SPI bus is preferred for board-to-board communication at high bit rates, and communica-
tion with both boards and payloads is achieved using 8-bit serial communications. Provision is
made on the board headers for at least four serial interfaces and four SPI interfaces with chip
selects. As I2C buses and devices have proven to be less reliable under extreme environmental
conditions, I2C interfaces are used only within each board for register-level IC communications
between adjacent devices. For interfacing high-bandwidth devices, CMOS and CCD cameras are
interfaced directly to the central ARM microcontroller via either a parallel bus of general-purpose
input-output (GPIO) pins. Both volatile (RAM) and non-volatile (Flash) memory is interfaced by
means of dedicated memory hardware.
For external payload communications, RS-485 has been selected as the standard of choice.
The RS-485 interface is an industry standard for differential-pair serial communications to mul-
tiple transceivers, and is already used on many robotic systems. Full-duplex with a single master
at 115200baud is preferred to minimize payload speeds and avoid the need for bus arbitration.
RS-422 devices are directly compatible, and RS-232 is compatible either with an adapter or by
using TX- to RX and RX- to TX with RX+ and TX+ to GND. The external interfaces are situated
on a board in the OBC stack with line drivers and external DE9 connectors. Up to 32 devices
on a single connector can be used. To pass GPIO signals and parallel buses, DB25 connectors
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are useful with each pin buffered against ESD and high voltage also. Ethernet and USB are also
available on the OBC, but have significant programming and hardware overhead, so they are only
used for debugging and testing.
1.5.7 Radio Communications
To provide a long-range serial mesh networking system, the Digi XBee PRO Digimesh 900 serial
radio module is used. The module has a well-known form factor, so replacing them with other
modules is simple. For higher-power radio systems, an OBC daughterboard can be used to in-
corporate a wide variety of radio systems, including S-band and UHF radio systems for space
hardware.
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1.6 Software Implementation
Historically, much of the reliability-critical programming for space and aerospace vehicles has
been done in bare assembly language or dedicated languages for the target system. Just as cir-
cuits were hand-built one at a time, programs were written at one time for one purpose on one
vehicle. For the relatively simple systems of the 1960s, 70s, and 80s this was tractable, but
as embedded systems rapidly became faster, cheaper, and more ubiquitous and more complex
programs for autonomous vehicles became necessary, there was a steady progression of thought
away from deterministic structures and fixed scheduling and toward high-level, dynamic, and
reusable programming. The level of complexity for programming the Mars Science Laboratory
required tolerance of idiosyncratic behaviour at many levels for its four million lines of code
[Manning 2012]. At these scales, the policy of low-level programming and absolute determinism
for space vehicles becomes completely intractable, which necessitates the adoption of not only
general-purpose languages such as C for portability and code re-use, but also multi-tasking oper-
ating systems such as Linux and the associated overhead and execution uncertainty. This is offset
to some extent by the high speed and storage capacity of modern embedded systems, and the
efforts to increase reliability by other more portable and reusable means such as redundancy, run-
time error checking, and fault detection. We therefore can afford to approach the development
of a planetary rover by way of COTS hardware with embedded operating systems and shared
libraries, as most terrestrial robots are built.
In order to benefit from and support the open-source community, and to ensure that the ba-
sis for the system remains freely available and up-to-date, open-source OS software and the
GNU compiler collection (GCC) is preferred to form the software base for the µrover. It is
assumed that most mobile platform software will have to control actuators, read sensors, and
communicate with a base station, a set of central control programs for autonomous operation, or
both with system coordination occurring on the central ARM microcontroller. The YURT rover
[Post & Lee 2011] and micro-rover prototype are good examples of this kind of a system, as is
the example is given in [Marosy et al. 2009]. As such, a robust multitasking framework and a
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routing and command handling system are essential to reliable operation. The original software
architecture for the µrover is shown in Figure 1.13, and it has stayed relatively consistent with
respect to the programming involved with the exception of the Bayesian system implementation,
described in detail in a later chapter.
The software is stored in NAND flash memory on the microcontrollers and on redundant
NAND and NOR flash devices on the motherboard. NAND flash is the most common and pro-
vides large storage capacity, while NOR flash devices can store only a few megabytes but may be
more resistant to radiation and corruption [Farokh Irom 2008]. To mitigate the risks of software
corruption, in the event of a boot failure the bootloader for the central ARM microcontroller will
switch between two kernel/filesystem images. It is possible for the central ARM microcontroller
to boot from the smaller failover device and retain sufficient capacity to reprogram internal com-
ponent microcontrollers as required using SPI. Implementation of error-correction codes is also
proposed for improving storage reliability, though it would have to be done either in software or
on an external logic device such as a programmable logic device (PLD). For NAND flash devices,
the recent addition of UBIFS to the Linux kernel provides error detection and wear-levelling for
NAND devices, and currently appears to be the best option for NAND devices in Linux.
1.6.1 Operating Systems
Direct-to-hardware programming on the central ARM microcontroller is possible, but an embed-
ded operating system (OS) is usually used in research applications to expedite software develop-
ment and simplify hardware interfacing. The Emdebian Linux OS has been used for most of the
existing development work, and other FOSS systems are being investigated for real-time flight
hardware implementations such as Linux with Xenomai for real-time support and RTEMS as a
standalone real-time framework.
Customized Linux kernel patches and drivers that implement user-space support for the em-
bedded OBC peripherals such as the RS-485 interfaces, SPI controllers, and I2C sensors have
been developed to provide hardware integration, and a set of dedicated libraries for 8-bit AVR
microcontrollers has been created to assist in programming component applications for this sys-
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Figure 1.13: Original software diagram for µrover
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tem. The software for onboard systems has been developed entirely in C and C++ for efficiency
and minimal code size. Other languages can be run on resource-constrained hardware such as
real-time Java, and using a Linux environment enables the use of Python as well. These will be
retained as options for future research.
For overall control and monitoring of remote systems at the base station, a graphic user inter-
face (GUI) has been developed using Java, with the philosophy that it must be portable to what-
ever OS is used at the base station, but need not run on resource-constrained embedded hardware.
The GUI development is based on the work of the York University Rover Team, who have been
steadily improving their base-station GUI concept for each generation of remotely-controlled
rover. The GUI integrates system health monitoring, GPS localization, joystick movement con-
trol, and camera displays for convenient use of the system operator.
1.6.2 Operating System Programming
The choice of operating system is important to the reliability, flexibility, and ease of development
for the µrover. While simple systems can work effectively with single-threaded, bare-hardware
computing platforms, it is assumed by design that at least one on-board microcontroller will
be capable of running a multi-threaded OS. The ARM port of the Linux OS has been used
throughout most of the development process, as Linux has the most community support and
cross-compatibility of the free operating systems. However, the use of a hard real-time operating
system for flight hardware is preferred for reasons of better reliability and real-time task response
in managing hardware. Several candidates have been evaluated and compared in two categories:
dedicated real-time POSIX operating systems for the highest reliability and performance, and
real-time Linux kernels, which offer better real-time performance with very few changes to the
Linux system that is being currently used.
To minimize resource use and ensure that the µrover maintains compatibility between the
operating system, the low-level interface components, and the mission-specific software, some
measure of standardization for the languages used for programming must be made. In general,
it is important to use a low-level, portable, efficient language for embedded systems, but robotic
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programming on modern platforms is done using many different languages. Usually a tradeoff
is encountered between languages with simplicity and high performance, and languages that are
easy to program in and flexible.
Embedded systems are also often limited in processing capability by the lack of a Floating-
point Processing Unit (FPU), which increases the complexity and power draw of the processor.
For this reason, it is desirable to implement as much functionality as possible in fixed-point
arithmetic to prevent the compiler from the slower, less efficient and sometimes unreliable use
of software routines for handling floating-point calculations. For this purpose, we have imple-
mented a general-purpose scalar and matrix math library that uses limited-precision fixed-point
calculations based on integer calculation hardware. It is used for accelerating calculations for
Kalman filtering, Bayesian inference, and to allow complex calculations on floating-point inca-
pable hardware such as the Atmel AVR microcontroller.
1.6.3 Communications and Integration
In a complex, networked system such as a group of micro-rovers, an organized, point-to-point
messaging system is necessary so that control, telemetry, and state information can be delivered
to where it is needed. Originally, the OpenJAUS 3.3 messaging API was used to send stan-
dardized messages between rovers and between components [Group 2007]. However, with the
release of 4.0 (which conforms to the SAE JAUS standards), OpenJAUS was released under very
restrictive license terms, such as that the API could not be used without an explicit time-limited
license, and that all changes to the source code have to be submitted back to OpenJAUS with
suitable conformance. The independent JAUS++ API remains open-source, but is not designed
for deeply embedded use, and will not even build without desktop-related dependencies such as
X11 support. Combined with the closed development of SAE standards and the cost overhead
of the standards themselves, this effectively renders the public JAUS APIs unusable for an open,
independent development project.
In contrast to the limited number of public JAUS implementations in use, the Robot Operat-
ing System ROS has enjoyed great popularity, partly due to its adoption by companies such as
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Clearpath Robotics and notable events such as the DARPA robotics challenge. ROS is not an
operating system, but rather a suite of interconnected processes running on a host OS such as
Linux. Both ROS and JAUS share many common paradigms, such as arbitrary message rout-
ing, establishment of service connections and data streaming, and capability/status reporting on
each communications endpoint. As an open-source project, it is designed to cater to as many
different systems and languages as possible, with bindings for C++, Python, Octave, Lisp, and
others. It also uses XML-RPC for connection negotiation and configuration, and messages are
written in a dedicated interface definition language for compatibility [Quigley et al. 2009]. The
main drawback of ROS is that it still requires an OS and filesystem, and development of µrover
software is aimed to eventually obviate these on actual space hardware. Some aspects of ROS
such as the use of nodes and separate processes are used as inspiration for the µrover messaging
and control systems, and some measure of compatibility with ROS may be possible in the future.
However, ROS is designed for ease of use rather than efficiency and reliability, and introduces
significant complexity and overhead into the component control and messaging process, which is
undesirable in embedded space systems.
Other architectures for robot control surveyed include the Player/Stage project
[Vaughan & Gerkey 2007], which is a robot control and simulation system similar to, and of-
ten used in, ROS systems as well, and shares both its easy-to-use methodology of TCP/IP inter-
process communications and much of its extra complexity, but has not been maintained as con-
sistently as a separate project since the popularization of ROS. The Orocos Project is a set of
libraries for robotics and automation that includes kinematics and dynamics, Bayesian filtering,
and a toolchain for real-time embedded software compilation, and represents the best available
alternative to ROS in terms of scope and complexity [Bruyninckx 2001]. The main reasons for
not adopting Orocos are again the need for high integration and reliability on space hardware
platforms, and the requirement for support of low-level hardware and communications on non-
UNIX platforms. However, this does not preclude making use of the extensive Orocos libraries at
some future time for higher-level programming if needed, and Orocos remains a useful resource
of such code. Similarly, the Mobile Robot Programming Toolkit is a set of C++ libraries for robot
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programming and control that can provide useful resources, but is not targeted at space hardware
[Claraco 2008]. In contrast, CLARAty (Coupled Layer Architecture for Robotic Autonomy) is a
robotic system that is expressly designed for space hardware use and has been applied to the con-
trol of the Rocky 7 and 8, FIDO, K9, and MAX rovers from NASA and the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory [Volpe et al. 2000]. While an exemplar of space robotics software, the control of source code
by NASA and limited availability of some restricted libraries make CLARAty more appropriate
as a model for design rather than as a complete solution. The FINROC real-time framework was
designed to address some of the problems with high complexity, computational requirements,
and loose coupling between components in the above approaches [Reichardt et al. 2013], but
is still in the process of maturing, and some differences in implementation requirements with
the µrover exist also. An XML standard for modelling and interoperation of robots known as
RobotML has been proposed, and provides a useful common platform for robot-related informa-
tion [Dhouib et al. 2012]. As of 2013, very little support information is available for the language
and its state of activity is uncertain, but a RobotML implementation for common communications
may be possible in the future. Additional application-specific frameworks are the OpenRAVE vir-
tual environment for motion control [Diankov & Kuffner 2008], the USARSim robot simulation
system [Carpin et al. 2007], and modelling systems such as the Rover Chassis Evaluation Tools
(RCET) and Rover Performance Evaluation Tools (RPET) [Ding et al. 2011], which are useful
but out of scope for current µrover development.
The µrover messaging and execution system has been developed using a similar component
and routing model to JAUS and with the component messaging paradigm of ROS, but with dif-
ferent data link and framing layers designed specifically for small embedded robots. It should be
noted that this technically could still render the implementation ”JAUS compliant“ from an archi-
tecture standpoint. Each separate hardware device driver, autonomous process, or data node oper-
ates as a separate process on a multi-tasking OS, specifically Linux or a dedicated multi-threaded
RTOS. Components run by microcontrollers that are too small to support a multi-threaded OS
typically operate as only one process and are considered as such by the communications system.
In the course of previous work with the York University Rover Team, the problem of reliable
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point-to-point inter-process and inter-vehicle messaging has been investigated in detail. Physical
layers are mainly Ethernet and RS-485 serial, so historically command packets have been for-
warded from the base station (“user”) to the rover components (“clients”) via several intermediate
hops, such as the on-board computer (“host”). To obtain a reliable, low-latency, low-bandwidth,
and maintainable link, variable-length binary packets with a common header and set of opera-
tional codes are used. To prevent redundant commands from overloading serial communication
links, a model of all the pertinent state variables is kept on each link in the chain of communica-
tions, updated and checked at regular intervals to detect communications failures, and variables
are only forwarded to the relevant components at a speed they can handle.
1.6.4 Embedded Kalman Filtering
All sensor systems on the µrover have some amount of noise or systematic inaccuracy associated
with them. Given that most of the processes that need to be estimated (such as inertial mea-
surements and actuator states) are well characterized in terms of their inputs, using a predictive
filter such as a Kalman filter is appropriate. To obtain reliable values for state estimation of the
µrover in real time, it is desired to use a nonlinear filter that is simple to implement algorithmi-
cally (such as being derivative-free), computationally efficient, and provides good performance.
Traditional Kalman filters, as first formally described as an algorithm by Rudolf E. Kalman, are
also known as Linear Quadratic Estimators (LQE) and are predictive Bayesian filters that use
calculated predictions of the system state and the inputs to the system to produce a statistically
optimal estimate of the system state in the next time step. This is accomplished by updating the
estimated system state by a weighted average derived from the estimated means and covariances
of the state variables under a Bayesian assumption [Welch & Bishop 1995]. The Kalman filter
can be considered to be a Bayesian filter similar to a Hidden Markov Model, as it is built on
the Markov assumption that only the immediately preceding state is necessary to determine the
current state of the system. However, the Kalman filter also assumes a continuous state space for
all variables, and generally a Gaussian distribution model. Figure 1.14 shows the Kalman filter
model visualized as a Bayesian network. In this network, a time series of states x(t) are assumed
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Figure 1.14: Kalman filter represented as a Bayesian network
to be statistically dependant on a state covariance P, are affected by known control inputs u(t)
with added state noise covariance Q, and are sensed by sensor outputs y(t) with additive sensor
noise covariance R. These statistics are used to predict the next state estimate x(t + 1) and correct
the sensor measurements of that state, by which process P is updated, and potentially Q or R also.
If the means and covariances of the state variables in the system are known and an accurate
linear model is used, the covariance of the output can be minimized without any assumption
about the actual statistical form of the noise in the system, but an exact probability estimate will
be obtained if the system noise is Gaussian [Kalman 1960]. As the original Kalman filter (and
its continuous-time equivalent, the Kalman-Bucy filter) was limited to linear systems (using a
linear system of equations as a model), effort was very quickly made to build nonlinear predic-
tive filters with the same qualities, particularly for aerospace use. The Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) addresses the linearity constraint by linearizing the nonlinear model about the state esti-
mate. Jacobians are used to estimate the gradients of the system and measurement models near
the state estimate so that the filter can operate in much the same way as a linear Kalman filter
[Ribeiro 2004]. However, this approximation makes the performance of the EKF very depen-
dent on the model and linearization that is used, and accurately estimating high-order systems is
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difficult, in addition to the complexity of obtaining linearizations of the system model.
A significant amount of work was directed toward overcoming the limitations of the EKF
when estimating highly nonlinear systems. The key to progress in this area was the eventual
realization that it was not necessary to propagate and estimate directly using a linear model.
Rather, only the statistics of the process in question had to be propagated for estimation to work.
The use of a Monte Carlo method with ensembles of pseudo-random state vectors to represent
state uncertainty was suggested by Evensen, while reducing the number of state vectors that had
to be calculated [Evensen 1994]. Independently, Quine, Uhlmann, and Durrant-Whyte developed
a method to approximate state uncertainty for an n dimensional state vector using 2n separate
vectors and a mean for propagating covariance through the estimator [Quine et al. 1995]. The
ensemble approach is effectively equivalent to the EKF, as it propagates the first two moments
of a state distribution, but does not require the calculation of Jacobians, and was formalized by
Quine [Quine 2006]. A similar parameterization by Julier and Uhlmann used a set of 2n + 1
discretely sampled points to represent the global mean and covariances for n state variables and
a method called the unscented transform. Central to this method is the assumption of Gaussian
statistics, so that only a mean x¯ and two outer points χ known as sigma points are necessary
to completely describe a Gaussian distribution, obviating the need for randomly-sampled test
points as in Monte Carlo methods. These test points are calculated based on the statistics of the
prior distribution, propagated through the state and measurement models, and used to reconstruct
the posterior distribution directly, without the need for gradient approximations, and accuracy
over the EKF increases with the nonlinearity of the model [Orderud 2005]. This filter is known
as the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), and has formed the basis for most of the Kalman filter
development in recent years of the larger class of sigma-point Kalman filters (SPKF), named for
the test points that are propagated. A diagram of the calculation flow through the UKF is shown
in Figure 1.15.
Many different variants of sigma-point Kalman filters have been developed, but we will sum-
marize here only the variants that have demonstrated specific advantages over the UKF. Although
the name “sigma” may cause one to assume that they are located at one standard deviation from
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Figure 1.15: Kalman filter operational diagram
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the mean, this is generally not the case as the locations and number of sigma points varies de-
pending on the filter design, and optimal choice is sometimes a great source of debate. The
Square-Root Unscented Kalman Filter (SRUKF) avoids repeated computation for the Cholesky
factorization (as a matrix square-root) of the system covariance matrix by propagating the square
root of the matrix only and updating it separately with each iteration using an algorithm com-
monly known as ”cholupdate” to achieve up to 20% performance improvement over the UKF
[Van der Merwe & Wan 2001]. The Scaled Unscented Transform Kalman Filter (SUKF) uses a
scaled version of the Unscented Transform to allow sigma points to be scaled to an arbitrary
dimension for efficiency in conversion of different number systems, but otherwise operates sim-
ilarly to the UKF [Julier 2002]. As Kalman filters traditionally use fixed estimates of the state
noise Q and the measurement noise R, another improvement over the conventional Kalman fil-
tering method is to adapt these noise covariance matrices based on the residual (error) from the
measurement estimate. This is known as an Adaptive UKF (AUKF). To achieve even better re-
sults in embedded systems, Grewal’s SigmaRho filter (SRF) implements square-root propagation,
numerical scaling, and adaptive statistics to improve performance [Grewal & Kain 2010]. As for-
mal implementation is more complex than other filter types and performance is still comparable
to a modified UKF, implementation of a SigmaRho filter will be left for future work. To further
reduce the computational load of an SPKF, one of the most straightforward methods is to reduce
the number of sigma points that must be propagated. The Spherical Simplex Unscented Kalman
Filter (SSUKF) was one of the first implementations to estimate posterior probability distribu-
tions by using a reduced sigma set. The SSUKF uses for n dimensions only n + 2 sigma points
weighted proportionally to 1/n, of which n + 1 lie on a hypersphere with radius proportional to
√
n [Julier 2003].
Finally, two of the most recent major innovations in SPKF research were made by
Arasaratnam and Haykin. First, by linearizing the system and measurement models with
statistical linear regression though a set of Gauss-Hermite quadrature points, the Quadrature
Kalman Filter (QKF) presents an alternative method of parameterizing Gaussian distributions
[Arasaratnam et al. 2007], and can be extended like the UKF to propagate square-root statis-
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tics [Arasaratnam & Haykin 2008] but suffers from exponential complexity increase with the
size of the state space [Closas & Fernandez-Prades 2010]. Second and more importantly, by
explicitly assuming all statistics to be Gaussian and applying a third-degree spherical-radial cu-
bature rule akin to those used for numerical integration of multi-dimensional integrals, a different
set of sigma points can be obtained that offer a better statistical approximation of high-order
nonlinear functions. This is effectively an application of linear estimation theory to nonlin-
ear filtering, and is called the Cubature Kalman Filter (CKF) [Arasaratnam & Haykin 2009].
Being Gaussian in nature, the CKF requires 2n sigma points that are distributed on a sphere
for n states without the use of a mean, and is comparable in computational complexity and
performance to the UKF. In fact, the CKF process reduces to that of the UKF for the case
when state dimensionality is three [Arasaratnam & Haykin 2011]. However, the CKF uses
a more completely determined set of sigma points with less parameters, does not require
a mean point, and can approximate nonlinear systems of higher order with better stability
[Jia et al. 2012]. The Cubature Kalman Filter is also well suited to continuous-discrete state
space models, and square root propagation can be used to limit the numerical range required for
finite word length machines [Arasaratnam et al. 2010] [Sarkka & Solin 2012]. For these reasons,
the CKF has attracted great interest for nonlinear filtering and has become a major focus in
recent research [Li et al. 2009] [Fernandez-Prades & Vila-Valls 2010] [Pesonen & Piche 2010]
[Mu & Cai 2011] [Pakki et al. 2011]. We will focus on the adaptive and reduced sigma set UKF
and CKF filters in this work.
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1.6.5 Vision and Navigation
For tracking the motion of a vehicle in an unknown, distant environment, inertial odometry is
generally quite inaccurate over long distances and global references such as GPS will not typi-
cally be available, so external reference points must be found and used. These reference points
also must be identified and tracked while the vehicle moves from location to location. This cre-
ates a chicken-and-egg problem, as any inaccuracy from the reference points will propagate to
the vehicle localization, which then will propagate back to identification of the reference points
[Durrant-Whyte & Bailey 2006]. The solution to this problem comes from first recognizing that
the localization of the vehicle and mapping of landmarks must be carried out simultaneously, and
second that when this approach is formulated as a single estimation problem, it is convergent
[Durrant-Whyte et al. 1996]. In the last two decades, research on what has been termed SLAM
(Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) has dominated mobile robot research. Much of the
groundbreaking work on probabilistic and Kalman-filter based SLAM was done by Durrant-
Whyte and others in the late 1990s [Bailey & Durrant-Whyte 2006].
While there are a wide variety of sensory navigation and mapping methods for autonomous
vehicles, visual perception has become by far the most common way for a vehicle to obtain
information about its environment. This has as much to do with vision being the primary sense
of the humans who design the robots as it does with the reason why humans rely on vision in
the first place: Visual (the sensing of reflected electromagnetic waves with a lens and planar
array) sensing is the most efficient method that we have evolved of obtaining a large amount of
environmental information in a short time. A wide variety of related non-tactile sensing methods
(most also using reflected electromagnetic wave sensing) have been developed such as LIDAR,
RADAR, laser and infrared distance measurement, ultrasonics (another form of wave sensing),
and more exotic “visual” methods. However, the practicality and intuitiveness of simply using
cameras based on the capabilities of the human eye, as well as the recent availability of high-
speed image processors and intelligent algorithms, have made machine vision the most popular
method by far for wide-range environmental sensing.
Traditional approaches to machine vision have frequently centred on the detection of features.
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This includes lines (e.g. Canny edge detection), corners (e.g. Harris corner detection), and other
types of features. Structure from Motion (SfM) is a method for obtaining 3-D structures using
only feature matches between multiple images. Using either one or two cameras and multiple
angles, a 3-D point cloud can be produced, from which structure can be inferred [Shil 2012b].
The technique of bundle adjustment is often used to refine the accuracy of complete point clouds
using least-squares estimates [Triggs et al. 2000]. Although bundle adjustment is a useful and
flexible technique for improving observational estimates, it is not strictly necessary for point
cloud reconstruction.
While point-cloud techniques usually involve the matching of every image taken to every
other image, the processing requirements can be simplified by making assumptions about which
images specifically contain point correspondences. In particular, we can assume that images
taken during navigation will have point correspondences with only the most recent set of images,
and inertial measurements can help to identify which most recent images will correspond. The
mapping methodology follows the probabilistic model that has been used thus far, but imple-
ments statistical measures based on visual feature point clouds and applies them to an occupancy
map. Stochastic occupancy or “voxel” maps are commonly used for representation of multivalued
spatial data.
For implementation on the micro-rover, a very limited platform, it is necessary to use a
smaller, more efficient set of methods for SfM. The methods of Hartley & Zisserman, who wrote
one of the most influential works on the subject of point cloud triangulation, have been adopted
for this [Hartley & Zisserman 2004]. Due to the convenience of OpenCV methods, the need
for double-precision arithmetic for accuracy, and the use of a dedicated DSP-based platform for
vision, this implementation was done using C++ with OpenCV routines and abstractions.
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1.7 Probabilistic Autonomy
Intelligent autonomous operation is easily the most difficult problem in mobile robotics. While
known and finite sets of conditions can be planned for and responses pre-programmed using a va-
riety of methods, giving a robot the ability to appropriately handle unexpected and uncertain cir-
cumstances remains an open and very challenging problem. Planetary rovers would easily benefit
the most from full autonomy, given that they must operate in uncertain conditions while isolated
from any direct human assistance. Certainly real-time control of a rover on another planet is in-
feasible, as the delay in communicating a signal to Mars at the speed of light ranges from 3 to 21
minutes, not even considering temporary communications blackouts and time for retransmitting
due to packet errors. However, due to the complexities involved, autonomy on space hardware
has been very slow in adoption because of the inherent risks of autonomy failures with the ex-
tremely high costs of putting space hardware on other planets. The Mars Exploration Rovers
Spirit and Opportunity include facilities for visual odometry (VisOdom) and obstacle avoidance
(AutoNav), but due to the limited processing capacity on board (a 20MHz RAD6000 CPU),
analysis can take 3 minutes for only 50cm of movement in both cases, and consequently careful
and time-consuming manual supervision of each stage of the rover’s movement is performed in
advance with fail-safe navigational alarms operating on the rover to halt movement if a planned
trajectory is determined to be hazardous [Leger et al. 2005]. This both slows down the mission
significantly and requires a large ground crew to be constantly available for planning and prob-
lem response, though it allows more adaptive and comprehensive mission operations than relying
on validated software that may have to be adjusted during the mission [Biesiadecki et al. 2007].
The Mars Science Laboratory Curiosity has a more advanced system making use of stereo im-
ages to identify obstacles and calculate an optimal path that has been recently tested on Mars
[Ackerman 2013], but the reliance on ground crews and manual decision-making continues due
to the risks and costs involved. To justify the use of autonomy on other planets, extensive de-
velopment and testing of robust methods is required, and the cost savings in required personnel
for operation will have to become significant with respect to the mission cost. As technology
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develops and more missions are fielded, this aspect will become more important with time. Also
with the development of more capable and robust autonomy methods, it is also possible to realize
significant decreases in mission time required for operations and a related increase in number
of mission goals that can be achieved, which could also play a role in decreasing overall cost
and actually increasing the likelihood of mission success. Development of intelligent and robust
autonomous systems should remain a high priority for future missions.
Many machine intelligence techniques relating to autonomous robotics have been developed.
Expert systems for planning and control are commonly designed using Fuzzy Logic (FL), which
allows the use of imprecise set memberships and qualitative decisions for programming. Fuzzy
Inference Systems (FIS) determine actions based on memberships in sets and operators between
these sets, and fuzzy controllers use linguistic fuzzy rules instead of systems of differential equa-
tions to describe feedback control [Engelbrecht 2002]. This allows machines to “understand” the
world in terms of human qualitative judgements, as humans do. However, the caveat is that such
expert systems rely on humans to design the linguistic variables and fuzzy rules, which may be
very limited in range of decisions that can be made. In effect, they are really “only as smart as
the person who programmed them”. For a machine to have the ability to understand and learn, it
must be able to properly represent external stimuli. Neural Network (NN) systems, modelled on
the basic principles of the human brain structure, attempt to replicate true autonomous learning
processes using discrete machine logic. A set of inputs is mapped to a set of hidden neurons by
means of activation functions (input mapping) and then weighted sums or products. These then
produce a set of outputs by means of more weighted sums or products and can feed the outputs
back to the neuron inputs to make the network time-sensitive [Engelbrecht 2002]. Fuzzy logic
can be combined with such a five-layer network to build an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Sys-
tem (such as ANFIS or CANFIS) [Jang 1997]. The main problem with neural networks is that
of training. The optimization algorithm required to train the system by synthesizing appropriate
link weights must be designed appropriately for the problem (as a consequence of the No-Free-
Lunch (NFL) theorem) and occupies most of the time and complexity involved in the system’s
operation. Once trained, neural networks require further training to expand their abilities, which
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may degrade the performance of the original system. Another difficulty is that a neuron structure
is fundamentally different from a modern computer, meaning that neural networks are typically
very resource-intensive to implement.
Another way for machines to make decisions based on intelligence is to use Bayesian logic.
Autonomous ground vehicles with a long mission lifetime will need more complex planning sys-
tems so that they can adapt to unknowns like mechanical wear, system failures, and changes
in environmental conditions. It is desirable for the rover itself to be able to deal with uncer-
tainties probabilistically. Bayesian Networks (BN) are well-suited for handling uncertainty in
cause-effect relations, and handle dependence/independence relationships well provided that the
network is constructed using valid relational assumptions. Some drawbacks of this method are
that the variables, events, and values available must be well-defined from the beginning, and
the causal relationships and conditional probabilities must be available initially [Kjærulff 2008].
This makes construction of the Bayesian network a considerable challenge. Machine learning
of unknown variables is possible by using Bayesian Field Theory, which provides a method
for empirical learning (finding general laws from observations) by combining the probabilistic
model for training data with the probabilistic model representing additional a priori information
[Lemm 2003]. Additionally, Bayesian networks can be combined with fuzzy logic in what is
known as a Fuzzy Bayesian Network (FBN). This combines the capability to use both probabil-
ities and vague quantities in concert. Bayesian networks have been used extensively for image
recognition, diagnostic systems, and machine behaviours. However, the potential of these con-
cepts for distributed machine learning and problem-solving is considerable, and warrants further
real-world research, so Dynamic Bayesian Networks will form the basis for this research. In the
reference [Kozma et al. 2008], a self-organized control method for a planetary rover has been
studied, but only extends to the navigation problem.
1.7.1 What is a Probability?
The generally-accepted concept of a probability is used frequently in predicting future conditions
or events. Examples include “there is a 30% chance of rain”, “the mean time between failures
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is 1000 hours”, and “only one door out of these three has a prize behind it”. All of these exam-
ples involve estimation of the presence of some future quantity, and usually are based on either
stochastic experience or an estimation using expert knowledge of how a system works. However,
the interpretation of what a probability actually is or what it represents in real, physical terms has
been at the centre of many mathematical and philosophical debates. While a probability p can be
seen as simply a “likelihood” of a given event occurring, or alternately a “degree of confidence”
that it will occur, there is no existential quantity to give p meaning right now. Quite the opposite
- p only has meaning when predicting quantities with uncertainty. This concept of uncertainty is
central to both the definition of probabilistic systems, and their value as a mathematical tool.
Theoretical systems created using the scientific method are by virtue of their repeatability
supposed to be clearly-defined and certain, and the science of probability is seemingly a clever
paradox - it provides a clear and certain way to model phenomena that are themselves inherently
not clear and certain. The prediction of the weather, the estimation of a failure in a complex
system, and guessing of the location of a hidden prize without having some knowledge of how to
reliably predict it are all examples of systems that are, in principle, real and knowable. However,
the systems themselves are complex and carry with them additional variable factors that affect
the outcome, many of which are either not directly observable or are themselves uncertain from
a physical standpoint such as the movements of all the air molecules in the atmosphere, the
state of all the parts in a machine, and the thoughts in a game show host’s head. Most people
know this as the “Butterfly Effect” from chaos theory, a science that grew from tiny anomalies in
weather prediction, in which a relatively small event can have far-reaching consequences due to
the overlapping of these many additional variables [Gleick 1987].
So how can we deal with all these extra variables? The famous mathematician Pierre-Simon
Laplace is recorded to have said in his time that if we knew the behaviours of all the particles in
the universe at a given time, then we could calculate their behaviour at any other time, past or
future [Hawking 1999]. Aside from the obvious intractability of this solution, does it even seem
true? The Heisenberg uncertainty principle states that due to the quantum of energy required, one
could not measure the position and momentum of a particle simultaneously without one of them
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changing [Heisenberg 1927]. The consequence of this is you can only measure, at best, half of
the total information of a given particle at a given time, and if only half the information needed to
make an absolutely certain prediction is available, overcoming the “Butterfly Effect” and creating
a prediction - any prediction - with absolute certainty suddenly seems to be difficult indeed.
So what is the reason for trying to find certainty in processes that scientifically are supposed
to not be certain at all? Albert Einstein is famous for having stated that “God does not play dice
with the universe” when discussing with Max Born the then-new science of quantum mechanics,
which in itself is the most famous argument against the existence of certainty in predicting the
future. This statement carries with it a high risk of misinterpretation, however. Einstein was not
questioning the validity of quantum physics itself, but specifically the so-called orthodox Copen-
hagen interpretation [Clark 1973], for which Erwin Schroedinger’s famous Cat-in-a-Box thought
experiment was intended as a rebuttal. The Copenhagen interpretation, derived directly from the
work of Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, and others deals with the measurement and determina-
tion processes of energy quanta, and holds that the process of measurement immediately causes
the collapse to a specific value of the probabilistic wave function determining the actual state
of a quantum, but the original intent has again been frequently disputed [Faye 2008]. Given the
nihilistic implications of such an interpretation, is not surprising that Einstein and others sought
“hidden variables” behind the uncertain measurement processes that could maintain the deter-
ministic nature of the universe at the quantum scale, but the existence of such convenient entities
has not yet been proven.
Yet there are alternatives to being able to directly predict the future. If precise “strong” mea-
surements destroy state information at the quantum level, what about imprecise measurements,
in the grey area between a strong measurement and no measurement at all? A concept was de-
veloped in 1988 for using so-called “weak measurements” to retain some information about the
prior state of a quantum, and then obtaining many such measurements in succession and averag-
ing so as to obtain an expected value, which unlike a standard expectation value can be a complex
number [Aharonov et al. 1988]. Recently, groundbreaking work by Lundeeni et al has made use
of statistical averaging of weak measurements of position and their complex value in conjunction
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with a following strong measurement in an attempt to defeat the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
[Lundeen et al. 2011]. From this and other similar work, the postulate can be inferred that is not
always necessary to know the underlying values of a process if you can predict how it should
behave by using indirect methods, specifically statistical and probabilistic methods.
In summary, there is no way to obtain perfect measurements without noise and uncertainty
to estimate future quantities in the real world, but what if you don’t have to know the “real”
hidden values behind an uncertain process? Accurate statistical characterization and probabilistic
estimation is in many cases a suitable substitute. This is, in fact, the basic principle behind the
sigma-point Kalman filter and the Bayesian network. Here, absolute knowledge of the underlying
state of a system is not the goal, but rather making a “best estimate” so that appropriate decisions
can be made regarding a course of action, is based on the most statistically-important factors
while attempting to overcome statistically characterized noise and measurement uncertainty that
result from the additional unknowns in the system.
1.7.2 Basic Concepts of Probabilistic Systems
A wide variety of approaches to dealing with probability exist. In general, the concept of uncer-
tainty is encapsulated in a “random variable”, which is defined as having a value that is to some
degree determined by randomness, in contrast to “definite” variables that have a certain known
or unknown value. In a stochastic system, states are determined by the probability distributions
in random variables, where the values that a random variable takes on have precise probabil-
ities associated with them, and the sum (or integral) of all probabilities in a random variable
is defined to be 1 to reflect that there must be some value associated with the random variable
that is present. Probability theory provides a framework for logically handling random variables
and the relationships between them so that useful results can be determined. Logically connect-
ing many random variables together based on probabilistic dependencies requires the concept of
“evidence”, on which a change in a given set of probabilities can be based. The interpretation of
Bayesian probability makes use of propositional logic to enable “hypotheses” to be tested and up-
dated based on probabilistic data. This process of “Bayesian inference” is central to our treatment
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of probabilistic systems. The term “Bayesian” refers to the 18th century statistical theologian and
Presbyterian minister Thomas Bayes, who formulated the basic theorem of statistical inference
based on conditional probability.
A vast body of knowledge has been built up around Bayesian theory and methodology. Cox’s
theorem of probability provides a justification and formalization for inferring the plausibility of
postulates [Cox 1961], which has been used to justify and support the use of Bayesian theory
for probabilistic inference [Jaynes 2003]. The area of Dempster-Shafer evidence theory, where a
“degree of belief” about propositions is represented by numerical intervals between “belief” and
“plausibility”, is considered to be a generalization of Bayesian subjective probability. Robinson
also provided a systematic set of definitions of conditional properties and their consequences
[Robinson 1979]. One of the most significant uses of Bayesian theory is the application of
Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) to determine relationships between biological processes
purely from statistical data [Vinh et al. 2011]. An alternate method for learning a system’s re-
lationships based on data is the Grainger causality test, which uses statistical hypothesis testing
to determine whether a given data time series is useful in the prediction of another time series.
It has been stated that dynamic Bayesian networks perform better for short data sizes, while the
Grainger causality approach performs better for larger datasets [Zou & Feng 2009]. Machine
learning and making decisions based on series of data is frequently done using Markov decision
processes, based on probabilistic transitions between states of a system. Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) function as a simple Bayesian network in terms of time, where only the system states
immediately before and after the current time step are considered to determine the current system
state, and have found popular application in areas such as bioinformatics and speech recognition.
However, since there is generally no consideration for causal knowledge between state variables
and the sequence of states is flat, HMMs are very limited compared to general Bayesian net-
works [Infantes et al. 2011]. More recent probabilistic methods use Partially Observable Markov
Decision Processes (POMDPs), where a partially-observable Markov model is again used and a
probability distribution over all possible states is maintained based on observations and observa-
tion probabilities [Koenig et al. 1996]. Particle filters are also often used as a method of robust
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estimation by directly implementing Bayesian recursion with a grid of state “particles” that repre-
sent the posterior density when passed through a system. Though Monte-Carlo methods such as
grid filters are inherently more “random” than deterministic methods and are inefficient for deal-
ing with high-dimensional systems, they provide the optimal solution for a discrete state space
with countable states and are relatively reliable [Liu 2001].
Probabilistic Bayesian systems are closely related to, and are frequently compared with, fuzzy
systems. Fuzzy sets are effectively “classes” of objects with varying degrees of membership,
such that a fuzzy set can take on several values but to different degrees [Zadeh 1965]. A fuzzy
set “room temperature” could take on the values “hot” and “cold” but to different degrees such
that a high room temperature has a high degree of membership to “hot” and a low degree of
membership to “cold”, but anything we would consider to be moderate has some membership of
each. This has obvious parallels with a random variable, which can also take on many values,
not in terms of “membership” but in terms of “probability”, or to what degree a value might be
present given its statistical characterization, and only one value is assumed to be an outcome.
A random variable for “room temperature” might give a probability of 0.6 for “hot” and 0.4 for
“cold” but ultimately could only be either “hot” or “cold”. Put another way, a random variable
is expected to have a single outcome while fuzzy sets represent multiple outcomes, or alternately
imprecise degrees of belief. This imprecision is reflected in the extension to fuzzy sets of pos-
sibility theory, in which the “possibility” of an event describes a measure of likelihood and its
complement is the “necessity” of an event [Zadeh 1999]. Possibility theory can be seen as a kind
of upper probability theory, where the operation of addition corresponds to a maximum, or as
a plausibility measure in Dempster-Shafer evidence theory. Several other formalisms for recon-
ciling probability and fuzzy logic have been built upon these concepts, generally focused on the
creation of a “fuzzy random variable” that can take on fuzzy values with varying probabilities
[Hajek et al. 1995] [Liu & Liu 2003] and often can be related to Dempster-Shafer theory. There
is also some interest in using fuzzy theory as an approximation to probability theory when priors
are not known [Dubois & Prade 2001], and type-2 fuzzy systems also could be seen as adding
uncertainty to a fuzzy variable due to the extra rules involved [Lin et al. 2010].
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With so many different methodologies in use, it is no surprise that it is sometimes hard to
clearly interpret them in realistic terms. The literature on probabilistic systems and intelligence
contains many (often heated) differences of opinion regarding the validity and interpretation of
these systems. It is the author’s observation that these are most often caused by differences in
interpretation such as “probability refers to my system now” versus “probability is only a future
estimate”, “probability describes real quantities” versus “probability is purely an abstraction”,
and “probabilities are precise in their formulation” versus “probabilities are by nature an approx-
imation”. This is closely related to the interpretation of a system as being either composed of
deterministic physical principles or uncertain stochastic processes, with the only difference often
being the degree of prior knowledge about how the system works, and it has been noted that
practically-minded roboticists and theoreticians of reasoning under uncertainty tend to have dif-
ferent views on what a probability actually is [Bacchus et al. 1998]. It would perhaps be most
appropriate to say that probability provides a form of meta-information about the behaviour of
a system when accurate statistics regarding a given situation are available, independent of the
interpretation.
Each method that has been developed for complex machine reasoning has certain specific and
established advantages, but little emphasis has been placed on the advantages that a more general
interpretation of such methods might have. It has been observed that purely probabilistic systems
bear many mathematical similarities to fuzzy systems and state machines, and consequently that
the vast majority of real implementations use the same set of simple mathematical constructs for
numerical storage and analysis regardless of the interpretation of how these constructs actually
reflect reality. Fundamentally, there are only a limited number of simple numerical representa-
tions for the abstraction of real quantities and qualities that are possible within commonly-used
mathematical systems, and it is understandable that the methods that operate best on these sys-
tems tend to resemble each other. There are several practical situations where implementing
either fuzzy or probabilistic models would provide similar results due to these mathematical sim-
ilarities. It is therefore appropriate to expect some manner of convergence between the many
different methodologies, such as the generalization of a variable to a construct with both fuzzy
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and random properties that may or may not be significant in a given situation. This is analogous
to how matter is modelled as having both particle and wave properties at the subatomic level but
exhibits mainly particle properties at the macroscopic level. One form of probabilistic conver-
gence is the generalization of Bayesian systems such as HMMs and Kalman filters to Bayesian
networks. These kinds of similarities between systems make them both easier to work with and
more widely applicable, and suggest that there are significant advantages in the use of a common
framework for probabilistic machine intelligence.
1.7.3 Building Bayesian Systems
There are many existing software packages for building and using Bayesian networks, but to re-
tain the flexibility and freedom of non-proprietary, open-source software that the µrover has been
built on, we will restrict the selection of available software to currently-maintained community
FOSS packages. For pure research purposes, the Octave and MATLAB environments are fre-
quently used, and have numerous toolkits and user-distributed packages for Bayesian calculation
and Bayesian networks. However, these are very high-level languages, and require computation,
memory, and user interface resources that are generally not present on embedded systems, as well
as being wasteful from a functional standpoint. Java also has several frameworks available, but as
stated already, the Java language offers little for embedded systems that is not already provided
by C++ and in the interest of minimizing system resources, the µrover does not run a Java VM.
The Python language is, in some cases, suitable for embedded use and provides a very compre-
hensive set of libraries and features that are comparable to higher-level languages like Octave,
such as those in the Numpy and SciPy packages. Bayesian network packages based on Numpy
include the original Mocapy for dynamic Bayesian network construction, PEBL (Python Envi-
ronment for Bayesian Learning), and the OpenBayes framework based on the MATLAB Bayes
Net Toolbox (BNT). These provide a higher level of abstraction and easier programming than
low-level code.
While the use of Python is under consideration for embedded robotics due to the ease of pro-
gramming and, as stated earlier, may form the basis for future space systems, the dependence
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on a UNIX environment, resources required for the VM, and extra complexity in implementa-
tion still make native C and C++ code more attractive for space embedded applications with-
out a user interface. Several currently-maintained and FOSS packages were considered for use
as the Bayesian system on the µrover. The original framework for Bayesian Robot Program-
ming, known as OPL for Open Probabilistic Language, was originally made available freely
[Lebeltel et al. 2000] but was soon afterwards unfortunately removed from availability, renamed
and redistributed as a proprietary package called ProBT [Lebeltel et al. 2004], eliminating it as a
candidate for future community development. The Bayes++ library of C++ classes uses an ex-
isting Bayesian network to implement discrete filters such as Kalman filters, particle filters, and
other probabilistic constructs, and includes several different abstractions of Bayesian systems.
However, it focuses on filtering processes and does not abstract a Bayesian inference system. A
toolkit specifically for dynamic Bayesian networks is Mocapy++, which is a C++ implementa-
tion of the Mocapy DBN inference toolkit that is designed for Bayesian inference and structure
learning, primarily for medical use. Mocapy is designed for constructing dynamic Bayesian
networks with maximum likelihood parameter learning using Markov Chain Monte Carlo meth-
ods, and was originally written for bioinformatics use in molecular biology. However, it is very
complex, supporting several different types of nodes, and was determined to be overbuilt for em-
bedded use. Both APIs are now written in C++ and complement each other to some degree, as
Mocapy constructs and traverses networks while Bayes++ directly implements them. Both are
also dependent on floating-point mathematics and not ideal for embedded use, and of course, they
do not communicate. The most promising candidate for embedded Bayesian inference is LibDAI,
a FOSS C++ inference engine that includes several inference methods and parameter learning of
conditional probability tables [Mooij 2010]. While a robotic inference system could be built on
top of LibDAI, it was still under development at the time of this research and was determined to
be not ideal for use in BRP methods, requiring significant amounts of extra programming. There
is no known general framework that is implemented in bare C for efficiency and portability as is
preferred for µrover software, and is focused specifically on robotic use in embedded systems,
particularly with consideration to fixed-point math. It was therefore determined that the Bayesian
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Figure 1.16: Example use of a Bayesian network for decision-making
inference engine for the µrover had to be written from scratch despite the extra time and effort
required.
1.7.4 Bayesian Network Robot Programming
A probabilistic mission execution system has been designed for control of the µrovers. The
basis of the machine learning and decision architecture for the µrover is the use of Bayesian Net-
works. Bayesian networks are similar in concept to fuzzy systems, but have one major theoretical
difference: Fuzzy memberships are constant and imprecise, whereas probabilities refer to pre-
cise quantities but may change when an event occurs. Probability in this case implies directed
causality a → b → c, and Bayesian networks allow associations to be defined to determine the
likelihood of both a and b if c is known. Using associated probabilities allows a machine learning
system to calculate not only what specific actions should have a certain effect, but what actions
are unlikely to have that effect, and also what actions may have already had that effect or not. This
ability to characterize multiple causes and “explain away” unlikely causes makes a Bayesian net-
work a very powerful predictive tool. Figure 1.16 shows an example of how this causal reasoning
process may work for the likely situation of a stuck rover.
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A Bayesian Network (BN) can be visualized as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) which defines
a factorization (links) of a joint probability distribution over several variables (nodes). The prob-
ability distribution over discrete variables is the product of conditional probabilities (”rules”).
Chain Graphs generalize DAGs, but require more semantic complexity and are less intuitive. For
a causal statement X → Y often it is needed to find P(X|Y = y) using the distribution P(X). Rev.
Thomas Bayes’ rule states that
P(X|Y = y) = P(Y = y|X)P(X)
P(Y = y)
. (1.1)
A Bayesian network, when viewed from the point of view of a single joint probability distri-
bution, can be represented by:
P(X1 · · · Xn) =
n∏
i=1
P(Xi|Pa(Xi)) (1.2)
where the parents of each i’th node Xi are denoted by Pa(Xi). To construct a BN, you identify
the variables and their causal relationships and construct a DAG that specifies the dependence
and independence assumptions about the joint probability distributions. Bayesian networks can
be constructed using semi-automated means if there is information regarding the probability and
independence of network variables. It is proposed that a Bayesian network can be constructed
using information about the intrinsic structure of the rover itself and the mission plan, where
causality is implicit as the structure is broken down into components and sub-components.
1.7.5 Knowledge-Based Autonomy
The µrovers use probabilistic methods for mission planning, operations, and problem-solving,
where each state variable in the system is considered to be a random variable. A Bayesian Net-
work is used to represent conditional relationships between the random variables, which may
change as actions are performed and information on success or failure is gathered. A variable
with two states such as the sensor model discussed above follows a Bernoulli model. Bayesian
networks generalize these concepts to a tree structure, represented by a directed acyclic graph
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(DAG) which defines a factorization (links) of a joint probability distribution over several vari-
ables (nodes).
Rovers work in a partially unknown environment, with narrow energy/time/movement con-
straints and, typically, limited computational resources that limit the complexity of on-line plan-
ning and scheduling. This is particularly true of micro-rovers and other small robots using low-
power embedded systems for control. These constraints represent a significant challenge in the
design and programming of rovers, and considerable research work has been done on efficient
planning algorithms [Penna et al. 2010] and algorithms to autonomously modify planning to han-
dle unexpected problems or opportunities [Estlin et al. 2011]. Adaptive learning and statistical
control is already available for planetary rover prototypes, and can be significantly improved to
decrease the amount of planning needed from humans [Huntsberger 2009], but is still often un-
derutilized. Gallant et al. [Gallant et al. 2011] show how a simple Bayesian network can operate
to determine the most likely type of rock being sensed given a basic set of sensor data and some
probabilistic knowledge of geology. To make it possible for the small, efficient planetary rovers
of the future to be decisionally self-sufficient, focus is needed on the design and implementation
of efficient but robust embedded decision-making systems.
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1.8 Environmental Tests
To verify the operation of the micro-rover hardware and actuators under space conditions, thermal
vacuum (T-VAC) testing was conducted for the complete micro-rover electronics stack and one
motor in September 2012 at York University. This testing was done simultaneously with testing
of the existing electronics stack for the York QB50 nanosatellite. Two tests were run on the
µrover hardware: an OBC stress test to estimate heating of the OBC in high-processing periods,
and a motor drive test to verify the operation of the brushless motors in vacuum.
Chapter 2
Design
There are a wide variety of different ways to construct a roving ground vehicle, depending on the
nature and environment it is intended to operate in. The design and construction of the µrover is
detailed in this chapter, including mechanical, electronic, and software components. Key inno-
vations include the passively-actuated swing-arm suspension system with parametric control, the
hybrid and flexible motor control architecture, efficient multiple-voltage power distribution bus,
embedded sun sensing methods, DSP vision board, robust and flexible communications system,
and adaptive sigma-point Kalman filtering implementations with fixed-point arithmetic.
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Figure 2.1: µrover Operating in Sand at the ARO
2.1 Mechanics
As the µrover was designed for research purposes and simple missions, with the criteria of sim-
plicity, reliability, and cost-effectiveness, the mechanical designs are minimalist in philosophy
and flexible. Only 14 moving parts are used, with the extending suspension arms and rotating
solar panel mounts only being used for deployment, and the four motors and four suspension arm
joints being used for mobility. Figure 2.1 shows the µrover prototype operating in sand, which
due to the wheel slip it allows, provides good steering control for differentially-driven vehicles.
2.1.1 Chassis Design
To simplify construction and maintenance, and minimize the chance of structural failure, the
chassis design for the µrover is designed to be very simple and sturdy. Parts needed were stan-
dardized as much as possible. 1inch (25.4mm) outer diameter aluminum tube with the minimum
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wall thickness available of 1/16inch was used for both the frame and suspension arms, and the
prototype was machined to sufficient tolerances using only a band saw and drill press. Flat alu-
minum with 1/8inch thickness is used to fabricate the suspension supports and drivetrain mounts.
The solar panels are supported by 1/16inch 6061-T6 aluminum sheet with a 5mil thick Kapton
film coating to ensure electrical insulation. Solar panels are sized so that they will not interfere
with each other as they deploy. The platform for the µrover components is a square of tubular
aluminium of horizontal size 300mmx150mm, through which the wiring to chassis components
is run and sensors are placed.
The electronics are housed in a 100mmx150mmx50mm box in the center of the chassis, and
payloads are housed in 50mm− 100mmx150mmx50mm boxes at the front and back. Solar panels
are mounted on the electronics boxes, and raised on cylindrical supports that allow the side solar
panels to rotate. A solid model is shown in Figure 2.2. The electronics enclosure and supporting
chassis sizes were chosen so that a PC/104 sized electronics stack (a form factor commonly used
for CubeSats and other small space hardware) could fit easily inside with clearance for wall thick-
ness, and an additional 100mmx50mmx50mm of interior space for a battery stack. The center line
of the chassis extends 50mm beyond the main electronics box front and back, allowing payloads
to be mounted via screws to the platform and the main enclosure, and connect electrically via D-
sub connectors. This allows the chassis to be no larger than necessary to support the electronics
and payloads, but large enough in section to be very rigid.
The 166mm communications antenna that is currently used for 900MHz communications
with the base station/lander is mounted above the taller of the solar panel supports. Good com-
munications requires the antenna to be as high as possible to achieve line of sight with the base,
lander, or nearest relaying entity for as much time as possible. The antenna is sized as a half-
wavelength dipole [Johnson & Jasik 1984], but larger antennas for lower or higher frequencies
can also be used provided they can fold. The length calculation is
λr
2
=
c
2 fr
=
1
2
3 × 108
900 × 106 = 0.166 (m). (2.1)
Numbered screw sizes with only one thread count per diameter were used to minimize the
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50mm 100mm 50mm
150mm Primary ElectronicsPayload Payload
100mm50mm 50mm
50mm
160mm
(unfolded)
Primary ElectronicsPayload Payload
Figure 2.2: Dimensions of Electronics Enclosures for µrover
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selection of fasteners needed, and as a halfway point between outdated imperial sizing and metric
sizing that is preferred but difficult to obtain easily in North America. The numbered screw sizes
used were only #2− 56, #4− 40, #6− 32, #8− 32, and #10− 32, which are to some extent similar
to metric sizes. However, 2mm metric screws were required for mounting the motors. All screws
and steel parts are made from austenitic 304 and 316 stainless steel to minimize the magnetic
permeability of the µrover so as not to interfere with sensors or become magnetized over time.
The motors, held further from the instruments in the electronics enclosures, are the exception
as suitable air-core (induction) motors built from nonmagnetic materials were not available, and
would also be significantly less powerful.
2.1.2 Suspension Design
Based on the criteria of simplicity, compactness, and reliability, a suspension design based on
four independent suspension arms was chosen for the µrover. The wheels are mounted on the
end of square aluminium tubes, which can be sealed to protect the drivetrain components. The
suspension is sprung through horizontally-mounted spring dampers that are hinged at the ends to
allow free rotation as the suspension arms move. The prototype µrover uses adjustable threaded
rods to calibrate the suspension, but the calibrated position is fixed in the completed design. The
length of the suspension arms must be long enough to house the motors and provide sufficient
ground clearance, while not making the rover high enough to tip easily and being able to fold into
the chassis for transportation. The chassis with suspension is shown in Figure 2.3.
This suspension design is similar in concept to the Horizontal Volute Spring Suspension
(HVSS) used on tanks and other off-road vehicles, which uses pairs of wheels or bogies that are
sprung against one another with a freely-moving volute spring used to transfer loading between
each wheel [Zaloga 2003]. However, unless used in conjunction with other bogies to prevent
body rotation, the spring will not resist body tipping, so the springs in the µrover suspension are
fixed to the chassis at the center line by rotating pin joints. The speed of the motors is moni-
tored using rotary Hall sensors, and the angle of the suspension arms can be directly measured by
means of potentiometers on the suspension joints that are monitored by ADC channels on the mo-
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Figure 2.3: µrover Chassis
tor controller. Although the Figures show the tubular aluminum with open ends for illustration,
the ends would be securely closed and wires passed into the chassis through sealed grommets in
a finished µrover for field use.
2.1.3 Deployment
As the fully-deployed chassis is expected to be too large to fit in the lander module planned for
Northern Light, and it must be contained very securely while in transit or for transport for other
uses, the µrover must compress and then deploy by itself. It is preferable that the deployment
be automatic and spring actuated, rather than adding the complexity of electronic actuation. To
accomplish this, solar panels are placed permanently on top of the electronics enclosures and also
on two swivelling supports at each side, that rotate to deploy via rotary springs when released
from the lander. Thermally resistant and heavily Teflon-lubricated sleeve bearings are used to
allow this one-time rotation, motivated by type 302 stainless steel torsion springs within the solar
panel mounts. While stowed, the solar panels overlap facing up, so in the event of a deployment
failure, some solar power can still be generated, with approximately 50% of the power available
with respect to the deployed configuration.
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Figure 2.4: µrover in Compact Stowed Configuration
The suspension arms present a more complex problem, as they must only rotate in a single
plane for stability, and the motors and gearboxes require the arm for storage. The chassis de-
sign overcomes this by housing the suspension arms in a sliding mount adjacent to the chassis
connection that is internally loaded with a stainless steel compression spring to extend the sus-
pension arm when released from the lander. The springs are sufficiently strong as to keep the
arms extended even in the event of a collision or failed motor, and Teflon dry lubricant is used to
ensure that the tubes do not bind. In the event of a failed deployment, the µrover can still move,
although with significantly reduced ground clearance, as long as the suspension arms can still
rotate downwards by 15◦ or more. Figure 2.4 shows the stowed configuration, held in place by
a single strap around the diameter that is attached to the host module, and outer dimensions are
shown in Figure 2.5. For automatic deployment, all that is necessary is to cut the strap, which
can be done by a metal blade attached to a heating coil that is heated electronically by the host
module, immediately allowing the solar panels to deploy and the suspension arms to extend and
rotate.
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300mm
380mm
100mm
Figure 2.5: Dimensions of µrover When Stowed
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2.1.4 Motor and Drivetrain Selection
The drive motors are most critical moving component of a planetary rover, and the selection of
an appropriate motor for the µrover involves many considerations. First, there is compactness
and efficiency. The motor should fit within the chassis with a diameter dm < 2.5cm or at least
be easy to cover in order to be protected from the environment, and adding extra weight and
complexity to accommodate the motor must be avoided. Also, the power draw for four motors
must be within the limited power ( 10W) that can be continuously produced by the batteries, and
lower power draw allows for longer run times before recharge, assuming the motors, driver, and
OBC draw more than the solar panels can provide. Several models of DC drive motor were used
for initial testing of the µrovers, and on a larger scale the YURT rovers, and it was determined
that high tolerances on both the electronic drive system and the drive gearboxes were essential
to avoid failures in rough terrain and adverse conditions. Additionally, the motors used for flight
hardware must be autoclavable and tolerant of extreme temperatures for the trip in hard vacuum
to Mars, and then operable in an atmospheric pressure of 0.6kPa and potentially temperatures of
−55◦C or lower on the surface of Mars.
The fundamental requirement for the drive motors is that they provide sufficient torque to
move the rover on any surface it is expected to have to drive over. High speed is not generally
required or even desirable for planetary rovers and autonomous robots in general, which should
not move faster than they have to for a mission goal and must not move faster than their navigation
and collision-avoidance systems can follow. Using torque as a base requirement, we can estimate
the torque τm from a motor based on the wheel radius rw = 0.1m using the basic equation for
torque τm = fm × rw. The rover’s mass mr will exert a body force fg = mrg in the vertical
direction. Vertical forces are perpendicular to the applied wheel torque on a perfectly flat surface,
with the ground at an angle of φGND = 0◦ with the plane perpendicular to the gravity vector.
However, if the rover is on a slope of any kind or if a wheel is climbing a small hill, the wheels
will experience a component of the gravity vector in the direction of the applied motor force
fg sin(φGND), which the motor must overcome to move up the slope. The weight distribution
over the wheels due to the terrain varies considerably, but for motor selection it is sufficient to
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just consider the worst case, where a steep slope causes most of the rover’s weight to be on two
wheels (though in this situation, the rover should stop due to accelerometer feedback well before
the tipping point is reached). Distributing the weight of the µrover over two wheels out of four
lets us describe the worst-case torque required for each motor as
τm = rw
mgg
2
sin(φGND). (2.2)
This may at first seem to be a high estimate for required torque, but in outdoor environments
terrain features, loose rocks, and high friction in bearings can all increase the torque required for
normal operation, and a high estimate is important. The YURT rovers were designed with these
metrics, and proved to have just sufficient (but not excessive) torque for off-road operations. To
obtain this level of torque, a gearbox is essential, as DC motors by themselves provide torque on
the order of millinewton-metres and speed on the order of hundreds of radians per second and a
gear ratio of at least 100 is usually necessary for a slow-moving rover. A gearbox has the effect
of simultaneously increasing torque depending on the ratio of gear teeth (or more generally,
circumference) between two gears, and a set of gears that implements a given ratio is known
as a stage. Given a gear with n1 teeth in contact with a gear with n2 teeth, the speed of n2
with respect to n1 will be ω2 = n1/n2ω1 and the ratio of torques will be τ2 = n2/n1τ1, simply
because the rate of circumference travel of the two gears must be the same, but the total amount of
circumference per revolution is different. It is important to realize that neglecting frictional losses,
this means that the total mechanical power in the system stays constant as it should because
ω1τ1 = n2/n1ω2n1/n2τ2 = ω2τ2. Additional considerations for gearing include the maximum
rated torque of the gearbox τmax, beyond which damage to the gearbox may result.
The type of gearing used is also important for the efficiency of the motor. Each stage of gears
adds frictional resistance to the drivetrain and therefore losses in torque at the output shaft, but the
highest ratio possible in a small space is typically needed. Therefore it is important to use gearing
stages with the largest possible ratio of sizes between gears to obtain the highest ratio per stage.
Gearbox types include common spur gears, planetary gears, and worm gears. Spur gears are most
often used because they have high ( 90%) efficiency, but low gear ratios due to the large gears
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required in limited space, meaning that several stages will be needed and efficiency will drop as
the product of the individual stage efficiencies. Worm gears offer the highest ratio conversion
in a small space, but because of the large surface area of the worm that is used for driving the
output gear and the resulting friction, worm gears have the lowest efficiency ( 70%) and are
generally not back-drivable from the wheels (which can cause drivetrain breakage if the wheels
are forced or jammed). Planetary gearsets, in which a connected ring of gears transfer motion
between a central drive gear and a round outer gear ring, generally provides a good tradeoff of
efficiency ( 80%), compactness, and gear ratios, and are most often used in transmissions and
low-loss drives. An additional type of gearbox is called a harmonic drive, which operates in a
similar fashion to a planetary gearbox by which a deformable inner gear barely differs in number
of teeth from an outer gear ring, and regular deformation of the inner gear ring by a cam from the
input shaft causes a very slow progression (one tooth per input revolution, per cam lobe) of the
inner gear ring with respect to the outer. Although micro harmonic drives are available, they are
extremely expensive due to the precision of their construction and even more so in a form that
could be used in space due to the material considerations involved. The best low-cost gearbox for
a micro-drive in this case is a planetary gearbox. Given that the greatest reduction possible using
spur gears within 2.5cm pitch diameter is 8/28 = 1/3.5, a reduction of over 1/100 would require
four stages, and about 5.5cm of linear space, while a planetary gearbox can provide a comparable
reduction ratio in three stages and 4cm of space, narrowing the efficiency gap as well. Additional
benefits include compactness and resiliency, as the gearbox case forms part of the gearing.
Motors are rated with two torque figures. The rated torque τrated is the safe torque for con-
tinuous operation, while the stall (or ultimate) torque τstall is the torque at which the motor is no
longer capable of moving the shaft. The general rule is that τrated should not be exceeded under
normal operations on shallow grades, and τstall should not be exceeded in the worst-case estimate
above. In earth’s gravity of 9.81m/s2, assuming wheel diameter 0.1m, mass 6kg, and a normal
grade of φGND = 10◦ = pi/18radians, and a maximum grade of φGND = 45◦ = pi/4radians the
motor will need to operate at
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τrated = 0.1
(6)(9.81)
2
sin(
pi
18
) = 0.511 (2.3)
τstall = 0.1
(6)(9.81)
2
sin(
pi
4
) = 2.08 (2.4)
where τrated and τstall are in Nm. The operating environment has a great impact on the require-
ments for actuator hardware. On Mars, with a gravitational constant of 3.711m/s2, the require-
ments are τrated = 0.193Nm and taustall = 0.787Nm, and on the moon with a gravitational constant
of 1.622m/s2, the required torques are a minuscule τrated = 0.0845Nm and τstall = 0.344Nm. Al-
though this is a simple model and there are other challenges due to planetary environments, it
shows that to obtain equivalent operation on Earth, larger motors are needed than the motors for
space use.
Only one motor was found that fit the requirements of compactness (dm < 2.5cm), torque, and
minimal power consumption. The BLWRPG093S-12V-3500-R139 from Anaheim Automation is
a NEMA-09 form factor BLDC motor custom wound for 12V with a Y winding topology, 8 poles,
Hall sensors for rotor position placed 120◦ apart, a rated speed of 366.5rad/s, and maximum rated
torque of 30mNm. The motor is mated to a 139 : 1 planetary gearbox, which allows the motor
to provide up to 4.17Nm of torque. It can also be assembled to be autoclavable (vacuum rated),
though cost increases significantly.
In the complete µrover, the wheels must be driven at right angles to the motor, which is
contained within the suspension arm to keep the chassis compact. Mitre gears are used to drive
the wheels at right angles to the motors, and to fit the limited space within the 1inch chassis
tubes, the largest mitre gears readily available are 32 diametral pitch from Boston Gear, with a
hub diameter of 10.4mm and tooth face 3mm in size (cat. no. GSS462Y). Two of these gears are
used in each suspension arm, one bored out to 6mm shaft diameter for mounting on the BLDC
motor, the other bored to 1/4inch for mounting on a flatted driveshaft for the wheels. The gears
are held on with #4 − 40 set screws in tapped holes. Being constantly in motion, the driveshafts
and suspension arm joints are supported by rotary bearings. The bearings used are ABEC-5
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flanged double-shielded bearings, with 3/8inch outer diameter press-fitted into the aluminium
frame, and 1/4inch inner diameter to accommodate the drive shafts and suspension arm pivots.
Figure 2.6 shows the outside and the inside in wireframe view of one of the suspension arms with
deployment spring, brushless motor, mitre gears, and axle.
2.1.5 Physical Conventions
For control purposes, the wheel rotation speeds ωm1, ωm2, ωm3, ωm4 are defined with respect to the
motor shafts. Since with no wheel slip a round wheel traverses 2pirw of distance for each rotation,
the wheel rotation speed ωm in radians per second is simply related to the speed of forward
movement of a wheel as v = rwωm and the factor of 2pi is not needed since radians per second
are used. We also define the wheel speed vector ωm = {ωm1, ωm2, ωm3, ωm4}. Similarly, the torque
τ that a motor applies to the shaft of a wheel is related to the horizontal force Fm that the wheel
applies to the shaft when in contact with the ground as Fm = τ/rw. We will not attempt to model
the complex phenomenon of wheel slip on uncertain surfaces. Rather, wheel movement will be
used as a basic estimate of whether the rover should be moving forwards, turning, or stopped,
and use other sensory methods to estimate the quantity of total movement. An illustration of the
coordinate systems used on the µrover is shown in Figure 2.7.
Wheels are numbered starting at the front-left of the vehicle, then proceeding to front-right,
rear-left, and rear-right. As nearly all rovers are supported with horizontally-opposed pairs of
wheels for stability, this numbering system makes it relatively simple to add additional sets of
wheels, and makes it convenient . For other wheel configurations such as the SHRIMP rover
[Estier et al. 2000], the wheels closest to the front are numbered first, and then any wheels behind
those that are horizontally opposed are numbered starting at the left side.
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Figure 2.6: Detail of µrover suspension
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Figure 2.7: µrover model and coordinate systems
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2.2 Suspension Kinematics
The µrover uses its four independently-driven wheels to apply the drive wheel forces fm1, fm2,
fm3, fm1 due to corresponding wheel torques speeds τm1, τm2, τm3, τm4. To derive practical control
quantities, the the wheel rotation speeds are defined with respect to the motors in a right-handed
manner so that counterclockwise is considered positive. The wheel forces are defined with respect
to the suspension arms such that positive is away from the center of mass of the rover. Finally, the
parameterization for forward velocity and steering is defined with respect to the body frame such
that forward movement and right-hand turns are positive. This is necessary so that the individual
control of each aspect of rover movement can be dealt with compatibly, but care must be taken
when mapping one set of variables to another.
The geometry of the body and wheels is shown in top view in Figure 2.8. The µrover is
differentially (“skid”) steered, so heading rotation θ and rotational velocity ω in the horizontal
(ideally parallel to the ground) plane is accomplished by changing the forces applied by the
motors on one side relative to the other. Some wheel slip is necessary for efficient differential
steering, so steering is easiest in sand or other loose media. Any difference in velocity between
the front and rear wheels will cause a change in suspension geometry, so motor speeds must be
controlled to maintain a desired geometry.
Without movement, the µrover kinematics follow conventional differential steering models
[Chen et al. 2011]. Given a distance dw between wheel centres, a wheel radius of rw, a wheel slip
coefficient µw and wheel speeds for the left side and right side wheels ωml and ωmr, the forward
motion and steering variables take the form
x˙ = v = rw
ωmr + ωml
2
(2.5)
θ˙ = ω =
rw(ωmr − ωml)
µwdw
. (2.6)
and the rover state variables with respect to the ground coordinate system (xg, yg, zg) are defined
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Figure 2.8: Kinematics in the horizontal plane for the µrover chassis
as
x˙g = v cos(θ) (2.7)
y˙g = v sin(θ). (2.8)
Since the wheel rotation speeds ωm for each motor are defined as positive-counterclockwise,
the mapping between wheel torques and wheel forces can be related as

fm1
fm2
fm3
fm4

≡

τm1/rw
−τm2/rw
τm3/rw
−τm4/rw

. (2.9)
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Figure 2.9: Kinematics in the vertical plane for a µrover half-chassis
2.2.1 Planar Suspension Model
Limiting the rover model to the 2-D vertical plane, a simple diagram of the suspension kinemat-
ics is shown in Figure 2.9. This model can be used to determine the spring force required for
suspension of the µrover and the reaction of the suspension geometry to the motors. The current
dimensions are lw = lh = 50mm, ls = 150mm, and a wheel diameter of 100mm.
The movement of the four independently-powered wheels is controlled by swing arms that
pivot about the horizontal axis. Travel of the swing arms is limited to 45◦ in α from the horizontal
plane. A spring slider connected to each swing arm provides counterforce against the force of
gravity, so the swing arms remain by themselves about a position of equilibrium depending on the
height of the ground under each wheel. The swing arm attachment height to the spring is made
to be adjustable, but the best spring positioning for mounting on the chassis and the simplest
construction of the spring mount is obtained when lh is used, such that the offset height of the
spring attachment do = 0 when α = 0, as shown in Figure 2.10. The angles α are actively
monitored by the drive controller, and can be used for feedback of the suspension geometry.
Geometrically, the ground clearance dh of the suspension is determined by ls sin(α). The
equilibrium point of the suspension with respect to gravity is determined by the spring constant
ks and the length of the spring ds. As a wheel is lifted by a change in the height of the ground
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τ
Figure 2.10: Kinematics in the vertical plane with one swing arm at maximum vertical travel
underneath, the spring is compressed by a distance dc from its uncompressed point. At α =
45◦, the offset height of the spring do will be lh(1 − cos(α)) = 14.6mm. The complementary
angle to α of (pi/2 − α) and the additional angle caused by the offset of do = lh(1 − cos(α)) is
arcsin(do/(ds − dc)) = arccos(lh sin(α)/(ds − dc)), comprise the complete angle to the spring of
β = pi/2 − α + arccos
(
lh
sin(α)
(ds − dc)
)
. (2.10)
For reducing this to the relationship between dc and α, it is desirable to simplify things with
an approximation. We can use trigonometry about the swing arm joint and approximate the
compressible part of the spring as a chord of a circle as 2lh sin(α/2). Given that the force applied
by the spring depends on dc, which can only vary between 0 < α < pi/4, we will assume that the
maximum (uncompressed) length of the spring is 2lh sin(pi/8) and approximate the compression
dc as
dc ≈ 2lh
[
sin
(
pi
8
)
− sin
(
α
2
)]
. (2.11)
Rearranging Equation 2.11 and considering ground clearance, we can obtain
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α = arcsin
(
dh
ls
)
≈ 2 arcsin
[
sin
(
pi
8
)
− dc
2lh
]
. (2.12)
2.2.2 Spring Compression
For the moment, the supporting surface is assumed to be locally flat. As the suspension swing
arms are supported by springs, the position of each arm is determined by a force balance between
the gravitationally-induced forces fg normal to the supporting surface, the force fm tangential to
the supporting surface, and the forces fs on the suspension spring. The motor force (assumed to be
away from the rover body) causes a net torque on the swing arm of τs = ls( fm sin(α) + fg cos(α)).
For static equilibrium, this must be balanced by the force ksdc from the spring, which exerts a
torque of lhksdc, so the spring compression distance for each swing arm is
dc =
ls( fm sin(α) + fg cos(α))
lhks
. (2.13)
From trigonometry, the spring will have a length of lw at full compression and extend an
additional lh sin(α) in the horizontal and drop lh(1− cos(α)) in the vertical as it extends, so the net
spring length ds − dc can be found as
ds − dc = lh
√
(1 − cos(α))2 +
(
lw
lh
+ sin(α)
)2
. (2.14)
Given that in this case, we are using lh = lw
ds − dc = lh
√
(1 − cos(α))2 + (1 + sin(α))2 = lh
√
2(sin(α) − cos(α)) + 3. (2.15)
Combining Equations 2.13 and 2.15 gives us a specification for the length of spring required
given a spring constant ks as
ds =
ls( fm sin(α) + fg cos(α))
lhks
+ lh
√
2(sin(α) − cos(α)) + 3. (2.16)
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2.2.3 Spring Selection
Estimating the spring constant required for the suspension is an important part of any suspension
design. Under the temporary assumption that each wheel supports one quarter of the µrover
weight and no motor input is provided, with rover mass mr of the µrover in gravity gr each of
the four separate suspension arms must support fg = 14mrgr, we can solve for the spring constant
considering the resting spring compression becomes
ks =
ls(mrgr cos(α))
4lhdc
. (2.17)
Substituting 2.17 into Equation 2.12 for dc, and then into the relation for ground clearance,
we can estimate the resulting dh as
dh ≈ ls sin
(
2 arcsin
[
sin
(
pi
8
)
− ls(mrgr cos(α))
8l2hks
])
. (2.18)
2.2.4 Orientation
To extend this into three dimensions starting with the model in Figure 2.9, the height above
ground level for each suspension arm is at the pivot point is calculated as ls sin(α) + rw. At each
side of the µrover, the midpoint of the body with respect to the front and back is where dh is
measured. This midpoint is equidistant at lw from the suspension arm pivots, and therefore is also
halfway between them vertically. For the left and right sides of the µrover with wheel/suspension
numbering as in Figure 2.8, the heights dh,le f t and dh,right are calculated this way. Similarly, the
height at the central point of the chassis dh,center is at the centroid between all four pivot points.
dh,le f t =
ls
2
(sin(α1) + ls sin(α3)) + rw (2.19)
dh,right =
ls
2
(sin(α2) + ls sin(α4)) + rw (2.20)
dh,center =
ls
4
(sin(α1) + sin(α2) + sin(α3) + sin(α4)) + rw (2.21)
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The angle of tilt ψ of the µrover’s chassis about the x axis can be determined by the difference
in heights as well, as
ψ = arctan
(∣∣∣∣∣∣ dwdh,le f t − dh,right
∣∣∣∣∣∣
)
. (2.22)
2.2.5 Parameterized Control
For control purposes, it is useful to parameterize the control of the µrover’s suspension into intu-
itive quantities. The most common parameterization of control for differentially steered vehicles
is movement in the forward and reverse directions in the body frame v and rotation about the
z axis ω, so that setting any combination of (v, ω) can produce movement in two dimensions.
With four wheels, the set of wheel torques applied τm = {τm1, τm2, τm3, τm4} is a combination of
a calibrated scale factor k and a sign for each factor given the movement desired ς. Using this
method, both linear movement and turning can be combined so that any combination of v and ω
is possible. The right-side wheels must have negative angular velocity during forward movement,
so a forward velocity v will require torques
τm(v, ςv, k) = {ςv1kv, ςv2kv, ςv3kv, ςv4kv} = {+kv,+kv,−kv,−kv}. (2.23)
Turning right, with positive ω, requires simply that all four wheels have positive velocity, so
τm(ω, ςω, k) = {ςω1kω, ςω2kω, ςω3kω, ςω4kω} = {+kω,+kω,+kω,+kω}. (2.24)
For control of the passively-actuated suspension, though, all four motors must be used in dif-
ferent combinations to produce four degrees of freedom. Direct control of each motor is possible
with the parameter set (ωm1, ωm2, ωm3, ωm4), and the controller allows individual commands to
be sent to each motor. However, it is preferred to allow the embedded controller to manage the
suspension arm positions and balance of the rover automatically while allowing the rover to move
and steer as commanded. Two additional parameters are therefore added to v and ω. Heighten-
ing, or “up” u is used to control ground clearance by increasing and decreasing the suspension
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Figure 2.11: Effect of height u parameter on µrover suspension
angles αi. This has the added benefit of making the front and back wheels closer together, which
makes turning easier due to less wheel slip against the wheel travel directions. The effect of the
u parameter is illustrated in Figure 2.11. From Figure 2.9 and Equation 2.13, it can be seen that
applying fm > 0 to all four wheels will decrease the angles αi and applying fm < 0 to all four
wheels will increase αi, so the torques required for lifting the rover are
τm(u, ςu, k) = {ςu1ku, ςu2ku, ςu3ku, ςu4ku} = {−ku,+ku,+ku,−ku}. (2.25)
On a horizontal surface under normal conditions, the angle φ of the rover body about the y
axis is always 0. The reason is that with equal spring constants on all four suspension arms, the
angles α opposing each other front and back will tend to stay equal, that is α1 = α3 and α2 = α4.
While there is no active method to adjust φ on the ground, any unevenness in terrain will cause
the suspension to move in response. The general rule for passively sprung suspension is that the
total potential energy contained in the springs will remain minimized.
The remaining parameter must control the bias between left and right wheels, and is called
tilt ψ. By raising the suspension on one side of the rover and lowering the other side, the rover
body can be tilted to the side, and for compatibility with the right-handed coordinate system, ψ is
defined to be positive for clockwise rotation of the body while looking forward. The effect of the
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Figure 2.12: Effect of tilt ψ parameter on µrover suspension
tilt parameter is illustrated in Figure 2.12. This is particularly valuable for controlling body tilt
on slopes, where the body should be kept as level as possible to avoid tipping over. The torques
required for tilt are again orthogonal by sign to those defined by the other parameters, and are
τm(ψ, ςψ, kψ)) = {ςψ1kψ, ςψ2kψ, ςψ3kψ, ςψ4kψ} = {−kψ,+kψ,−kψ,+kψ}. (2.26)
The four parameters (v, ω, u, ψ) are particularly important as they form an orthogonal basis
with respect to the signs of the torques they apply. As there are only four degrees of freedom in
the system, there is a single, unambiguous change of coordinates from the set (v, ω, u, ψ) to the
set {τm1, τm2, τm3, τm4}. Therefore, any combination of torques τm1, τm2, τm3, τm4, can be created
as a linear combination of (v, ω, u, ψ). For purposes of control, it is useful to define a direct
mapping between motor torques and control parameters. The addition of all torque contributions
from equations 2.23, 2.24, 2.25, 2.26 for each parameter results in a system of equations for the
desired motor torques using a mapping matrix J as
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τm =

τm1
τm2
τm3
τm4

=

kω − kψ − ku + kv
kω − kψ + ku − kv
kω + kψ + ku + kv
kω + kψ − ku − kv

= k

+1 +1 −1 −1
+1 +1 +1 +1
−1 +1 +1 −1
−1 +1 −1 +1


v
ω
u
ψ

= kJ

v
ω
u
ψ

. (2.27)
This allows the distribution of torques required from the motors to be calculated given a set of
desired parameters (v, ω, u, ψ). Note that this matrix is symmetric, which reflects the complete-
ness of the parameter space and makes it an ideal basis for coordinate transformation. Due to the
symmetry of transformation, it is also possible to obtain the parameter set that generates a given
a set of motor torques from the inverse of the mapping matrix J as

v
ω
u
ψ

=
J−1
k

τm1
τm2
τm3
τm4

. (2.28)
2.2.6 Orientation Representation
To obtain a comprehensive model for the movement of the µrover, the movement and rotation of
the body in three dimensions relative to the ground must be considered. For this model, we will
neglect the coupling between the suspension geometry and the ground friction or terrain features
as the terrain and friction coefficients are constantly changing and the interactions are complex
and nonlinear. Instead, we will assume that the suspension controller will act to maintain stability
and traction regardless of the terrain. For purposes of positioning relative to the environment, we
will also assume that the ground is horizontal and flat under the rover, and place the origin of
the body coordinate system on the plane of the ground under the center of volume of the rover
body. A Cartesian coordinate system is used, and in keeping with the most common convention
of body-frame coordinates for mobile vehicles, the x axis is defined as straight forward (the
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direction a wheeled vehicle most often rolls), the y axis is defined as orthogonally to the right of
the x axis such that the x − y plane is coplanar with the ground or defined horizontal plane of the
body, and the z axis is defined as straight down, to form a right-handed coordinate system with
respect to x and y [Guowei Cai 2011]. Using this system, “normal” movement of the vehicle is
a velocity x˙ in the x direction, an increase in pitch corresponds to an “up” increase in φ, and a
right-hand turn results in positive angular velocity θ˙ about the z axis in the first quadrant of the
x− y plane, which is easy and intuitive to remember. It may seem non-intuitive to have the z axis
pointing “down” instead of “up” but preserving the right-handedness of the system in this way is
beneficial in the long term. These axes are shown in Figure 2.7.
The traditional (and most intuitive) method for representing angular orientation in three di-
mensions is using three Euler angles defined with reference to the axes of the coordinate system.
In this case, the body angles (θ, φ, ψ) about the z, y, and x axes respectively form the set of angles.
The term “Euler angles” is often used to represent any triple of angular rotations, but in fact this
is an over-generalization, as proper Euler angles are defined with reference to the line of nodes
created after a rotation, and axis-referenced angle triples as we describe them are more correctly
known as Tait-Bryan or Cardan angles. Due to the common use of the term and to avoid con-
fusing readers, we will continue to refer to them as “Euler Angles”. The fundamental problem
with using triples of angles, though, is that after a rotation, the body is effectively in a new coor-
dinate system, and after two rotations, the original axis of rotation is no longer where it was to
begin with. For incremental rotations and translations measured in the body frame (e.g. motion
measured relative to body-mounted sensors) this is appropriate behaviour, as any transformation
applied within the body frame is simply an additional multiplication by a rotation matrix without
regard to the world coordinate system. However, for placing the vehicle in a relative position
to world coordinate systems, such as a map or global reference point, Euler angles have several
shortcomings.
Using rotation matrices, this is equivalent to premultiplying a body-oriented vector in the
world frame X by separate rotations about the x, y, z axes in order as RzRyRxX. Because ma-
trix multiplication is not commutative, further rotation using premultiplication by the predefined
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rotation matrix Rx will not lead to the desired result of rotation about the global x axis because
RxRzRyRxX , RzRyRxRxX, as the result would be if two rotations about the x axis were used
originally. For the same reason, a different sequence of rotations such as z, x, y will produce a
different result, which is almost never desirable. Contrary to a common misconception, this is
not the “gimbal lock” problem. The solution from a programming standpoint, of course, is to
use the Euler angles for reference at each time point and predefine the order of axes to rotate
around. While many different standards for rotation sequences exist (e.g. proper Euler angles use
only two axes such as z, x, z because of non-commutativity), for work with aerospace vehicles
and rovers the sequence z, y, x is used almost universally, along with the aerospace body frame
coordinate axis definitions for yaw, pitch, and roll [Koks 2008]. The sequence of multiplication
is therefore yaw first (θ about z), then pitch (φ about y) and then roll (ψ about x), resulting in the
easy-to-remember multiplication RxRyRzX. The matrices used for rotation about the axes are
easily defined from the Euler angles as
Rx =

1 0 0
0 cos(ψ) − sin(ψ)
0 sin(ψ) cos(ψ)
 (2.29)
Ry =

cos(φ) 0 sin(φ)
0 1 0
− sin(φ) 0 cos(φ)
 (2.30)
Rz =

cos(θ) − sin(θ) 0
sin(θ) cos(θ) 0
0 0 1
 . (2.31)
Despite the simplicity of the rotation matrix formulation, obtaining the angles back from
a given rotation matrix is more complex due to singularities and ambiguity in the arctangent
function, though the common atan2 function can be used as an alternative in the latter case.
Another undesirable consequence of the use of Euler angles is the presence of singularities as a
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result of coupling three orthogonal rotation angles. For example, if the vehicle is headed straight
forward at θ = 0 and pitched vertically up to φ = pi/2 (90◦), the heading angle θ becomes
numerically undefined due to the co-linearity of two rotation axes causing non-unique solutions,
and for φ > pi/2 or φ < −pi/2 the heading angle becomes θ = pi (180◦), experiencing a sudden
discontinuity if global consistency of the heading angle is to be maintained with respect to global
coordinates. This problem occurs identically between any two Euler angles, and requires that
at least one of a pair of angles be defined on the range −pi/2 < φ < pi/2. Such numerical
discontinuities must be avoided for control purposes, as the lack of distinct angular values makes
it complicated to compare any two attitude measurements differing by more than 90◦ in one
axis. This generally known as “gimbal lock” because historically, when gyroscopes and inertial
measurement units still used gimbals for angular measurement and actuation, the outer gimbal
axis could rotate to be parallel to the inner gimbal axis, at which point the gimbal would be
“locked” with respect to rotation about the now-coplanar gimbal axes [Hoag 1963]. While the
problem with numerical singularities is not physically identical, it is similar enough that the term
has become well-known.
For these reasons, local sensor estimation and vision within the body coordinate system is
done using Euler angles, as it is generally much simpler and more intuitive to use Cartesian rela-
tions to orthogonal angles for sensors, and most sensors only deal with one or two relative angles
at a time. However, orientation of mobile coordinate systems such as the µrover body frame with
respect to a fixed world coordinate system or map is done using quaternions. Quaternions were
conceived by Hamilton as an extension to complex numbers that would allow three-dimensional
coordinate “triples” to be multiplied together, and take the form of “quadruples” of real num-
bers. While an entire branch of mathematics has been devoted to Hamilton’s quaternion algebra,
quaternions as we know them today are most recognized and widely used for the representation
of orientation in three dimensions without gimbal lock [Kuipers 2000].
A quaternion can be defined as q = (w, x, y, z), where x, y. and z are the “vector” parts of
the quaternion associated with three-dimensional space and w is the “scalar” part that provides
the extra degree of freedom that makes quaternion algebra possible, much as in rotation matrices.
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One consequence of this is that all quaternions that are scalar multiples of each other represent
the same orientation, and only the quaternion length |q| = w2 + x2 + y2 + z2 differs, so typically
(q) is normalized after each operation to give the unit quaternion q/|q| = qˆ. Note that −qˆ is
also a unit quaternion representing the same rotation. Quaternion conversions also avoid some
of the singularity and ambiguity problems present in Euler angle conversions. A unit quaternion
representing a rotation Θ about a given unit axis Aˆ = (ax, ay, az) can be constructed by
qˆ(Θ) =
(
cos
(
Θ
2
)
, ax sin
(
Θ
2
)
, ay sin
(
Θ
2
)
, az sin
(
Θ
2
))
. (2.32)
Also, like rotation matrices, quaternions can be multiplied together to represent additive ro-
tation. The identity unit quaternion for multiplication is qˆ(I) = (1, 0, 0, 0). Using the simplified
model of matrix premultiplication as above, a quaternion multiplication qˆ = qˆ1qˆ2 can be calcu-
lated from
qˆ =

w1w2 − x1x2 − y1y2 − z1z2,
w1x2 + x1w2 + y1z2 − z1y2,
w1y2 + y1w2 + z1x2 − x1z2,
w1z2 + z1w2 + x1y2 − y1x2

. (2.33)
One downside of this use of quaternion representation is that, unlike Euler angles, a unit
quaternion’s values do not have a direct physical interpretation (i.e. you cannot determine what
rotations are represented simply by looking at them). For numerical visualization of a quaternion
as an orientation, it should generally be converted back to Euler angles. This can be done without
too much complexity using the arcsin and quadrant-aware arctan 2 function as

θ
φ
ψ
 =

arctan 2(2(wz + xy), 1 − 2(y2 + z2))
arcsin(2(wy − xz))
arctan 2(2(wx + yz), 1 − 2(x2 + y2))
 . (2.34)
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Figure 2.13: Unbalanced turning of µrover on high-friction surface
2.3 Controller Design
Since the suspension allows passive control of ground clearance and limited rotation about the x
axis, there is more control over body positioning than with most differentially steered vehicles.
However, due to the need for wheel slip during turns and the extra degrees of freedom in the
suspension system, there is also a noticeable amount of coupling between the ground and the
suspension geometry. This often manifests itself as undesired tilting toward the outside of turns
and “hopping” of the wheels if too much friction is present. Figure 2.13 shows an example
of this coupling. In this case, if the degree of wheel slip is not sufficiently high or the terrain is
unbalanced, a wheel driving forwards has the potential to raise the chassis and lift the other wheel
on the same side off the ground. While turning on three wheels is actually more efficient than
overcoming the friction for differential steering on four, it creates a higher potential for tip-over
because the chassis sits higher on only three points of contact, as well as causes uncontrolled
motion.
Another key focus of the controller is the fact that differentially-steered vehicles are in gen-
eral easier to turn when the front and back wheels are closer together. Wheels can only provide
a vector component of force that is aligned with the intersection of their plane of rotation and
the plane of the surface they are in contact with. Consequently, a wheel is most efficient when
driving directly forward or backward. Any energy expended that is not in the forward or back-
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Figure 2.14: Effect of raising and lowering the α angle of the suspension on stationary turning
ward direction is generally lost to friction. But differential steering implicitly requires that some
sideways movement be present, as the wheels will not be rotated to align with the direction of
movement in a turn, and therefore energy will be lost in overcoming friction in that turn. Figure
2.14 illustrates this for a differential drive turn on the spot about the center of the body. Let the
angle between the plane of the wheel’s rotation and the movement of the ground be ϑ. The in-
line force component cos(ϑ) provides rolling movement, but the perpendicular force component
sin(ϑ) must overcome friction for the wheels to travel in a circular path about the center of ro-
tation of the body, and represents lost energy. When α is small and the wheelbase is effectively
longer, the angle between the plane of wheel rotation and the relative movement of the ground
becomes ϑlong. As α increases, the wheelbase becomes shorter and the angle with movement of
the ground becomes ϑshort. Based on the planar geometry of the suspension, ϑlong > ϑshort and
ϑ < pi/2, therefore sin(ϑlong) > sin(ϑshort) less energy is lost with a short wheelbase.
Any controller for differential-drive steering must also compensate for environmental effects
such as varying wheel slip and intermittent contact on uneven terrain. The most basic form of
this is to ensure that each wheel maintains a constant angular velocity by adjusting the motor
torque. Taking the above factors into consideration, the goals of the motor control system can be
summarized as:
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• Set and maintain the desired velocity v as instructed by the navigation system
• Set and maintain the turn rate ω as instructed by the navigation system
• Adjust the ground clearance u to be high for turns and low for obstacles and straight move-
ment to minimize turnover risk
• Adjust the tilt angle ψ to compensate for ground inclines to the left and right (as measured
by accelerometer)
2.3.1 PID Control
To improve the movement control of the µrover, a basic Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
controller was implemented using 8-bit integer arithmetic on an AVR microcontroller for control-
ling wheel angular velocity. A separate PID loop is used for each one of the four wheel motors,
and the inputs are the desired motor speeds ωm(k) = {k1ωm1, k2ωm2, k3ωm3, k4ωm4}. For this case,
no consideration is made for managing suspension geometry via wheel speed. It is a simple
four-wheel differential drive controller intended for manual or automated motor speed control.
The traditional form of the PID controller applies a linear combination of weighted terms at
each time step to obtain a control output. Three types of terms are available, and are derived from
the error e(t) at a given time t. The first is simply the weighted error itself, the second is the time
integral of the error, and the third is the time derivative of the error. All three quantities are scaled
by the scalar weightings kp, ki, and kd. The traditional continuous-time PID controller with the
output τc is then defined as
τc(t) = kpe(t) + ki
∫ t
0
e(t)dt + kd
de(t)
dt
(2.35)
In this case, the control quantity is the wheel speed ωm,i(t), measured by rotary encoder for
each motor from 1 . . . 4 by dividing the number of encoder counts by the time step length ∆t. The
desired or “set” wheel speed for each motor is ωs,i(t). The error in the wheel speed at time t is
therefore obtained as e(t) = ωm,i(t) − ωs,i(t). As the controller is implemented on a discrete-time
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system with limitations on numerical size and precision, a modified approach is taken where the
time t is considered to be an integer time step and the control output is scaled by the divisor ks
using the discrete-time formulation
τc(t) =
kpe(t) + ki
∑t
0 e(t)dt + kd(e(t) − e(t − 1))
ks
(2.36)
Alternately, an implementation of the PID can operate on the parameterized state vector
(v, ω, u, ψ) with v = x˙, ω = θ˙, and u = h˙. In this case, the same four PID loops are used,
but the errors are calculated as
ev(t) = v − vdesired (2.37)
eω(t) = ω − ωdesired (2.38)
eu(t) = u − udesired (2.39)
eψ(t) = ψ − ψdesired. (2.40)
and the output for the motors is obtained using Equation 2.27.
With regard to the practicality of implementation on an 8-bit microcontroller, the input values
ωm,i(t) and ωs,i(t) are calibrated in deciradians per second (drad/s), where 1drad = 0.1rad. For
an 8-bit value, this gives a useable range of 0.1 . . . 25.5rad/s, or about 0.95 . . . 243.5RPM, and
is a reasonable range for a slow-moving autonomous vehicle. The weightings kp, ki, kd, and ks
are also stored and selected as 8-bit values. However, as Equation 2.36 requires multiplication
of variables, the error e(t) and the three P, I, and D terms are stored as 16-bit values. An 8-bit
timer-counter is used to control the fraction of power transferred to the motors, so the divisor ks
is necessary to scale the result back into the range of 0 . . . 255 so that the output τc(t) can map
to an 8-bit value. It can be noted that because the error e(t) depends only on the difference be-
tween desired and measured quantities, the output τc(t) can be scaled differently than the encoder
measurements or desired input. Therefore, the weightings kp, ki, kd, and ks are chosen to maxi-
mize both the performance and the useable numerical range of the controller, and do not have to
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explicitly convert units or quantities. For tuning, kp, ki, and kd can be manually tuned while the
controller is running, but should be kept low enough that each term remains within the range of
±32, 768 even at the maximum error possible given the hardware. The scaling divisor ks primarily
has to prevent the entire PID sum from exceeding ±255, although it is also useful for limiting the
output of the controller. Setting ks < kp for example, prevents the P term from having an effect
at low error values since the implicit floor operation causes it to be zero until e(t) > ks/kp. Also,
all required variables are checked when updated to ensure that it is not out of range for its data
type to prevent unexpected sign changes and numerical instability. The error e(t) particularly is
restricted to ±1024 with the expectation that the scaling parameters will usually be chosen in the
range 0 . . . 10.
2.3.2 Body Dynamic Control
For dynamic analysis, it is preferable to describe the movement of the body in terms of spe-
cific angles and distances, following the suspension geometry and using conventional methods
[Carlone et al. 2013]. We will denote these as the control quantities {x˙C, θ˙C, h˙C, ψ˙C} Applying
Equation 2.6 provides the two-dimensional analysis, but with the modification that the distances
travelled by the left and right side motors are averaged to determine the net amount of body travel
for each side, so that ωml = (ωm1 + ωm3)/2 and ωmr = (ωm2 + ωm4)/2.
x˙C = rw
(
ωm2 + ωm4 + ωm1 + ωm3
4
)
(2.41)
θ˙C = ω = rw
(
ωm2 + ωm4 − ωm1 − ωm3
2µwdw
)
. (2.42)
To consider the rotation and movement of the body in the vertical plane, we use the height
average of the suspension arms and calculate the tilt angle ψ from the relative heights of each
side dhl and dhr, averaged between the front and back suspension arms. Assuming a nearly flat
surface, the rotational motion of any of the four suspension angles α˙ can be related to the relative
motion of the motor with respect to the suspension joint with sign dependent on the direction the
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joint is facing with
α˙C = ± (rwωm)ls sin(α) . (2.43)
This allows the definition of parameter rates for u and ψ using calculations of relative heights
in the form of d˙hl = ls(cos(α1)α˙1 + cos(α3)α˙3)/2 as
u˙C = ls
(
sin(α2) + sin(α4) + sin(α1) + sin(α3)
4
)
(2.44)
ψ˙C =
d˙hl − d˙hr
dw cos(ψ)
= ls
(
cos(α1)α˙1 + cos(α3)α˙3 − cos(α2)α˙2 − cos(α4)α˙4
2dw cos(ψ)
)
. (2.45)
It is possible to control the pose of the µrover alone from changing the relative wheel speeds
ωm1,ωm2,ωm3, andωm4 using Equations 2.42-2.45 and the measured angles α from the suspension
sensors. It is simpler from a control point of view to consider this as managing the four suspension
parameters v, ω, u, and ψ, which also form an orthogonal control set. The quantities measured by
the motor encoders (integrated from ωm1, ωm2, ωm3, and ωm4), inertial measurement sensors (sun
sensor or magnetometer), and suspension angle sensors (and kinematics) are
X1 =
[
x, θ, h, ψ
]T . (2.46)
As the motors are controlled by speed, the control parameters are effectively
X2 = X˙1 =
[
x˙, θ˙, h˙, ψ˙
]T
. (2.47)
We can rewrite the dynamic system with state function F and actuator function G which acts
on control torque τc with external disturbances τd as
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
x¨
θ¨
h¨
ψ¨

= F


x
θ
h
ψ

,

x˙
θ˙
h˙
ψ˙


+ G


x
θ
h
ψ

,

x˙
θ˙
h˙
ψ˙


τc + τd. (2.48)
2.3.3 Type-1 and Type-2 Fuzzy Adaptive Sliding Mode Controllers
For nonlinear control of the chassis and as a comparison to the PID control methodology, we
design a nonlinear controller in the form of a fuzzy adaptive sliding mode controller based on
prior work in nonlinear nanosatellite attitude control [Li et al. 2013a]. This work was done in
collaboration with Li [Li 2012]. Two types of fuzzifier are available - type 1 and type 2 - with the
main difference being the number of fuzzy rules required. We rewrite the dynamic system as
 X˙1(t)X˙2(t)
 =
 X2(t)F(X)
 +
 04G(X)
 τc(t) + τd(t). (2.49)
For this dynamic system, X(t) =
 X1(t)X2(t)
 ∈ R8, X1(t) ∈ R4, X2(t) ∈ R4, τd(t) ∈ R8, F(X) ∈ R8
and τc(t) ∈ R8. It is assumed that the system function G(X) ∈ R4×4 is an unknown smooth and
bounded function
0 < g0Im < G < g1Im
where g0 and g1 are positive constants. For nonlinear sliding-mode control, we define a linear
switching function which ensures that the reduced-order system on the sliding mode S = 0
is asymptotically stable, where ι ∈ R4×4 is a diagonal constant matrix with positive diagonal
elements ιi (i = 1, 2, ...m). The switching function S (t) ∈ R4 is then
S (t) = ιe(t) + e˙(t), (2.50)
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and e(t) ∈ R4 is the tracking error defined as e(t) = X1(t) − xd(t). Here xd(t) ∈ R4 is the desired
trajectory. x¨d(t) is the second derivative of xd(t).
2.3.4 Type-1 and Type-2 Fuzzy Logic System
Zadeh introduced type-2 fuzzy sets as a generalization of ordinary fuzzy sets [Zadeh 1975]. In
a type-1 fuzzy set, the degree of membership for each point is a normal fuzzy number can have
the range of [0, 1], and the number is a crisp number. A type-2 fuzzy set can have a membership
function with uncertainty [Lin et al. 2010]. A type-1 fuzzy control system generally includes
a fuzzifier, a rule base, an inference engine and a defuzzifier. For this type-1 fuzzy system,
a Mamdani minimum inference engine, singleton fuzzifier and center average defuzzifier are
chosen [Wang 1997]. A fuzzy system in general is a collection of if-then fuzzy rules that can be
expressed as
νk : I f x1 is Wk1 , And · · · , And xn is Wkn , Then y is Zk.
The output of the fuzzy system (using singleton fuzzification, product inference and center
average defuzzification) can be written as
ϑTζ =
∑P
l=1 ϑ
l
F(X)
∏N
i=1 µ
l
Wil(xi)∑P
l=1
∏N
i=1 µ
l
Wil(xi)
(2.51)
where P is the total number of fuzzy rules. The N Gaussian membership functions are
µW1l(x1), ..., µWnN (xn), and ζ is a fuzzy basis function defined as
ζ l(x) =
( ∏N
i=1 µWil(xi)∑P
l=1
∏N
i=1 µWil(xi)
)
. (2.52)
To implement the adaptive fuzzy terminal sliding mode control law, type-1 fuzzy sets over
the interval of xi are defined. Seven Gaussian membership functions are used in the type-1 fuzzy
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system for each variable Wi (i = 1, 2, · · · , 7), defined as
µW1(xi) = (1 + exp(5(xi + 3 × a)))−1, µW2(xi) = exp
− ( xi + 2 × ab
)2
µW3(xi) = exp
− ( xi + 1 × ab
)2 , µW4(xi) = exp (− ( xib
)2)
µW5(xi) = exp
− ( xi − 1 × ab
)2 , µW6(xi) = exp − ( xi − 2 × ab
)2
µW7(xi) = (1 + exp(5(xi − 3 × a)))−1 (2.53)
where a and b are different constant numbers designed according to xi. The type-2 fuzzy sets
are constructed using the same set of seven Gaussian functions, except that instead of only one
function being used about one mean value ¯µWi, two mean values µ¯1Wi and µ¯2Wi are used and two
functions superimposed (added) above one another.
The details of the constructed Type-2 and Type-1 membership functions are given in Table
2.1.
Table 2.1: Type-2 and Type-1 Fuzzy Membership Functions
Name Type-2 mean µ¯1Wi and µ¯2Wi Type-1 mean µ¯Wi
µW1(xi) 2.5, 1.5 3
µW2(xi) 2, 1 2
µW3(xi) 1.5, 0.5 1
µW4(xi) 0.5,−0.5 0
µW5(xi) −0.5,−1.5 −1
µW6(xi) −1,−2 −3
µW7(xi) −1.5,−2.5 −3
2.3.5 Adaptive Fuzzy Sliding Mode Control
A sliding mode control law can be derived using the sign of the switching function and the
switching-type function H as
τc = G(X)−1
[
x¨d − ιe˙ − F(X) − τd − Hsgn(S )] . (2.54)
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System functions F, G, and disturbance τd are usually difficult to be obtained. The indirect
adaptive fuzzy sliding mode control law is given as
τc = Gˆ(X | ϑg)−1
[
x¨d − ιe˙ − Fˆ(X | ϑ f ) − hˆ(S | ϑh)
]
(2.55)
where F, G and τd are replaced with type-1 or type-2 fuzzy system. For a type 1-fuzzy system,
Fˆ(X | ϑ f ) = ϑTf ζ f (X), Gˆ(X | ϑg) = ϑTg ζg(X) and Hˆ(S | ϑh) = ϑTh ζh(S ) are used to approximate
f (X), g(X), and the switching-type control law Hsgn(S ). For a type 2-fuzzy system, the following
equations are used to to approximate F(X), G(X), and the switching-type control law Hsgn(S ).
Fˆ(X | ϑ f ) = 12
[
ζTf rζ
T
f l
] ϑ f rϑ f l
 = ϑTf ζ f (X) (2.56)
Gˆ(X | ϑg) = 12
[
ζTgrζ
T
gl
] ϑgrϑgl
 = ϑTg ζg(X) (2.57)
Hˆ(S | ϑh) = 12
[
ζThrζ
T
hl
] ϑhrϑhl
 = ϑTh ζh(S ) (2.58)
We define the optimal parameters of fuzzy systems as the following functions within the range
Dx as
ϑ∗f = arg min
ϑ f ∈$¯F
sup
X∈Dx
∣∣∣Fˆ(X | ϑ f ) − F(X)∣∣∣ (2.59)
ϑ∗g = arg min
ϑg∈$¯G
sup
X∈Dx
∣∣∣Gˆ(X | ϑg) −G(X)∣∣∣ (2.60)
ϑ∗h = arg min
ϑh∈$¯H
sup
S∈Dx
∣∣∣Hˆ(S | ϑh) − H(S )∣∣∣ (2.61)
It is assumed that there exists an optimal fuzzy logic system that can approximate the nonlin-
ear terms F(X), G(X) and the switching-type control law Hsgn(S i) in Equation 2.55 such that
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F(X) − F∗(X | ϑ∗f ) = $F(X)
G(X) −G∗(X | ϑ∗g) = $G(X)
H(S ) − H∗(S | ϑ∗h) = $h(S ) (2.62)
where $F , $G and $h are approximation errors and bounded in the compact set Ux, i,e.,
∥∥∥∥$F∥∥∥∥ ≤
$¯F ,
∥∥∥∥$G∥∥∥∥ ≤ $¯G and ∥∥∥∥$h∥∥∥∥ ≤ $¯h. Approximation errors can be reduced by increasing the number
of fuzzy rules.
2.3.6 Nonlinear Controller Design
The controller design involves the construction of a sliding surface containing tracking errors to
ensure that the system is restricted to the sliding surface. It also involves the derivation of param-
eter adaptation laws and fuzzy logic feedback control gains that can drive the desired trajectory to
the sliding surface and maintain it in the manifold. A nonlinear hyper-plane based sliding mode
can provide a wide variety of design alternatives with fast and finite time convergence. For this,
Equation 2.50 is redefined as
S = ιe + e˙ + K0e
p
q (2.63)
where K0 ∈ R3×3 is a constant, diagonal, positive-definite, control design matrix. and p and q are
the positive odd integers (p < 2q).
S˙ = ιe˙ + e¨ + K0
p
q e
p
q−1e˙. (2.64)
The adaptive fuzzy terminal sliding control law is then redefined as
τc = Gˆ(X | ϑg)−1
[
x¨d − E − Fˆ(X | ϑ f ) − hˆ(S | ϑh) − K1S
]
(2.65)
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where K1 = diag {k11, k22, k33}, I = diag {1, 1, 1} and E = ιe˙ + K0 pq e
p
q−1e˙. This control term
(Equation 2.65) is not well defined when the estimated matrix Gˆ(X | ϑg) is singular. The matrix
is generated online via the estimation of the parameters ϑg. In order to implement this control
law, additional precautions have to be taken to guarantee that ϑg remains in the feasible region in
which Gˆ(X | ϑg) is non-singular. In order to overcome this problem, the control law is modified
to be
τc f = GˆT (X | ϑg)
[
ε0I + Gˆ(X | ϑg)GˆT (X | ϑg)]−1[x¨d − E − Fˆ(X | ϑ f ) − hˆ(S | ϑh) − K1S
]
(2.66)
where ε0 is a small positive constant. The approximation of G−1(X | ϑg) by the regularized inverse
and unavoidable reconstruction errors of the unknown functions F(X) and G(X) will occur. A
more robust control term for τc f defined as
τc f = ε0[ε0I + Gˆ(X | ϑS )GˆT (X | ϑg)]−1
[
x¨d − E − Fˆ(X | ϑ f ) − hˆ(S | ϑh) − K1S
]
(2.67)
and is combined with the control law Equation 2.66 to give
τc = τc f − τcr (2.68)
The controller Equation 2.68 is the sum of two control terms: the robust control term τc f and
a modified certainty equivalent control term τcr, where
τcr =
S ‖S ‖ ($¯F + $¯G
∥∥∥τc f ∥∥∥ + $¯h + ‖τ0‖)
g0‖S ‖2 + χˆ
(2.69)
where χˆ is a design time varying parameter defined below. The adaptive parameters ϑ f , ϑg, ϑh
and design parameter χˆ are updated by the adaptive laws
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ϑ˙ f = αζ f S , ϑ˙g = βζgS τc f , ϑ˙h = ςζhS , (2.70)
˙ˆχ = −κ0
‖S ‖ ($¯F + $¯G
∥∥∥τc f ∥∥∥ + $¯h + ‖τ0‖)
g0
∥∥∥S 2∥∥∥ + χˆ (2.71)
where α > 0, β > 0, ς > 0, κ0 > 0, χˆ0 > 0. Also, 2q > p are used to avoid singularities. We
can now consider the rover system Equation 2.49, and a Type-2 fuzzy terminal sliding control
law defined by Equations 2.66-2.67 with adaptive control laws given by Equations 2.70 and 2.71.
This guarantees the following properties:
1. All signals that may be due to disturbances and changes in the closed-loop system are
bounded.
2. The tracking error is UUB (Uniformly Ultimately Bounded), meaning that it converges to
the neighbourhood of zero by appropriately choosing the design parameters.
The proof of this is obtained with τc1(X¯) = τc f (X¯) − τcr(X¯) as a control law that considers
disturbances, and τc2(X) = τc f (X) − τcr(X) as the control law without considering disturbances.
Using the mean value theorem to bound the nonlinear vector, we have
‖G(τc1 − τc2)‖ ≤ gm
∥∥∥X¯ − X∥∥∥ (2.72)
where X¯ is the mean of X and gm is a bounding constant number. Rewriting Equation 2.64, the
following equation is obtained.
S˙ = X¨ − x¨d + E = −x¨d + E + F(X) + G(X)(τc1) + τd
= −x¨d + E + F(X) + G(X)(τc1 − τc2) + G(X)(τc2) + τd
≤ −x¨d + E + F(X) + GM
∥∥∥X¯ − X∥∥∥ + G(X)(τc2) + τd
(2.73)
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Using the fact that
Gˆ(X | ϑg)GˆT (X | ϑg)[ε0I + Gˆ(X | ϑg)GˆT (X | ϑg)]−1 = I − ε0[ε0I + Gˆ(X | ϑg)GˆT (X | ϑg)]−1 (2.74)
and
Gˆ(X | ϑg)τc f = x¨d − E − Fˆ(X | ϑ f )) − hˆ(S | ϑh) − K1S − τ0 (2.75)
we denote the disturbance torque τd, denoted as τˆd to imply boundedness, as being bounded
‖τˆd‖ < τˆdM and define a constant k = τˆdM + Γ, with Γ as a small constant number, and Equation
2.73 can be written as
S˙ ≤ −x¨d + E + F(X) + (G(X) − Gˆ(X | ϑg))τc f + Gˆ(X | ϑg)τc f −G(X)τcr + τˆd
≤ −Fˆ(X | ϑ f )) − hˆ(S | ϑh) − K1S − τ0 + F(X) + (G(X) − Gˆ(X | ϑg))τc f −G(X)τcr
+ τˆd
≤ −K1S + F(X) − Fˆ(X | ϑ f ) + (G(X) − Gˆ(X | ϑg))τc f −G(X)τcr − hˆ(S | ϑh)
+ τˆd − τ0
≤ −K1S + Fˆ(X | ϑ∗f ) − Fˆ(X | ϑ f ) +$F + (Gˆ(X | ϑ∗g) − Gˆ(X | ϑg) +$G)τc f −G(X)τcr
− hˆ(S | ϑh) + τˆd − τ0. (2.76)
Multiplying S T to Equation 2.76 gives
S T S˙ ≤ −S T K1S + S T (Fˆ(X | ϑ∗f ) − Fˆ(X | ϑ f )) + S T$F + S T (Gˆ(X | ϑ∗g) − Gˆ(X | ϑg) +$G)τc f
− S TG(X)τcr + S T hˆ(S | ϑ∗h) − S T hˆ(S | ϑh) − S T hˆ(S | ϑ∗h)
+ S T τˆd − S Tτ0. (2.77)
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Define Ψ fi , Ψgi j and Ψhi to represent the fuzzy parameter errors such that Ψ fi = ϑ
∗
fi
− ϑ fi ,
Ψgi j = ϑ
∗
gi j − ϑgi j , and Ψhi = ϑ∗hi − ϑhi . We can then rewrite Equation 2.77 as
S T S˙ ≤ −S T K1S +
$∑
i=1
ΨTf iζ f i(S )S i + S
T$ +
$∑
i=1
$∑
j=1
ΨTgi jζgi j(S )S iτc f j (2.78)
+
$∑
i=1
ΨThiζhi(S i)S i + S
T τˆd − S T hˆ(S | ϑ∗h) − S Tτ0 − S T g(X)τcr
where S T$ = S T$ f + S T$Gτc f + S T$h.
A Lyapunov function candidate is defined as
V =
1
2
S T S + $∑
i=1
1
αi
ΨTfiΨ fi +
$∑
i=1
$∑
j=1
1
βi j
ΨTgi jΨgi j +
$∑
i=1
1
ςi
ΨThiΨhi +
1
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The time derivative of V is obtained as
V˙ = S T S˙ +
$∑
i=1
1
αi
ΨTfiΨ˙ fi +
$∑
i=1
$∑
j=1
1
βi j
ΨTgi jΨ˙gi j +
$∑
i=1
1
ςi
ΨThiΨ˙hi +
1
κ0
χˆ ˙ˆχ. (2.80)
Substituting Equation 2.78 into Equation 2.80 and using the definition that hˆ(S | ϑ∗h) =
ksgn(S ), we obtain
V˙ ≤ −S T K1S +
$∑
i=1
1
αi
ΨTfi(αiζ fi(S )S i + Ψ˙ fi) + S
T$ (2.81)
+
$∑
i=1
$∑
j=1
1
βi j
ΨTgi j(βi jζgi j(S )S iτc j + Ψ˙gi j) + S
T (τˆd − ksgn(S ))
+
$∑
i=1
1
ςi
ΨThi(ςiS iζhi(S i) + Ψ˙hi) − S T (τo) − S TG(X)τcr +
1
κ0
χˆ ˙ˆχ
The time derivative of V can then be written as the following.
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V˙ ≤ V˙0 + V˙1 + V˙2 + V˙3 (2.82)
V˙0 = −S T K1S ≤ −λmin (K1) ‖S ‖2 (2.83)
V˙1 = S T (τˆd − ksgn(S )) ≤ −Γ ‖S ‖ (2.84)
V˙2 =
$∑
i=1
1
αi
ΨTfi(αiζ fi(S )S i + Ψ˙ fi) +
$∑
i=1
$∑
j=1
1
βi j
ΨTgi j(βi jζgi j(S )S iτc j + Ψ˙gi j)
+
$∑
i=1
1
ςi
ΨThi(ςiS iζhi(S i) + Ψ˙hi) (2.85)
V˙3 = S T$ − S Tτo − S TG(X)τcr + 1
κ0
χˆ ˙ˆχ (2.86)
We now rewrite Ψ˙ fi = ϑ˙
∗
fi
− ϑ˙ fi , Ψ˙gi j = ϑ˙∗gi j − ϑ˙gi j , and Ψ˙hi = ϑ˙∗hi − ϑ˙hi . Since ϑ∗fi , ϑ∗gi j and ϑ∗hi
are constant numbers, Ψ˙ f i = −ϑ˙ f i , Ψ˙gi j = −ϑ˙gi j , and Ψ˙hi = −ϑ˙hi.
Using Equation 2.70 and rewriting Equation 2.85 we can obtain
V˙2 = 0. (2.87)
Using Equation 2.69, the following equation can be written.
S TG(X)τcr ≥ ‖S ‖ ($¯F + $¯G
∥∥∥τc f ∥∥∥ + $¯h + ‖τ0‖) − χˆ ‖S ‖ ($¯F + $¯G
∥∥∥τc f ∥∥∥ + $¯h + ‖τ0‖)
g0 ‖S ‖2 + χˆ
(2.88)
and we make use of the following inequality
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S TG(X)S ≥ g0 ‖S ‖2 (2.89)
Combining the adaptive law Equation 2.71 with Equation 2.86, we have
V˙3 ≤ −S TG(X)τcr + ‖S ‖ ($¯F + $¯G
∥∥∥τc f ∥∥∥ + $¯h + ‖τ0‖) + 1
κ0
χˆ ˙ˆχ = 0. (2.90)
From the above Equations 2.82, 2.83 and 2.84,
V˙ ≤ V˙0 + V˙1 ≤ −λmin (K1) ‖S ‖2 − ‖S ‖ (Γ). (2.91)
Based on Equations 2.87, 2.90 and 2.91, Equation 2.82 can be written as
V˙ ≤ −λmin (K1) ‖S ‖2 + ‖S ‖ (g1d1 − Γ) ≤ −λmin (K1) ‖S ‖2 (2.92)
and λmin (K1) is the minimum eigenvalue of matrix K1. In this way, the control input and all
signals involved in the control system are bounded. This provides a stable, nonlinear and model-
free control system for managing µrover dynamics.
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2.4 Electronics Stack
2.4.1 Component Selection
The selection of components for surface-mount hardware fabrication is important. To allow hand
soldering, testing, and debugging which is sometimes necessary for critical prototypes, no com-
ponents should be smaller than imperial 0603 size (metric 1608). To cope with the temperatures
encountered in space and hostile environments, all integrated circuits (ICs) must be tolerant to at
least the industrial temperature range of −40◦C to 85◦C. Military and aerospace grade parts are
of course preferred, but are rare to find as COTS hardware and very expensive. To keep precision
over wide temperature range changes, resistors and other linear devices should be 0.5% toler-
ance or better. Wattage allowances of onboard components are also higher to cope with heating
in vacuum, as the lack of air cooling typically causes components to run 20◦C or more above
their normal atmospheric temperatures. Also, due to the presence of ESD from many sources,
all external connectors use ESD protected drivers and fast zener diodes to limit voltage spikes.
For inexpensive and reliable fabrication, PCBs should have traces of at least 0.2mm width and
at least 0.17mm mil clearance between traces or vias, with vias no smaller than 0.5mm. Stan-
dard hole sizes for through-hole components are 0.71mm (fine leads), 0.9mm (standard leads),
1.07mm (power devices and DIP sockets), 1.52mm (large connectors), and 2.18mm (mounting
holes). Typically 1/8“ (3.175mm) holes are used for board mounting and stacking.
2.4.2 On-Board Computer
The On-Board Computer (OBC) for the µrover is based on the Atmel AT91RM9200 ARM9 mi-
crocontroller, which is a low-power, multipurpose, embedded controller IC. It has an ARM920T
32-bit CPU core and a large variety of on-chip communications controllers, including a full 32-
bit GPIO port, four enhanced USART serial controllers, SPI, I2C, SDIO, and Ethernet support.
µrover prototypes built from scratch use a Linuxstamp v1.2.0 embedded board, which provides
an SPI dataflash, 64MB RAM, connectors for Ethernet and USB, an SD card, and through-hole
headers for connection to all the functions of the AT91RM9200, and have been tested thoroughly
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both in the lab and in the field so that the electronic design can be refined. An early diagram of
the basic functions of the µrover is shown in Figure 2.15. While there are many potential ARM
architecture microcontrollers that could be used in an OBC design, the AT91RM9200 was chosen
because of its variety of peripherals, high levels of hardware maturity and support in the Linux
kernel, and because of the availability of the Linuxstamp as an open platform to build on. Other
programmable component functions on the µrover such as motor control, sensor monitoring, and
simple payloads are handled by smaller microcontrollers that are attached by synchronous serial
or SPI bus to the OBC. The Atmel AVR 8-bit architecture microcontrollers have been used al-
most exclusively for these functions so far because of their simple and robust programmability,
low power consumption, and high levels of support within the open-source community. AVR Mi-
crocontrollers are used for the popular Arduino series of hobbyist microcontroller boards, which
makes them readily available and ideal for academic use. Though many newer 32-bit microcon-
trollers such as the ARM-Cortex series have superior performance and similar power and size
requirements, the AVR is greatly simpler to program at low levels, and due to this ease of im-
plementation, many research prototypes of electronic hardware developed for or with the µrover
have been based on the well-designed and flexible ATMega644P microcontroller.
The prototype hardware for the µrovers has been built mostly by hand using through-hole
components, which makes the motherboards, daughterboards and payloads larger and heavier.
A surface-mount electronic implementation in an extended version of the PC/104 form factor
is currently undergoing testing. The PC/104 form factor describes a stack of PCBs with pass-
through 0.1inch 64-pin and 40-pin headers, and was chosen because it is a common standard for
embedded systems in industry and robotics, and strikes a good balance between compactness and
flexibility. The OBC base board is enlarged to allow a two-layer board to carry additional on-
board computer functions and power conversion components, and the pinout is altered to contain
the communications interfaces described here. The electronics stack contains all the essential
functions and instrumentation for the µrover, such as motor drivers, battery chargers, DC-DC
converters, current and voltage monitoring, accelerometer, magnetometer, and rate gyro sensors,
and sockets for cameras, GPS, and communications. Expansion of this board is possible by using
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Figure 2.15: Initial hardware diagram for µrover
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Figure 2.16: µrover Main Board Dimensions
PC/104-style 64-pin and 40-pin headers. The PC/104+ form factor is used for board size and
placement of the connectors, but it will be updated to include motor drivers and debugging ports.
The form factor and layout of this board is shown in Figure 2.16. A parallel interface connection
to GPIO pins is used to connect an OV7670 VGA CMOS camera module directly to the OBC,
which is driven from the system clock on the AT91RM9200. To aid greatly in development and
troubleshooting, a standard set of wire colours will be used for chassis wiring of prototypes,
shown in Figure 2.17.
2.4.3 Board-to-Board Communications
All signals are carried between OBC boards as shown in Figure 1.11 via standard 0.1inch pin
headers. This facilitates connection between boards and wires, and makes debugging easy. Pro-
prietary connectors are often hard to test and usually are not compatible between manufacturers
and sizes. Due to the resiliency of using separate transmit, receive, clock, and frame synchro-
nization wires, SPI is preferred for board-to-board communication at high bit rates, though a syn-
chronous serial interface with a clock line for synchronization also provides a reliable connection.
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Figure 2.17: Standard Wire Colours Used for Prototyping
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Figure 2.18: µrover Main and Auxiliary Board Headers
Communication with payloads is generally achieved using 8-bit serial communications, which is
the most common low-level way to interface with embedded systems, but TTL serial interfaces
are also broken out through the pin headers for use in used in board-to-board communications.
The pinouts for the pass-through headers on the boards are shown in 2.18. For debugging and
system recovery purposes, one serial port is designated as a system console or debug port, and
this is usually available via USB-to-Serial converter IC for convenience in connecting portable
PCs. GPS Devices and embedded radios are often serial devices that can be included in the OBC
stack. Though very common, high speed personal computer buses such as PCI and PCI-Express
do not present significant benefit to low-speed embedded systems with limited I/O resources and
integrated controllers.
The number of Serial and SPI devices is only limited by the number of SPI and Serial inter-
faces on the ARM microcontroller. Provision is made on the board headers for at least four serial
interfaces and four SPI interfaces with chip selects. Board headers do not make use of line drivers
to save power. There have been no problems using direct pin connections between boards so long
as the housing for the OBC stack is sealed from sources of ESD and contaminants. All onboard
systems can be managed through a mixture of SPI and synchronous TTL serial interfaces. For
register-level access to onboard sensors and peripherals, I2C is a synchronous bus widely used for
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register-level communications to multiple embedded ICs, but because it must embed addressing,
bus arbitration, and multi-master capability using only two wires and a simple protocol, it is very
sensitive to interference and noise from the environment. To maximize reliability, trace lengths
to the I2C host are minimized and daughterboards and payloads must use a microcontroller to
transfer data to SPI or serial bus lines from the I2C device. For interfacing high-bandwidth de-
vices, CMOS and CCD cameras are interfaced directly to the central ARM microcontroller via
either a parallel bus made up of general-purpose input-output (GPIO) pins, or if available, a ded-
icated image sensor interface (ISI) on the microcontroller. Both volatile (RAM) and non-volatile
(Flash) memory is interfaced by means of dedicated memory hardware, i.e. RAM interface,
NAND Flash interface, and SDIO bus. Nearly all modern ARM microcontrollers have dedicated
memory interfaces. For compatibility between versions and devices, a set of standards for pin
interfacing of the various types of buses is essential. The standard pin headers for the µrover and
associated hardware are shown in Figure 2.19, and were derived from conventions used in many
types of commercially-available embedded hardware. The board header pinouts shown in Figure
2.18 were specifically chosen to use these conventions for ordering pins so that wired devices
can connect directly to the board headers without changing form, which is extremely useful for
development.
Standard programming headers are also important for compatibility between devices. Figure
2.20 shows the programming headers in use on the µrover.
2.4.4 Embedded and Payload Communications
For external payload communications, RS-485 has been selected as the standard of choice. The
RS-485 interface is an industry standard for differential-pair serial communications to multiple
transceivers, and is already used on many robotic systems. It may be used in either half-duplex
mode (separate transmit and receive pairs) or full-duplex mode (pairs connected), but full-duplex
with a single master is preferred to avoid byte collisions and the need for bus arbitration. RS-422
devices are also compatible with this interface.
Additionally, the RS-485 interface is designed for bidirectional communication with up to
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Figure 2.19: µrover Miscellaneous Headers
Figure 2.20: µrover Programming Headers
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32 devices on a single bus, the number of potential payloads is high enough to accommodate
large robotic systems. While RS-485 can operate at 10 megabits per second at 40 feet and 100
kilobits per second at 4000 feet, to allow low-speed microcontrollers to communicate reliably,
the standard baud rate of 115200 baud is used as the default speed unless higher bandwidth for
the specific payload is required. For long-distance disconnectable operation, the use of an RJ-
45 jack and twisted-pair cabling also provides good performance. For extreme environments,
an additional pair is used to transmit a clock signal for synchronous operation to ensure reliable
transmission. With the exception of high-bandwidth devices such as optical sensors, memory, and
media interfaces, these serial links are more than capable of real-time command transmission. As
no standardized D-sub pinout has been accepted for RS-485 communications, one was created
to suit the modular system with differential clock (CK) power supply, and interrupt pins. The
external interfaces are situated on a board in the OBC stack with line drivers and external DE9
connectors. To pass GPIO signals and parallel buses, DB25 connectors are useful with each pin
buffered against ESD and high voltage also. The pinouts used for payload interfacing over D-sub
connectors are shown in Figure 2.21.
The very common RS-232 serial port, while still present in a huge number of devices, is not
traditionally compatible with RS-485 interfaces and is less efficient as it is based on negative
logic and ±5 − 15V signal levels. A dedicated converter is the best method for interconnection.
However, given that most modern hardware uses only ±5 − 7V and has thresholds at 1V , it is
possible for RS-232 and RS-485 devices to communicate directly if required, for example, in
new hardware testing or field debugging using RS-232. The payload pinout was chosen to be
electrically compatible with RS-232 for this reason and to increase safety in case of accidental
RS-232 connection. The RS-485 TX-(Z) and RX-(B) pins are connected to RS-232 RX and TX
respectively to invert logic levels, TX+(Y) and RX+(A) are connected to RS-232 CTS and RTS
respectively to serve as a ground reference. The CTS and RTS pins must be allowed to float
to ground, and if the hardware does not allow this, TX+(Y) and RX+(A) must be connected
to the RS-232 ground instead. This method works well using a MAX489 transceiver IC and is
considered an option for debugging and testing with RS-232 hardware and purpose-built serial
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Figure 2.21: µrover Payload Serial and Parallel Pinouts
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Figure 2.22: µrover Modular Jack Pinout
interfaces. But it is less efficient than only RS-485 communications and breaks the RS-232
specification by referencing signal levels to ground rather than ±5−15V . Newer RS-232 hardware
and USB to RS-232 converters that have low signal voltages are useable, but older high-voltage
RS-232 hardware may be unsafe to use as the RS-485 transceiver used must be able to tolerate
the signal voltages. RS-485 is also often used over Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) cable using
8-pin RS-485 modular plugs. A compatibility table for the use of UTP cable is shown in Figure
2.22
For devices other than system payloads, USB can be used for COTS hardware, since the in-
terface is present on many embedded devices, but is generally restricted to hot-pluggable external
hardware and mass storage devices rather than hard-wired onboard peripherals. Ethernet can also
be used, but has significant programming and routing overhead, so it is preferred as an external
network interface for development purposes. Other industrial standards for communications such
as CAN, LIN, Firewire and Spacewire, though often used in other systems for reliability-critical
applications [Torre et al. 2010], are not present on the majority of embedded devices and are not
generally used in the interest of easy interoperability. The Spacewire bus in particular, designed
and used for space hardware, is very fast and robust, but is only implemented fully in hardware
on a very small set of radiation-hardened devices which are difficult to source and expensive,
though the LVDS standards it is based on are well-known and widely available. Consequently, as
standard external interfaces to the µrover, we implement clocked RS-485 serial, buffered SPI, and
clocked parallel buses for payloads and include provision for a USB port and an Ethernet RJ-45
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jack that can be omitted for flight hardware to save power as needed. No provision is made for
CAN, LIN, Firewire and Spacewire buses as significant extra hardware would be required, though
LVDS has the potential to be a low-power replacement for RS-485 serial and may facilitate the
construction of spacewire interfaces in the future.
2.4.5 Radio Communications
Wireless communications between mobile robots and control stations is a critical component in
applications requiring remote control or monitoring. To simplify terrestrial work, it is desirable
to use license-free ISM bands or amateur radio bands when communicating. The frequency must
also be high enough to support high bit rate communications, preferably at least the basic system
rate of 115200 baud. The 2.4GHz band is by far the most popular, but higher frequency systems
have lower range and worse non-line-of-sight (NLOS) characteristics, and this band has also
become very crowded with interference from consumer electronic devices. Another option is the
433MHz band and below, which can be used by amateur radio operators, but limits data rates
on most radio hardware to 38400 baud and lower. The 900MHz ISM band is a good medium
between these options, as it provides reasonable range and NLOS characteristics, can support bit
rates above 115200 baud, and is not used excessively by consumer devices.
Another consideration is the need for multi-point communications and routing. There are
many situations when several mobile robots need to stay in communications with each other and
with base station units, but relative movement, terrain variations and ambient conditions make
static network structures unreliable. One popular solution to this is the mesh network, which
allows multiple transceivers to route data to each other using dynamically maintained and self
healing network structures. The best known industrial mesh network specification is ZigBee,
which is used frequently in sensor mesh networks but requires a dedicated coordinator and router
nodes which limits the flexibility of the network. The B.A.T.M.A.N. (better approach to mo-
bile ad-hoc networking) routing protocol was recently added to the Linux kernel to allow mesh
networking over wireless LAN networks, but is not designed for low-level serial hardware. To
provide a long-range serial mesh networking system, the Digi XBee PRO Digimesh 900 serial ra-
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dio module is currently used. The XBee modules were chosen for communications because they
were found to be the only readily available commercial radio module that combines transparent
mesh networking, low power use, a small form factor, and a well-known command set. The
XBee PRO modules were also used in several related projects for wireless serial connectivity and
proved to be very dependable. The Digimesh protocol is proprietary, but allows mesh networking
without a central coordinator. As these radio modules use a well-known form factor, replacing
them with 2.4GHz modules or custom modules that change frequency, range, and protocol is
simple.
2.4.6 Battery Subsystem
Onboard batteries are expected to be used for power storage, and can be charged from solar
panels or other sources as needed. Battery voltage and current monitoring is done via analog-to-
digital converters, which are present on most modern microcontrollers. As the batteries of the
µrover are charged from solar panels, which can provide more than the required 4.2V to charge
a single Li-Ion cell but are also inherently current-limited, it is considered practical to increase
efficiency by dispensing with the commonly used step-up or step-down converter topologies for
battery charging, and instead use a simple PWM-based pulse charger, where PWM duty cycle is
used to directly control the current flow into a battery cell. To reduce the size and improve per-
formance of the 3.7V charging system, a MAX1736 pulse-charger IC is used as shown in Figure
2.23 to control the charging process. Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) cells have the advantage that they can
be simply charged from a current and voltage-limited source with less complexity than Nickel-
Cadmium (NiCd) or Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) cells, but do not self-balance like NiCd or
NiMH cells, and consequently each cell must be actively balanced by the charging system. Test-
ing of the Li-Ion cells [Navarathinam et al. 2011] and high-current DC-DC power converters has
been done to verify performance in extreme environmental and operational conditions.
It is therefore necessary to step up the voltage provided by the solar panels in as efficient a
manner as possible using the cell at the bottom of the stack as a buffer, leading to two poten-
tial design solutions. The basic layout of these two approaches is shown in Figure 2.24. The
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Figure 2.23: µrover Li-Ion pulse charger circuit using MAX1736
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first (a) is the “charge ladder” approach, where voltage-multiplying charge pumps are used to
charge each successive battery in series from the previous one. The lowest battery in the stack is
charged through conventional pulse charging. This has the advantage of very high efficiency and
reliability, but suffers from long charge times due to the very limited current capacity of voltage
multipliers. The second is the “isolated bus” approach (b), where a single 4.2V bus feeds all bat-
tery cells in parallel via synchronous forward converters and transformers, which implicitly step
the voltage to the level of each cell [Altemose 2008]. This parallelization of cells makes volt-
age regulation simple and allows charging at higher rates, but the use of transformers decreases
charging efficiency and adds weight and volume to the charging system, and an efficient forward
converter with isolated voltage regulation must be used.
As fast charging of batteries is not typically required for planetary rovers, reliability and
efficiency can be prioritized, and the ”charge ladder approach“ was ultimately chosen due mainly
to the compactness of integration, and the efficiency that could be achieved. Figure 2.25 shows
the battery charger configuration on the µrover with controller and Li-Ion cells. As 3.7V (one
cell) power is needed for almost all the electronics, but 11.1V (three cells) is needed for the drive
motors and payloads, the total number of cells is minimized by combining the stack. Two cells
are used in parallel at the bottom to provide 3.7V , and in series with that, two higher cells are
used to provide 11.1V . Zener diodes are used to ensure that overcharging never occurs, and to
allow excess charge to spill into lower cells. While combining odd sets of cells such as this is not
advised in most applications, no problems have been encountered in the µrover configuration. As
each parallel set of cells is charged to its own voltage separately (known as ”balance charging“),
this does not cause problems with the imbalance of voltages between cells. However, care must
be taken that the bottom cells do not become discharged much faster than the higher cells due to
high loading of the 3.7V supply bus. As the low-voltage electronic components typically consume
much less power than the drive and payload systems, and also because the 3.7V cells can be pulse-
charged from the solar array the fastest without the use of charge pumps, this problem has not
been encountered in normal operation.
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(a) Charge ladder approach (b) Isolated bus approach
Figure 2.24: Battery stack charge topologies
Figure 2.25: µrover battery charger topology and cell configuration
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2.4.7 Power Distribution and Conversion
With the availability of low-cost highly-integrated switch-mode converters, it is feasible for each
board in the electronics stack and payloads to convert DC power from the system battery to what-
ever level is needed. Daughterboards in the OBC generally use the system battery for power as
well as regulated 3.3V and 5V supply rails provided by the motherboard. The choice of power
supply is important. Simple linear voltage regulators that are commonly used on microcontroller
boards limit output voltage by increasing the resistance through a transistor current mirror to
lower output current. As a result, current input Iin always equals current output Iout, which means
that the amount of power lost as heat in a linear regulator is proportional to the voltage ratio
Vout/Vin. Hence linear regulators become less efficient relative to the input/output voltage differ-
ence, and while they can be very efficient for small voltage drops, they are generally unsuitable
for use in vacuum or high-temperature environments as the only mechanism for cooling is direct
radiation of heat.
There are many different methods for switched DC voltage conversion and current control,
but the most relevant to the µrover are those that are efficient, require a minimal number of
components, and are highly integrated in low-power ICs for commercial electronics. The most
common configuration for simple voltage step-down or ”buck” converters is the first-quadrant
(or A-type) chopper, which uses pulse-width modulation through a MOSFET transistor to vary
the total amount of energy allowed in to a lower-voltage circuit, and smooths voltage ripples
with an LC filter on the output. The MAX1626 circuit in Figure 2.26 is a good example of this
configuration. The limitation of this design is that efficiency is lower at low duty cycles due
to very little current allowed through the MOSFET. Nonetheless, because no current is wasted,
efficiencies between 85% and 95% are possible if the switching MOSFET is turned quickly and
completely on and off between cycles because the MOSFET is the greatest source of resistance
in such a circuit. Assuming all ideal components and constant load, output voltage is calculated
as a function of input voltage Vin and the duty cycle ton/T by [Fang Lin Luo 2003]
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Figure 2.26: µrover buck converter circuit using MAX1626
Vout =
ton
T
Vin. (2.93)
Simple step-up, or “Boost” converters typically use the boost pump configuration which is
derived from the second-quadrant chopper, where a MOSFET transistor is used to sink bursts
of current through a large inductor, which continues to “pump” current through a diode a to a
higher voltage after the MOSFET has been switched off, again typically using PWM. A typical
example of a boost converter circuit is the MAX608 circuit in Figure 2.27. Again assuming all
ideal components and constant load, output voltage is calculated as
Vout =
T
T − ton Vin. (2.94)
The greatest drawback of this method is that when the MOSFET is switched on, a short path
to ground is effectively created after the inductor saturates, which means that high duty cycles
are relatively inefficient due to extra current being wasted through the inductor, and also means
that failure of the controller will often cause overheating and catastrophic failure of the power
supply. High efficiency in boost converter circuits is harder to obtain due to this configuration,
and typically is between 70% and 85% using simple commercial converters. Of course, in all
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Figure 2.27: µrover boost converter circuit using MAX608
these cases, feedback control is necessary because the load impedance will change with power
consumption. This feedback is provided through a resistor divider fed from the output of the
converter and controls the PWM duty cycle.
Other types of voltage converter configurations are in use as well. The Cu´k and Single-
Ended Primary-Inductance Converter (SEPIC) topologies are multi-stage converters are based
on the boost converter, but can provide both voltage step-up and step-down at the output
[Fang Lin Luo 2003]. A larger number of components are required compared to the simple boost
and buck configurations, but the availability of integrated power components such as the LT1513
and surface-mount inductors and capacitors helps to offset this. The biggest advantage is that the
input voltage can vary greatly with respect to the output which makes these converter configu-
rations attractive for battery charging and variable voltage supply applications. However, these
converter configurations still require a boost circuit with current sinking through a MOSFET to
ground, and suffer from the associated low efficiencies and potential for catastrophic failure. In
testing of the LT1513, efficiency remained below 75% regardless of voltage conditions, so the
SEPIC and Cu´k topologies were removed from consideration for space hardware.
A wide variety of battery management and power conversion ICs are available commercially,
so to determine the most appropriate parts for use on the µrover, a survey of components was
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carried out. To achieve the highest power conversion efficiency possible, it was decided to focus
on 3.3V components that would only require a single Li-Ion cell for power. As the payloads
and drive system will require higher voltages, a stack of cells can be used for providing 7.4V
and 11.1V directly rather than losing at least an estimated 20% efficiency by having to double or
triple the voltage using high-current step-up converters. This also meant that switching step-down
converters could be used to power 5V components from 7.4V . By using only low-dropout buck
converters with high input voltage tolerance, system efficiencies close to 90% can be achieved
with relatively little additional complexity, save that of balanced battery charging. Also, each
module is responsible for filtering its own load noise via capacitor-inductor networks to avoid
injecting power supply transients back into the OBC. Zener diodes are also used to protect from
ESD and over-voltages.
2.4.8 Sensors
The use of a large suite of sensors is important for intelligent robots to obtain the information they
need for reliable control. Even on a small mobile robot, system health monitoring is important
for intelligent operation. The solar cell current, 3.3V power draw, 5V power draw, and motor
power draw are monitored by current sensing circuits like those shown in Figure 2.28. Although
low-side (using a current sense resistor to ground) current monitoring is possible using a simple
operational amplifier (op-amp) with a current sense resistor between the terminals as shown in
(a), it is preferable to monitor current draw at the high-side (with current sense resistor connected
to the voltage supply) as shown in (b) so that the voltage across the current sense resistor does
not affect the ground connection of the load. The ZXCT1009 current sense amplifier IC can
measure current at the high-side in this way and takes a minimum of board space by using a
SOT-23 package. Temperature sensing on each board is done using a TMP102 I2C temperature
sensor, which measures board temperature over a range of −40◦C to 125◦C and is both common
and reliable.
The inertial sensors used for measuring acceleration, rotation rates, and magnetic field were
selected primarily based on the magnitudes of quantities to be measured. Accelerations, rota-
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(a) Op-Amp current sensing (b) ZXCT1009 current sensing
Figure 2.28: µrover current sensing circuits
tional rates, and magnetic fields are all expected to be very low compared to Earth norms, and
the most sensitive and modern devices that were both readily available and within budget were
selected. These sensors all use I2C communications, which has become the norm for inexpensive
MEMS devices, and the circuits designed for the µrover are based on the Sparkfun 9DOF sensor
stick, which integrates all three sensors into a compact package, and was used on the prototype
µrover for testing. The Analog Devices ADXL345 accelerometer set to the ±2g range is used for
gravity vector sensing, the InvenSense ITG-3200 three-axis MEMS Gyroscope with a maximum
range of 2000◦/s measures angular rates, and the Honeywell HMC5883L three-axis magnetome-
ter with a minimum resolution of 73nT is used for magnetic field sensing. Again, the I2C bus
may not operate reliably in harsh environments with long electrical path lengths, all I2C sensors
are placed within 2.5cm of the host microcontroller they are attached to. Figure 2.29 shows the
connections and external components for these sensors.
For external imaging, an OV7670 CMOS camera module provides still images at VGA reso-
lution in 16-bit color. At the time of early prototyping, the OV7670 module was the only readily-
available parallel-interface CMOS camera that could be inexpensively obtained mounted to a
module, since the CameraChip packages used by most integrated CMOS imagers cannot be read-
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Figure 2.29: µrover inertial sensors: ADXL345, ITG-3200, HMC5883L
ily hand-soldered. As higher resolution and significant amounts of processing power are needed
to use this camera for automated navigation of the µrover, a set of six Sharp GP2Y0A02YK IR
range sensors are used to sense nearby obstacles and avoid collisions. These range sensors are
used because the GP2Y0A02YK has the longest range of all triangulation-based IR sensors that
could be obtained readily and within budget. The IR range sensors work by precise triangulation
of a focused spot of infrared light reflected from an object ahead of the µrover. One side of the
sensor produces a focused infrared beam directly ahead of the sensor. The other side incorporates
a lens that focuses reflected light from the spot on to a small horizontal photodiode array. The
closer the reflecting object is to the sensor, the further along the photodiode array the reflection
will be detected, in a similar manner to the sun sensors developed to aid µrover navigation. As
not enough ADC channels were available on the OBC itself for reading the IR sensor outputs,
a small Atmel ATTiny461 AVR microcontroller, which is very small and efficient but has 11
ADC channels and an integrated temperature sensor, was connected to the OBC over SPI bus and
programmed to read and transmit range readings when queried by the OBC.
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2.5 Motor Control
Small DC motors for high-torque applications are generally either brush DC or brushless DC.
In prototype development, the wheels are driven directly from brush DC motors, which have the
advantage of being simple to control using pulse-width modulation of DC. However, DC motors
have several significant drawbacks, primarily that the brushes that commutate power between the
coils on the rotor will become worn or clogged after extended operation, and that the brushes
will not always be in contact with a coil, which causes power line transients, arcing, and low
efficiency. Brushless DC motors overcome these problems by placing the electromagnetic coils
on the outside of the motor, and using a permanent magnet or air core rotor on the shaft. Com-
mutation of current between coils is done by electronically switching the current using transistor
bridges, which requires knowledge of the rotor position at all times. This is usually accomplished
by sensing the position of a permanent magnet on the rotor with three Hall sensors set at 60◦ an-
gles to one another. Therefore, no contact is necessary between the rotor and the stator other than
the rotor bearings. For these reasons, brushless motors are essential for use in space applications,
where reliability and efficiency is of paramount importance.
Ideally, both BLDC and DC motors could be driven with only software changes, so any
changes to the system could be made by a microcontroller. Many small microcontrollers are suit-
able for implementing feedback and control of motors, and some PIC and AVR models include
dedicated hardware for this purpose, while still being programmable in C and using minimal
power. Flexible designs for multiple motors have been achieved using FPGA hardware and DSP
ICs, such as in [Zerigui et al. 2007]. While this approach provides high control speeds, it requires
more power to run the FPGA and introduces significant complexity in design and programming.
To enable a common system to drive both brush DC and brushless DC motors, a hybrid approach
is required. DC motors are usually controlled by using a fixed input and pulse-width modulation
(PWM) to manage the amount of total power provided to the motor. Brushless DC motors are
controlled by shunting power to different motor coils (or ”phases“) one at a time in synchro-
nization with rotor speed, usually measured by Hall sensors, and speed control is achieved by
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changing the time that power is shunted. Both systems usually use field-effect transistors (FETs)
in a half-bridge configuration to control current flow, two for a brush motor in the ”H-bridge“
configuration, and one for each phase of a brushless motor. Brushless motors usually have up to
three phases, so a hybrid controller can be built with three such half-bridges.
Motor control for the µrover was designed and tested in stages. The first stage involved estab-
lishment and electronic prototyping of the motor model and drive methodology to aid in motor
selection and ensure that the commutation methods worked properly. Research was used to verify
that motor performance would be acceptable at lower than nominal voltage levels, since many
candidate motors are designed for a 12V supply and operation at 7.4V or 11.1V is necessary
based on the µrover battery stack. The second stage involved prototyping and development of
high-current environmentally-tolerant motor drive designs to evaluate the performance and prob-
lems of proposed designs. The York University Rover Team’s 50kg prototype rover provided a
good opportunity for extensive field testing, and a custom high-current motor control board was
designed for the 2011 competition year, with lessons learned being incorporated into the µrover
motor control design. In the third stage, the motor control design was hand-built on the full
µrover prototype and tested in the field before the design being laid out as a schematic for PCB
design.
2.5.1 Motor Model
DC motors with permanent magnets to create a constant magnetic field vector B (as opposed
to induction motors) are characterized by two constants: the speed constant Kv, and the torque
constant Kt. The speed constant Kv provides a measure of now fast the motor will run for a given
input voltage, as voltage provides the motivating force (EMF) for current flow, and is defined as
Kv =
ωm
V
. (2.95)
Similarly, the torque constant provides a measure of how much torque the motor will produce
given a quantity of input current, and torque is produced as a result of the interaction of a per-
manent, perpendicular magnetic field B with an electromagnetic field from a coil of wire with n
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turns of length l about a radius r that carries a current I. The equation for this is
Kt =
τm
I
= 2nlr|B|. (2.96)
These constants are typically complimentary. A high Kt is generally desirable for high torque
in robotic actuation, while a high Kv is desirable for rotational speed in rotors and propellers. For
an ideal motor, the product of constants KvKt = 1. This can be seen because it involves both
mechanical power Pm = ωmτm and electrical power Pe = VI as
KvKt =
ωmτm
VI
=
Pm
Pe
(2.97)
which is less than 1 for Pm < Pe which makes practical sense for a motor. If it were greater
than 1, this would imply that more mechanical power is being generated than electrical power
put in, which could only happen if it were acting as a generator. So for a motor fed by DC
current, KvKt refers to the peak electromechanical efficiency of the motor, and should be as high
as possible. This is a design parameter, and is generally maximized in a given motor. As the
motor actually spins, the movement of the permanent magnetic field against the coils induces an
additional voltage, which is naturally oriented in the same direction as the applied voltage to the
motor, again working like a generator. The magnitude of voltage depends on the speed constant
Kt, and is
VEMF =
ωm
Kv
. (2.98)
This VEMF is known as the back-EMF, and has the effect of cancelling part of the applied
drive voltage to the motor, which is a very good thing, because without this back-EMF, the coils
would have only their very small characteristic DC resistance R to resist current and I would
remain very high! Fortunately, the resistance of the motor is only R at the moment of start-up or
when stalled by external torques. At any given time, the electrical losses to heat within the motor
are dominated by I2R. We can more completely define the voltage Vm that must appear at the
motor terminals by adding together the voltage contributions of the minimally resistive wire IR
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using Ohm’s law, the back-EMF VEMF , and the voltage generated as a result of changing current
through an inductor, which naturally produces a voltage to resist current change. The complete
equation is
Vm = IR + L
dI
dt
+
ωm
Kv
. (2.99)
To estimate how a motor will respond, we can solve this equation for ωm.
ωm =
Vm − IR − L dIdt
Kv
(2.100)
Note that this equation does not give us a simple closed-form solution for the motor speed as
the current I and applied voltage Vm are related, and the differential term causes the system to
change when the current changes. However, in steady-state unloaded conditions, we can assume
that dI/dt = 0. and the term IR is constant. Halving Vm will generally also have the effect of
halving I, and therefore also halving ωm. This model does not consider many other factors such
as changes in temperature, bearing friction, and loading. However, it does indicate that speed
will scale linearly with applied voltage, all else being equal. If the motor has to apply a torque
to a load at the output shaft, this will cause a decrease in ωm, which causes a decrease in VEMF
and an increase in I. Neglecting frictional losses, the amount of torque applied must be equal for
both the load and the motor, and is determined by Equation 2.96.
2.5.2 Drive Topologies
For the model to be valid, the orientation of the active motor coil in a right handed movement
system with respect to the permanent magnetic field must be fairly consistent. This is why motors
must have several sets of windings, or phases, and commutate current through them sequentially.
To increase torque and decrease speed, each phase can have several coils known as poles, each
of which carries the current in its phase and is placed in staggered order with the other phases.
Brush DC motors are mechanically commutated, and can have many poles, but usually only run
current through a single coil at a time, and the more poles that are present, the more smoothly the
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motor runs as the angle between the phase and the permanent magnetic field is more consistent.
Brushless DC motors typically have three phases separated, which are interconnected at three
separate terminal points where current can enter or exit, and effectively operate in the same way
as three-phase permanent magnet synchronous motors, the main difference being the way that
the motor is driven - from switched DC bridges rather than AC sinusoids. There are two kinds
of winding styles signified by symbols that mirror their topologies, and the ∆ winding is less
popular than the simpler, centrally-connected Y winding. However, to be able to drive brushless
DC motors, each pole must be electronically switched to allow current through only one path in
one direction at a time. One pole is held at high input voltage Vm, one pole is held at GND, or
0V , and one pole is disconnected. In a Y wound BLDC motor, this will force current through two
phases at a time in one direction, with one sourcing and the other sinking the drive current.
Although it is possible to measure the rotor position by sampling the back-EMF created as
each coil is passed by the rotor (known as sensorless BLDC), reliable detection of rotor position
requires higher rotor speeds and a higher Kv to create a larger VEMF , which in turn requires
higher gearing and correspondingly higher losses in the gearbox. To avoid this, sensored motors
are preferred for better speed and position control of the motor at low rotation speeds such as
those in high-torque robot drivetrains. The operation of a sensored BLDC motor was tested using
both software and hardware commutation methods in the first stage of driver development and
proved that both are viable for motor control.
2.5.3 High-Current DC Drive Prototype
As the second stage of the development and testing of the drive system, a high-current four
DC motor drive board was developed for use on the 50kg rover used by YURT in 2011. As
a pure DC drive system, it used discrete H-bridges and PWM for current control. As the stall
current of the 24V DC motors used was 17A and little capacity for heatsinking was available, the
driver was designed with very large current capacity. Each motor drive channel uses four flat-
mounted IRFP3206 120A N-channel power MOSFET transistors in an H-bridge configuration.
To increase capacity to handle back-EMF, regenerative breaking, and inductive spikes, a reverse-
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biased STPS20120 20A diode is connected in parallel with each MOSFET. Current sensing for
each channel is accomplished with CSNX25 25A integrated hall-effect current sensors. Traces for
the high-current parts of the two-layer board are expanded and reinforced with soldered wire to
allow the driver to provide a continuous 25A per channel in the forward or reverse direction. The
design is complicated by the fact that like many power MOSFETs with high gate capacitance, the
IRFP3206 MOSFETs require a high gate-to-source voltage and a large instantaneous gate current
for efficient turn-on. This was provided by using an IR2104 dedicated half-bridge MOSFET
driver IC on each side of the H-bridge, which also provides a PWM input and high-low side
select that prevents shoot-through and greatly simplifies control. However, the IR2104 has a
relatively narrow maximum voltage tolerance of 20V and no suitable half-bridge driver substitute
was available, so the 24V input was stepped down to 15V using an LM2576 step-down switching
regulator.
The motors are controlled using an ATMega644P AVR microcontroller in a similar fashion to
the µrover devices. However, due to the high currents and voltages used, the microcontroller and
all low-voltage electronics are physically isolated from the high-power components using ILD2
optocouplers for control signals and high-speed HCPL3140 optocouplers on the PWM channels.
TTL inputs on the microcontroller are used to read the four motor speeds for feedback and speed
control. Board temperature and voltage sensing is also implemented. A serial port is used for
communications, and provision is made for an Ethernet connection using an ENC28J60 SPI PHY
chip as well. For easy assembly and modification, all through-hole parts were used on this board.
This required a very large 260mmx106mm board area to fit all the components, which was suitable
for the YURT rover but much too large for a µrover. A schematic of this motor drive is shown in
Figure 2.30 and the assembled board is shown in Figure 2.31. Regardless, many useful lessons
were learned and applied to the design of the µrover drive system.
The YURT drive board functioned quite well overall, and was able to provide smooth speed
control while under high loads in the harsh conditions of the Utah desert in URC2011. However,
after extended use some limitations became apparent. The optocouplers and IR2104 MOSFET
gate drivers could not switch fast enough for ultrasonic operation (being limited to several kilo-
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Figure 2.30: YURT 2011 quad motor drive schematic
Figure 2.31: YURT 2011 assembled motor drive board
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hertz) and created considerable inductive vibration noise in the motor coils. The original step-
down power supply for the IR2104 used a linear regulator which was prone to overheating and
failure. After replacement with the LM2576 switching regulator, higher reliability was achieved
with the exception of occasional failures of the attached IR2104 ICs. The cause of failure for the
IR2104 was never positively identified, but it is suspected that prolonged operation under high
voltages in the system and transients that likely often travelled through the common ground and
breached the protection of the LM2576 regulator were sufficient to degrade the chip’s perfor-
mance until failure occurred. Rather than redesign the gate drive circuit, it was decided to use
fully-integrated power half-bridges designed for the automotive market that had become recently
available. The use of TTL control voltages and integrated fault protection obviated the need for
gate drives and physical isolation, and more compact packaging coupled with the use of surface-
mount components made it possible to fit four motor drivers within a PC/104 form factor while
retaining significant current capacity and integrated control.
2.5.4 Hybrid Drive Methodology
Brush DC motors are more common and inexpensive, while brushless DC motors are harder to
source, but are more efficient and reliable [Lee et al. 2003b]. Space-qualified µrovers will be
equipped with brushless motors, but for testing purposes and overall flexibility, it would be ideal
if both BLDC and DC motors could be driven with only software changes without trade-off of
BLDC operation. To enable a common system to drive both brush DC and brushless DC motors,
a hybrid approach is required. DC motors are usually controlled by using a fixed input and pulse-
width modulation (PWM) to manage the amount of total power provided to the motor. Brushless
DC motors are controlled by commutating power to different motor coils (or ”phases“) one at a
time in synchronization with rotor speed, usually measured by Hall sensors, and speed control
is achieved by changing the time that power is shunted. Both systems usually use field-effect
transistors (FETs) in a half-bridge configuration to control current flow, two for a brush motor
in the ”H-bridge“ configuration, and one for each phase of a brushless motor. Brushless motors
usually have up to three phases, so a hybrid controller can be built with three such half-bridges.
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(a) Brushless Motor Configuration (b) Brush DC Motor Configuration
Figure 2.32: DC motor controller basic configurations
Figure 2.32 shows the hybrid system in both brushless DC (a) and brush DC (b) configura-
tions. For three-phase brushless use, a single set of three half-bridges are cycled in sequence to
supply power to the three motor phases, while for brush use, two of these form an H-bridge to
supply pulse-width modulated DC power to the motor. Control feedback is via a 3-phase Hall
sensor in the brushless case and bridges are commutated by setting GPIO lines, while a quadra-
ture (Gray code) encoder is used in the brush case and pulse-width modulation control is used
in hardware. A supply of 12V is assumed to be the drive voltage in this diagram, but any ap-
propriate motor voltage can be used. Each motor requires the use of one set of drive bridges,
though a fast microcontroller can usually drive more than one bridge at a time. For small mobile
robots and rovers, all needed drive motor controllers can usually be implemented on an OBC
daughterboard, but for larger robots, the drive controller is implemented as an external payload
to gain more space and better isolation. A hybrid system of this type has been built for the micro-
rover, and shows promise for larger systems as well. The pinouts for the different kinds of motor
connectors that can be used are shown in Figure 2.33.
In testing, it was found that the microcontroller must perform commutation consistently in-
phase with the rotor for efficient running, but since the microcontroller is single-threaded and
interrupt-driven, it will lag slightly if more than one motor requires commutation at a given
moment. To remedy this, a faster or more complex microcontroller may be used, separate mi-
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Figure 2.33: µrover Motor Drive Ports
crocontrollers for each phase may be used, or decoding of the Hall sensors in embedded logic
hardware may be used. A logic circuit was synthesized from the commutation tables used for a
three-phase brushless motor and is shown in Figure 2.34. Using dedicated logic has the added
benefit of unloading the commutation task from the microcontroller while retaining centralized
multiple-motor control, but the limitation is that auto-commutation for motor starting is not built
in and must still be initiated directly by the microcontroller. With the addition of signals that
manually commutate the motor phases for starting, this dedicated logic is feasible, and fallback
to brush DC motor operation is also possible.
2.5.5 Embedded Drive Controller
The four-channel hybrid drive controller developed for the µrover must be both physically com-
pact and tolerant of high currents so that minimal heating will occur in vacuum or near-vacuum
conditions, and extreme temperatures will not affect the electrical operation of the motors. At
the same time, it is essential to conserve power and for the system to operate at low voltages for
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Figure 2.34: Commutation logic for driving a three-phase brushless DC motor
microcontroller signalling to work efficiently. To accomplish these goals, it is necessary to use as
many highly-integrated components as possible to minimize component count, space, and com-
plexity. The hybrid drive topology requires three-half-bridges that can be individually controlled,
while maintaining some measure of thermal and current control for safety, and while commuta-
tion through pure logic is preferred, it makes the wiring and control significantly more complex,
so the current drive motor controller uses pure software control through GPIO pins, although
hardware timers are used to provide PWM and commutation timing within the microcontroller.
Although early motor controller prototypes used the ATMega644P microcontroller as the first
µrover prototype and high-current DC motor drive board did, the large number of pins necessary
to control four brushless DC motors and read the suspension and inertial sensors required the
use of a larger 64-pin ATMega1281 microcontroller, which is still able to be hand-soldered and
shares a common architecture and peripheral interface layout with other AVR devices to greatly
simplify the porting of code. The pinout used for the ATMega1281 is shown in Figure 2.35,
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Figure 2.35: ATMega1281 Connections for Motor Control
superimposed on the ATMega1281 pinout from the Atmel datasheet [Atmel 2012], and the drive
controller communicates with the OBC over an SPI bus.
Based on experience gained in the development of large-scale motor controllers for YURT
and DC motor control for the µrover prototype, the controller for the third stage of motor drive
development was designed around the use of half-bridges with integrated switching and current
protection designed for power electronics in the automotive industry. The Infineon BTN7971B
was chosen as the most appropriate basis for a low-voltage high-current hybrid drive. The value
of the BTN7971B is that it has a minimum 50A and peak 70A current capacity with a total
path resistance of only 16mΩ at 25◦C, and also has separate high/low side selection and PWM
on/off pins to simplify control. Slew rate adjustment and error flag pins allow fine tuning and
monitoring of controller status. As the supply range is 3V to 28V , the bridges can operate at a
very wide range of voltages and be controlled directly from the microcontroller pins even with
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10kΩ resistors recommended for reducing load on the GPIO drivers. The space saved by not
having to include many other external components allowed four channels to be built within the
PC/104 form factor, and the wiring and traces used on the drive board are made much larger
than usual to ensure that minimal resistance is encountered outside of the half-bridges. Due to
the level of specialization, these half-bridges are relatively expensive and hard to obtain, and the
original drive prototype used the 40A BTN7960B instead, which still performed very well under
all conditions including thermal vacuum.
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2.6 Sun Sensors
Because Mars and the Moon have magnetic fields that are not strong and uniform enough for
magnetic navigation by the use of a magnetometer, other methods such as sun sensing must be
used to establish heading vectors and coarse positions. Two different methods of sun sensing
for µrover navigation were tested in hardware and compared [M.A.Post et al. 2013]. First, direct
measurement of the solar angle is performed using a photodiode array sensor placed below a slit
design in the top that allows light to fall on the sensor element. Second, the solar angle is inferred
using separate current measurements from the array of solar cells used for power generation on
the exterior. In both cases, the solar angle is calculated by a microcontroller from the geometry
of the sun sensor with respect to the body.
It is necessary to build both sun sensing implementations from scratch because commercial
sun sensors suitable for small space hardware are purpose-built and extremely expensive, and
most are also too large or power-hungry for use on the µrover. For this study, it is assumed
that at least a 90◦ field of view is necessary for each sun sensor, so that complete coverage of
the exterior is possible with a sun sensor on each face of the rover body. Figure 2.36 shows
the µrover with solar panels covering three sides, so that sun vector localization can be done.
The array-based sun sensor is placed in the rear payload enclosure, and is not visible as the
µrover is pictured. Note that this figure shows the µrover in a testing configuration before the
motors could be geared to right angles from the wheels. To test and validate the sensors, a
prototype nanosatellite ADCS is rotated on the spot by a rotary gimbal with angular measurement,
and simulated sunlight is provided at a fixed position. Using embedded fixed-point processing,
measurements are processed and made available by serial interface to the on-board computer,
which performs the filtering and attitude determination operations [S. Chouraqui 2005].
2.6.1 Array Sensor
An established and simple method for directly sensing solar angles is to use a simple slit or
other aperture design through which light is allowed to fall at one location on a spatially-varying
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Figure 2.36: µrover with Sun Sensor and Solar Panels on Three Surfaces for Testing
sensor, dependent on the incident angle of light. This design uses a 256-element linear photodiode
array, which is both flexible in operation by allowing the distribution and magnitude of light to
be determined, and efficient by utilizing only a single line of sensing elements rather than a
matrix such as a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) array. While some systems use a Position-
Sensitive Diode (PSD) as a sensor, an array increases linearity of measurement and provides
more flexibility in processing of light distribution data. The TAOS TSL1402R integrated linear
photodiode array is used in this design, and represents the smallest and highest-resolution of
photodiode arrays that were readily available. Reading of data and calculation of solar angles
is performed by an Atmel ATMega168PA AVR microcontroller, chosen for its size, ease of use,
and code portability to other AVR devices, and connections are made as shown in Figure 2.37
[Post et al. 2013].
For single-axis sensing, a simple linear slit in a mask over the sensor is used, as shown in
Figure 2.38. The slit is positioned vertically centred on the sensor element such that light falls
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Figure 2.37: Diagram of Photodiode Array Sensor
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on to the sensor array at angles up to 45◦ in every direction for a 90◦ total field of view. For a
linear photodiode array with length L, a light vector falls at an angle θ from the normal along
the element axis, and at an angle φ from the normal along the perpendicular to the element axis.
The photodiode voltage output of the sensor falls at the point of contact with the light vector, at a
distance d from the center of the array. If the slit is positioned at a distance h from the array, this
distance is simply
d = h tan(θ). (2.101)
The voltage output must be inverted so that illumination becomes positive. Then, a centroid-
ing algorithm [M.-S. Wei & You 2011] is used to determine the center of illumination across the
sensor. The centroid positions d are then used in Equation 2.101 for each angle n sampled to
determine the corresponding solar angle by
θn = atan(d/h). (2.102)
To ensure that |θ| ≤ 45◦, the sensor distance should be h = d = L/2, and to ensure |φ| ≤ 45◦,
the slit length should be b = 2h = L. It is preferable for higher precision measurements to use as
small a slit width a as possible without significant diffractive effects, but the material thickness
around the slit is constrained by c < a/ tan(θ), which limits how small the slit width a can be,
as the beam of light will be “pinched” off at high angles. In this design, L = 16mm and the
dimensions used were h = 8mm and b = 18mm. In testing, metal foil with width c = 0.5mm
provided acceptable performance using a slit width of a = 0.8mm.
Linear arrays typically provide only one axis of attitude estimation, but because a pattern on
the array can be measured, it is also possible to measure elevation across most angles by using an
N-slit [M.-S. Wei & You 2011], as shown in Figure 2.39. By adding additional slits positioned at
an angle δ to the central slit, a pattern with multiple illumination maxima will be projected on to
the sensor array, and the transverse angle φ can be determined by the separations d1 and d2 of
the central slit and one of the side maxima.
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Figure 2.38: Sun Angle Sensing by Photodiode Array
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Figure 2.39: Sun Angle Sensing by Photodiode Array and N-slit
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As the field of view of the sensor is limited, more than one sun sensor is needed to cover
wide angles. Two single slit sensors or one N-slit sensor can cover two solid angles of 90◦ with
a pyramidal volume of view. For µrover use, a full 180◦ of view (horizon to horizon) can be
covered by four photodiodes attached to the frustum of square pyramid [Toyokazu et al. 2009]
[Springmann & Cutler 2013]. In the current study, though, a single N-slit sensor is being studied
for partial sky coverage on the µrover to minimize space required for additional electronics within
the chassis and surface area required for sensors around solar panels on the top of the rover body.
To estimate the pose of the µrover from solar angles, the angle of the body with respect to
the ground and the angle of the sun with respect to the ground must be considered. The former
can be obtained with inertial measurements from an accelerometer at rest measuring the gravity
vector, and the latter can be obtained from solar ephemeris data and current time. Assuming the
accelerometer is aligned with the sun sensor, with the angle θ about the forward-pointing X-axis
and the angle φ about the Y-axis simplifies the analysis. The rover body angles about the X
and Y axes with respect to the ground frame θg and φg can be calculated from the gravity vector
(gx, gy, gz) for angles less than 90◦ using common aerospace relations.
θg = atan
(
gy
gz
)
φg = atan
 −gx√g2y + g2z
 (2.103)
To obtain the sensed horizontal azimuth αs of a vertically-centred sun sensor measurement,
the angles θ and φ must be adjusted for rover body angle and projected on the horizontal plane
using the quadrant-aware arctangent function.
αs = atan2(sin(θ + θg), sin(φ + φg)) (2.104)
The solar ephemeris data must be computed separately from an estimate of the current posi-
tion, which can be done with a variety of available software. The rover’s heading with respect
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Figure 2.40: Sun Angle Sensing by Solar Cell Output
to true north αrover can then be calculated using the solar azimuth αe and sensed azimuth αs by
[Trebi-Ollennu et al. 2001]
αe > αs ⇒ αrover = αe − αs
αe <= αs ⇒ αrover = αs − αe. (2.105)
2.6.2 Solar Current Sensing
An alternate method of sun sensing on the µrover was developed that focused on processing
of other available data, rather than discrete sensors. One method of doing this is to sample
the currents generated by the solar arrays which is generally available for peak-power tracking
or battery charge monitoring. This has the advantage that a range of angles spanning a set of
independently-measured non-coplanar solar panels can be measured without an external sensor,
but is in general less accurate than discrete sensors due to the nonlinearities involved. In this
study, we consider a cubic body with a fixed solar panel on each orthogonal face, as shown in
Figure 2.40. No more than three solar panels are exposed to sunlight at a time if a point source
and negligible reflection from the earth are assumed, with angles θ1, θ2, and θ3. For simplicity, a
cubic body is assumed for the µrover and the solar panel measurements are scaled in practice to
compensate for the different panel areas on the different sides.
The linearity of this measurement varies depending on the solar cells used. Also, nonlinearity
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are introduced by variations in the load presented to the solar arrays. For a nanosatellite with
a linear or pulse regulated battery charge system, this generally arises from changes in battery
charge rate as the battery state changes, and can be compensated for by including solar cell
voltage or an estimation of the charge system state in the solar calculation to determine total
power and current output.
The current sensing circuit is constructed from a bank of differential amplifiers that are read
by using the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) channels available on the ATMega168PA mi-
crocontroller that also reads the linear array. A current sense resistor of 0.1Ω creates a voltage
difference from current flowing from the solar panels, which is amplified by an OPA2340 rail-
to-rail op-amp, chosen because of its linearity and excellent rail-to-rail voltage performance as
proven in several related projects. The op-amp is used in differential configuration with a gain
of 100, connected are made as shown in Figure 2.41 [Post et al. 2013]. The output gain with
respect to the solar panel current is then 10V/A. It is assumed that no more than 500mA will
be sourced from the solar panels, so an ADC reference of 5V can be used in measurement. As
custom-constructed solar panels often vary slightly in output, it is still necessary to calibrate the
ADC measurements performed by the microcontroller.
The amount of current a solar panel produces increases with on the total area of sunlight
intercepted by the panel area A0, as changes in angle change the effective area Ae of the solar panel
intercepting solar energy. For sunlight with an even power density (W/m2) and constant loading
or by using compensation calculations, the effective solar current Ie relative to the maximum
solar current I0 intercepted by the solar array varies with the incident angle θ can be expressed in
general terms as a ratio
Ie
I0
=
Ae
A0
= cos(θ). (2.106)
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Figure 2.41: Diagram of Solar Current Sensors
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2.7 Vision Board
As development of the µrover progressed, it became evident that the AT91RM9200 OBC micro-
controller was not well suited to the task of processing image data for navigation. To allow high-
speed processing of visual data from one or two cameras, a vision board was developed that is
based on the 500MHz Analog Devices ADSP-BF537 Blackfin DSP processor. The ADSP-BF537
was chosen because several other vision boards have been developed for the BF537, the level of
Linux and API support from Analog Devices is known to be quite good, and it is well-suited
for fixed-point image processing and algorithm implementations. Similar boards include the
Surveyor SRV-1 [Cummins et al. 2008] and the open-hardware LeanXCam [Kwiek et al. 2010].
Figure 2.42 shows a schematic of the current board version under testing. After significant effort
in manual routing, the BF537 in BGA208 package was successfully connected using only two
signal layers and 0.17mm clearances to break out all pins, meaning that a 2-layer board could be
fabricated with standard clearances, but hot air or infrared rework equipment is needed to place
the BF537 IC.
The better-known SRV-1 was used as the basis for the vision board design, but significant
changes were made based on desirable aspects of the LeanXCam and to allow use of more easily-
available and robust components. Primarily, multiplexing of two cameras for use in stereo vision
was implemented by using the lower 8 bits of the Blackfin’s 16-bit Parallel Peripheral Interface
(PPI) for the left camera and the higher 8 bits for the right camera. The camera headers were
also rearranged to connect to an Omnivision OV7725 camera breakout board, which is similar
and largely compatible to the OV7670 camera originally used for the OBC, but provides higher
image quality and frame rate. Also, a JTAG interface, modified internal voltage generation circuit
with linear regulator backup, MAX1626 external voltage supply, and extra breakout pins were
added to increase flexibility and make the board useful for the µrover. Also, provision was made
for an ethernet PHY and jack based on the LeanXCam so that the camera could be used in other
projects for high-bandwidth network video capture.
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Figure 2.42: Blackfin-based camera vision board
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2.8 Language Selection
Like virtually all modern robotic systems, the µrover is controlled by programs running on com-
puter hardware. As both system complexity and power consumption must be minimal for reliable
operation in harsh environments, code reliability and operational efficiency are critical for suc-
cessful operation. In the past, languages used for aerospace systems and robotic programming
included Ada, Fortran, Lisp, and a variety of less-known languages such as ALGOL and PRO-
LOG [Anderson & Dorfman 1991]. Ada in particular is considered to be an excellent language
designed specifically for aerospace projects and embedded, real-time systems, but due to a lack of
both modern programming tools and trained programmers, the language faces an uncertain future
even within the aerospace community [Smith 2003]. There are dedicated, proprietary, and con-
sequently very restrictive languages used exclusively for space hardware as well such as STOL,
PLUTO, and others. However, as the µrover is built on free software and is expected to operate
on modern hardware, it is prudent to restrict the languages in use to those that are actively used
in the FOSS community and supported by the Gnu Compiler Collection (GCC) or other open
architectures. There are several such candidates for the main programming language for use on
the µrover. Languages that have been considered for use on the µrover include:
• C/C++
• Java
• Python
• Octave/MATLAB
C and its object-oriented descendant C++ are the most widely-used languages in robotics.
They compile directly to native machine language using GCC, have the most efficient execution
of the candidate high-level languages, and generally offer the highest portability to embedded
systems. We group C and C++ together as C++ is backwards-compatible to C and the GCC sup-
ports both languages on most platforms. While variants such as Objective-C and Objective-C++
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exist, they generally have more runtime overhead due to the use of dynamic runtime libraries,
VMs, and garbage collection to remove unused objects, and are less commonly used on embed-
ded platforms and for FOSS libraries. Even though high-level concepts such as message passing
and dynamic typing are handled better in many cases by other languages, C-based languages
retain popularity for general embedded use as they are compiled directly to standalone machine
code. However, as they are relatively low-level in terms of programming abstraction, C is es-
sentially the most time-consuming and difficult language to program in even considering the vast
number of libraries and existing applications. C++ offers greater abstraction and built-in object
oriented concepts, but at the cost of greater overhead and some level of incompatibility with C
code and certain embedded systems. Nonetheless, Linux and most available real-time operating
systems are programmed in C, retaining the highest level of compatibility with native C code, and
nearly all embedded systems support C compilation, frequently as an alternative to direct assem-
bly programming. It is this degree of portability, re-usability, and efficiency that make C, and to a
similar extent C++, attractive languages. Note that it is not necessary to use an “object-oriented
language” to write object oriented code. It is simpler to create objects when object-oriented ab-
stractions are built into the language, but conversely, it is not necessarily more efficient due to the
overhead of managing those abstractions automatically. The Linux kernel itself is an example of
an object oriented program written in C, a non-object-oriented language.
Java is an object-oriented VM-based language that is extremely popular for online and cross-
platform programming. The use of a dedicated VM allows bytecode as well as source code
to be easily ported between platforms and run more conveniently within secure systems. The
syntax of Java is very similar to C++, with exceptions being mainly high-level object-oriented
functions and handlers [Gosling et al. 2005]. However, this also means that for purposes of low-
level programming, Java adds little to the basics of C++ and adds the requirement of a VM
and the overhead of functions such as garbage collection. There are many math and control
libraries available, usually adding classes that provide abstract concepts for specific uses. One
of the main drawbacks to Java has traditionally been that despite the wealth of open-source code
and libraries available for it, the virtual machine required to run it is essentially proprietary,
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having been developed and maintained originally by James Gosling at Sun Microsystems and
more recently by Oracle Corporation, after they acquired Sun in 2009. Although Sun released
the javac compiler under the GPL in 2006 and the VM and libraries for Java have been made
progressively more open, the number of embedded platforms that Java runs on is still relatively
limited, and Linux support has often lagged behind other operating systems. An alternative is
the Dalvik VM, developed by Dan Bornstein and Google as the main development language
for the Android OS, which runs a derivative of the Java language. Dalvik differs from the Sun
Java VM in several ways, but mainly in that it is a register-based architecture as opposed to
the original stack-based Java architecture [Bornstein 2008]. The OpenJDK project now provides
an almost completely open implementation of Java as well, with only the SNMP components
being proprietary. The many derivatives of the original Java, though, have made the original Java
mandate of “universal compatibility” somewhat complex, and although many Java-based robots
exist, it is not an ideal system for embedded robotics.
Python is a high-level object-oriented language created by Guido van Rossum in 1991 that has
become one of the most popular programming platforms for common use in modern computing.
It combines many of the popular features of C++, Java, Haskell, Lisp, MATLAB, and other pop-
ular languages, uses strong and dynamic typing, and runs on an interpreter that can operate both
as a scripting engine and as a VM for compiled Python bytecode [VanRossum & Drake 2010].
Due to this high level of flexibility, Python bytecode runs slower than machine code or a ded-
icated Java VM. Some measure of improvement can be made by just-in-time compilation of
known types and structures into accelerated code, which is the method used by the Psyco com-
piler [Rigo 2004]. In addition to the original C-based Python interpreter, Python implementations
have also been written in several different languages, including Pypy which is written in Python
itself [Biham & Seberry 2006]. There have been a very large number of class libraries developed
for Python, including ports of OpenCV and GStreamer for video work, low level I/O libraries
such as Portio and socket, and the Numpy and SciPy mathematics libraries that allow Python
to operate in a similar manner to MATLAB - as a mathematics-centred scripting language - but
with significantly more flexibility. There has been interest in using Python as a satellite opera-
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tions language that is much more productive, expandable, and portable than most space-centric
languages. After being properly audited and scheduled, Python bytecode can be uploaded and
stored for execution on a satellite [Garcia 2008]. Python has not yet been used in orbit, but it
has already been adopted as a language for terrestrial robotics by several groups, including the
Pyro API for use in robots [Blank et al. 2003]. Also, some effort has been made to make Python
run natively on resource-constrained embedded systems. For example, the PyMite project targets
a native Python VM on 8-bit microcontrollers in as little as 64KiB of Flash and 4KiB of RAM
[Dean 2003].
Octave and MATLAB are largely cross-compatible mathematical interpreted languages.
While MATLAB is a proprietary Java IDE and a set of associated toolboxes with a significant
number of machine-specific optimizations and specialized functions, Octave is a completely GPL
open-source console application written in Fortran and C++. A large amount of user code is
available for both, and Octave has been effectively developed into an open-source alternative
to MATLAB by attempting to mirror most of the basic MATLAB functions so that code will
often run identically on both systems. One significant difference is that MATLAB is only devel-
oped and optimized for x86-based PC hardware, while Octave has been ported to other platforms
such as ARM, which makes it possible to run Octave code on Linux-based embedded systems.
MATLAB makes up for this by providing a dedicated compiler and embedded design tools that
convert MATLAB functions down to C code and compile it into native machine language for
a target machine. However, in compiling such a binary, program modifications and the advan-
tages of scripting engine are traded off for faster execution time. The compilation of dedicated
MATLAB code is therefore deemed too restrictive and complex for use on the µrover given the
availability of the other languages mentioned here. Octave is usable under Linux on the µrover,
but given the limited storage space and computation time available, the use of Python as a general
scripting engine is preferred as Python is much more versatile and can handle mathematics well
by using Numpy and SciPy.
Basic system programming in C with higher-level functions in C++ where necessary is con-
sidered to be the best choice of languages due to efficiency, ubiquity and portability. As Linux
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and most other embedded or real-time operating systems (such as RTEMS) are implemented
in C, this makes integration of the rover systems most convenient from an programming stand-
point. In some cases, the extra overhead of C++ is justified, for example in the use of OpenCV
functions on platforms that support high-level languages and operating systems. Python also
has great potential for scripting and high-level functions that are easy to modify and integrate
as bytecode, and will be considered for use in future functions such as real-time uploading of
scripts for scheduled execution. Although Python requires a UNIX-platform or similar OS, it is
still well-suited for applications that are not deeply embedded, require frequent modification, or
must be ported between platforms that have a Python VM available. The prototype GUI for the
µrover is programmed in Python for easy portability between operating systems and simplicity
of modification when needed, as it does not require efficiency or close bindings to the host OS.
Figure 2.43 shows a diagram of how the µrover software fits together in layers.
2.9 Embedded Optimization
Most embedded controllers and small processors, including the ARM9 and AVR microcontrollers
used on the µrover, do not have built-in floating point units (FPU), and any floating-point oper-
ations are performed implicitly in software by code additions made by the compiler, in this case
the GNU compilers (GCC). As this is very slow and often causes problems on some microcon-
trollers, such as the AVR, it is preferable to use a fixed-point mathematics implementation that can
be tuned to the needs of the system. Integer arithmetic is not always a suitable solution for em-
bedded mathematics, as an appropriate scaling factor must be used, and conversions to and from
the scaled numbers may not be intuitive for mathematical operations. Using fixed-point math
provides a decimal representation of numbers on integer calculation hardware applying direct
addition with no changes, and simple bit shifting for multiplication. Fixed-point math implemen-
tations are used for acceleration in many gaming engines and other applications where efficiency
takes priority over accuracy. The only drawbacks are that the range of representable numbers and
hence the precision and range of the arithmetic are still limited by the bit width of the integer
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Figure 2.43: µrover Software Diagram
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word used, and care must be taken to avoid overflows by using longer words for arithmetic where
feasible [Lauha 2006]. Also, operators cannot be overloaded in C, so named function calls must
be used for arithmetic operations on deeply embedded systems, but it is worthwhile to be able to
perform fast floating-point calculations on such systems.
Fixed-point calculations split a binary word into two parts: the bits that represent the integer
component of the number and that part that represents the fractional component, and typically the
total number of bits corresponds to the natural word length on a given computing architecture.
Figure 2.44 illustrates the composition of a fixed point number with 8 bits of integer and 8 bits
of fractional, known as 8.8 fixed point format. The AVR is an 8-bit microcontroller, but contains
instructions suitable for 16-bit operations as well with the compiler providing (less efficient)
facilities for 32-bit arithmetic, and this fixed-point format suits it well. The closest approximation
to the example of 32pi = 100.53096491 to 8 decimal places using 8.8 fixed point is 100.52734375,
which is only accurate to one decimal place but in this case is within 99.5% of the actual value.
The maximum value and error of a fixed-point number is determined by the number of bits
allocated to the integer component and the fractional component, which do not have to be the
same but usually are aligned on 8-bit boundaries for computational efficiency, 8 bits (a byte)
being the smallest addressable unit in nearly all current computing architectures. An unsigned
integer component with Ni bits can represent a maximum value of 2Ni−1 in increments of 1, and a
fractional component can represent by itself a fractional value of up to (2N f −1)/2N f in increments
of 1/2N f , and these two components are simply added together in terms of real number values.
Hence the maximum bounded error of a fixed-point number with respect to the real number it is
supposed to represent is |1/2N f |. To represent signed numbers, the highest-order bit in the integer
component is used just as in conventional two’s complement arithmetic. The maximum value
for 8.8 fixed-point is 255.99609375 with a fractional increment of 1/2N . As most mathematical
operations involve bit shifting, the number of bits can be changed fairly easily by changing the
bit shift size, so the fixed-point implementation can be scaled depending on the word size wp
of the host processor, generally to Ni = wp − N f , and the precision required in each of the two
components [Van Verth & Bishop 2008].
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Figure 2.44: Structure of a Fixed-Point Number
The most common 32-bit fixed-point representation is referred to as 16.16, which uses Ni =
16 bits for the integer part of the number and N f = 16 bits for the fractional part in a 32-bit word,
the most common word length for modern computing [Stalker & Boeren 1995]. The maximum
value for 16.16 fixed point is 65535 + 65535/65536 = 65535.999984741211, which can provide
general accuracy to 4 decimal places, and we use this format for most numerical processing on
the ARM platform. Mathematical operations are implemented as follows [Street 2004]. For two
fixed-point numbers a and b on which an operation is performed to yield a result c, addition and
subtraction have the advantage that they can be done in the same way as integers.
ca+b = a + b (2.107)
ca−b = a − b (2.108)
(2.109)
Due to the fixed decimal location, multiplication and division must be done with bit shifting
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as well as multiplication, with << (N f ) denoting a left shift by N f bits and >> (N f ) denoting
a right shift by N f bits. To prevent overflows from occurring due to the multiplication, a and b
must be temporarily cast to a longer integer data type, which is generally well supported by the
compiler.
ca×b = (a × b) >> (N f ) (2.110)
ca÷b =
(a << (N f ))
b
(2.111)
A slightly faster method for inverting a number than the division in Equation 2.111 uses the
fact that 1 in fixed-point format is created by 1 << (N f ).
c1÷a =
(1 << (2N f ))
a
(2.112)
The square root operation is performed iteratively using Turkowski’s algorithm
[Turkowski 1994], which is not reproduced here, but is a very popular method for performing
square root operations in fixed-point representations. The atan2 function, used frequently for
conversion from coordinates to absolute angle, is performed using an approximation by Shima
[Shima 1999]. Sine and Cosine operations are performed by look-up tables precalculated on a
floating-point machine and written automatically in integer format (so they can be read natively
as integers) to a header file that is included in the C library. The fact that in virtually all common
computer languages, fixed-point numbers are not natively supported within the compiler (Ada is
the only known exception) makes conversion to and from natively-supported floating point for-
mats for input and output important. Conversion to and from integer values is simply a matter
of shifting the integer into the integer component of the fixed-point number and back such that
aint = b f ix >> N f and b f ix = aint << N f . Conversion to and from a floating-point number a f loat to
a fixed-point number b f ix must include adding 0.5 to round the number rather than truncating it,
and is performed by
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Table 2.2: Table of Constants in Decimal and Fixed-Point Format
Constant Decimal Fixed-Point
Zero 0.0 0
One 1.0 1 << N f
pi 3.14159 205887
2pi 6.28318 411775
e 2.71828 178144√
2 1.41421 74804L√
3 1.73205 113512
ϕ 1.61803 106039
b f ix =

a f loat((1 << N f ) + 0.5) a f loat ≥ 0
a f loat((1 << N f ) − 0.5) a f loat < 0
a f loat =
b f ix
1 << N f
. (2.113)
In addition, several commonly-used constants are hard-coded as integer macros for use im-
mediately as fixed-point values. Table 2.2 lists the constants available. This implementation is
used in all floating-point arithmetic needed for the µrover, including Kalman filters and Bayesian
inference, and the type “fix” is defined from “int32 t” on ARM and from “int16 t” on AVR. As
it is much clearer to write and not significantly more complex to calculate matrix quantities in
these algorithms rather than hand-calculating each element separately, vector and matrix handling
functions were implemented in C using the fixed-point math functions for calculation. Vectors are
stored as simple one-dimensional arrays of fixed-point values, and matrices are two-dimensional
arrays. While it would make sense to define dedicated structures for vectors and matrices that
includes important information such as the number of rows and columns, this would also lead
to more complex C functions, less clarity in operation, and redundant storage of such informa-
tion (for most matrix applications, sizes are well known in advance, and they must be consistent
for most operations). Therefore all matrix functions also require the number of columns, and
rows for matrices, as arguments as well as the pointer to the vectors/matrices to operate on. As
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the software for the µrover is primarily written in C, C++, and Python, matrices are represented
in row-major order, where the primary direction of data storage is in “horizontal” rows and the
secondary direction is in “vertical” columns to maintain the array storage methodology of the
language. Consequently, vectors are considered to be row vectors unless column vector multipli-
cation in an operation is specifically called for.
Table 2.3 shows the list of functions for fixed-point math that are currently implemented in
the µrover’s library, where the “fix” data type is cast appropriately for the machine architecture
as stated above. In all functions, output scalars are simply returned by the function and output
vectors or matrices are the first pointer argument to the function. All functions have been im-
plemented identically in native “double” floating-point format as well, and all µrover code can
very easily be converted to use floating-point facilities simply by changing the header file that
is included. Implementation details for the vector and matrix functions are not detailed here as
matrix operations are very well known and most functions are simple iterative calculation rou-
tines. The exceptions are the functions for matrix inversion, which for speed and reliability are
hard-coded formulas for square matrices of sizes 2, 3, and 4 obtained via modification of code
generated from Maple.
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Table 2.3: Fixed-Point Mathematics Functions Implemented for µrover
Mathematical Operation Function Name Arguments to Function
Multiply fix fmult fix n1, fix n2
Divide fix fdiv fix num, fix den
Square fix fsquare fix n
Invert fix finv fix n
Square Root fix fsqrt fix n
Exponent fix fpow fix n, int exp
Sine fix fsin fix angle
Cosine fix fcos fix angle
Tangent fix ftan fix angle
Create Vector void fvmake fix *vout, int length, elements...
Copy Vector void fvcopy fix *vout, fix *v1, int length
Vector Zero void fvzero fix *vout, int length
Vector One void fvone fix *vout, int length
Vector Scalar Addition void fvscalaradd fix *vout, fix *v1, fix s, int length
Vector Addition void fvadd fix *vout, fix *v1, fix *v2, int length
Vector Subtraction void fvsub fix *vout, fix *v1, fix *v2, int length
Vector Length fix fvlength fix *vout, int length
Vector Scalar Multiplication void fvscale fix *vout, fix s, int length
Vector Dot Product fix fvdot fix *v1, fix *v2, int length
Vector-Matrix Multiplication void fvmult fix *mout, fix *v1, fix *v2, int length
Create Matrix void fmmake fix *mout, int rows, int cols, elements...
Create Diagonal Matrix void fmmakediag fix *mout, int size, ...
Copy Matrix void fmcopy fix *mout, fix *m1, int rows, int cols
Matrix Zero void fmzero fix *mout, int rows, int cols
Matrix One void fmone fix *mout, int rows, int cols
Matrix Identity void fmeye fix *mout, int size
Matrix Diagonal void fmdiag fix *mout, fix *v1, int length
Vector to Diagonal Matrix void fmdiagdiag fix *mout, fix *m1, int length
Matrix Scalar Addition void fmscalaradd fix *mout, fix *m1, fix s, int rows, int cols
Matrix Addition void fmadd fix *mout, fix *m1, fix *m2, int rows, int cols
Matrix Subtraction void fmsub fix *mout, fix *m1, fix *m2, int rows, int cols
Matrix Transposition void fmtrans fix *mout, fix *m1, int rows, int cols
Matrix Scalar Multiplication void fmscale fix *mout, fix s, int rows, int cols
Matrix Vector Multiplication void fvxform fix *vout, fix *m1, fix *v2, int rows, int cols
Matrix Multiplication void fmmult fix *mout, fix *m1, fix *m2, int size
Matrix M1M2MT1 Multiplication void fmmultsq fix *mout, fix *m1, fix *m2, int size
Matrix Square Root void fmchol fix *mout, fix *m1, int size
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2.10 Communications
Reliable communication is a critical part of any unmanned system, and particularly so for space
systems that cannot be reached physically in most cases. While the European Cooperation for
Space Standardization (ECSS) has published a wide range of standards for space engineering,
including detailed specifications for ground-to-space and space-to-space communication proto-
cols, a full implementation of such a protocol was considered to be too complex for current
µrover development, and consequently a customized protocol was developed for reliable end-to-
end communications on small, embedded space platforms. A diagram of the situation assumed
to be present for the µrover is shown in Figure 2.45, where a base station or lander forms a fixed
reference point and one or more mobile rovers must remain in contact as much as possible. For
message routing purposes, each network, vehicle, component, and device is assigned a separate
address in comparable fashion to IPv4 addresses used for Internet routing. This hierarchical or-
ganization is used to provide a consistent protocol between networks, vehicles, and hardware so
that no intermediate translation layers are needed that could potentially introduce extra complex-
ity and faults. Implemented as a mesh network, it is possible for messages to be transferred not
only between onboard components and adjacent vehicles, but also in multiple-hop communica-
tions along a string of vehicles, with each acting as a “relay” to extend range. Currently, only
one network (addressed as 0 by default) is implemented, but connecting multiple networks in re-
mote locations would be possible with additional routing and potentially Internet tunneling logic
added.
2.10.1 Layered Model
In general, a communications system can be considered to be layered, such as in the Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) model for standardized communications, which visualizes any
communications system (from the bottom up) in terms of Physical, Data Link, Network, Trans-
port, Session, Presentation, and Application layers. It is proposed here that for an embedded,
reliability-critical space hardware system, the following needs must be addressed:
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1. Physical layers from simple byte-level serial on embedded controllers and upwards must
be usable
2. The Data Link layer must provide CRC checking of data and automatic retransmission
3. Point-to-point Mesh Networking between both components and vehicles must be possible
at the Network layer
4. The Transport layer must manage data payloads of arbitrary size and content, from single-
byte signalling to video streaming.
In the current system, layers above the transport layer are effectively subsumed by the µrover
API, as sessional contexts are only meaningful in terms of whether valid connections exist be-
tween rovers and components. Consideration here of OSI layers above 4 is not necessary, as
the functions for session management and data formatting are included in the API for µrover
programs and are also handled transparently by the XBee radios using the Digimesh protocol.
Applications running on the µrover and base station simply call the necessary functions from the
API with destination addresses to transmit data. A visualization of this layered system is shown
in Figure 2.46. While the communications network formed is similar in many respects to an Eth-
ernet network using TCP/IP, the implementation is much simpler and can be accomplished with
little overhead and without an explicit networking stack and integrated kernel support. Security
measures such as host validity checking and encryption are also not considered at the moment as
such measures should be unnecessary for robotic exploration.
2.10.1.1 Physical Layer
For flexibility in application, the physical layer could be any communications channel that sup-
ports transmission and reception of bytes. TTL serial byte streams and SPI are used between
internal electronics packages and RS-485 is used to external hardware and payloads. Typically,
vehicles are connected by radio links, and components are implemented as either separate mi-
crocontrollers on board a vehicle or separate program processes running on the vehicle operating
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Figure 2.46: Comparison of OSI model with µrover communication layers
system (OS) (although multiple “vehicle” on-board computers on a single hardware platform are
also possible). Network sockets are used for interprocess communication between client pro-
grams running on an OS and the communications channel, with each device claiming a different
port. The use of sockets, as in applications such as X11, has the additional benefit that when using
Ethernet or other network communications channels, program communications is accomplished
by simply connecting to a port on the target platform, which corresponds to a component that
can contain several devices. For serial or radio communications, a driver program will manage
the hardware port and simply manage transmission and reception of packets. Packets received by
the driver program are passed on to the port and received by the connected hardware. Ports are
mapped starting at port 30000 to ensure they do not interfere with other programs that may be
running. The advantage to using a one to one mapping of ports and devices is simplicity of rout-
ing and debugging, which only requires a simple socket connection. However, this places a heavy
responsibility on the communications API that is initiating the connection, so it is preferable that
the task of connection management is distributed over more than one component. Currently, the
radio driver initiates connections for the passing of control packets to and from each component
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in the µrover, but the API is structured such that other programs could separately interconnect if
needed.
2.10.1.2 Data Link Layer
Reliably passing data over communications channels that may or may not be reliable requires a
number of measures to ensure that as much information as possible is accurate and that errors
and miscommunications cause as little damage as possible. The data link layer is structured to
provide a built-in, transparent process of stateful caching and intelligent retransmission when
necessary. The following measures are used to ensure reliable transmission.
1. To minimize bandwidth use and eliminate redundant commands, each state variable is time-
tagged, and only updated when a more recent and changed state value is sent and received.
2. To ensure that command packets are not lost in transmission and subsequently ignored as
redundant, each client sends a confirmation to the host whenever a variable is updated,
or else the command is retransmitted after an interval. These confirmations need only be
requested or sent if the variable has not been modified for a while, so that rapid bursts of
communication activity do not cause unnecessary overhead.
3. Read-only variables such as those on sensors also are tagged as requested when the user
requests a sensor reading, and a time tag prevents overly-frequent requests.
4. Hard-coded initial values and limiting values for each state variable are used to prevent
unintended movements or telemetry on power up and out-of-range values.
Each client maintains each variable, flag, and value for its own devices, and a unique identi-
fication value is used to identify each device when regular keep-alives are sent. A fundamental
problem with data links of this type is that when framing data packets, packet control values
must be separate in some sense from the data carried in the packet. Sending bytes in a spe-
cific frame order is not a reliable solution, as bits or whole bytes can be lost or scrambled in
transmission, changing the framing synchronization with random results. Byte stuffing such as
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that used in Serial Line IP (SLIP), Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), and the AX.25 packet radio
protocol provides a solution by converting reserved data values into longer sequences that do
not contain these values. The more recent Consistent Overhead Byte Stuffing (COBS) algorithm
guarantees that the extra overhead presented by these sequences is no more than one byte in 254.
[Cheshire & Baker 1999].
The data link layer of all communications uses COBS with a CRC32 checksum at the end
of each packet, and the packet structure shown in Figure 2.47. The purpose of this structure is
to provide a standard 8-byte (64-bit) data frame structure delimited on byte boundaries to avoid
bit-shifting overhead that is easy to parse but flexible enough to allow both simple commands and
long data packets to be sent efficiently. Fundamentally, a Packet Header control code is used to
ensure that each packet is distinguishable and that asynchronous framing is reliable. The control
code used for this is 0x80, which is not frequently seen in data as it represents −128 in signed
decimal while the most common 8-bit values used are in the range of −127 to 127, and is not as
common as the limiting values 0x00, 0xFF, or the common ASCII/UTF-8 codes between 0x00
and 0x7F. A 7-bit Flags byte is reserved for for transfer control information, but is not used at
present. Two bytes are used to store the size information, leading to a 216 (16KiB) maximum data
size, larger than the 1500-byte MTU maximum used for Ethernet and sufficiently large for most
buffered asynchronous systems. The data payload, containing the contents from the network layer
and transport layer follow the packet header. This ensures that only the flags and size information
are not protected as a packet will not be recognized with a corrupt packet header byte, and if the
size information is wrong, the checksum will fail anyway.
The limitation by using COBS is that the flags cannot be equal to the packet header byte (or
it may be recognized as COBS data for 0x80), so to avoid this, the MSB of the packet flags is
always defined to be 0 (Flags must be less than 128 in unsigned representation, or greater than
0 in signed representation) and the packet is considered bad if this MSB is 1. To maintain this
reliability, all additional control codes and specifically packet headers to be added in future are
recommended to have value greater than 128, which also keeps them outside the ASCII range.
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Figure 2.47: Structure of a communications packet
2.10.1.3 Network Layer
The network layer is based on the idea that any part of the network of µrovers should be accessible
from any other part. For this purpose, a hierarchy of addresses is used to locate each hardware
device within a component, located on a vehicle within a network. The network address bytes
within a communications frame are shown in Figure 2.47, and the only practical limit on what
information could be used as an address is the width of the address field in each data frame,
currently set to 8 bits but easily changed if necessary. To allow devices to respond to packets, the
source address of the packet must also be included in the packet structure. A device requested to
send a response will send a packet with the destination address set to the source address of the
requesting packet.
To make use of the mesh networking capabilities of the XBee radios, static maps of the 8-bit
vehicle addresses to the 64-bit XBee hardware addresses are defined in a header file for use in
all software communications. This mapping is shown in Table 2.4. Components on a vehicle
are numbered starting at 1, but as ports are mapped starting at 30000, the first device is available
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Table 2.4: XBee hardware address mapping table
Radio Location Vehicle Address XBee Address High Byte XBee Address Low Byte
Base Station 1 0013A200 4030EA6D
µrover 2 0013A200 40538A11
µrover Prototype 3 0013A200 4030E9F3
Table 2.5: Component port address mapping table
Component Name Address Numbers Attached Devices Device Numbers
Process Control 1 Start/Stop Control 0
Packet Radio 2 Character Transceiver 0
Mobility Control 3 Wheel Motor Drives 0,1,2,3
I2C Sensors 8 Accel, Mag, Temp, Gyro 29,30,72,104
Range Sensors 10 3 Front and 3 Back Sensors 0,1,2,3,4,5
Camera 16 Image Frame 0
on port 30001. A list of currently-used µrover components is shown in Table 2.5. Devices
are also enumerated starting with 1 and respond to packets that are addressed to them. Device
addresses are typically inherited from the logical structure of the device itself, for example an
I2C controller enumerates device addresses to correspond to the 7-bit I2C addresses of attached
devices. At every level of addressing, the address 0 is reserved for broadcasting, in particular
for device detection. A vehicle address of 0 indicates a packet will be sent to all vehicles on
the network, a component address of 0 indicates a packet will be sent to all components on each
addressed vehicle, and a device address of 0 indicates a packet will be sent to all devices on each
addressed component. Zeros for all four address levels indicate a general “broadcast” packet that
is used for identifying all connected vehicles, components, and devices on all networks by using
an operation code of 0x01 to request an identification response.
2.10.1.4 Transport Layer
The transport layer for communications currently only needs to include information on the type
of operation being performed. An 8-bit operation code, or opcode, is used to define this. A list of
currently implemented opcodes is given in Table 2.6. Note that opcodes are organized by the bits
that are set in their opcodes to aid in decoding. The low-level command set is designed to occupy
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the range of 0x00 to 0x7F to avoid using byte stuffing starting at 0x80. The basic operation code
is “Request Identification”, which is multicast to all devices in the network or on a vehicle to
identify all attached devices and their capabilities. As transfer of large amounts of data via multi-
ple packets is needed in some cases (e.g. for video streaming or image transfer) an 8-bit sequence
number is used to ensure that multiple packets arrive in the correct order. Packets are cached in-
ternally until the preceding sequence number packet is received before data is dispatched to the
client program. This sequence number resets to zero after 255 packets have been sent, under
the assumption that even a continuous video stream will not experience a packet arrival delay of
more than 254 packets. To further increase the awareness and reliability of the transport layer,
an acknowledgement packet is sent to acknowledge the successful reception of each command
that does not involve returning data. For example, a set actuator position command will elicit
an acknowledgement, but a get actuator position command will cause the device to return a set
actuator position packet with the current position enclosed. An acknowledgement packet with
data field zero, essentially an acknowledgement to an acknowledgement, is considered to be a
bad packet (one possibility is a packet of all zeros) and is ignored.
The transport protocol is a descendant of the simple protocol used for real-time control of
some previous YURT rover prototypes, known as “4-byte” protocol from its packet size, and
has the main advantages of simple parsing and small packet size. In this version, the sequence
number replaces the device number used in the “4-byte” protocol as addressing information has
been moved to the network layer. The reason for retaining the functionality of this protocol at the
transport level is that for simple operations that must be performed in real time with a minimum
of networking overhead, it is desirable to be able to send only the operation code and a 16-bit
data word without the need for additional variable-length data provided at the application layer.
Examples of this include writing to an individual device register, setting a motor speed directly,
or reading from a 16-bit ADC, all of which often must be performed in real time on small devices
such as 8-bit microcontrollers that do not have space for caching or processing large packets.
For these cases, a 20-byte packet that includes all layers of communication processing up to
the transport layer can be used that does not include variable-length data following the 16-bit
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Table 2.6: List of currently implemented operation codes
Operation Name Opcode Associated 16-bit Data Additional Data
Acknowledgement 0x00 Opcode & Seqnum None
Query Identification 0x01 None None
Get Identification 0x02 Device Type Capability List
Query Status 0x03 None None
Get Status 0x04 Status Flags None
Set Actuator Position 0x11 Actuator Position None
Set Actuator Speed 0x12 Actuator Speed None
Set Actuator Scaling 0x13 Actuator Scaling None
Set Parameterized Position 0x18 Control Mapping None
Get Sensor Value 0x21 Sensor Value None
Get Vector of Sensor Values 0x28 Value Type Value List
Get Actuator Position 0x31 None None
Get Actuator Speed 0x32 None None
Get Actuator Scaling 0x33 None None
Get Parameterized Position 0x38 Control Mapping None
Capture Still Image 0x41 Image Parameters None
Query Still Image 0x42 Image Format Image Data
Start Video Stream 0x44 Video Format Image Data
Stop Video Stream 0x45 None Image Data
Set Position Control Parameters 0x51 Controller Type Parameter List
Set Speed Control Parameters 0x52 Controller Type Parameter List
Get Position Control Parameters 0x61 Controller Type Parameter List
Get Speed Control Parameters 0x62 Controller Type Parameter List
Go To Global Position 0x71 Position Format Position Coords.
Get Global Position 0x72 Position Format Position Coords.
transport data field. Higher level commands such as sending a whole file, setting navigation
waypoints, or grabbing an image frame from a camera make use of the variable-length data field
and multiple-packet transmission capabilites on larger devices, as packets are simply dropped
and not processed if sent to a small device that cannot handle the specific packet opcode. The
command set is designed to be flexible, and is still under development for new systems.
2.10.1.5 Application Layer and Formats
The programs that use the communications system call the provided API functions directly. These
functions transparently provide the port connection and network routing logic that is needed to
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ensure that the appropriate component or next routing node is reached properly. As only minimal
contextual data is explicitly enumerated within the communications protocol, the software must
be aware of the context that messages are sent and received in. For example, image formats and
their corresponding data codes for transfer of camera data must be pre-established between pro-
grams that need to communicate. This indicates that for general data storage and communication,
a very flexible common language should be used that can encapsulate any data that needs to be
communicated. A knowledge-based system must have a specific language format for describing
stored knowledge. It is desirable that this language be:
• Able to store or reference any kind of data
• Well-defined, to eliminate ambiguity in meaning
• Extendable for all reasonable future use
• Human-readable, to facilitate understanding and debugging
• Common in format, so that existing tools may be used for parsing
To fill these requirements, Extensible Markup Language (XML) is used as a common medium
for storing and communicating knowledge between µrovers. There is sufficient flexibility in the
XML format to allow commands, mission data, machine learning, and hardware descriptions to
be stored and transmitted in common ASCII text as well, so XML will form the basic information
storage system for the µrovers. XML is used to store Bayesian network information and transmit
it between rovers as well.
The complete communications system is both reliable and efficient for control of intelligent
mobile robots over communications links of uncertain quality. A schematic of the flow of data
through the system is shown in Figure 2.48.
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Figure 2.48: Schematic of µrover communications system
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2.11 Predictive Filtering
The Unscented Kalman filter has been often used for parameter estimation of inertial measure-
ment systems because of its ability to handle nonlinear systems very well [Bae & Kim 2010].
The formulation for parameter estimation with a UKF includes the computation of weights, the
establishment of sigma points, the prediction of the mean and covariance of both states and mea-
surements, the prediction of cross covariance, the gain calculation, and the state update step.
However, the computational load is a limiting factor, which is proportional to the number of
sigma points. There are three common sets of sigma points used in the literature with N state
variables: the symmetric set (2N + 1 points), the reduced set (N + 1 points), and the spherical
set (N + 2 points). In a recent publication [Menegaz et al. 2011], a new minimum sigma set
with equal size to the reduced set but better high-order performance is proposed and applied to
localization and map building.
The sensor suite on the µrover uses a MEMS accelerometer and gyroscopic MEMS rate sen-
sors for rotational feedback which experience slow angular drift over time. An Unscented Kalman
Filter is used to compensate for drift and sensor noise in the system and increase the accuracy of
inertial estimation. We also apply an adaptive algorithm to improve the estimate of the noise co-
variance based on the residual [Li et al. 2013d]. In addition, we can apply a new sigma set which
uses N + 1 sigma points rather than the traditional 2N + 1 to the adaptive unscented Kalman filter
[Post et al. 2012a]. We compare our results to the new Cubature Kalman Filter (CKF) for the
same application.
2.11.1 Unscented Kalman Filter
The Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is a proven method for highly non-linear inertial estimation
systems that experience noise and large disturbances. A state vector x is the numerical quantitity
to be estimated, and changes at each time step t. The statistics of x are known and assumed to
be Gaussian, with mean x¯ and covariance matrix P. Several distinctions are important: The co-
variance matrix P is not to be confused with the probability distribution over a random variable
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P(X), and is further qualified as an autocovariance of a single variable x, written Pxx, or a cross-
covariance of two variables x and y, Pxy. As a symmetric autocovariance matrix, the diagonal
consists of the variances E((x − x¯)2) of the state variables x. Also, the mean vector x¯ and covari-
ance matrix P do not refer to noise as the noise covariance matrices Q and R do. Rather, they
statistically refer to the expected changes in state of the system over time. For example, in the
case of tracking a vehicle’s heading, a vehicle that is expected to make an equal number of left
and right turns would have a mean heading of 0, and if irregular fast turns are expected, a larger
covariance will be estimated than if regular slow turns are expected.
The filter assumes a Markov model such that each successive state x(t + 1) is determined
entirely by the previous state x(t), a control input u(t), and additive Gaussian noise η that is
characterized by known mean q¯ and covariance matrix Q. Since it represents a real value with
an additive random quantity, the size N state vector can be considered to be an N-dimensional
continuous random variable with Gaussian statistics, and will be treated as one for purposes of
probabilistic algebra. The formulation for the UKF proceeds as follows. Consider the discrete
nonlinear system at time step t
x(t + 1) = f (x(t),u(t), t) + ηs(t) (2.114)
y(t + 1) = g(x(t + 1),u(t + 1), t + 1) + ηm(t + 1). (2.115)
For this system, x(t) ∈ RS is the size n state vector, that contains all the states of the system at
time t. The measurement vector y(t) ∈ RM provides the sensor measurement at time step t, u(t)
is the control input at time t, ηs(t) represents white noise with a random value at time t, a mean
of q¯ and covariance Q, and ηo(t) represents white noise with a random value at time t, a mean
of r¯ and covariance R. The conventional UKF [Xiong et al. 2006] is based on the determination
of 2N + 1 sigma points (oddly denoted as χ to distinguish them from the standard deviation σ
as they are not necessarily located at one standard deviation from the mean), in a configuration
commonly known as the symmetric set. The zeroth sigma point χ0 is obtained from the mean
of the state vector, while the rest of the sigma points are obtained by shifting each state variable
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Figure 2.49: The Unscented Transform, Traditional UKF
in turn positive and negative by the scale factor
√
(N + κ) Pi(t + 1), creating a symmetric set of
2N points surrounding the mean χ0 in N-dimensional space. The constant κ controls the spread
of sigma points, and is usually set to 0. This process for the Unscented Transform is illustrated
in Figure 2.49, and starts with the selection of sigma points that represent the prior probability
distributions of the state variables from
χ0(t) = x(t) (2.116)
χi(t) = x(t) +
√
(N + κ) Pi(t) ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,N (2.117)
χi+N(t) = x(t) −
√
(N + κ) Pi(t) ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,N (2.118)
where i represents the choice of state variable in x, and N is the number of states. The first
i = 1 . . .N sigma points are shifted positive in state space one variable at a time, the second
i = N+1 . . . 2N+1 sigma points are shifted negative. To calculate the square root of the covariance
matrix, a Cholesky decomposition is used as it provides more robustness against singularities
than alternative matrix square-root methods. The model prediction of statistics for the next time
step x(t + 1) follows. Each sigma point is run through the nonlinear system model f with the
addition of system noise q implicitly assumed to yield a set of transformed points that follow the
statistics of the nonlinear system. The nonlinear system model includes the control inputs applied
to the real system u to predict the effect of actuator control on the system state, and the system
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noise q generally is associated with uncertainty in the system actuation. The system noise mean
q¯ also is generally assumed be zero for white noise. This essentially attempts to predict what
the probability distributions will look like after the next time step for comparison to measured
information.
χi(t + 1) = f (χi(t), u(t)) (2.119)
The weightings used for statistical estimation from the sigma points naturally must incor-
porate information about the distribution of the sigma points themselves. Weightings Wmi are
applied to the sigma points to obtain the mean x¯, and weightings Wci are applied to the autoco-
variance to obtain Pxx. These weightings are calculated as
Wmi =
κ
N + κ
(2.120)
Wci =
1
2 (N + κ)
. (2.121)
The transformed values are then utilized to reconstruct the posterior probability distributions
for the state variables. The state mean x¯ is predicted as a simple weighted sum of sigma points,
and the system covariance Pxx with system noise covariance matrix Q is estimated using this
mean and the transformed sigma points. This mean vector can be considered to be the most
likely system state based only on the system model and actuators, while the covariance provides
a measure of how uncertain this state is.
x¯(t + 1) =
2N∑
i=0
Wmiχi(t + 1) (2.122)
Pxx(t + 1) =
2N∑
i=0
Wci (χi(t + 1) − x¯(t + 1)) (χi(t + 1) − x¯(t + 1))T + Q (2.123)
We can now perform the measurement prediction for the next time step in the same way that
we predicted the model. The model-transformed sigma points χi(t+1) are again transformed by a
nonlinear sensor measurement model g again with the addition of measurement noise r implicitly
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assumed. The measurement model is an estimate of the most likely measured state from the
sensors given the updated state from the system model.
χ˜i(t + 1) = g(χi(t + 1),u(t + 1)) (2.124)
The predicted observation vector from the sensors y(t + 1) and its predicted autocovariance
Pyy with sensor noise covariance matrix R are defined in the same way as x¯ and Pxx, as
y¯(t + 1) =
2N∑
i=0
Wmiχ˜i(t + 1) + R (2.125)
Pyy(t + 1) =
2N∑
i=0
Wci (χ˜i(t + 1) − y¯(t + 1)) (χ˜i(t + 1) − y¯(t + 1))T + R. (2.126)
To compare the statistical properties of the estimated state and estimated observation, a cross-
covariance Pxy is calculated from the sigma points for both state and measurement, using the
covariance weightings.
Pxy(t + 1) =
2N∑
i=0
Wci (χi(t + 1) − x¯) (χ˜i(t + 1) − y¯(t + 1))T (2.127)
Using the covariances from the state and measurement estimates, the Kalman gain can be
obtained. The purpose of the Kalman gain is to control the “innovation” on the posterior state, or
simply, to control how much of an effect the sensor measurement has on the state. Although the
system model is not linear, the covariances of the posterior distributions Pyy and Pxy can still be
linearly related by
KPyy(t + 1) = Pxy(t + 1) (2.128)
where K is the Kalman gain. Inverting Pyy allows the matrix K to be determined, but this matrix
inversion is a significant cause of instability and inefficiency in Kalman filtering algorithms. For
this reason, closed-form solutions for N×N matrices of size up to N = 4 have been implemented,
and Pyy is checked to ensure the determinant is nonzero to prevent singularities. The calculation
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for Kalman gain is then
K = PxyPyy−1. (2.129)
Finally, the Kalman gain is then applied to the residual, which is the difference (y(t + 1) −
y¯(t + 1)) between the current actual sensor measurement vector y and the estimated sensor mea-
surement y¯, and is added to the propagated state mean x¯(t + 1) to obtain ˜x(t + 1), the current
estimate of the system state which is assumed to be the correct system state in this iteration and
propagated to the next iteration as x(t).
x˜(t + 1) = x(t + 1) + K (y(t + 1) − y¯(t + 1)) (2.130)
The system covariance is also updated based on the Kalman gain K and posterior sensor
autocovariance Pyy from this iteration, which allows the filter to make better estimates based on
prior statistics.
P˜(t + 1) = P(t + 1) −KPyyKT (2.131)
2.11.2 Adaptive Unscented Kalman Filter
In this way, the Kalman filter algorithm adapts system covariance based on the uncertainty in
the sensor measurements. But the noise covariances Q and mathb f R normally do not change
over time, although the noise itself may. Sensor noise in particular is subject to change based
on the environment. So if the prior statistics of the noise are not known or change over time,
an adaptive algorithm can be used to adjust the noise covariance matrices Q and R as shown in
Figure 2.50. In this study, the statistical estimator is based on work by Mohamed and Schwarz
[A. H. Mohamed 1999], which is applied as follows. An estimate of the sensor innovation co-
variance S is obtained by averaging the residual from the UKF over a window of length N as
S(t + 1) =
1
N
k∑
j=k−N+1
(y(t + 1) − y¯(t + 1)) (y(t + 1) − y¯(t + 1))T . (2.132)
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Figure 2.50: The Unscented Transform, Adaptive UKF
Then based on the whiteness of the filter innovation sequence represented by S, the statistical
matrices can be updated at the end of each cycle by the method of Pourtakdoust and Ghanbarpour
[Pourtakdoust et al. 2007].
Rˆ(t + 1) = S(t + 1) + P(t + 1) − (K(t + 1)PyyK(t + 1)T (2.133)
Qˆ(t + 1) = K(t + 1)S(t + 1)K(t + 1)T (2.134)
It should be noted that adaptation of both Q and R simultaneously is not advisable, as the
noise covariances build on each other and instability can result. Additionally, a measure of fault
detection can be provided based on whether the actual residual from the UKF exceeds the the-
oretical residual. Using the method of Soken and Hajiyev, a metric for fault detection ς can be
calculated from [Soken & Hajiyev 2009]
ς = (y(t + 1) − y¯(t + 1))T
(
Pyy(t + 1) + R
)−1
(y(t + 1) − y¯(t + 1)) . (2.135)
If this metric exceeds a set threshold (ς > 5 is used in testing), it can be assumed that a
fault in the sensing or actuator hardware has occurred. This can be used to scale up the system
covariance matrix and scale down the Kalman gain so that innovations from faulty assumptions
can be minimized, increasing robustness. The effects of the adaptive UKF can be visualized as
shown in Figure 2.50.
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2.11.3 Reduced Sigma Point Kalman Filter
The unscented Kalman filter’s computational load is largely dependent on the number of sigma
points, as propagation through the nonlinear model and mean and covariance calculations com-
prise a significant fraction of the total processing time. We attempt to offset this load by applying
an asymmetric sigma point set of size N + 1 using statistical estimation that is based on work by
Menegaz et al. [Menegaz et al. 2011], and modify the sigma set as shown in Figure 2.51. First,
the constant w0 and matrix W are defined as
Wm0 =
κ
N + κ
(2.136)
and
W =
√
IN×N − 1 − w0n ∗ 1N×N (2.137)
where 0 < W0 < 1, IN×N is the N×N identity matrix, and 1N×N is the N×N matrix with all entries
set to 1. Using these as constants, the reduced-set sigma points are obtained in a similar fashion
to the UKF, replacing Equations 2.116, 2.117, and 2.118 by the asymmetric sigma point set
χ0 = x(t) −
√
(N + κ)Pi(t + 1)√
Wm0
√1 −Wm0n

N×1
(2.138)
and
χi(t) = x(t) +
√
(N + κ) Pi(t + 1) ∗W ∗ ISWi, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,N (2.139)
where ISWi is the Cholesky decomposition of diag(Wm0 ∗ 1−Wm0n W−1 ∗ 1n ∗ (WT )−1). Using the
same structure as the original UKF, Equations 2.125, 2.126 and 2.127 have to be rewritten with
the new defined weights as
y¯(t + 1) =
n∑
i=0
Wmiχ˜i(t + 1) + R(t + 1), (2.140)
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Figure 2.51: The Unscented Transform, Reduced Sigma Set UKF
Pyy =
n∑
i=0
W¯mi (χ˜i(t + 1) − y¯(t + 1)) (χ˜i(t + 1) − y¯(t + 1))T , (2.141)
and
Pxy =
n∑
i=0
W¯mi (χi(t) − x¯(t + 1)) (χ˜i(t + 1) − y¯(t + 1))T (2.142)
where the weightings W¯i are calculated as the diagonal values of the matrix equation

W¯m1 ...
√
W¯m1
√
W¯mN
... ... ...√
W¯m1
√
W¯mN ... W¯mN
 = Wm0 ∗
1 −Wm0
N
∗W−1 ∗ 1N ∗ (WT )−1. (2.143)
The caveat for using a smaller sigma set is that instability is much more likely for system
models that do not have symmetric statistics. The assumptions implicit in the use of one sigma
point include that the mean and standard deviation are consistent enough for two points to define
a Gaussian distribution. Hence, for highly irregular systems, the UKF or CKF are better choices.
The reduced-set UKF is illustrated graphically in Figure 2.51.
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2.11.4 Cubature Kalman Filter
The recently-developed Cubature Kalman Filter (CKF) is a sigma-point filter that uses a
spherical-radial cubature rule for numerical integration to achieve estimation performance very
close to a true Bayesian estimate [Arasaratnam & Haykin 2009]. Unlike an Unscented Kalman
Filter (UKF), only 2N sigma points are needed rather than 2N + 1, and there is no ambiguity
regarding where to place the sigma points (which is a point of common contention among sigma-
point filters). Like a square-root UKF, Cholesky updating of covariance matrices can be used to
avoid matrix square-root operations on each iteration for higher numerical efficiency. The sigma
points (or cubature points) and weightings used for numerical integration have no central mean
point, and replace Equations 2.116, 2.117, and 2.118 with the symmetric distribution of points
χi(t) = x(t) +
√
NPi(t) ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,N (2.144)
χi+N(t) = x(t) −
√
NPi(t) ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,N. (2.145)
Although the derivation of the filter is significantly different, the main functional difference
reduces to a sigma set of 2N points scaled only by N and no other parameters. The CKF uses
the same numerical process as the UKF, but with a total of 2N sigma points used to calculate the
means and covariances instead of 2N + 1, and the use of the cubature rule replaces Equations
2.123, 2.126, and 2.127 with
Pxx(t + 1) =
1
2N
2N∑
i=1
χi(t + 1)χi(t + 1)T − x¯(t + 1)x¯(t + 1)T + Q (2.146)
Pyy(t + 1) =
1
2N
2N∑
i=1
χ˜i(t + 1)χ˜i(t + 1)T − y¯(t + 1)y¯(t + 1)T + R (2.147)
and
Pxy(t + 1) =
1
2N
2N∑
i=1
χi(t + 1)χ˜i(t + 1)T − x¯(t + 1)y¯(t + 1)T . (2.148)
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The main advantages of the CKF are that the sigma set uses fewer parameters and is simpler
to implement, and that the distribution approximation is closer to an ideal Bayesian filter, and is
therefore better at handling highly nonlinear systems. Adaptive rules for the CKF have not been
proven, and as there is no sigma point for the mean of the system, a reduced-set version of the
CKF is impossible at present. However, the CKF shows great promise as a practical improvement
over the basic UKF.
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2.12 RTOS Survey for Flight Hardware
The Emdebian Linux OS on the ARM architecture has been used for most of the existing de-
velopment work, and many other FOSS systems can be used as well. Customized Linux kernel
patches and drivers that implement user-space support for the embedded OBC peripherals such as
the RS-485 interfaces, SPI controllers, and I2C sensors have been developed to provide hardware
integration, and a set of dedicated libraries for 8-bit AVR microcontrollers has been created to
assist in programming component applications for this system. The software for onboard systems
has been developed entirely in C and C++ for efficiency and minimal code size. The operating
system and software is stored in NAND flash memory on the component microcontrollers and on
redundant NAND and NOR flash devices on the motherboard. NAND flash is the most common
and provides large storage capacity, while NOR flash devices can store only a few megabytes but
may be more resistant to radiation and corruption [Farokh Irom 2008].
While embedded Linux provides a convenient and powerful platform for robotic and space-
craft software and hardware development, it is ultimately considered neither real-time, nor
highly-reliable. Software in aerospace and reliability-critical applications is generally chosen
on the basis of real-time response, task timing repeatability, and architecture reliability, and the
complexity of the basic Linux kernel provides excellent scheduling mechanisms, but still may
make it a poor contender compared to dedicated embedded real-time operating system (RTOS)
platforms [Brown & Martin 2010]. Two strategies for the operation of space hardware are be-
ing considered: first, the use of a dedicated open-source RTOS which is not Linux-compatible
(but may be POSIX compatible), and second, the use of a real-time Linux patch that provides
real-time task support and an additional layer of reliability to the kernel.
2.12.1 RTOS Candidates
Summaries of the RTOS candidates under consideration are as follows.
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2.12.1.1 RTEMS
RTEMS is a mature RTOS originally designed for use in missiles with standards such as POSIX
and µITRON, and is used in the Electra SDR on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. It is tech-
nically a single-process multi-thread OS and does not provide (or need) multiprocess memory
management. It is free and completely open source under a modified GPL2 license that allows
linking with proprietary applications, with the exception of the embedded web server. Its primary
strengths are that it has high development activity with many projects based on it, and supports
most Linux tools for compiling and running programs due to POSIX compliance. It also performs
well in benchmarks due to its simplicity, and includes a BSD network stack and some trace and
debugging functionality built in, although there is no full-featured profiler. Due to POSIX real
time compliance, its ability to run SSH and low level ROS functionality is likely, and the GDB
utility can be used for debugging. However, the selection of drivers, ready-made applications,
and BSPs available, as with most free projects, is limited.
2.12.1.2 FreeRTOS
FreeRTOS is a popular RTOS for microcontrollers and small projects and has flown on small
satellites such as AAUSAT3. It is free and open-source, slightly smaller than RTEMS and also
distributed under a modified GPL, although due to the number of third-party extensions available,
it is somewhat more licensing-restricted as a whole. The main strength of FreeRTOS is that it
has a large number of ports and board support packages available. It is well supported in the
community. However, its small size restricts compatibility with complex applications. FreeRTOS
does not support the POSIX API in general, though the IO extension uses a small subset of
POSIX for file access. As a result, it has little compatibility with UNIX applications such as SSH
and ROS. It is also not SMP-capable without running parallel instances of the RTOS with inter-
process communication. GDB and OpenOCD can be used, but little performance monitoring is
available without the proprietary FreeRTOS+Trace utility.
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2.12.1.3 eCos
The eCos RTOS was originally developed by Cygnus, before being abandoned and given as free
and open-source software to the community. It is quite mature, but development has not been as
active as before, and many of the BSPs are for old platforms, with few up-to-date packages. It
does have SMP capability and provides a subset of the POSIX and µITRON APIs for real-time
use as well as BSD networking capabilities, but the network stack is out of date. There are also
no recent applications such as ROS and Player, and SSH support is unlikely. It remains very
customizable though, and with development work could support a platform well. No built-in
trace and performance monitoring tools are available and there appear to be no current tools for
monitoring, although virtual vectors are available within the RTOS for tracing and GDB can be
used for debugging over serial.
2.12.1.4 uC/OS-II
The uC/OS-II RTOS is developed and maintained by Micrium, and while being open-source and
free for non-commercial use, is technically proprietary. Consequently, many of the tools are for-
cost, including trace and debugging tools, including µC/Probe and Lauterbach Trace32. The OS
itself and packages to add networking and filesystem functionality are relatively cheap and come
with source code. Only the filesystem component includes POSIX API calls. Dropbear will run
on the OS, but there is no indication that ROS or Player would run without significant porting
effort.
2.12.1.5 QNX Neutrino
QNX Neutrino is a commercial RTOS used in many applications including the Neptec LCS
Camera, and has recently been acquired by Blackberry for use in personal mobile devices. It
is free for non-commercial use and some components are also open-source (although no source
has been seen yet), but any other use requires licensing. It is SMP capable and POSIX real time
compliant and includes a network stack and full UNIX userspace environment. The size and
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complexity of the OS is comparable to a small Linux distribution, and consequently functionality
is good, but real-time performance is comparable to a RT-Linux kernel, although hard real-time
support is better. The industrial value of QNX is largely in the number of certifications it has
achieved, including IEC 62304 for medical devices, ISO/IEC 15408 EAL4 and the Safe Kernel
to IEC 61508 SIL 3. QNX devices have also been military certified to DO-178B. QNX has been
used in many robotics applications, and will run SSH, Player, and probably ROS with minimal
porting effort. The only significant problems are the cost of support, and the fact that performance
is likely to be comparable to a RT-Linux kernel due to complexity.
Tables 2.7 and 2.8 show a comparison of some of the important factors that were considered
in choosing a dedicated RTOS for academic and space use for freely available and commercially
sold RTOS candidates respectively. Due to its high level of functionality and POSIX compatibil-
ity, as well as efficiency and current availability as fully open-source, RTEMS was determined to
be the most appropriate RTOS for use on the µrover at present.
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2.12.2 RT-Linux Candidates
Summaries for the RT-Linux candidates under consideration are as follows.
2.12.2.1 The PREEMPT RT Patch
There are fewer contenders for an RT-Linux platform. The simplest way to provide real-time ca-
pabilities to Linux is to apply the official PREEMPT RT patch (documented at rt.wiki.kernel.org),
which consists of thousands of lines of patch code designed to add real-time preemption capa-
bilities to the kernel. The patch makes almost every part of the kernel preemptable by using
high-resolution timing and allowing a process with real-time priority to take control at reliable
intervals for arbitrary amounts of time. While this does greatly improve the responsiveness of
high-priority processes, it does so at the cost of kernel performance for other processes. The
PREEMPT kernel option already provides kernel preemption that often reduces latencies into the
millisecond range at the (potential) expense of kernel throughput, and PREEMPT RT is required
for latencies less than that. In both cases, very little modification of userspace programs is needed
to gain the benefits of near-realtime performance (as the kernel scheduler handles the hard work),
but it is not considered a “hard” real-time kernel in the embedded sense, as the performance of
real-time (or simply high-priority) processes is not guaranteed at the kernel level. Performance is
very much dependent on how well programmed the pertainant drivers and interrupt handlers are,
and jitter specifically is noticeably higher than in “harder” real-time systems.
2.12.2.2 ChronOS
ChronOS is a Linux distribution from Virginia Tech that is designed to provide a Linux ker-
nel testbed for real-time scheduling and resource management research on multicore platforms.
The main difference is that the ChronOS Linux kernel scheduler has been extended to support
additional single-processor and multiprocessor scheduling algorithms to improve multi-thread
performance. ChronOS also provides a middleware API for explicit scheduling of tasks, using
methods such as partitioned scheduling, global scheduling, etc. over multiple processors. Al-
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though the extra functionality allows much greater flexibility and potentially higher performance
than the basic PREEMPT RT patch, the underlying kernel mechanisms are essentially the same,
and the degree of real-time reliability is still less than dedicated real-time kernels.
2.12.2.3 RTLinux
The original RTLinux was developed as a commercial product at FSMLabs, and then acquired
by Wind River Systems. The RTLinux architecture is important chiefly because it is a true real-
time kernel that runs the traditional Linux kernel as a fully preemptable sub-process, allowing
processes to run with noticeably lower latency and jitter compared to PREEMPT RT kernels.
However, it was officially abandoned in 2011, and operated only on the 2.4 series kernels at that
time. While it provides full real time POSIX compatibility and an aerospace-qualified release
known as FlightLinux, the age of the supported kernels and the lack of any official support or
updates makes use of RTLinux itself impractical, but both RTAI and Xenomai are based on the
original RTLinux kernel and are very popular and modern systems.
2.12.2.4 RTAI
RTAI (Real Time Application Interface) is the first of two forks of the original RTLinux code,
focuses on maximizing performance, and is free and open source. Like RTLinux, it is a real-
time kernel that runs Linux as a separate non-realtime task. To free the code from proprietary
FSMLabs code, a hardware abstraction layer called ADEOS (Adaptive Domain Environment
for Operating Systems) was developed to act as a hypervisor between the real-time code and
userspace. ADEOS is interesting because it can be inserted at runtime as a kernel module in the
Linux operating system to allow interfacing with the real-time kernel while remaining separate
from it. RTAI also implements most of the POSIX RT functionality for hard-real time processes.
RTAI has slightly better interrupt latency performance than Xenomai due to higher isolation of
the real-time kernel using ADEOS, where interrupts are passed directly to the operating system
domain handling them (such as the RT kernel) rather than all going through the standard Linux
interrupt handling mechanisms. However, this makes porting of the RTAI code more difficult, and
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RTAI supports fewer platforms and Linux versions than Xenomai (though ARM is included), and
the development community is noticeably smaller.
2.12.2.5 Xenomai
Xenomai is the second fork of the original RTLinux code, focuses on maximizing portability and
maintainability, and is also free and open source as well as having a larger following than RTAI.
It also uses the real-time kernel approach, but focuses on providing pervasive, interface-agnostic,
hard real-time capability seamlessly integrated into the GNU/Linux environment. To make the
RTOS as universally compatible as possible, a hypervisor is used based on ADEOS/I-pipe, but
Xenomai only exports a set of generic RTOS services on top of which RTOS personalities (called
“skins”) are built. POSIX, uITRON, VRTX, VxWorks, and pSOS+ skins are available in addition
to the native Xenomai API. The DENX ELDK uses Xenomai, and has a space heritage in TacSat-
2. As the focus is on maintainability and usability, interrupts are not dealt with directly in the real-
time kernel as in RTAI, but performance is not significantly affected, and the system still operates
as hard real time. Also, Xenomai is intended to support and co-operate with the PREEMPT RT
patch in future so that the userspace API and skins can run on either a dual-kernel or single-
kernel system without any noticeable changes in interface. This makes Xenomai likely to be
well-supported and ubiquitous in the future.
Table 2.9 shows a comparison of RT-Linux candidates for academic and space use. As it
is the most actively maintained and current distribution of RT-Linux with the widest level of
compatibility, Xenomai was determined to be the most appropriate RT-Linux candidate for use
on the µrover.
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If the complexity of Linux itself is not required, then to minimize cost and maximize flexibil-
ity and performance RTEMS would be the most appropriate candidate, as it provides POSIX real
time support, SMP capability, and a good feature set. A secondary possibility would be eCos,
although it is not as well-maintained. FreeRTOS, while popular for many small-scale projects,
lacks important features such as a POSIX API and SMP support. QNX, while popular and re-
liable, is not known to be significantly better in robotics applications than an RT-Linux variant.
The use of an RT-Linux would be suitable as long as complexity, size, and reliability are accept-
able, as all RT-Linux systems can be expected to interoperate well with basic Linux applications
and support at least close to the full range of POSIX and UNIX functions. While use of the basic
PREEMPT RT patch works with almost any Linux kernel and requires little programming effort,
real-time performance can be expected to be correspondingly low in comparison to a hard RTOS,
which may be of less value overall. While ChronOS provides a good range of programmability,
it operates more as a research platform than a hard real-time OS and is not generally used in
real-time applications as a result. To overcome these limitations, it makes more sense to use an
RT-Linux with a dedicated real-time kernel (like RTLinux). However, RTLinux is outdated and
unmaintained, making it a bad choice. This leaves RTAI and Xenomai, both of which would
make good choices for comparison with an RTOS. The tradeoff is effectively that RTAI may pro-
vide on the order of 10% better latency and jitter performance, while Xenomai may be longer
lived, better supported, and easier to port to other applications. Given that other platforms and
applications will undoubtably be used in the future, it makes more sense to choose Xenomai as an
RT-Linux candidate, as the performance difference is relatively small and so that greater benefit
and better interoperability can be achieved in the future.
2.12.3 Real-Time Software Testing
There are many benchmarks for computer systems, including the Whetstone (floating-point),
Dhrystone (integer), Dhampstone (combined float and int), Hartstone (scheduling), HINT
(problem-independent), and Rhealstone (timing) metrics, and benchmarking suites such as
Mibench and Thread-Metric. Rhealstone metrics are specifically used for RT systems, and in-
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corporate the six operations of task switch time, preemption time, interrupt latency, semaphore-
shuffle time, deadlock-break time and intertask message latency [Pantano & Timmerman 2012].
In general, the most critical for external control and high-speed interfacing are latency and jitter,
representing the total time and time variation observed when responding to interrupts or perform-
ing time-sensitive processing. Total task time and task-switch time are also useful comparative
metrics between operating systems of different complexities. For use in space systems, it is im-
portant that an operating system provide both fast response in terms of interrupt latency and task
completion time, and and consistent timing of real-time tasks. To obtain an idea of the relative
performance of real-time operating systems, we will focus on measurement of latency, jitter and
task time.
2.12.3.1 Latency
An event in a RTOS could be an interrupt request by hardware or a task scheduled by the op-
erating system. The hardware interrupt latency is the time elapsed from the interrupt request
generation to the execution of the first line of ISR code. System interrupt latency is the time
elapsed from the generation of the signal task to the execution of the first instruction of the task.
Interrupt processing time is the combined time to get the ISR, perform the ISR, and go through
the scheduler and determine which thread now should run and then enable that thread to run,
restoring its context if necessary. This provides a measure of how fast a platform can respond
to events. The less time taken for operations that need to occur between the initiation of the
interrupt and the actual execution determines the latency. Platforms with more efficient or timely
preemption structures will generally have less latency.
2.12.3.2 Jitter
Jitter is a measure of how much the execution timing of a task differs over subsequent iterations.
Real-time operating systems are optimized at low levels to minimize jitter. This provides a mea-
sure of the consistency of a platform’s timing. Platforms with better real-time task management
and “harder” task deadlines will have lower jitter.
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2.12.3.3 Task Switch/Task Run Time
Task switching overhead refers to the time that the RTOS takes to change the execution context
from one thread to a higher priority thread, which preempts the executing thread. Task run time
refers to the total time required to complete a particular task, including preemption and latency.
Hardware interrupts will be measured as a task switch, while processing and communications
metrics will be measured as a run time. This provides a relative measure of the execution effi-
ciency of each platform. Platforms with fewer internal operations to perform due to the task will
take less time.
In addition, the process of monitoring a real-time system can be divided into the software,
hardware, and hybrid approaches, summarized as follows [El Shobaki 2001]:
2.12.3.4 Software Monitoring Systems
With software monitoring, instrumentation code is run on the target system directly. Triggering
is accomplished by executing the inserted code, and the generated events are stored in an execu-
tion history buffer in target system memory or on a separate system. An advantage of software
monitoring is the flexibility and the applicability to many systems. The drawbacks of instru-
mentation are that it utilizes target resources such as memory space and execution time from the
CPUs. Also, when the instrumentation is removed, the system may change behaviour due to
timing differences. This problem, commonly referred to as the probe effect, causes many timing
and synchronization related errors in multiprocess real-time systems. However, if only a single
process is measured at a time, the possibility of timing errors is minimal.
2.12.3.5 Hardware Monitoring Systems
Here, the monitoring system uses only hardware to monitor the system. A hardware device is
connected to buses of the target system to passively detect and collect the events of interest.
Hardware monitoring is typically found in conjunction with in-circuit emulators and logic an-
alyzers. The advantage of hardware techniques is that they do not interfere with execution of
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the target system. The disadvantages are higher cost, complexity, and dependency on a specific
hardware architecture. Moreover, it is challenging to obtain good signal quality at today’s system
speeds.
2.12.3.6 Hybrid Monitoring
Hybrid monitoring uses a combination of both software and hardware monitoring and is typically
used to reduce the impact of software instrumentation alone. We apply this approach to the timing
analysis of the software on the µrover by reading an external counter from a software monitoring
framework.
Chapter 3
Autonomy
For any vehicle to operate independently of human control, it is necessary to have some degree
of autonomous operating ability. This generally includes capabilities such as basic navigation,
environmental awareness, fault detection, automated planning, and problem solving. While most
traditional autonomous robots use either pre-coded state machines and fuzzy systems based on
expert knowledge or online learning systems such as neural networks, the autonomy systems
on the µrover are based on probabilistic theory, which allows them to handle uncertainties and
inconsistencies to a greater degree. This chapter will introduce the probabilistic systems and pro-
gramming frameworks used for navigation, decision-making, and learning as well as the systems
implemented for vision and environmental awareness. The key novel technologies involve the
use of embedded fixed-point Bayesian networks for probabilistic robot programming, decision-
making, and behavioural control with the added capability of probabilistic learning and updating
of knowledge, as well as the use of optical flow and structure from motion techniques together
and the application of structure-from-motion to sequential images for monocular SLAM.
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3.1 Probabilistic Systems
The fundamental concept of a probability of a certain event happening includes several assump-
tions. A probability p is generally a real positive number between zero and 1 (denoting 100%)
that is used to assign quantitative measures of confidence to a given result or set of results of
that event. To define a result, we first define a result space of all possible results Ω, which can be
viewed as a discrete set of measurable outcomes of the event. For example, in the classic example
of rolling a die, the event is the roll, and the result space is Ω = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. We also define
a set of measurable events, or occurrences O to which we are willing to assign probabilities. A
specific event o ∈ O is also a subset of the result space Ω, such that each desired result can be
assigned a probability, but all possible results and combinations need not be considered. This
also implies that the empty event 0 (no event at all) and the trivial event Ω (all possible events
at once) can be part of O. Also, O is closed under union (∵ o1, o2 ∈ O ∴ o1 ∪ o2 ∈ O) and
complementation (∵ o ∈ O ∴ Ω − o ∈ O), implying that it is also closed under the other Boolean
operations as well [Koller & Friedman 2009].
3.1.1 Probability Distributions
These principles are formalized in the concept of a probability distribution P, defined over the
spaces Ω and S that maps from the events o ∈ O to real probability values p. In numerical terms,
this means that for a countable number of events o1 . . . oN , the distribution P must at least provide
N mappings p1 . . . pN . Each mapping is described using functional notation by p = P(o), where
the rule of positive probabilities states that
∀o ∈ O, P(o) ≥ 0. (3.1)
For P to be a complete probability distribution, it must also satisfy the rule of total probability
across the trivial event spanning all of Ω as
P(Ω) = 1. (3.2)
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Finally, probability distributions must obey the sum rule, which is stated as
∀(o1, o2|o1 ∩ o2 = 0),P(o1 ∪ o2) = P(o1) + P(o2) (3.3)
where o1 ∪ o2 is the union of events o1 and o2. In simple terms, these three rules simply state that
probabilities must be all positive, the total probability of all possible results is 1 (because every
possible result must be in the complete space Ω), and the probability of two completely unrelated
(or “mutually disjoint”) results is just the sum of the two probabilities. For the example of rolling
a die where all results are assumed to be independent, this means that P(1∪ 2) = P(1) + P(2), and
P(1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3 ∪ 4 ∪ 5 ∪ 6) = 1, which makes intuitive sense.
3.1.2 Random Variables
While individual probabilities of events are suitable for simple stochastic systems with Boolean
events, most real systems are defined by events or outcomes with multiple possible values, and
even continuous result distributions. Although multiple events could be defined, one for each
possible outcome of a distribution in Ω, this would unnecessarily complicate the math and actu-
ally limit the kinds of distributions that could be modelled. To describe these kinds of multivalued
systems and indeed any real-valued system, in the place of certain events we use random vari-
ables. A random variable is a functional that assigns a value to each outcome o ∈ Ω that gives
meaning to that outcome, and for the purpose of practical implementation on computers, we will
focus on discrete random variables with countable distributions. We denote random variables
with an uppercase letter such as X, while a specific value that the random variable can take is
denoted in lowercase such as x like any other scalar. Hence, the statement X = x refers to a
specific value x within the variable X, or expressed mathematically [Koller & Friedman 2009]
{o ∈ Ω : fX(o) = x} (3.4)
where fX just refers to the mapping that the random variable X performs on values from Ω. The
complete set of values associated with a random variable can be obtained using the value operator
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V(X). In practical terms, while a probability distribution over an event P(o) is a simple probability
value, a probability distribution P(X) over a random variable is a vector of probabilities called a
multinomial corresponding to the possible values that the variable can take. A random variable
can take the place of a simple Boolean event by taking only two values V(X) = {true, f alse},
and the distribution of such a random variable is known as a Bernoulli distribution. Random
variables can also be continuous functions, where any real-numbered value x is essentially an
event from O and can be assigned a probability. These kinds of random variables are usually
associated with a well-known distribution such as a Gaussian function, and P(X ∈ R) is called
a probability distribution function, or PDF. In most algorithmic implementations of continuous
random variables, the distribution is either directly mapped to a real value by fX or “binned” to
map to the closest stored probability. In all cases, the rules for probability distributions from
Equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 must still apply, and the rule of total probability takes the form
P(x) =
∑
∀x∈V(X)
P(X = x) = 1. (3.5)
The probability distribution P(X = x) over a single random variable X or a subset of ran-
dom variables is also known as the marginal distribution over the variables in question, or more
specifically over all of the possible values contained within them. A distribution over X with three
events X = {x1, x2, x3} with {x1, x2, x3} ∈ O contains three probabilities, P(X = x1), P(X = x2),
and P(X = x3), which sum to 1 as stated in Equation 3.5 as the three are mutually exclusive
(i.e. the random variable cannot take more than one value at a time). Just as a probability dis-
tribution can be defined over several discrete events, one can be defined in the same way over
several random variables, so that the probability of two events occurring can be quantified. The
term P((X = x ∩ Y = y) describes a distribution over random variables X and Y , where specific
values of the random variables occur, for example P(X = x2 ∩ Y = y1). The intersection of events
X = x2∩Y = y1 is used to specify that we want the event of both X = x2 and Y = y1 occurring, out
of all the different combinations of values of X and Y , and is called a conjunction. The probability
distribution over two or more random variables is called a joint distribution, and conjunctions of
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variables in joint distributions are an essential component of Bayesian inference. While combi-
natoric solutions are often used to determine the probability of a certain combination of events,
generally when the likelihood of events are equal (such as throwing n dice and predicting the sum
total), defining the probability of a specific combination of random variables is very powerful be-
cause we can set the probability of each value in each random variable separately (that is, each
die can be “loaded”). Hence, a joint distribution contains a probability for every combination of
values in the relevant random variables, as all the possible outcomes of the random variables in
the canonical outcome space must have an associated probability. Each one of these probabilities
is called an atomic outcome, and it is easy to see that even a small set of random variables can
result in a very large outcome space.
As random variables are used frequently and in many contexts, shorthand notation is common
to simplify expressions that use them. In this writing, we we refer to a specific value P(X = x)
with the simple form P(x), since reference to X should be redundant due to choice of letter
(though in unusual cases, the random variable is specified). If the probability distribution itself
(and not the probability of just one value) is meant, then simply P(X) is used. Also, since we use
conjunctions very frequently in the process of inference over joint distributions, the probability
distribution over a conjunction of X and Y random variables P ((X = x) ∩ (Y = y)) is generally
written as an implicit conjunction when dealing with several random variables P(X = x,Y = y),
or incorporating the aforementioned implicit random variables, just P(x, y). The latter is the most
popular format for describing inference using conjunctions. Note that with these simplifications,
a probability distribution over random variables can be functionally identical to a simple proba-
bility distribution over a number of discrete Boolean events, but in a more compact and powerful
form, and following an introduction to the basic concepts, random variables are assumed to be
used with regard to all probability distributions.
3.1.3 Statistical Parameters
For the purpose of characterizing and understanding the behaviour of random variables, several
standard measures are in use. The most common of these is the expected value of a random
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variable, more commonly known as the mean and represented by E. It is generally defined very
simply as the sum of a set of numerical values divided by the number of values in the sum, but
this definition assumes equal probability for all values, which is not sufficient for most random
variables. A more general definition for a the expected value E(X) of a random variable X includes
the probability P(X = x) for each value x to become
E(X) =
∑
∀x∈V(X)
xP(X = x). (3.6)
The meaning of expected value is quite literal: it is the value that one would expect the
random variable to take considering its probability distribution, or in other terms, the probability-
weighted average of all possible values the random variable can take. It is easy to see that the
expected value is a linear function, so scaling a random variable by some scalar a or adding a
constant b will scale or add to its expectation, and the sum of two random variables X and Y is
the sum of the expectation
E(aX + b) = aE(X) + b (3.7)
E(X + Y) = E(X) + E(Y). (3.8)
In order to determine how values of a random variable vary between each other, we can also
define the variance σ2 of a random variable X, which is defined in terms of expected values as
σ2(X) = E
(
(X − E(X))2
)
= E(X2) − (E(X))2 . (3.9)
The variance provides a measure of how “spread out” the values of the random variable are
taking their probabilities into account. It is linear with addition like the expected value, but scales
as a quadratic function of X
σ2(aX) = a2σ2(X). (3.10)
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Because of this nonlinearity, a more commonly-used form is the standard deviation σ(X)
which as the notation indicates is simply the square root of the variance σ(X) =
√
σ2(X) and
therefore scales linearly.
3.1.4 Conditional Probabilities
Conditional probabilities take these concepts one step further, by effectively creating a tensor
that maps related events back to probabilities that map to yet other events. Given sufficient prior
information, it is easy to calculate conjunctions of events o1 ∩ o2. For example, in the situation
of a navigational sensor on the µrover detecting an obstacle, we can define the Boolean events
od := “An obstacle is detected′′ and op := “An obstacle is actually present′′, so that od ∩ op
represents the event that an obstacle is detected correctly. In probabilistic systems, it is typically
necessary to present some assumptions regarding the state of the system in order to be able to
extract useful information, such as that obstacles are expected to be detected in the area of interest
about 30% of the time, which implies an estimate of P(oc) = 0.3. Estimates of likelihoods such
as P(oc) that are presented “before” the present time without consideration of experience (i.e. a
priori knowledge) in probabilistic terms are known as priors, and accurate determination of these
priors is the single most critical factor for making probability distributions practically valid and
useful.
In most cases, we want to be able to determine whether a sensor measurement is actually
useable by obtaining the likelihood of od ∩ op occurring. This probability is not necessarily 1
because sensors such as infrared or laser range sensors can be affected by noise, environmental
factors such as sunlight, and the surface or material of the target. Rather than attempt to estimate
the effects of all of these factors on the set od ∩ op, we can estimate the likelihood of successful
detection based on experience, which in simplest form could be simply the results of a series of N
functional tests to obtain for the i’th outcome, a set (od,i, op,i). Assuming independent Bernoulli
trials for the case of this example (which is a weak assumption in the general case), with the total
number of correct detections being
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nc =
N∑
i=1
od,i ∩ op,i (3.11)
so the likelihood of the sensor giving a correct outcome in the case of N Bernoulli trials can then
be considered to be
P(od ∩ op) = ncN =
∑N
i=1 od,i ∩ op,i
N
. (3.12)
An example would be to state “out of 100 trials, in only 20 cases the sensor both detected an
obstacle, and an obstacle was actually present”, for which case P(od ∩ op) = 0.2. While this is an
informative result, it is relatively useless as it is because it does not contain any context as to how
many sensor readings are expected for the actual sensor and environment. To obtain a measure of
how “good” the measurement is, we need to update our estimate of P(op) based on our knowledge
of the detection event od. This relationship is defined by the conditional probability distribution
P(op|od) = P(od ∩ op)P(od) . (3.13)
The conditional probability P(op|od) gives the relative proportion of measurements with the
object presence event op that occur within the set of measurements with the object detection
event od. If P(od) = 1, all measurements will trivially include a detected object and P(op|od)
reduces to P(od ∩ op). Similarly, P(op|od) is undefined for P(od) = 0 because if there is no
chance of detecting an object in the first place, the conditional probability has no meaning. As
P(op|od) itself is a probability distribution, it must satisfy Equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 as well.
Also, just as with marginal and joint distributions, the conditional probability of random variables
P(X = x|Y = y) can be used, with the only difference being that the random variables can contain
multiple values, and the associated outcome space of each combination must be considered. This
is usually abbreviated to P(x|y).
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3.1.5 Conditional Independence
A conditional probability P(op|od) generally implies that od affects op somehow, our example
being that the event of detection is somehow related to the event of object presence (which is,
in fact, the whole point of a sensor!). This is not always true for any set of events or random
variables, though. In the general case of a conditional probability, it is possible that P(o1|o2) =
P(o1), which implies that the condition o2 has no effect on the probability of o1 occurring. A
similar conclusion is reached if P(o2) = 0, implying that o2 will never occur. In this case, events
o1 and o2 are considered to be independent under P. Independence is denoted for events by
o1 ⊥ o2, and independence is symmetric, so that o1 ⊥ o2 =⇒ o2 ⊥ o1. It can also be
proved that P satisfies o1 ⊥ o2 if and only if P(o1 ∩ o2) = P(o1)P(o2), which is an additional
consequence [Koller & Friedman 2009]. An independence statement over random variables is
true for all possible values of those random variables. If two random variables X and Y are
independent, we can also write the product of expected values as
E(XY) = E(X)E(Y). (3.14)
In many cases, rather than two events being completely independent of each other, they are
both dependent on a third event that affects them both, even though they are not affected by
each other. That is, o1 ⊥ o2, and P(o1|o2 ∩ o3) = P(o1|o3), This is an example of conditional
independence, and we can say that o1 is conditionally independent of o2 given o3. For random
variables in a distribution P that have X = x ⊥ Y = y|Z = z for all values in X, Y , and Z, we can
say that X is conditionally independent of Y given Z and that the values of Z are observed. Also
in this case, X ⊥ Y |Z ⇐⇒ P(X = x ∩ Y = y|Z = z) = P(X = x|Z = z)P(Y = y|Z = z). In the
case that Z is empty and has no values (the empty event ∅), X and Y are said to be marginally
independent.
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3.2 Bayesian Inference
The concept of conditional probability is very powerful, and can be considered to be the “transis-
tor” of probabilistic mathematics since it adjusts one distribution based on another. Rearranging
Equation 3.13 with general terms gives an alternate definition of P(o2∩o1) = P(o1)P(o2|o1), which
resembles a cancellation of variables (with the contextual addition of “∩o′′1 on the left-hand side).
In fact, conditional probabilities can be seen to operate similarly to ratios a : b and differentials
da/db in that distributions can be “chained” together (though as with differentials, saying they
“cancel” would not be mathematically correct). The chain rule for conditional probabilities gen-
eralizes this expression to incorporate n events as a product of conditional distributions
P(o1 ∩ o2 ∩ o3 ∩ . . . ∩ oN) = P(o1)P(o2|o1)P(o3|o1 ∩ o2) . . . P(oN |o1 ∩ . . . ∩ on−1). (3.15)
Or, for random variables
P(X1 ∩ X2 ∩ . . . ∩ XN) = P(X1)P(X2|X1) . . . P(XN |X1 ∩ . . . ∩ Xn−1). (3.16)
This allows any number of events to be related in terms of other events, and is a very important
result for inference systems. The order or numbering of the events is not important because the
conjunction operator ∩ is commutative, meaning that the chain can be re-formulated to better
suit the set of known priors. For most robotic systems, the desired result is an expression for a
conditional probability that provides a degree of confidence in a certain event with respect to other
known events, such as the sensor example already given. Again, because the conjunction operator
is commutative, we can replace P(od ∩ op) with P(op ∩ od) = P(od|op)P(op) in Equation 3.13 to
express the conditional distribution entirely in terms of event distributions and conditionals. This
is the form of Bayes’ Rule, which is the foundation of all Bayesian inference systems, including
Markov chains and Kalman filtering [Engelbrecht 2002].
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P(op|od) = P(od|op)P(op)P(od) =
(likelihood) · (prior)
(evidence)
. (3.17)
Or, for random variables
P(Y |X) = P(X|Y)P(Y)
P(X)
=
(likelihood) · (prior)
(evidence)
. (3.18)
We can better understand the consequences of Bayes’ rule by thinking of the distribution
P(od|op) as the likelihood of getting a sensor reading if an object to be sensed is present, and P(op)
as the probability of an object being present prior to the reading being made. The sensor reading
itself is the evidence given that points to object presence, and becomes a certainty of P(od) = 1
after a reading is made, but is generally estimated as 0 < P(od) < 1 in the absence of a positive
sensor reading. In this way, the process of finding P(op|od) is known as Bayesian Inference, as we
are “inferring” the likelihood of an obstacle being present given the statistical characterization of
a sensor reading, rather than simply “assuming” that the reading is either correct or not. The term
“likelihood” is often used interchangeably with “probability”, but in statistical usage “likelihood”
denotes an inference based on an existing outcome, while “probability” denotes an independent
measure of confidence. In real systems, of course, additional variables will affect the likelihood of
getting correct sensor readings, and the more that is included about these variables, the better the
result of an inference will reflect the real system. For example, if the event of sunlight os affects
the accuracy of an optical sensor, it can be included as a background event in a joint distribution
by using the conjunction with os for conditional dependencies and the conditional on os for other
distributions. An example would be
P(op|od ∩ os) = P(od|op ∩ os)P(op|os)P(od|os) . (3.19)
3.2.1 Probability Queries
Once a probability distribution is defined, it is necessary to have a consistent method of extracting
information from it. The most basic kind of query is the probability query, where the goal is to
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obtain an estimate of the probability of a given event or occurrence. Formally, we need to obtain
the probability distribution associated with a given random variable X given a certain amount of
related knowledge or “evidence” Y . The expression that provides the distribution of all values of
X given a known value of Y is a conditional probability
P(X|Y = y). (3.20)
This is known as the posterior probability distribution over X given the condition y, that is
obtained “after” the experience of the condition occurs (i.e. a posteriori knowledge), and can
also be considered to be the marginal over X, but different from X because of the knowledge of
y. In most cases, rather than knowing the entire probability distribution, we only are interested
in a specific probability of a single value or set of values, usually the highest probability. This is
referred to as a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) query, or alternately, “Most Probable Explanation”
(MPE). This refers to the most likely values of all variables that are not used as evidence (because
evidence is already known and has certain probability), and is described using arg maxx P(x) (the
value of x for which P(x) is maximal) as
MAP(X|Y = y) = arg max
x
P(x ∩ y). (3.21)
A very important point to note is that while the MAP query for a single variable MAP(X|Y =
y) is equivalent to just finding the highest probability of the single-variable distribution P(X), it
is not the same as finding all the maximum values in a joint conditional distribution P(X ∩ Z),
because the underlying probabilities in this joint distribution depend on both values of X and Z.
Rather, a MAP query over a joint distribution finds the most likely complete set of values (x, z) as
each combination of values has a different probability. This leads to an important generalization
of the MAP query, in which we use a smaller subset of X to find a less likely set of events by
independently searching a joint, conditional distribution of the subset. This is called a marginal
MAP query, and is used frequently in Bayesian inference engines.
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MAP(X|Y = y) = arg max
x
∑
Z
P(X ∩ Z|Y) (3.22)
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3.3 Probabilistic Structures
The use of joint probability distributions as a basis for modelling relationships and making predic-
tions is a very powerful concept. Until recently, though, using joint and conditional distributions
for all but the simplest systems was an intractable problem. Consider the storage and compu-
tation required: a joint distribution P(X1, . . . , XL) for random variables with N values requires
NL − 1 separate probability values to store all NL combinations of the values in all variables (us-
ing the convention of commas in place of the ∩ conjunction operator). Additionally, assigning
all of the related probabilities from expert knowledge is a daunting task, and automated learning
methods are usually used as a result. However, a very large amount of sample data is needed for
effectively learning so many probabilities. A small joint distribution of only 8 Bernoulli random
variables would require 28 = 256 separate probabilities to be calculated. The reason such a large
number of values is necessary is that the joint distribution of all variables at once must represent
every possible combination of values from those random variables. Clearly, a better solution is
required.
The key to solving this problem is the use of independence between random variables. Rather
than evaluating every possible combination of random variable values, we can parameterize the
distribution into a set of specific outcomes. For example, if we let Xm be the result of a coin
toss out of M coin tosses with two possible values for xm being X = xheads and X = xtails, we
can define the parameterized probability pm as the probability that the m’th coin toss results in
heads. Using the probabilities P(X = xheads) = 0.5 = pm and P(X = xtails) = 1 − 0.5 = 0.5,
we can now represent the distribution using only the M values of pm rather than all 2M possible
combinations of random variable values. The critical assumption is that each random variable is
at least marginally independent of the other variables, which allows us to write the distribution
over M coin tosses as
P(X = x1, X = x2, . . . , X = xM) = P(X = x1)P(X = x2) . . . P(X = xM) =
M∏
m=1
pm. (3.23)
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Note that this gives a general (and intuitive) probability of any combination of independent
probabilities, and holds even if the probability pm changes between coin tosses. Also note that
by parameterizing the random variable values, the space of joint distributions becomes an n-
dimensional manifold in the original space of R2
n
. This is usually desirable because in a given
probability distribution, we usually seek the answers to specific questions regarding the probabil-
ity of certain states occurring. By parameterizing the values of independent (or at least marginally
independent) random variables, we can significantly decrease the number of values that must be
stored in a joint distribution.
3.3.1 Naive Bayesian Modelling
Parameterization of joint distributions provides an effective way to make storage and calculation
more tractable. However, obtaining useful probability estimations for use in a joint distribution
is not trivial. Most commonly, probability estimates for values of random variables such as X
and Y are obtained through averaging of repeated trial measurements of the stochastic processes
they represent. We have already stated that the probability values in a joint distribution P(X,Y)
can be completely different from those in the separate marginal distributions P(X) and P(Y).
Given a large enough database of experience, it may be possible to estimate the joint distribution
completely, but there is little information that can be re-used and every joint distribution would
require a separate dataset. It is much more practical to use the chain rule of Equation 3.16 to
factor the distribution into a conditional probability
P(X,Y) = P(X)P(Y |X). (3.24)
We can now represent the joint distribution with a marginal distribution P(X) and a conditional
distribution P(Y |X). This makes much more sense for real systems, as X can now represent a
“cause” and Y an associated “effect”. Returning to the collision-detection sensor example from
the previous section, we can define X as the random variable of object detection with P(X = xd)
as the parameterized probability that an object is detected, and Y as the random variable of object
actual presence with P(Y = yp) as the parameterized probability that an object is actually present.
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Rather than having to measure the specific distribution P(X,Y) directly, only the probability of
object detection and the accuracy of the sensor are needed.
Of course, this example only considers a single relationship, and probabilistic models of much
more complicated systems are needed, with multiple probability dependencies. For example, a
vision system operating in concert with the obstacle sensor may be able to detect and triangulate
features on nearby objects, and we can use it to increase the accuracy of our estimation of object
presence. Let W be the random variable of features being detected within the range of the obstacle
sensor, and let P(W = w f ) be the parameterized probability that enough features are detected to
constitute an obstacle. For the moment, we need not consider the complexities of determining
whether the features in question constitute an obstacle, as this complexity can be effectively
“hidden” by the use of the distribution over W, as we will clarify later. It is natural to think of the
information from these two sensors as being related (and hence the variables W and X), since they
are effectively observing the same set of obstacles. We can write the conditional joint distribution
over these two variables similarly to Equation 3.24 as
P(W, X,Y) = P(W, X|Y)P(Y). (3.25)
However, from a probabilistic standpoint, it is vital to view the sensors’ outputs as being
conditionally dependent on a third variable Y , the actual probability of an object being present and
the variable of real interest when navigation of a rover is the goal. Knowing this, W and X become
merely a means to obtain Y , and as they do not offer any additional information with respect to
each other besides the common dependency Y , W and X become marginally independent. For
marginal independence of W and X with respect to Y , we can assume formally that for our
distribution P
P  (W ⊥ X|Y). (3.26)
The assumption in Equation 3.26 implies that
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P(W, X|Y) = P(W |Y)P(X|Y). (3.27)
Substituting Equation 3.27 into Equation 3.25 gives us the joint distribution over all three
random variables as a product of separate conditional and marginal distributions, which as we
have already stated is an ideal form for the description of how separate probabilistic processes
interact
P(W, X,Y) = P(W |Y)P(X|Y)P(Y). (3.28)
Using the chain rule from Equation 3.15 and Equation 3.26 in this way, we can generalize the
factorization of a joint distribution of M variables X1 . . . XM that are marginally independent but
dependent on a condition Z to
P(X1, . . . , XM,Z) = P(Z)
M∏
m=1
P(Xm|Z). (3.29)
This principle of factorizing parameterized joint distributions is extremely useful. Besides
being able to “split up” a joint distribution into more easily-obtainable conditional factors, if we
assume N values for each random variable we can again reduce the number of actual probabilities
required across M random variables from the order of NM +1 to the order of N×M+1 by means of
parameterization, as well as correspondingly reducing the amount of calculation required to a set
of multiplications. Note the similarity of Equation 3.28 to the right side of Bayes’ rule in Equation
3.18. If P(W |Y) and P(X|Y) are considered to be “likelihoods” and P(Y) is a “prior”, then only
“evidence” is missing from this expression, indicating that for our example we are only describing
a probability of general object detection and the actual reading of the sensor is missing. If we
divide both sides of Equation 3.28 by P(X) and apply the chain rule so that P(W, X,Y)/P(X) =
P(W,Y |X), we return to a conditional expression that has a change of dependency on the left hand
side
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P(W,Y |X) = P(W |Y)P(X|Y)P(Y)
P(X)
. (3.30)
The sensory model we describe here is consequently known as a naive Bayes Model, or idiot
Bayes Model, which is often used for classification of observed features in sensory systems.
For these systems, it is assumed that the conditional variable Y contains a set of “classes” that
are responsible for the “features” represented by variables X1 . . . XM. If we want to compute a
measure of confidence in whether a class y1 or y2 better fit the observed features, we can compare
two distributions directly by taking the ratio of their posterior probability distributions
P(X1 = x1, . . . , XM = xm,Y = y1)
P(X1 = x1, . . . , XM = xm,Y = y2)
=
P(Y = y1)
P(Y = y2)
M∏
m=1
P
(Xm|Y = y1)
(Xm|Y = y2) . (3.31)
3.3.2 Bayesian Networks
For us to be able to properly organize and represent a large set of joint distributions using factor-
ization in this way, we need a method of clearly associating random variables that are dependent
on each other, in the case of our sensor example the association of W and X with Y . A directed
graph can be constructed, with nodes that represent random variables connected by edges that
show the direction of dependence of one random variable on another. For the naive Bayes model
in Equation 3.28, such a graph would look like Figure 3.1. A graph or “network” of probability
distributions over random variables, with one independent random variable representing a node
and directed edges showing its dependencies, is called a Bayesian Network (BN), and forms the
primary representation of probabilistic relationships in this research.
When discussing Bayesian networks, we will use conventional terminology for describing
graphs such as a “node” being an individual element (in this case, defined by a random variable)
and an “edge” being a line connection between nodes (in this case, denoting a directed conditional
relationship between random variables). A “parent” is a node with one or more edges directed
away from it, and a “child” is a node that has edges directed to it from a parent node. Similarly,
an “ancestor” is a node that has some sequence of edges leading to the node in question through
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Figure 3.1: Bayesian Network of naive Bayes sensor model
its parents, their parents and so on. A “descendant” is a node that can be reached from the node
in question through some sequence of edges through its children, their children, and so on. Note
that most nodes are both child and parent; the node that is the focus of the current context forms
the reference for the terms, and can have both “parents” and “children” with respect to itself.
A Bayesian network provides a compact way to encode both the structure of a conditional
factorization of a joint distribution, and also (equivalently) the independence assumptions about
the random variables included in the distribution. Strong independence of a random variable
makes a node that has no parents that it is dependent on, such as in the case of Y , while marginally
dependent or conditional random variables are nodes with parents connected as in the case of
(W ⊥ X|Y). Hence, the Bayesian network can serve as a framework for formalizing expert
knowledge about how the world works. Note that since dependencies are one-way, all edges in
a Bayesian network must be directed. Also, for closed-form calculation of probabilities, random
variables cannot depend on themselves. Therefore, there can be no cycles in the graph, where
edges leading from a node can eventually create a path back to that node. A Bayesian network
structure is therefore generally known as a directed acyclic graph or DAG.
The formalization of a Bayesian network is as follows: The structure is formed of a DAG
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with nodes corresponding to all random variables X in the graph set ℘. Let Pa(X) denote the
set of parent nodes of X, Ch(X) denote the set of children of X, and (℘ − Ch(X)) refer to all the
nodes in ℘ that are not children of X. We will use An(X) and De(X) for the full sets of ancestors
and descendants, respectively. The set of conditional independence assumptions of the variables
X ∈ ℘ are then [Koller & Friedman 2009]
∀X : (X ⊥ (℘ − Ch(X))|Pa(X)) . (3.32)
The Markov blanket for a node X is the set of nodes ∂X = X ∪ Pa(X) ∪ Ch(X) ∪ Pa(Ch(X)),
that is the set of X’s parents, children, and the parents of X’s children. The Markov blanket of X
completely determines the behaviour of X, and can be considered the set of nodes that must have
known probability distributions in order to obtain a conditional distribution including X. The
parents of the child nodes Pa(Ch(X)) must be included as they can be used to “explain away” the
node X. This leads to the network version of the Markov property, which states that X depends
only on the values of ∂X regardless of the value of another node Y < ∂X as
P(X|∂X,Y) = P(X|∂X). (3.33)
The structure of the network we are using is known as naive Bayes, as it is based on the
naive Bayes model. Applying the chain rule to all nodes in a Bayesian network, the probability
distribution over a given network or subnetwork of nodes ℘ = {X1 . . . XM} can be said to factorize
over ℘ according to the dependencies in the network if the distribution can be expressed as a
product [Koller & Friedman 2009]
P({X1 . . . XM}) =
M∏
m=1
P(Xm|Pa(Xm)). (3.34)
This version of the chain rule is particularly useful for calculating the Conditional Probability
Distribution (CPD) or individual factor of a given node in the network. Due to the dependency
structure of the network, the conditional probability of a given node X depends on all its an-
cestors, so that P(X|Pa(X)) must be calculated recursively. A query for the posterior probability
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distribution of X involves first querying all of its parent nodes Y ∈ Pa(X) to determine their prob-
ability distributions, then multiplying them by the probability distributions of each parent node Y
such that by a simplification of the chain rule
P(X = x) =
∑
Y∈Pa(X)
P(X = x|Y = y)P(Y = y). (3.35)
For discrete random variables, which we will be primarily using, it is important to note that
this is effectively a matrix multiplication. Representing probability distributions by tables, the
distribution P(X|Y) will be an L + 1-dimensional matrix for L parents, with the major dimension
of size N for N random variable values in V(X). Each parent Y is assumed to have a distribution
of size M (although each could be different with no change in the concept), so that the distribution
P(Y) is a N × 1 matrix. To calculate the conditional distribution for X, the size M × N plane of
the matrix representing the values from the parent versus the values from the child node, which
is the distribution P(X|Y) is multiplied with the N × 1 distribution P(Y) just as in Equation 3.35.
This results in an N × 1 matrix that is effectively a temporary posterior distribution estimate for
P(X) which avoids frequent recalculation for determining the conditional distributions of chil-
dren Ch(X) while traversing the network. This process is graphically illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The CPD P(X) represents a local probabilistic model within the network, which for each node
represents a local summary of probability for its own random variables.
In this way, any node in a Bayesian network can be queried to obtain a probability distri-
bution over its values. While exact inference as described into a Bayesian network is widely
understood to be an NP-hard problem [Dagum & Luby 1993] [Wu & Butz 2005], it is still much
more efficient than the raw computation of a joint distribution, and provides an intuitive, graph-
ical method of representing dependencies and independences. It is easy to see how any system
that can be described as a set of independent but conditional random variables can be abstracted
into a Bayesian network, and that a wealth of information regarding the probability distributions
therein can be extracted relatively efficiently. This forms our basic methodology for probabilistic
modelling.
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Figure 3.2: Matrix calculation for querying a discrete random variable
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3.4 Bayesian Programming
As we now have methods for building probabilistic relationships and making probabilistic in-
ferences, we can make use of this framework to allow a µrover to make intelligent decisions
and respond appropriately to uncertain situations. The basis for our approach is inference us-
ing a Bayesian network as an abstraction of expert knowledge regarding the rover itself and
assumptions about its environment, such as obstacles and hazards. We approach the problem
of probabilistic robotics using the Bayesian Robot Programming (BRP) methodology devel-
oped by Lebeltel, Bessiere et al [Bessiere et al. 2000] [Lebeltel et al. 2000] [Lebeltel et al. 2004],
which provides a quite comprehensive framework for robotic decision-making using inference
and learning from experience. Despite having considerable promise and providing a novel solu-
tion for reasoning under uncertainty, BRP has not been developed significantly since the initial
publications during 2000-2004. We add to this method by formally using Bayesian networks
as a knowledge representation structure for programming, and by constructing these networks
dynamically with implicit information obtained from the µrover bus and from a store of mission
information. There are several advantages to this approach, which include clarity of representa-
tion, a practical structure for constructing joint distributions dynamically, and reliance on a proven
probabilistic methodology. Also, the use of recursive inference in a Bayesian network avoids the
need to manually partition and decompose large joint distributions, which greatly simplifies the
programming process.
3.4.1 Logical Propositions
Inference in Bayesian robot programming relies on the concept of logical propositions
[Bessiere et al. 2000]. A logical proposition is essentially a formalization of the state of a
probabilistic system, which by our probabilistic framework is represented by a value assign-
ment for a discrete random variable X = x or several discrete random variables. Conjunctions
(X = x ∩ Y = y) and disjunctions (X = x ∪ Y = y) are then also, by extension, propositions.
To distinguish the use of random variable sets from the use of propositions (although logically,
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sets and propositions are isomorphic to each other) we will use the propositional logic operators
∧ for conjunction and ∨ for disjunction, as well as the shorthand notation for random variables.
Hence, propositions will take the form (x), (x ∧ y), and (x ∨ y). We add to this the concept of the
negation of a proposition ¬x, which represents the complement of the value x. For a probability
assignment P(X = x), this represents the complementary probability 1 − P(X = x), or informally,
the probability of a given event not happening.
As with Bayesian networks, the process of inference is used to extract information from
propositions, based on conditional probability distributions over a set of random variable depen-
dencies. It is assumed that most propositions are conditional on the same basic set of prior
knowledge (or in graph parlance, the random variables most queried are child nodes of the
same set of parent nodes). The conjunction of the set of random variables that are considered
“prior knowledge” for a given proposition are often shortened to the proposition pi for brevity.
Based on the rules used for probabilistic inference, only two basic rules are needed for reasoning
[Robinson 1965]. The Conjunction Rule
P(X = x ∧ Y = y|pi) = P(X = x|pi)P(Y = y|X = x ∧ pi) = P(Y = y|pi)P(X = x|y ∧ pi) (3.36)
and the Normalization Rule
P(X = x|pi) + P(¬X = x|pi) = 1. (3.37)
We assume that the random variables used such as X are discrete with a countable number
of values, and that a logical proposition of random variables [X = xi] is mutually exclusive
such that ∀i , j,¬(X = xi ∧ X = x j) and exhaustive such that ∃X, (X = xi). The probability
distribution over a conjunction of two such variables using shorthand notation is then defined as
the set P(X,Y) ≡ P(X = xi ∧ Y = yi). Using this concept of propositions, the Conjunction Rule
becomes [Bessiere et al. 2000]
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∀xi ∈ X,∀y j ∈ Y : P(xi ∧ y j|pi) = P(xi, y j|pi) = P(xi|pi)P(y j|xi, pi) = P(y j|pi)P(xi|y j, pi) (3.38)
and an equivalent disjunction rule can be stated as
∀xi ∈ X,∀y j ∈ Y : P(xi ∨ y j|pi) = P(xi|pi) + P(y j|pi) − P(y j|pi)P(xi, y j|pi) (3.39)
while the Normalization Rule becomes
∀y j ∈ Y :
∑
∀xi∈X
P(xi|pi) = 1. (3.40)
The marginalization rule may then be derived for propositions as
∀y j ∈ Y :
∑
∀xi∈X
P(xi, y j|pi) = P(y j|pi). (3.41)
For clarity, when applying these rules to distributions over random variables, we do not nec-
essarily have to state the individual propositions (or values). As with common random variable
notation, the conjunction rule can be stated without loss of generality as
P(X,Y |pi) = P(X|pi)P(Y |X, pi), (3.42)
the normalization rule as
∑
X
P(X|pi) = 1, (3.43)
and the marginalization rule as
∑
X
P(X,Y |pi) = P(Y |pi). (3.44)
It is assumed that all propositions represented by the random variable follow these rules.
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3.4.2 Bayesian Programming
A Bayesian program has been defined by Lebeltel et al. as a group of probability distributions
selected so as to allow control of a robot to perform tasks related to those distributions. A “Pro-
gram” is constructed from a “Question” that is posed to a “Description”. The “Description” in
turn includes both “Data” represented by δ, and “Preliminary Knowledge represented by pi. This
“Preliminary Knowledge pi consists of the pertinent random variables, their joint decomposition
by the chain rule, and “Forms” representing the actual form of the distribution over a specific
random variable, which can either be parametric forms such as Gaussian distributions with a
given mean and standard deviation, or programs for obtaining the distribution based on inputs
[Lebeltel et al. 2000].
Rather than unstructured groups of variables, we apply these concepts to a Bayesian network
of M random variables ℘ = X1, X2, . . . , XN ∈ pi, δ, from which an arbitrary joint distribution can
be computed using conjunctions. It is assumed that any conditional independence of random
variables in pi and δ (which must exist, though it was not explicitly mentioned by Lebeltel et al.)
is represented appropriately by the Bayesian network, thus significantly simplifying the process
of factorization for joint distributions. The general process we use for Bayesian programming,
including changes from the original BRP, is as follows:
1. Define the set of relevant variables. This involves identifying the random variables that
are directly relevant to the program desired. In a Bayesian network, this is implicit in the
edges between nodes that represent dependencies. For example, for a collision-avoidance
program, the relevant variables include those from the nodes associated with the obstacle
sensors and vision system, and are generally easy to identify due to the structure of the
network. Usually, a single child node is queried to include information from all related
nodes.
2. Decompose the joint distribution. The original BRP methodology explicitly partitioned a
joint distribution of M variables P(X1, . . . , XM |δ, pi) into subsets, each one a conjunction, and
then used the product of the factorization of each subset, a process called decomposition
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[Lebeltel et al. 2004]. To achieve a simpler and easier to automate method, we make use
of the properties of the Bayesian network for implicitly including information in parent
nodes when queried. A question such as a MAP query of any given node involves knowing
the distributions for the parents of that node, and so on recursively until a node with no
parents is reached. So only the appropriate child node in the network must be included.
We can then apply the factorization rules for joint distributions in Equation 3.29 to reduce
P(X1, . . . , XM |δ, pi) to a product of conditional distributions which are queried recursively
P(X)
M∏
m=1
P(Xm|δ, pi). (3.45)
3. Define the forms. For actual computations, the joint and dependent distributions must be
numerically defined. A distribution over a boolean random variable can have two values
that sum to 1, a distribution over a discrete random variable can have several values sum-
ming to 1, and a continuous distribution is essentially a function with area underneath equal
to 1 that is parametrically defined. The most common function to be used, and the function
used for continuous distributions in this work, is the Gaussian distribution with parame-
ters mean x¯ and standard deviation σ that define the shape of the distribution, commonly
formulated as
P(X = x) =
1
σ
√
2pi
e−
(x−x¯)2
2σ2 . (3.46)
A uniform distribution can also be set with P(X = x) = k, having the same probability
regardless of value. Finally, because continuous distributions are essentially function calls,
a distribution that is a function into some arbitrary external process such as a map can
be used. In our Bayesian network representation, a node can be discrete, parametric, or
functional in nature, and the inference process operates in the same way with only the
values changed. The discrete probability values or functional parameters are defined when
the network is constructed, but can be changed later during the process of learning.
4. Formulate the question. Queries into a BRP system traditionally involve partitioning the
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random variables in ℘ into three sets: a “searched” set S e ⊂ ℘ for variables that contain
information we want to determine, a “known” set Kn ⊂ ℘ for variables that contain an
observed state so that P(X = x) = 1 for X ∈ Kn, and “unknown” variables Un ⊂ ℘ that are
only stochastically estimated. Under these sets, a “question” is formulated as the posterior
probability distribution P(S e|Kn, pi), which makes intuitive sense because in any query we
want to obtain the probability distribution over a given random variable based on all the
distributions that affect it. Although many methodologies can be used to determine the
“final” answer to the question, namely a specific probability value in this distribution, we
will generally use marginal MAP queries to obtain the value of highest probability taking
into account the dependencies in Un, making the form of the question
arg max
S e
∑
Un
P(S e,Un|Kn, δ, pi). (3.47)
The use of a Bayesian network formalizes the relationships of these sets, so that a query
into a common child node of S e incorporates information from parents Kn and Un of
S e. S e is typically a single node at the “bottom” of the network representing a random
variable for action or decision, while Kn typically includes nodes from the “top” where
defined parameters and sensory variables that affect the rest of the network are placed, and
Un typically includes nodes between the two that act as intermediaries. It is important to
note that a “question” is functionally just another conditional distribution, and therefore
operates in the same way as an additional node in the Bayesian network. Obtaining the
conditional distribution for that additional node effectively asks the question regarding the
state of the node, which is done for nodes associated with results and actuators.
5. Perform Bayesian inference. To perform inference into the joint distribution
P(X1, . . . , XM |δ, pi), the “Question” that has been formulated as a conjunction of the three
sets Searched (S e), Known (Kn), and Unknown (Un) is posed to the system and solved as
a Bayesian inference that includes all relevant information to the set S e. For our Bayesian
network implementation. The “Answer” is obtained as a probability distribution, or in the
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case of a MAP query, a value from the set S e. For our Bayesian network implementation,
with the random variables in S e, Kn, and Un internally linked together as nodes and edges.
Nodes associated with actions to be taken typically have conditional distributions that act
as “questions” regarding their operational state. If for example, the question is asked “what
should the right-side motors do?”, the network nodes related to obstacle presence and map-
ping, and in turn, prior sensor data, will have to be traversed to obtain the “Answer”, which
is a posterior probability distribution that is used to select a particular value of motor speed.
During operation, the components that use node outputs for their values (e.g., motors and
control nodes) perform this inference operation periodically, and this allows the system to
operate continuously based on the current state of the network.
3.4.3 Bayesian Inference
The last step in Bayesian programming is the actual inference operation used to determine the
probability distribution for the variable or set of variables in question. Obtaining the joint dis-
tribution P(S e|Kn, pi) is the goal, and requires information from all related random variables in
{Kn,Un, pi}, which in the Bayesian network are visualized as parents of S e. This distribution
can always be obtained using the following inference method [Lebeltel & Bessie`re 2008]. The
marginalization rule from Equation 3.44 first allows the inclusion of Un, as
P(S e|Kn, δ, pi) =
∑
Un
P(S e,Un|Kn, δ, pi). (3.48)
By the conjunction rule from Equation 3.42, this can be stated as
P(S e|Kn, δ, pi) =
∑
Un P(S e,Un,Kn|δ, pi)
P(Kn|δ, pi) . (3.49)
Applying the marginalization rule again to sum the denominator over both S e and Un, we
have
P(S e|Kn, δ, pi) =
∑
Un P(S e,Un,Kn|δ, pi)∑
{S e,Un} P(S e,Un,Kn|δ, pi) . (3.50)
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The denominator of Equation 3.50 acts as a normalization term, and for simplicity will be
replaced with the constant Σ =
∑
{S e,Un} P(S e,Un,Kn|δ, pi), giving
P(S e|Kn, δ, pi) = 1
Σ
∑
Un
P(S e,Un,Kn|δ, pi). (3.51)
To complete the inference calculation, we only need to reduce the distribution∑
Un P(S e,Un,Kn|δ, pi) into factors that can be determined. To do this, we must assume that
these factors are at least marginally independent. While BRP originally reduced these factors
into marginally independent subsets, we can assume that independence is denoted by the struc-
ture of the Bayesian network, so we only need be concerned with the ancestors of S e. Using
only the ancestors of a given node removes the need to scale by Σ. Given that inference into a
Bayesian network typically involves querying a single node, we will assume that S e is the sin-
gleton S e = {X}. This can also be accomplished if S e is larger by making X a parent of all nodes
in S e. Applying the chain rule again to Bayesian networks, the probability distribution over S e
directly depends on the distributions of its parents, which for the moment we will assume are
known to be unconditional random variables for clarity. We can factorize the immediate vicinity
of S e = {X} as
P(S e|Kn, δ, pi) =
∑
Un
∏
Y∈{X,Pa(X)}
P(X|Y)P(Y). (3.52)
This gives us a factorization for a single node. Of course, we cannot assume that the parents
of X have no dependencies, and in general should be assumed to have some other dependencies Z
so that we have P(Y |Z). In this case we must consider the parent nodes of the node being queried
Pa(X), the parents of the parent nodes Pa(Pa(X)), and so on recursively until we have spanned
the complete set of ancestors Y with Y ∈ An(X). From a purely algorithmic perspective, we
can walk the Bayesian network backwards through the directed edges from X, determining the
conditional distribution of each node from its parents as we go, and therefore breaking down the
determination of the joint distribution into smaller, separate calculations. Considering Z to be the
parents of each ancestor node Y and following the method of Equations 3.34, Equation 3.35, and
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Equation 3.52, a general expression for the factorization of P(S e|Kn, δ, pi) through the Bayesian
network is
P(S e|Kn, δ, pi) =
∑
Y∈{X,An(X)
 ∏
Z∈Pa(Y)
P(Y |Z)P(Z)
 . (3.53)
This is a recursive calculation, as we must first obtain the conditional distributions P(Z|Y)
for the ancestors Z furthest from the node X before the closer ancestors and parents of X (as in
depth-first traversal of the branches of a dependency tree). To save calculations, the temporary
estimate P(Y) = P(Y |Z)P(Z) is saved for each node Y for use when calculating P(Ch(Y)) for the
children of Y .
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3.4.4 Bayesian Network Representation
To construct an appropriate machine representation of a Bayesian network, it is necessary to con-
sider both the numerical properties of a Bayesian node (or random variable), and the underlying
requirements of the hardware and software that support the information contained in the network.
As Bayesian nodes are essentially random variables associated with other random variables by
way of a joint distribution, an object-oriented approach is taken to describing them using C struc-
tures. Unlike most Bayesian network implementations, our implementation is unique in that it
uses fixed-point math for storage and calculation and is programmed in C for better portability
and calculation efficiency on small-scale embedded systems.
The fundamental properties of a Bayesian Node are the probability distribution of the random
variable, and the way that distribution is affected by the knowledge of other nodes nearby. For
numerical compactness and code efficiency, the values of a node are represented as M × N dis-
tribution matrices, where each row represents the probability distribution of the random variable,
and each column represents the effects of linked nodes. Total probability requires that all values
in each row m sum to 1. The joint distribution P of probability values associated with a given
random variable is the content actually stored, as well as a vector of labels for each of the local
values in the random variable itself.
At minimum, a random variable with N possible values will have a 1× N distribution matrix.
A parent node will increase the number of distributions that must be accounted for in the child
node, causing at most M possible probability distributions for each one of its M possible variable
values. If two or more parent nodes are present, the total number of combinations of affecting
values must be considered in the child node. Hence, a parent with 2 values and a parent with
3 values will together contribute 2 × 3 = 6 possible probability distributions, and if the node
itself has 4 possible values, a total of 4 × 2 × 3 = 24 probability values must be stored in total.
In general, if each parent has a distribution Nl values in size, and there are L parents, then the
number of distributions M possible in the child node are
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M =
L∏
l=1
Nl. (3.54)
As each child node must have an N × M matrix, assuming that parent nodes have similar
numbers of values, the storage size of the node scales roughly as NL. This can be mitigated by
designing a deeper graph with more nodes and less parents per node, as the simplifying properties
of the Bayesian network will decrease the total storage required. A parent node with an Ml ×
Nl distribution matrix, regardless of the number of parents and the size of Ml, will still only
contribute Nl values to its child nodes, making the speed of storage size increase dependent on
the size of the probability distributions in question. A given node X will then have to store a table
of size |V(X ∪ Pa(X))|.
The actual method of storing the distributions is not trivial. Because the dimensionality of
the distribution matrix effectively increases with each parent (adding a new set of combinations
of variables), fixed-dimension matrices are not practical for nodes where new parents may have
to be added dynamically. Many languages use nested template classes and other object-oriented
methods for implementing N-dimensional storage. However, for speed and compactness of stor-
age, we use a single C array for storage of the distribution, and index it with a linear index that is
a function of the parent numbers of the node. To create the index, when addressing an array as
an L + 1-dimensional matrix for L parents we use an extension of the conventional mapping to
a linear array index i for a row-major-order matrix, which for row (m) and column (n) indices is
formulated as n + m ∗ columns. By recognizing that each additional dimension must be indexed
by multiplying past the sizes of all preceding dimensions, we can consistently index into a lin-
ear array at location i using matrix indices m1 for dimension 1 of size M1 (we choose columns
here for consistency), m2 for dimension 2 of size M1(we choose rows here for consistency), and
m3,m4, . . . and above for additional matrix dimensions of size M3,M4, . . . respectively, obtaining
i = m1 + m2M1 + m3M2M1 + . . . + mL+1
L∏
l=1
Ml =
L+1∑
n=1
mn n−1∏
l=1
Ml
 . (3.55)
This O(L) complexity operation must be done for every index into the array, although short-
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cuts can be taken when traversing a dimensional axis, such as incrementing by m1 for traversing
rows, m2M1 for columns, etc.
A set of functions for creating Bayesian networks have been implemented in C utilizing the
fixed-point math system. The functions were specifically targeted at making the system reliable,
efficient and small for use on embedded processors. Nodes of the network are stored as structures
indexable in a static array to ensure that all nodes can be searched easily and no memory leakage
occurs. The linked nodes and probability distribution in each node are also dynamically allocated.
Each time a dynamic element is accessed, the pointer to it is tested for validity. This lowers the
chance of segmentation faults and corrupted data. Currently, the network is built from both
hardware data and XMLBIF files that contain the network structure and probability distributions.
In a Bayesian network representation, everything the rover “knows” is represented as linked
random variables. The “knowledge” (priors, etc.) is initially provided by the rover’s “self-aware”
devices. “Abstractions” that need to be inferred are provided by the mission plan. Using the
communications system detailed above, known values are obtained directly from hardware via
the system bus, with models, capabilities, and links between the nodes provided by devices them-
selves. Abstractions such as the definitions of obstacles and mapped areas of interest are expert
knowledge that is typically included in the mission planning data. Figure 3.3 shows a simple
example of a Bayesian network constructed in this manner.
3.4.5 Node and Variable Types
While all nodes in the Bayesian network we construct represent random variables, the variables
represent a variety of different real abstractions, and are consequently constructed using different
data sources and roles within the Bayesian network. All nodes are kept as similar as possible
in terms of data representation and programming interface, and all effectively function as proba-
bility distributions over random variables, although data nodes in particular usually call external
sources to calculate appropriate responses to queries in real time.
Ability or (A) nodes provide the abstraction of functions, and include the sensor models and
movement models used to convert physically measurable quantities into concepts that are suitable
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Figure 3.3: Bayesian network built using knowledge of rover structure
for inference and reasoning such as “high”, “medium”, and “low”. Ability nodes operate similar
to fuzzifier/defuzzifier rules in a fuzzy logic system, but can also be implemented as probabilistic
algebraic functions, such as the sensor model for the infrared range sensors. They are usually a
parent or child of a bus node. Ability nodes for sensors are typically included in the set of knowns
Kn and ability nodes for actuators are typically searched in the set S e to make decisions about
actuator movement and operational functions.
Bus or (B) nodes include hardware devices connected to the system bus such as the obstacle
sensors, inertial sensors, environmental sensors, and actuator drivers. Sensor nodes usually are
parent nodes only that provide actual measurement values to ability nodes, while actuator nodes
are usually child nodes only that are dependent on ability nodes representing their actual function,
and have joint distributions representing a “question” regarding the actuator state. A bus node
acts as a “terminal” or “endpoint” in the network that allows interaction with the rover itself and
the outside world, and generally is associated with nodes in S e or Kn.
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Classification or (C) nodes are used to interpret and translate information within the network.
For example, an inertial sensor can only give information about probability of body orientation
and an obstacle sensor about the probability of the presence of an obstacle, but determining the
likelihood of the rover tipping over or the likelihood of a collision are conditional judgments
based on inference. Classification nodes act as drivers in determining behaviours to respond
to external or internal events, and are most similar to the BRP concept of “Parametric Forms”.
Classification nodes are also generally included in the set of unknowns Un.
Data or (D) nodes act as an interface to additional information outside the network. These
include probability maps built as two or three-dimensional distributions, and mission information
databases used to build probability distributions dynamically based on external instructions. Data
nodes typically use function pointers to refer queries to functions that provide the appropriate
information based on the system state, and are similar to the BRP concept of “Program Forms”.
As they provide data, they are usually included in the set of knowns Kn.
In Figure 3.3 and others, ability nodes are coloured green, bus nodes are coloured red, clas-
sification nodes are colored blue, and data nodes are colored yellow. Learned probability data is
stored and shared between µrovers in XML format. There have been several different proposed
Bayesian Network Interchange Formats (BNIF) developed, such as BIF, XMLBIF, and XBN
[Cover 1999]. Despite a lack of current information and limited scope of adoption, it appears
that the XBN standard is the most current, although the earlier XMLBIF format appears more
efficient to parse. Both are based on XML, but no current DTD template for either is available.
Therefore the format used is a loose interpretation of the XMLBIF standard with additional tags
to support complete storage of the node structure such as node type {A, B,C,D}.
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3.4.6 Behaviours
Conventional robotic programming often involves the use of a state machine or fuzzy sys-
tem to determine a specific procedure or set of goals that determine how the robot “behaves”.
This simplifies programming significantly by discretizing the operation of a robot into indi-
vidual, manageable states that can correspond to steps of mission goals, and a behavioural
system can sometimes fulfill complex mission goals without significant planning or mapping
[Serdar Guzel & Bicker 2012]. When implemented as discrete states, some method of identify-
ing when to transition between behaviours and which behaviour to transition to is needed. In a
probabilistic system such as BRP, the current state is determined probabilistically by a state tran-
sition table that functions much like a probabilistic Finite State Machine (FSM) [Hy et al. 2004].
Finite state machines are the most common formal method for behaviour implementation as they
provide a clear and simple abstraction of behavioural mechanisms. However, for all but the sim-
plest behavioural systems, FSM implementations suffer from exponential complexity growth in
a similar fashion to dependent joint distributions. The number of potential behaviours and tran-
sitions grows too large to be completely accounted for. To overcome this problem, we can make
use of the simplifying properties of a Bayesian network with marginally independent nodes to
drive behavioural changes [Lazkano et al. 2007]. Hierarchical behaviour systems that function
as a Bayesian network have been used similarly to BRP [Mansard et al. 2004], but unless nec-
essary, we will focus on a simple, complementary implementation of the concepts posed thus
far. Behavioural modification can be performed in a probabilistic system in three main ways
[Bessiere et al. 2000]:
1. by altering the observed random variables that have a probability of 1 or close to it due to
measurement results from a sensor or other observation system.
2. by changing the distributions of the random variables used to compute the joint distribution
in the Bayesian network, that is, changing the context of the “question” that is asked when
determining the next appropriate action.
3. by modifying the “question” or conditional joint distribution P(S e|Un,Kn, δ, pi) used to
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determine a course of action, thus directly changing which random variables are queried
without changing the known and unknown data
Observing the random variables so that the distribution changes to a certain value is simply
a process of observing sensors or state variables that control the outcomes of queries into the
network, so changing the observed variables should drive the content of a behaviour rather than
the selection of the behaviour. The distributions within the random variables of the network
reflect prior knowledge of the system and are changed by learning processes, so that queries
into the network can reflect experience. Therefore, the most appropriate and flexible method for
reflecting different behaviours is to represent a behaviour by the “Questions” that are asked of the
network. This is analogous to formulating a question based on “what is the information I need for
this behaviour” rather than “what will the information say if I am in this behaviour”, which would
be the case if the Bayesian network were altered based on the behavioural state. The concept of
incorporating behavioural elements into the nodes of the network itself also has the problem of
circular reasoning; if the Bayesian network also drives behaviour selection, probabilistic loops
can occur which would break the DAG structure and make accurate closed-form evaluation of
queries difficult. In BRP, each “question” does include behavioural prior data in the form pibehaviour,
making the form P(S e|Un,Kn, pibehaviour) [Lebeltel et al. 2000]. This essentially means changing
the joint distribution by changing the variables present in pibehaviour, or for a Bayesian network,
changing which nodes are linked to the “question”, which could be considered to be a dedicated
child node queried as well. Using this concept, the current behaviour is determined by a joint
distribution over a random variable Be, where V(Be) = b1, b2, . . . bm, which is used to determine
which of m behaviours is chosen, and the parents Pa(Be) are the variables that are of interest in
determining the current behaviour bm. Since obtained data δ is assumed to be not involved in
changing behaviour, this makes the probability distribution over behaviours
P(Be = b|Un,Kn, pi). (3.56)
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The issue then becomes, how does the current behaviour affect the operation of the system?
Considering the choice of bm to be a simple state machine, Be can be implemented as a pro-
gramming construct such that the searched node S e or joint distribution used as a “question” can
change based on the state. We can describe this with the joint distribution P(S ebehaviour|Un,Kn, pi),
in which we change the variable queried rather than the preliminary knowledge pibehaviour. How-
ever, to maintain our focus on building systems that can be completely represented by a Bayesian
network, we will instead define Be as a Classification (C) type node that for maximum generality,
depends on all nodes that determine behaviour and is depended on by all nodes that change their
distribution in response to the selected behaviour. We prevent cycles from forming in the DAG
by requiring that the set of ancestors of Be and the set of descendants of Be are disjoint, or
An(Be) ∩ De(Be) = ∅. (3.57)
Typically, members of De(Be) are ability (A) or bus (B) nodes that directly control the re-
sponses of the system to behavioural stimuli, and therefore are generally nodes that are queried
periodically to determine actions, and should have probability distributions that fundamentally
change the “question” based on the selected behaviour. Figure 3.4 illustrates the use of a be-
havioural node in this way.
3.4.7 Learning
With a functioning Bayesian inference system, the µrovers need to be able to feed back learned
data to the network in a practical manner in order to improve the results of future infer-
ences. Probabilistic systems are well-suited to learning methods, as priors are often obtained
directly from statistical measurements of uncertain processes. Dynamic Bayesian Networks
(DBNs) are Bayesian networks that are built by determining the structure of a given system
from dependence and independence relationships determined from analysis of available data
[Yehezkel & Lerner 2006]. In a dynamic Bayesian network, extra probabilities p that control
the likelihood of a given outcome are assumed to be available which can be estimated from data
(system identification), usually by maximum-likelihood criteria over N data sequences such as
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Figure 3.4: A small Bayesian network with behaviours
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pml = arg max
p
P(y|p) = arg max
p
N∑
n=1
log (P(yn(T )|p)) . (3.58)
However, for the case of a robotic system with well-defined relationships and capabilities,
attempting to automatically determine the dependence of variables that have well-defined roles
already only provides an opportunity for additional uncertainty to occur. Therefore DBNs are
better suited for analysis of raw data such as the analysis of gathered scientific data, while
deterministically-structured BNs are appropriate for intuitive programming of known systems,
such as µrover control. We instead focus on refining the performance of the existing Bayesian
network by updating the probability distributions over each random variable in the network.
While in traditional programming methods and fuzzy systems one would specify a certain
set of conditions that trigger a variable value, using probability distributions has the advantage
of being able to specify a given probability distribution that is associated with variable values
during operation. Effectively, this means that instead of explicitly programming the effect of
each condition in the network, the effect is determined under the hypothesis that we know the
condition. This methodology is known as inverse programming [Hy et al. 2004], and is especially
useful for classifying sets of sensory data or determining what behaviour is currently appropriate.
The limitations of maximum-likelihood criteria are that they do not include any prior knowl-
edge or experimental information about the distribution in question. If the expected value is
not achieved experimentally (as would occur if an incomplete set of data or incorrect model are
used) then a value could be “learned” that does not accurately reflect the statistics behind real
mechanisms. It is therefore more appropriate to use Bayesian methods to update Bayesian priors
[Bessiere et al. 2000]. Over a set of N data sequences, if the random variable Y takes on values
y(1), . . . , y(N), the probability distribution over a given probability variable p can be written as
P(p|y(1), . . . , y(N)) = P(y(1), . . . , y(N)|p)P(p)
P(y(1), . . . , y(N))
(3.59)
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Figure 3.5: Beaver Prototype Testing in Sand and in Outdoor Test Area with Obstacles
3.5 Bayesian Mapping
To make use of the probabilistic systems we have described for the basic task of environmental
mapping and navigation, we apply Bayesian probabilistic models to the sensor and mapping
hardware on the µrover and allow it to map a small area of outdoor space with known obstacles
using only the infrared range sensors for obstacle detection. The area mapped by the µrover is
shown in Figure 3.5. It is open except for three boxes, which due to the low sensitivity of the
infrared sensors are covered with white paper for high reflectivity. In this test, time-averaged
GPS is used for coarse position sensing, as the infrared sensors contain far too little information
for both obstacle detection and localization. A full SLAM implementation using the monocular
camera for feature detection is detailed later in this work.
Being able to infer the likelihood of success or failure given uncertain data is important for
maximizing results in a time and resource-limited mission scenario. We use simple single-output
sensors with a statistical model to monitor the environment in front of the micro-rover. To avoid
necessitating the involvement of human operators, the system for data collection and decision
making has to be implemented on the embedded micro-rover hardware itself. We make use of
a small Bayesian network to perform the obstacle detection and navigation task. Due to the
limitations present on the micro-rover platform used in this study, all numerical algorithms are
being implemented in fixed-point arithmetic, with the necessary scaling and normalizing applied.
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Figure 3.6: Bayesian Mapping Operational Flowchart
This kind of Bayesian system has not been applied and tested in an actual planetary micro-
rover of this type. As a goal for a simple Bayesian sensing and control system, we construct
an uncertainty map of the rover’s surroundings that can be used to identify prominent features
reliably and avoid collisions during forward motion. We do not attempt to localize the rover
itself using this information due to the limited information provided by the range sensors, which
would require too much movement during measurements to perform simultaneous localization
and mapping. Figure 3.6 shows the flow of information through the system. A sensor model
for simple infrared range sensors is used with a directional sensor fusion model to improve the
accuracy of the sensors, and a Bayesian method is used to infer the likelihood of object presence at
a given location on the map, structured as a Bayesian network to simplify design and calculation.
In addition, the uncertainty in the measurement made is estimated, mapped, and used to drive
the search methodology. A set of behaviours is then applied to the likelihood map to implement
obstacle avoidance. To evaluate performance in a real-world scenario, this system is implemented
on a small micro-rover prototype and tested in an outdoor area with obstacles present.
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3.5.1 Bayesian Network
A Bayesian network provides a compact way to encode both the structure of a conditional factor-
ization of a joint distribution, as well as the independence assumptions about the random variables
included in the distribution [Koller & Friedman 2009]. We use a small Bayesian network to relate
the sensors, model, mapping, and actuators by means of probabilistic inference into the network.
The Bayesian network structure used to relate the various aspects of µrover operation for
the mapping task is shown in Figure 3.7. This network is the structure used specifically for
probabilistic mapping of a given area using IR range sensors. Each sensor or actuator, represented
by a red “bus” node, is connected to a model, represented by a green “ability” node, which
provides an abstraction of its capabilities. These are utilized in turn by blue “classification” nodes
that are used to determine abstract information such as “collision on the left” versus “collision
on the right” and yellow “data” nodes that provide information such as a probability map. The
connections between nodes indicate dependencies when calculating a joint distribution over a
given node. Each node stores a probability distribution that can be indexed by its child nodes,
either as a discrete set of probability values or a continuous function that returns a probability
value. Hence both discrete and continuous distributions can be stored in the Bayesian network. It
also provides a formal method of obtaining factorizations over nodes based on the dependencies
encoded with the Bayesian network [Bessiere et al. 2000].
3.5.2 Sensor Model
For the purposes of this study, the rover is tasked to observe all objects encountered and statisti-
cally identify obstacles. The µrover’s infrared range sensors are used to detect objects based on
infrared light reflected from their surfaces, and each provide a range observation measurement
r. Each sensor model is considered to be of a Bernoulli type with a probability of correct object
detection βr, a fourth-order polynomial function of the range sensor state, modelled as a random
variable R, where [Hussein & Stipanovic 2007]
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Figure 3.7: A Bayesian network used for mapping with IR sensors
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R = ||x − x¯|| ∈ R+ (3.60)
with x¯ being the rover’s estimated current location and x being the location of a sensed object.
We can quantify the the probability βr that the range sensor state R is correct by defining it as
βr =

βb +
1−βb
rmax4
(rmax2 − R2)2, if R ≤ rmax
βb, if R > rmax
(3.61)
where βb is the base likelihood of correct object detection, assumed to be βb = 0.5 so that an even
likelihood of correctness is assumed if the object is outside the sensor’s range since no actual
information of object presence will be provided to the sensor. rmax is the sensor’s maximum range
of approximately 2m, beyond which correct and incorrect object detection are equally likely. The
peak value of βr if the object being observed is located at x¯ is 1 (certainty) and occurs closest to
the sensor, which generally has higher accuracy when closer to an object. This provides a model
by which the assumption of object presence at R can be made based on the actual measurement
of r.
A probabilistic method is used to update the probability of object presence given a range
observation r. We define the likelihood of an object being present at range R from the current
location and time t + 1 given the range observations r as P(R|r, t + 1) and taking into account the
reliability of the sensor. Although we have no other reference for object detection besides the
range sensors, we can increase accuracy by including any knowledge we have already regarding
object presence at a given map location x with the variable o = 0, 1 with 1 defining an object being
present and 0 defining an object not being present. This can be written in the form P(R|r, o, t + 1),
which can be solved for by applying Bayes’ rule as [Wang & Hussein 2011a]
P(R|r, o, t + 1) = P(r|R, t)P(R, t)
P(r, t)
=

βrP(R,t)
2βrP(R,t)−βr−P(R,t)+1 , if o = 1
(1−βr)P(R,t)
−2βrP(R,t)+βr+P(R,t) , if o = 0
(3.62)
where we use the law of total probability and the fact that P(r|R, t) is given by βr. Equation 3.62
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Figure 3.8: Probability distributions P(R|r, d, t + 1) for range sensor model
represents the “Sensor Model” nodes in the Bayesian network of Figure 3.7. This probability
distribution is shown for the case where the probability of object detection by itself is constant
as P(R, t) = P(R) = 0.2 in Figure 3.8. Of note is the fact that regardless of object detection o, the
distribution converges to P(R, t) at r = rmax. To determine whether an object has been contacted,
we need to make sure the output of the range sensor is above the noise level of the device, for
which we make sure at least two samples in a row indicate that contact well above the RMS error
σr is made.
o =

1, if rraw(t) > 2σr ∧ rraw(t − 1) > 2σr
0, otherwise
(3.63)
3.5.3 Sensor Fusion
Three directional infrared sensors are placed on the front of the rover for use in obstacle detection,
with the side sensors angled 30◦ out from the central sensor. To improve the detection reliability
of objects in the probability map, the sensor data is combined using a linear opinion pool. Each
sensor set at an angle θr is assumed to have a sensor angle of view wr and a Gaussian horizontal
detection likelihood, so the detection probability incorporating angular deviation for each sensor
is estimated as
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αs =
1
w2r
√
2pi
∗ e−( θrwr )2 . (3.64)
To combine probability information in the Bayesian network, we can create a node that de-
pends on other nodes above it in the structure. To combine the information from the three sensors
together, we use the “Sensor Fusion” node, which provides an opinion pool for N sensors at
angles of θn, n = 1 . . .N with respect to a primary direction by
P(R|r, o, t, θ1, θ2, · · · θN) =
N∑
n=1
P(R|r, o, t) ∗ 1
w2r
√
2pi
∗ e−( θnwr )2 . (3.65)
3.5.4 Map Updates
Mapping of object probabilities is done at each point x within the sensor range rmax of x¯ at the
angle θr. The rover’s map is structured as an occupancy grid spanning the area in question, and
functioning as a probability distribution over obstacle presence O. Initially, every grid element
in the map is initialized to P(R), the estimated probability of encountering an obstacle in this
environment, and the map is updated at the locations pointed to by the sensors. We consider map
updates to be a Bayesian parameter estimation problem using a joint probabilistic model to obtain
the probability P(O|R, x, t) of an obstacle being present at x. We use the estimate of the probability
of a range measurement given an obstacle at x, the probability of an obstacle P(O, x, t), and the
prior for any obstacle detection with Bayes’ rule to form
P(O|R, x, t + 1) = P(R|O, x, t)P(O, x, t)
P(R, x, t)
. (3.66)
A two-dimensional Gaussian function can be used to estimate P(O|R, x, t + 1) on the map to
capture the uncertainty in positional measurement.. While the main goal is statistical identifica-
tion of obstacles, it is also important to know how much certainty is present at each point in the
map. The uncertainty in a measurement can be modelled as the informational entropy present
[Wang & Hussein 2011b]. The information entropy at x and time t for a Bernoulli distribution
Ps={Ps, 1 − Ps} are calculated as
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H(O|R, x, t + 1) = min
t
(−P(R, x, t) ln(P(R, x, t)) − (1 − P(R, x, t)) ln(1 − P(R, x, t))). (3.67)
The minimum of all measurements over t taken at a mapped point x is used to reinforce
that uncertainty decreases over time as more data is gathered. The use of a probabilistic sensor
model allows the rover’s view of the world to be “fuzzy”, so that rather than assuming a precise
location for obstacles and landmarks, the rover can choose the path that is least likely to contain
obstacles, and also consider the locations on the map that contain the least information to be the
least reliable. This makes the system more robust to position errors and sensor inaccuracies, as it
will attempt to choose the best solution while considering the presence of statistical errors such
as Gaussian noise.
3.6 Navigation Algorithms
The rover maintains two maps of its operating area, one for detected object probability P(O|R, r, x)
and one for accumulated entropy H(O|R, r, x), which are constant over t unless sensory data is
added at any point x. As the rover is currently only intended to travel several meters to carry
out a mission goal, this is sufficient for short-range travel. The “Probability Map” node provides
an interface from the occupancy grid to the Bayesian network by representing the map as a two-
dimensional discrete probability distribution. As a probability distribution, the map can be part
of a query to obtain the probability of obstacles at a specific location, or updated as part of a
learning process with the original map serving as the prior distribution. The main difference in
considering the map a probability distribution is that each row or column must be normalized to
the size of the map for queries to be accurately carried out.
3.6.1 Mapping Methodology
Assuming the rover is present at the centroid of a grid element x¯ then a sensor reading at range
r will affect positions P(xx + r cos(θr), xy + r sin(θr)) and any adjacent locations within the distri-
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bution spread of the sensor. Entropy is mapped in much the same way, as H(xx + r cos(θr), xy +
r sin(θr)) for orthogonal Cartesian components xx and xy for each θr. Before any data is gathered,
the probability map is initialized to P(R), while the entropy map is normally initialized to 1 at
every point. As the search process within the map is not generally randomized, this leads to the
same pattern being repeated initially. To evaluate the impact of varying initial uncertainty on
the search pattern, the entropy map was also initialized using a pseudo-random value δh < 1 as
1− δh < H(x) < 1 in a separate set of tests. For efficiency, the rover is assumed to only evaluate a
local area of radius dmax in its stored map at any given time t. Mapping continues until there are
no remaining points with uncertainty exceeding a given threshold, (∀x,H(x) < Hdesired).
Considering the set ∆s as all points within this radius, where {∀x ∈ ∆s, ||x − x¯|| < dmax}, the
target location xˆ is generally chosen to be the point with maximum uncertainty:
xˆ′ = arg max
∆s
(H(O|R, r, x)). (3.68)
However, as this typically results in mapping behaviour that follows the numerical map search
algorithm, it is desirable to provide a more optimal search metric. We choose the map location
with maximum uncertainty within the margin δh and minimum distance from the rover and use a
logical OR with Equation 3.68 in the algorithm as
xˆ = xˆ′ ∨ [arg max
∆s
(H(O|R, r, x) − δh) ∧ arg min
∆s
||x − x¯||]. (3.69)
To make the target destination available as a probability distribution, we use a maximum
likelihood estimation process to create a Gaussian distribution over a target location random
variable T with the mean at the horizontal angle θt aiming toward xˆ and with a standard deviation
of pi radians so that at least a 180◦ arc has probability of reaching the target.
P(T |R,d, θt) = 1
pi
2
√
2pi
e−
(x−θ)2
pi2/4 (3.70)
The node “Navigation Goal” in Figure 3.7 encapsulates this so that queries can be performed.
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The spread of the Gaussian distribution allows a wide variety of choices for steering angle even
if obstacles are present between the rover and the target.
3.6.2 Navigational Decisions
For forward navigation, we would like to travel to the target location by the shortest route possible
while minimizing the risk of a collision. From a naive Bayes standpoint, what we need is a
probability distribution that includes both the probability of collision across the possible steering
angles of the rover, and the distance to potential obstacles so that closer obstacles count as more
dangerous than distant ones. This can accomplished by first obtaining the vector d = xˆ′ − x¯ from
the rover to the target point, and considering the area of the map occupying the solid angle θd
from this vector centred on the rover, such that the angles θ ∈ [−θd . . . θd] with respect to d are
considered. A set of M discrete angles θm,m = 1 . . . M can then be evaluated by summing the
normalized total probability of encountering an obstacle over all locations along the length dmax
vector xθ to form the probability distribution
P(O|R,d, θm) =
∑
xθ P(O|R, xθ)
dmax
. (3.71)
This provides a metric for the likelihood of encountering an obstacle in the direction θ and
allows existing map data to help plan routes. To incorporate the concept of distance, the sum
of the distribution is weighted by the distance |xθ − x¯|, effectively increasing the likelihood of
encountering closer obstacles.
P(O|R,d, θm) =
∑
xθ(dmax − |xθ − x¯|)P(O|R, r, xθ)
dmax
(3.72)
The probability distribution P(O|R, r, d, θm) is implemented in the “Collision Avoidance” node
in Figure 3.7, and is used together with the target location to drive the “Movement Model” node,
which calculates a distribution P(M|O,R, r,d) over a random variable of movement direction M
to prioritize the target point, but avoid areas with high obstacle likelihood.
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P(M|O,R,d) = P(T |R,d, θt) + (1 − P(O|R,d, θm)) (3.73)
The query arg max
M
P(M|O,R, r,d) is then used to determine the best choice of direction for
forward movement.
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3.7 Visual Odometry
An essential part of navigation for any mobile robot is the detection of its environment, which is
often accomplished through visual means for reasons already stated. In addition to environmental
visual mapping, which is a relatively long-distance application, it is also beneficial to obtain short-
distance visual measurements for motion estimation and odometry. This is the domain of optical
flow algorithms. While optical flow can be accomplished by simply following the frame-by-
frame movements of feature points like those described for use in the ORB algorithm, accurate
odometry of a so-called sparse optical flow algorithm in three dimensions is limited because of the
relative scarcity of feature points and the lack of symmetry in most sparse feature distributions.
A dense optical flow algorithm is preferred if the computational power is available due to higher
overall accuracy and more even estimation of the flow field.
3.7.1 Optical Flow from Optical Mice
Perhaps the simplest way of implementing an optical flow algorithm is by using optical mouse
hardware with refocused lenses for ground tracking. Optical mice are by far the most common
hardware optical flow devices, and the technology has become mature enough that the optical
tracking provided by commercial ASICs is quite robust [Ng 2003][Sekimori & Miyazaki 2007].
Most optical mice use red LED illumination of the tracking surface as CMOS-based image
sensors are more sensitive to near-infrared wavelengths, but laser-based optical mice are now
available that offer higher tracking resolutions. Despite this, relatively few applications of op-
tical mouse technology to the planetary rover odometry problem are found because the COTS
hardware associated with them is purpose-built for tracking while in contact with perfectly flat,
smooth surfaces. On these surfaces, conventional mouse optics allow for up to 0.5m/s of speed,
but only about ±1mm of vertical movement before tracking is lost, with some dependence on
the directionality of the surface texture pattern [Minoni & Signorini 2006]. Accuracy of 0.8mm
is possible on many surfaces, but combined displacements across different axes and distortion
of the ground under the sensor can also cause increased error. The sensor should be placed at
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a greater distance from the ground to achieve better tracking, and an array of sensors should be
used if possible [Palacin et al. 2006]. To track relative motion on arbitrary surfaces at larger dis-
tances (often on the order of centimetres for a rover with suspension) different optics must be
used to increase the collimation of the optical system. Using customized focusing lenses, optical
mouse hardware has been tested successfully for useable odometry even from airborne vehicles.
Optical mice typically use Digital Image Correlation (DIC) for comparison of monochrome
images of the tracking surface, a widely-applicable technique that has been in use since the 1970s
[Keating et al. 1975]. The basic algorithm for DIC is based on iterative maximization of a cor-
relation coefficient derived from comparing subsets of the pixel intensities across two or more
images. For a point (xi, y j) in an untransformed image that is transformed to a point (x′i , y
′
j) in a
subsequent image, the correlation coefficient ri, j is a function of the displacement components vx
and vy for the center of a given sub-image in the x and y directions respectively and the displace-
ment gradients relating vx and vy with x and y as follows [Konecny & Pape 1981]
ri, j(vx, vy,
∂vx
∂x
,
∂vx
∂y
,
∂vy
∂x
,
∂vy
∂y
) = 1 −
∑
i
∑
j[F(xi, y j) − F¯][F′(x′i , y′j) − F¯′]√∑
i
∑
j[F(xi, y j) − F¯]2 ∑i ∑ j[F′(x′i , y′j) − F¯′]2 (3.74)
where F and F′ are intensity matrices at the sub-images where the points (xi, y j) and (x′i , y
′
j) are
located, respectively. To simplify the estimation of vx and vy, any motion can be assumed to
occur only in the plane perpendicular to the camera’s imaging axis (which is implicitly assumed
for optical mouse movement and is considered an approximation for rover movement). This
makes the transformation between F and F′ an affine transformation, which can be approximated
as
x′ = x + vx +
∂vx
∂x
∆x +
∂vx
∂y
∆y (3.75)
y′ = y + vy +
∂vy
∂x
∆x +
∂vy
∂y
∆y. (3.76)
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For odometry applications, deformation of the image is not considered, and only an estimate
of overall translation from the displacement components u and v is propagated. However, for
planar surfaces this allows a high degree of accuracy, limited only by the camera resolution and
the quality of the optics.
For planar movement, the basic kinematic equation of motion for a rover with heading angle
θ and turn rate ω can be considered as
θ(t + 1) = θ(t) + ω (3.77)
X(t + 1) = X(t) + Rθ(t + 1)t (3.78)
where X(t) is the rover’s position at time step t, Rθ(t + 1)is the rotation matrix about the z axis
for heading angle θ and t is the translation vector of forward-backward movement. For complete
odometry of a rover, it is desirable to find both t and ω from optical measurements, but a single
optical sensor only senses planar translation t. Thus, two or more sensors at known position
vectors Mi relative to the coordinate origin of the rover must be used. As the optical sensors are
functionally omni-directional but operate with predefined body axes, it is implicitly assumed that
the x forward axis and y sideways axis are aligned with the x and y body axes of the rover. Figure
3.9 shows the location and orientation of the optical sensors on the µrover with respect to the
body coordinates.
For calibration of the sensors, the angular offset ∆θi can be obtained by driving the rover
directly forward for a distance and using the x and y distances ∆xi and ∆yi measured by the i’th
optical sensor as
∆θi = atan
∑n
t=1 ∆yi(t)∑n
t=1 ∆xi(t)
. (3.79)
The position coordinates mx,i and my,i for the i’th sensor can also be estimated from a rotation
about angle ω as
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Figure 3.9: Optical flow sensor locations on body
mx,i =
1
ω
n∑
t=1
(sin ∆θi∆xi(t) + cos ∆θi∆yi(t)) (3.80)
my,i = − 1
ω
n∑
t=1
(cos ∆θi∆xi(t) − sin ∆θi∆yi(t)). (3.81)
Because of this position offset of (∆xi,∆yi), the position of the optical sensors changes as the
orientation of the body changes, as
Mi(t + 1) = Mi(t) + Rθ
∆xi∆yi
 . (3.82)
To find a common transformation in terms of t and ω between Mi(t) and Mi(t+1), a quadratic
criterion can be used for a total of k sensors [Mudrova et al. 2011]
E(t, ω) =
k∑
i=1
|RωMi + t −Mi(t + 1)|2. (3.83)
Fortuitously, this criterion has the same form as that used in the Iterative Closest Point algo-
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rithm [Lu & Milios 1994]. Consequently, the same solution can be used in analytical form
ω = atan
S xy′ − S yx′
S xx′ − S yy′ (3.84)
t =
x¯′y¯′
 − Rω
x¯y¯
 (3.85)
where x¯, y¯, x¯′, and y¯′ are the mean values of xi(t), yi(t), xi(t + 1), yi(t + 1) respectively over
all k sensors and S represents the corresponding cross-covariances between the current and next
values of xi(t), yi(t), xi(t + 1), yi(t + 1). The estimated t and ω can then be used to determine
X(t + 1) using Equation 3.78.
3.7.2 Optical Flow from Camera Vision
Using dedicated sensors is sufficient for estimating two-dimensional movement
from optical flow. To estimate three-dimensional movement, the information avail-
able from a higher-resolution camera with a deep field of view is typically re-
quired. A variety of optical flow methods in computer vision are available
[Prazdny 1980][Negahdaripour & Lee 1992][Dille et al. 2009][Wang et al. 2009]. One very
promising algorithm was created by Gunnar Farneback for field odometry measurements using
the movement of segments within images between two frames. Its main advantage is that it can
be solved linearly and can perform faster than a typical optical flow algorithm that looks for
motion in every pixel of the image. Using filtering over time for accuracy, the vector field can be
used to estimate the motion of the camera between frames. An efficient implementation of this
algorithm has been done in OpenCV.
The Farneback optical flow algorithm makes use of three-dimensional orientation tensors,
which are represented as a positive semidefinite matrix T3x3. The in-frame two-dimensional
velocity vector (vx, vy) is extended to a three-dimensional spaciotemporal vector v with two image
dimensions and one dimension of time (successive frames) by [Farneba¨ck 2000].
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v =

vx
vy
1
 and vˆ =
v
|v| . (3.86)
To estimate orientation tensors, the weighted pixel region surrounding a grid point chosen for
segmentation is projected onto a second-degree polynomial, in this case assuming affine motion
for image coordinates x and y and using one equation for each component of two-dimensional
velocity
vx(x, y) = ax + by + c (3.87)
vy(x, y) = dx + ey + f . (3.88)
This can be written in terms of the spatiotemporal vector as
v = Sp. (3.89)
where
S =

x y 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 x y 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
 (3.90)
and
p =
(
a b c d e f 1.
)T
(3.91)
To estimate the parameters a, b, c, d, e, f from parameter vector p, the matrix product vT Tv
should be minimized [Farneba¨ck 2000]. The minimum value in this expression is given by λ3,
the smallest eigenvalue. With exact translation and no noise, vˆT Tvˆ = 0, but practical constraints
prevent this. As a minimization, the use of vT Tv requires less computation than the normalized
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version, but the isotropic component λ3I should be removed from T to avoid bias against large
velocities. Applying the spatiotemporal model, the function to be minimized sums over the image
area [Farneback 2001]
dtotal(p) =
∑
i
vTi Tivi =
∑
i
pT STi TiSip. (3.92)
To ensure that the last element of p remains 1, p and the intermediate product Q =
∑
i STi TiSi
should be partitioned with the parameter α as
p =
pp1
 , (3.93)
Q =
Qp qq α
 (3.94)
such that Equation 3.92 becomes
dtotal(p) = pTp Qppp + p
T
p q + q
T pp + α (3.95)
which is minimized by pp = −Q−1p q. For purposes of movement estimation, this is known as
input flow. An example optical flow field obtained using this technique is shown in Figure 3.10.
3.7.3 Egomotion from Optical Flow
From the perspective of an autonomous vehicle, the most important quantities ob-
tained from optical flow processes are the estimates of translational and rotational mo-
tion. Assuming that the observer is responsible for the only motion in the scene
and given a sufficiently large set of flow vectors, a planar or three-dimensional move-
ment transformation can be reconstructed from the perspective of the observer (known
as egomotion)[Zhuang et al. 1988][Scharer et al. 2004][Campbell et al. 2005]. The egomo-
tion problem is not new, having been studied by Longuet-Higgins, Prazdny and others
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Figure 3.10: Example of optical flow field
[Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny 1980] [Prazdny 1980][Prazdny 1981][Festl et al. 2012] with re-
spect to the human vision system. It is also possible to detect objects and obstacles using optical
flow [Dur 2009], though these techniques are more sensitive to noise and require much more
complex computation. In general, egomotion is assumed to occur in an egocentric (centred on
the observer) frame of reference and cause changes in the velocity field opposite to the observer’s
motion. Complete estimation of three-dimensional motion is difficult because the calculated op-
tical flow depends on the distance to the point in the scene as well as the six possible motion
parameters. Some constraints on motion or point selection are usually applied to overcome this
[Irani et al. 1994]. Better accuracy can also be achieved by using a wider field-of-view or multi-
ple overlapping camera view fields [Tsao et al. 1997].
The goal is to represent every step of motion by a unique translation t and rotation R, so that
given an initial point x every observable point has a relative movement ∆x = t + R×x. Tradition-
ally, this requires a set of nonlinear equations to be solved iteratively, and a unique solution is not
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guaranteed depending on the consistency of the optical flow field [Negahdaripour & Lee 1992].
Most optimization methods used in this way also have a statistical bias that results in systematic
errors over time from isotropic noisy input [MacLean 1999], and in most cases, the optimization
is not computationally efficient. For these reasons, we will concentrate on linearized methods
that are free of statistical bias.
Because optical flow does not provide accurate tracking of large displacements, it is important
to ensure that images are taken close enough together that only a small amount of movement
with a minimum of deviation occurs in between frames. At low speeds, this is practical for
planetary rovers. If simple planar (R = I3x3) flow is creating the optical flow field, it can be
estimated through simple affine transformation. For a given point location starting at (u, v) that is
transformed to a new point location (u′, v′) through a vector distance (∆u,∆v)
u′v′
 =
uv
 +
∆u∆v.
 (3.96)
To find the corresponding coordinates in three-dimensional space that this flow corresponds
to, we assume that the total movement of the observer is small enough that a homography between
the two images can be approximated by an affine transformation, written as
u′v′
 =
a bc d

uv
 +
ef
 . (3.97)
Calculating the affine coefficients, denoted by a, b, c, d, e, f , requires at least three points and
the assumption that all optical flows in the image should be coplanar. This requires that the planar
flow ∆x = u′ − u and ∆y = v′ − v. In practice, the points used for calculation may not match, and
an approximation is required. After this, ∆x and ∆y can be calculated by [Wang et al. 2009]
∆x∆y
 =
a bc d

uv
 +
ef
 +
uv
 . (3.98)
For introducing the effects of nonlinear projection, such as in the case of the human eye, a
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pinhole camera model with focal length f results in a three-dimensional (x, y, z) projection on
the two-dimensional image plane of (u, v) calculated by u = f x/z and v = f ∗ y/z. Under a
three-dimensional translation vector t = (tx, ty, tz) and rotation matrix R, the three-dimensional
instantaneous relative movement is

∆x
∆y
∆z
 = −t − R

x
y
z
 . (3.99)
The corresponding movements, or model flow, of a projected point in the image plane using
the pinhole camera model is [Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny 1980]
uv
 = 1z
− f 0 x0 − f y
 t + 1f
 xy −( f 2 + x2) f y( f 2 + y2) −xy − f x
 R. (3.100)
To find the optimal translation and rotation that best describe the observed optical flow, it is
sufficient to optimize the squared Euclidean distance of the residual vector between the input flow
and the model flow [Bruss & Horn 1983]. The bilinear optimization constraint used to obtain this
can be calculated by inserting the optimized depth into Equation 3.100 for which the algebraic
transformation is [Heeger & Jepson 1992]
0 = t


f v
− f u
yu − xv
 −

−( f 2 + y2) xy f x
xy −( f 2 + x2) f y
f x f y −(x2 + y2)
 R
 = t (M −HR) . (3.101)
While subspace methods are often used for ego-motion recovery from optical flow fields
[Heeger & Jepson 1992], there are similar alternatives. For linearized optimization of the esti-
mated ego-motion and removal of statistical bias as described above, we follow the method of
Raudies and Neumann, which is similar to the use of subspaces, but has shown better accuracy
and computational efficiency [Raudies & Neumann 2009]. Computational efficiency is achieved
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by using only the linearly independent upper triangle and diagonal part of the matrix H to form
the base polynomial vector e. All constraints in e are used to obtain more robust estimates. The
auxiliary variable vector k of all combinations of t and R components is used to obtain a linear
version of Equation 3.101. These are defined as [Raudies & Neumann 2009]
e =

−( f 2 + y2)
xy
f x
−( f 2 + x2)
f y
−(x2 + y2)

, k =

txrx
txry
txrz
tyry
tyrz
tzrz

. (3.102)
The linear optimization problem then becomes a minimization of the integral over the entire
image with flow vectors v
∫
f lows
(
ttM + kte
)2 dv. (3.103)
Setting the partial derivatives of Equation 3.103 to 0 in the classic method of linear optimiza-
tion gives a linear set of nine equations in nine variables if expanded
∫
f lows
(
ttM + kte
) · etdv = 0. (3.104)
∫
f lows
(
ttM + kte
) · (M∂(kte)
∂t
)t
dv = 0. (3.105)
To reduce this, Equation 3.104 can be solved for k. The expression for k and the partial
derivative ∂(kte)/∂t can be substituted into Equation 3.105 to obtain the homogenous linear sys-
tem of equations
0 = tt
∫
f lows
LiL jdv ≡ ttC, i, j = 1 . . . 3 (3.106)
with
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Li ≡Mi − (De)t
∫
f lows
eMidv, i = 1 . . . 3 (3.107)
D ≡
(∫
f lows
eetdv
)−1
. (3.108)
For the system of Equations 3.106-3.108, a non-trivial solution can be found for t by simply
finding the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the scatter matrix C. The
translation t can then be used to solve for the rotation matrix R in Equations 3.101, 3.102, and
3.103.
To calculate for and remove the statistical bias which is a result of the bilinear optimiza-
tion and Equation 3.101, we can assume the noise is isotropic, and infer a statistical bias
[Heeger & Jepson 1992]. Given the noise components nu and nv present in u and v respectively,
the expected values follow E(nu) = E(nv) = 0 and the variances follow E(n2u) = E(n
2
v) = σ
2.
Noise can then be conceptually added to C to give the noisy C˜ as
E(C˜) = E(C) + σ2

f 0 − f E(x)
0 f − f E(y)
− f E(x) − f E(y) E(x2 + y2)
 = E(C) + σ2N. (3.109)
The bias term that should be removed is the matrix σ2N, for which several methods have been
proposed. One of the conceptually simplest is the method of Kanatani, which involves estimation
of σ2 and simple subtraction of the bias term [Kanatani 1993]. For computational efficiency
and higher accuracy, we will use the method of MacLean to transform the constraints such that
the influence of noise is isotropic [MacLean 1999]. Using the eigenvector corresponding to the
smallest eigenvalue of C, as before, the noisy matrix C˜ can be transformed in a method referred
to as pre-withening as
C˘ = N−
1
2 C˜N−
1
2 . (3.110)
As an addition, due to the use of N− 12 as a transformation, the influence of noise on the
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transformed scatter matrix C˘ is now only σ2I, where I3x3 is the identity matrix. As C˘ has the
same ordering of eigenvectors as C, we use C˘ in place of C for finding the optimal solution to
the system of Equations 3.106-3.108, and then simply scale the chosen eigenvector, multiplying
by N− 12 to obtain the unbiased solution. Care must be taken to ensure that N does not become
negative, as small negative values sometimes appear in large, complex optical flow fields. For
this reason, the absolute value followed by the square root, and only then the matrix inversion,
are used for numerical calculation in practice.
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3.8 Feature Detection
First, feature points must be obtained from a series of images. This is commonly done using
the SIFT or SURF keypoint descriptor extractors. However, both SIFT and SURF are patent-
encumbered and several other keypoint extractors are now available, most notably the BRISK
(Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints), BRIEF (Binary Robust Independent Elementary
Features), and FREAK (Fast Retina Keypoint) feature descriptor extractors. An even more recent
development, the ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) descriptor extractor, adds rotational
invariance to BRIEF and is planned for use. ORB has the computational advantage of being based
on integer arithmetic, and has proven to perform comparably to or better than the floating-point
SIFT and SURF methods in many applications [Rublee et al. 2011].
3.8.1 Keypoint Detection
A method of keypoint detection must be used to get the keypoints in the first place. The FAST
keypoint detector (Features from Accelerated Segment Test) is frequently used for keypoint de-
tection due to its speed, and is used for quickly eliminating unsuitable matches in ORB. Starting
with an image patch p of size 31x31, each pixel is compared with a Bresenham circle centred on
that point (built 45 degrees at a time by x2n+1 = x
2
n − 2y(n) − 1). The radius of the surrounding
circle of points is nominally 3, but is 9 for the ORB descriptor, which expands the patch size
and number of points in the descriptor. If at least 75% of the pixels in the circle are contiguous
and more than some threshold value above or below the pixel value, a feature is considered to be
present [Rosten & Drummond 2005]. The ORB algorithm introduces an orientation measure to
FAST by computing corner orientation by intensity centroid, defined as
C =
(
m10
m00
,
m01
m00
)
where mpq =
∑
x,y
xpyqI(x, y). (3.111)
The patch orientation can then be found by θ = atan2(m01,m10). Since the FAST detector
does not produce multi-scale features, a Harris filtered scale pyramid is used to compare several
scales of features.
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3.8.2 Keypoint Description
The feature descriptor fn provided by BRIEF is a bit string result of binary intensity tests τ, each
of which is defined from the intensity p(a) of a point at a relative to the intensity p(b) at a point
at b by [Rosten & Drummond 2005]
τ(p; a, b) =
 1 : p(a) < p(b)0 : p(a) ≥ p(b)
 (3.112)
and
fn(p) =
∑
1≤i≤n
2i−1τ(p; ai, bi). (3.113)
BRIEF descriptors can be referred to as BRIEF-k, where k is the number of bytes needed to
store the descriptor. The descriptor is very sensitive to noise, so Gaussian smoothing is applied
to the image patch that the descriptor acts on. The more smoothing, the more matches can be
obtained. Also, the basic BRIEF descriptor falls in accuracy quickly with rotations of more than
approximately 10 degrees. To make BRIEF invariant to in-plane rotation, it is steered according
to the orientations computed for the FAST keypoints. The feature set of points (ai, bi) in 2xn
matrix form is rotated by multiplication by the rotation matrix R f corresponding to the patch
orientation θ to obtain the rotated set F[Rublee et al. 2011].
F = R f
 a1 · · · anb1 · · · bn
 . (3.114)
The steered BRIEF operator then becomes gn(p, θ) = fn(p) ∨ (ai, bi) ∈ F. A lookup table of
steered BRIEF patterns is constructed from this to speed up computation of steered descriptors in
subsequent points. The algorithm is already quite fast, but to additionally decrease the processing
time if desired, the camera image can be lowered in resolution, or pixels can be under-sampled by
choosing only every 2nd pixel or every 4th pixel in a staggered pattern over the image for feature
matching [Ambrosch et al. 2009].
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3.9 Depth and Structure from Feature Matching
To obtain depth in a 3-D scene, an initial baseline for 3-D projection is first required, which
requires the calculation of the Fundamental Matrix F, which is a the general 3x4 transformation
matrix that maps each point in a first image to another second image. It is generally preferable
to use stereoscopic vision for point cloud reconstruction because the baseline can be obtained
with two cameras a known distance apart at each location. As a result, the fundamental matrix
is constant and can be calculated relatively easily. For monocular vision, the fundamental matrix
must be estimated using homographies. In this work, we use a series of images captured with a
single camera and some knowledge about the difference between them, but not enough to assume
that the fundamental matrix is constant.
3.9.1 Matching
The first step is to match the keypoints with descriptors generated by BRIEF between two images
taken from slightly different positions, attempting to find a corresponding keypoint a′ in the sec-
ond image that matches each point a in the first image. Brute-force matching of all combinations
of points is the simplest method which generally involves an XOR operation between each de-
scriptor and a population count to obtain the Hamming distance. This is an O(n2) algorithm, and
takes relatively long to complete. However, The FLANN (Fast Library for Approximate Nearest
Neighbor) search algorithm built into OpenCV is used in current work as it performs much faster
while still providing good matches. [Muja & Lowe 2009].
The more features in common between these images, the more potentially good matches M f
can be found. However, it is vital that these matches be correct correspondences between the
images, or a valid transformation between the two images cannot be found. The matches M f are
first coarsely pruned of bad pairings by finding the maximum distance between points dmax and
then removing all matches that have a coordinate distance da of more than half the maximum
distance between features.
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Mg = M f (a)|da < dmax/2. (3.115)
3.9.2 The Fundamental Matrix
The set of “good” matches Mg is then used to obtain the fundamental matrix for the given scene.
The fundamental matrix is the matrix F that maps every point on the first image to its corre-
sponding location in the second image, based on the assumption of linear geometry between two
viewpoints. Consequently, each keypoint ai in the first image will map to a corresponding key-
point a′i on the epipolar line (the line of intersection at a
′
i of the second image plane with the
camera baseline) in the second image by the relation [Luong & Faugeras 1995].
a′Ti Fai = 0, i = 1, . . . , n. (3.116)
For three-dimensional space, the matrix F has nine unknown coefficients and Equation 3.116
is linear and homogeneous, so F can be uniquely solved for by using eight keypoints with the
method of Longuet-Higgins [Longuet-Higgins 1987]. However, image noise and distortion in-
evitably cause variation in points that make it difficult to obtain a single “correct” F for all points.
Therefore, for practical calculations, a linear estimation method such as linear least squares (i.e.
minF
∑
i(a′Ti Fai)
2) or RANSAC must be used. RANSAC (RANdom SAmple Consensus) is an
efficient algorithm designed for robust model fitting that can handle large numbers of outliers,
and is commonly used with OpenCV and other algorithms.
RANSAC is a probabilistic solution method that functions as follows
[Fischler & Bolles 1981]: Given a fitting problem with a set of m obtained data points
and parameters x for a model f (x) that can be estimated from only n < m data points, the
probability of a given randomly-selected data point matching a “good” model is assumed to be
P(good) and the probability that the algorithm will finish without finding a good fit among the
available data points is P( f ail) = (1 − P(good)n)l, defined as the probability of the algorithm
experiencing l consecutive fitting failures. Rearranging the equation for P( f ail), the number l
can be obtained from
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l =
logP( f ail))
log1 − P(good)n) . (3.117)
The algorithm selects n data points randomly from the available m points and estimates the
parameters x from the model. The total set of l data points is then searched to find how many
data points fit the model while using the calculated parameters x within a given tolerance of the
maximum, here assumed to be 0.1. If enough data points are found, then the algorithm finishes
and returns x as a valid solution (the P(good) case). Otherwise, the algorithm is repeated up to 4l
times. If after 4l repetitions no valid solution is found, then the algorithm fails (the P( f ail) case).
We use RANSAC for its speed to estimate F for all matches Mg and estimate the associated
epipolar lines [Feng & Hung 2003]. Outliers (defined as being keypoints more than the tolerance
0.1 from the estimated epipolar line) are then removed from Mg to yield a final, reliable set of
keypoint matches Mh. If no keypoint matches remain by this point, then there are too few features
in common between the two images and no triangulation can be created.
3.9.3 The Essential Matrix
To perform a three-dimensional triangulation of points from two-dimensional feature planes and
a transformation F between them, it is necessary to take into account any transformations and
projective ambiguity caused by the cameras themselves. Each camera can have a different rotation
and translation with respect to an image baseline, so a camera matrix is defined as C = K[R|t],
being composed of the calibration matrix K, the rotation matrix R and the translation vector t.
We also need to locate the position of the second camera C2 in real space with respect to the
first camera C1. The cameras can be individually calibrated using a known pattern such as a
checkerboard [Hartley 1997] [Wang et al. 2007], but fairly good results have been achieved by
estimating the camera calibration matrix as
K =

s 0 w/2
0 s w/2
0 0 1
 . (3.118)
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For real-world point localization, we can use the essential matrix, defined as E = t × R. Just
as F relates two matching points x and x′ in the image plane, E relates two matching normalized
points xˆ and xˆ′ in the camera plane as [Hartley & Sturm 1997]
aˆ′Ti Eaˆi = 0, i = 1, . . . , n. (3.119)
In this way, E includes the “essential” assumption of calibrated cameras [Shil 2012b] and
consequently has only six unknown coefficients and five degrees of freedom. F is considered
to be a generalization of E, and F = E when the camera matrix is the transformational identity
matrix (C = [I|0]). This leads to a useful relationship between the fundamental and essential
matrices, which is
E = KT FK. (3.120)
3.9.4 Orientation
After calculating E, we can find the location of the second camera C2 by assuming for simplic-
ity that the first camera is uncalibrated and located at the origin (C1 = [I|0]). We decompose
E = t × R into its component R and t matrices by using the singular value decomposition of E
[Hartley & Zisserman 2004]. We start with the orthogonal matrix W and its transpose WT , where
W =

0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
 (3.121)
and the singular value decomposition of E is defined as
SVD(E) = U

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
 V. (3.122)
The matrix W does not directly depend on E, but provides a means of factorization for E.
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Detailed proofs of the following can be found in [Hartley & Zisserman 2004] and are not repro-
duced here for brevity, but there are two possible factorizations of R, namely R = UWTVT and
R = UWVT, and two possible choices for t, namely t = U(0, 0, 1)T and t = −U(0, 0, 1)T . Thus
when determining the second camera matrix C2 = K[R|t], we have four choices in total. This is
because solutions are possible for either direction of the translation vector t between the cameras,
or for a rotation of pi radians about the vector t. A given point will be in front of both cameras in
only one of these solutions, so all four must be tried in triangulation to ensure the correct solution
is found.
3.9.5 Triangulation
Given the essential matrix E, and a pair of matched keypoints [a = (ax, ay),b = (bx, by)] ∈ Mh,
it is now possible to triangulate the original point positions in three dimensions. Just as in es-
timating the fundamental matrix, image noise and distortion generally prevent perfect solutions
from being found [Shil 2012a], so a process of least-squares estimation is used. The algorithm
described by Hartley and Sturm [Hartley & Sturm 1997] for iterative linear least-squares triangu-
lation of a set of points is used as it is affine-invariant and performs quite well without excessive
computation time. A point in three dimensions x = (xx, xy, xz, 1) when written in the matrix
equation form Ax = 0 results in four linear nonhomogeneous equations in four unknowns for an
appropriate choice of A4x4. To solve this, singular value decomposition can again be used, or the
method of pseudo-inverses. An alternate method [Shil 2012a] is to simply use x = (xx, xy, xz) and
write the system as Ax = B, with A4x3 and B4x1 defined as
A =

axC12,0 − C10,0 axC12,1 − C10,1 axC12,2 − C10,2
ayC12,0 − C11,0 ayC12,1 − C11,1 ayC12,2 − C11,2
bxC22,0 − C20,0 bxC22,1 − C20,1 bxC22,2 − C20,2
byC22,0 − C21,0 byC22,1 − C21,1 byC22,2 − C21,2

(3.123)
and
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B =

−axC12,3 − C10,3
−ayC12,3 − C11,3
−bxC22,3 − C20,3
−byC22,3 − C21,3.

(3.124)
Solution of the resulting system of equations (in this case, using singular value decomposi-
tion) yields x, which can be transformed into undistorted “real” coordinates by xˆ = KC1x. This
assumes that the point is neither at 0 nor at infinity, which may pose a problem with feature
points that lie near infinity in projective reconstructions, but for most structure-from-motion ap-
plications it performs fairly well. Again, this triangulation must be performed four times, once
for each possible combination of R and t, and each resulting keypoint set checked to verify it lies
in front of the camera. This test can be just a simple perspective transformation using C1 and a
test to ensure xˆz > 0. Triangulation of all existing matches will result in an initial point cloud
with points pi.
3.9.6 Pose Estimation
The last step is to find the object pose from the 3D-2D point correspondences and consequently
the egomotion of the camera relative to the feature points, commonly know as the Perspective
& Point (PnP) problem [Bujnak et al. 2011]. Bundle adjustment can also be performed as an
additional optimization step on the point cloud to improve the point correspondences once all
triangulation is done. Bundle adjustment is not strictly necessary though, and as we desire a fast,
probabilistic result, we instead focus on obtaining the projection of the point cloud in space. For
this, we apply the OpenCV implementation of the EPnP algorithm [Moreno-Noguer et al. 2007]
which provides O(n) complexity with the number of point correspondences.
Four control points denoted as ci are used to identify the world coordinate system of the given
reference point cloud with n points p1 . . . pn, chosen so that one is located at the centroid of the
point cloud and the rest are oriented to form a basis with the principal directions of the data. Each
reference point is described in world coordinates as a normalized, weighted sum of the control
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points with weightings αi j (the w superscript refers to world coordinates). As this coordinate
system is consistent across linear transforms, they have the same weighted sum in the camera
coordinate system (the c superscript refers to camera coordinates), effectively creating a separate
basis [Moreno-Noguer et al. 2007]
pwi =
4∑
j=1
αi jcwj , p
c
i =
4∑
j=1
αi jccj,
4∑
j=1
αi j = 1. (3.125)
The known two-dimensional projections ui of the reference points pi can be linked to these
weightings with the camera calibration matrix K considering that the projection involves scalar
projective parameters wi as
Kpci = wi
ui1
 = K 4∑
j=1
αi jccj. (3.126)
The expansion of this equation has 12 unknown control points and n projective parameters.
Two linear equations can be obtained for each reference point, and concatenated together to form
a system of the form Mx = 0, where the null space or kernel of the matrix M2nx12 gives the
solution x = [cc1
T , cc2
T , cc3
T , cc4
T ] to the system of equations, which can be expressed as
x =
m∑
i=1
βivi (3.127)
where the set vi is composed of the null eigenvectors of the product MT M corresponding to m
null singular values of M. The method of solving for the coefficients β1 . . . βm depends on the
size of m. Given perfect data from at least six reference points, m should be 1, but in prac-
tice, m can vary from 1 to 4 depending on the camera parameters, reference point locations
with respect to the basis, and noise. Hence, four different methods are used in the literature
[Moreno-Noguer et al. 2007] for practical solution, but the methods are complex and not sum-
marized here.
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3.10 Visual Mapping and Localization
The goal of obtaining clouds of feature points from a series of successive images and localizing
them with respect to the rover is to obtain a clear picture of what obstacles and terrain lie nearby
in the rover’s environment, so that better navigation decisions can be made. For interpretation
and decision-making based on this information, we will use probabilistic methods as we have in
the other major components of this work.
The estimation of vehicle movement from a single camera is known as partially-observable
SLAM, as opposed to fully-observable SLAM where a single measurement (e.g. from a stereo
vision bench) is sufficient to gather both bearing and range information [Lemaire et al. 2007].
As two or more separate observations are necessary to obtain pose estimation, state estimation is
delayed by at least one measurement unless the initial state can be estimated somehow, for exam-
ple by a Gaussian sum filter [Kwok et al. 2005]. The bearings-only SLAM problem effectively
reduces to a Structure-from-Motion (SfM) problem as images taken from multiple locations must
be combined into a single cloud to obtain effective localization, hence the SfM approach to our vi-
sion system. The main difference is generally one of implementation trade-offs, as SfM methods
are usually batch-based and designed for existing image collections that can be processed slowly
and exhaustively (e.g. for photo-tourism [Brahmachari & Sarkar 2011]), while SLAM methods
are designed to give up fidelity and scale for fast processing and accurate ranging to nearby obsta-
cles. Generally, SfM methods are implemented to be purely geometric for high accuracy, while
SLAM methods are purely probabilistic (usually a particle filter) to maximize speed, with the
caveat being that a multiple data source or at least range-aware sensor system (such as LIDAR
or a stereo vision processor) must be present [Katrin Pirker & Bischof 2011]. Our method com-
bines aspects of both methodologies to enable SLAM by using only a single camera and minimal
vehicle state information, and can operate in real time using modern DSP hardware.
Occupancy grids are frequently used for quantitative mapping applications, and represent one
of the most intuitive ways of storing spatially-dependent probabilistic data. The main concerns
with a full-sized occupancy map are the amount of storage required, which increases quickly
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with spatial resolution and additional dimensions, and the amount of processing required for the
entire map, which is proportional to the map size and must often be repeated to estimate position
within the map. While many SLAM methods use particle filters for probabilistic comparisons to
minimize the computation required for a reasonable estimate, the entire map or at least a large
part of it must be used for estimating the vehicle state x(t) and the map itself M, which can
take considerable processing time even for a single estimate. The FastSLAM algorithm uses
a Bayesian network approach with a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter to reduce the amount of
processing required, but still requires a Kalman filter for each landmark location used in each
particle [Montemerlo et al. 2002]. Making use of sub-mapping and Bayesian network methods
allows the problem to be divided into much more tractable segments, but only provides part of
the solution and relies on stochastic models for interpreting data. The geometric triangulation of
visible features is relatively fast and accurate and provides local feature and pose identification,
but is inherently uncertain and not well suited to repeatable positive identification of features.
It is therefore desirable to identify features and relative poses using SfM techniques to gener-
ate sparse point clouds, and then use probabilistic techniques based on Bayesian network and
BRP principles to map and navigate efficiently. Also, rather than attempting to identify the same
features visually on subsequent visits to a location, which is nearly impossible to do reliably in
practice without well-known geometry and very complex identification algorithms, probabilis-
tic mapping can be used to approximate the vehicle’s position with respect to known obstacles
without actually having to re-identify the obstacles themselves. It is also possible to incorporate
occlusion information into mapping of sparse point clouds to boost accuracy and identifiability
further [Wu et al. 2008], and using sparse storage and efficient query methods such as octrees
for recording the map can greatly reduce the memory and non-volatile storage required for large
maps [Wurm et al. 2010], though these additions are not currently incorporated here.
The greatest challenge to be faced with respect to visual SLAM via structure-from-motion
methods is that of computational time and memory use. For a complete three-dimensional map
that can be traversed and revisited reliably, feature points from all n images previously taken
must be accurately localized and cross-referenced with those from the remaining n − 1 images,
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resulting in an algorithm with factorial complexity (n!) that is unreasonable for use in real time, as
the more images are collected, the longer a single image will take to process. However, it is not
necessary (or even logical) to exhaustively compare all images in question if some knowledge
of the relationships between the images is known, such as the general location and bearing of
the camera. Given the limited processing power and storage available on the µrover, the simplest
possible assumption is the one currently used: that images are taken sequentially over movement,
and the image immediately preceding the current one has the closest spatial relationship. This
is effectively similar to having stereo vision with an unknown baseline between each pair of
images, but as previously stated, the camera matrices can be obtained without prior knowledge
of the baseline using SfM techniques..
3.10.1 Sequential Relative Localization
Using only an adjacent pair of images has the advantage that the observed optical flow between
the images can serve as a usable localization increment. As baseline triangulation of feature
points makes use of only a pair of images at a time, the choice of using an incremental pairwise
flow of images makes practical sense. The estimation of ego-motion can be based on either optical
flow or SfM methods, and if sufficient processing power is available, both can be used as well.
Once the the affine transformation between the two images has been obtained, let the translation
and rotation in world coordinates of the prior image be tw(t − 1) and Rw(t − 1) respectively, and
the rotation and rotation of the current (or most recent) image in world coordinates be tw(t) and
Rw(t) respectively, for which we need to find the current camera matrix in world coordinates
Cw(t). From each pair of images, we obtain the current affine transformation between the camera
positions as a relative translation t(t) and rotation R(t). Using the incremental approach, we
transform the prior world translation and rotation to the current one with
Cw(t) = [Rw(t − 1)R(t)|R(t) (t(t) + tw(t − 1))] . (3.128)
Feature points can then be projected into their real locations on the map by the transformation
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x′ = (Rw(t − 1)R(t))T x + Rw(t − 1) (t(t) + tw(t − 1)) . (3.129)
As the µrover’s navigation camera is fixed to the front of the body, the translation and rotation
of the camera matrix in world coordinates Cw(t) can be considered to correspond to the pose of
the body itself. This also assumes that origin of the camera world coordinate system corresponds
to the origin or “start point” of the rover world coordinate system, which is reasonable as long as
care is taken to start visual navigation either at the origin of the map or by applying an offset ow
of the estimated map position at the start of visual navigation to the initial camera matrix. The
mapping system should retain this information and the vision system should only initialize itself
from the map and then update the map position after each frame estimation. Updating the current
position is a matter of converting the current camera frame Cw(t) = [Rw(t)|tw(t)] into a positional
offset, which is simply a scaling to the map coordinates l of the vector tw
l = ktw(t) + ow (3.130)
Each point in the point cloud is offset in the same way, so that the relationship is maintained.
Orientation is obtained by finding a quaternion rotation q corresponding to the rotation matrix
Rw by using the elements ri j of Rw.
q =

w
x
y
z

=

√
1+r00+r11+r22
2
r21−r12
2
√
1+r00+r11+r22
r02−r20
2
√
1+r00+r11+r22
r10−r01
2
√
1+r00+r11+r22

(3.131)
We will denote the location and orientation obtained from optical flow techniques as lf and
qf respectively, and the location and orientation obtained from point clouds as Lp and qp respec-
tively. As they should represent the same movement in three dimensions, both can be used in
tandem for movement estimation.
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3.10.2 Unusable Feature Sets
The situation of being unable to use a pair of images can occur during the navigation process,
and is most commonly due to:
• Not enough feature points being matched (images do not contain enough similar features)
• Inaccurate estimates of rotation R and translation t. (triangulation of available matches has
large error)
• Inaccuracy of the fundamental matrix F, preventing decomposition to E, R, and t (available
matches do not represent a useable homography)
In most cases, a lack of accurately-matched feature points is the main problem, and is dependent
largely on the complexity of the image, the sharpness of focus, and the consistency of lighting and
white balance between images. In the event that a new image at time step t in the sequence cannot
be used in combination with the prior image t − 1, the next image in the sequence t + 1 is used
with the reference image at t−1, if it fails then the one at t+2 is used, and so on until a successful
pairing is made. As priority is given to images at the current location, once a successful pairing
is made, the current image is used as the prior image for time t − 1 and the current image at time
t is then used with it to continue the process. If a successful pairing cannot be made, then the
camera matrix and point cloud are not stored.
3.10.3 Probabilistic Maps for Geometric Data
The basic method for describing an uncertain set of spatial relationships is the stochastic map,
proposed early on by Smith, Self, and Cheeseman [Smith et al. 1990]. For representation of
a map, spatial variables such as the vector x = (xx, xy, xz) are used with a probability density
function (PDF) P(x) that assigns a probability to each combination of xx, xy, xz, thus making the
vector x uncertain but with well-defined statistics in terms of the mean E(x) = xˆ = (xˆx, xˆy, xˆz)
and covariance C(x) = E([x − xˆ][x − xˆ]T ). Variants of this approach are used for most proba-
bilistic SLAM models, but in many cases the relationship of the PDF to the actual sensor data
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is only vaguely defined, as “landmarks” are assumed to be found with well-defined reliability
by the sensor hardware [Hebert et al. 1996]. Most relevant to this work, Pirker et al. developed
a methodology for incorporating geometrically-derived point clouds into a three-dimensional
probabilistic map while considering a sensor model for point cloud structures and loop closure
detection [Katrin Pirker & Bischof 2011].
Using the voxel model for occupancy grid building, each unit in the occupancy map contains
a probability of occupancy for an obstacle p(t) at a given time t. When referring to the current
point in time, the time step argument t is omitted for clarity. A sensor model is necessary to
map sensor readings to appropriate probability values. However, as the input to the probability
function is merely a cloud of points with with approximately Gaussian error statistics in the depth
estimation obtained by triangulation, we use a simplification of the model proposed by Andert to
obtain the probability of occupancy p [Andert 2009]
P(z|y, σy) = p =
e−( z−y√2σy )2 − 12 kσy + 12 , 0 < z ≤ ye−( z−y√2σy )2 + 12 kσy + 12 , z > y (3.132)
This probability is stored in odd-log form and updated additively by subtracting the initial
belief o(0) as
o(t) = o(t − 1) + log( p(t)
1 − p(t) ) − o(0) (3.133)
3.10.4 Filtering of Egomotion Estimates
Estimation of the vehicle’s current position and orientation at a given time can be accomplished
by using the optical flow and SfM ego-motion measurements for evaluating the posterior dis-
tribution P(x|lf ,qflp,qp). For closed-form implementation, rather than an ideal Bayesian filter,
an approximation generally must be used such as a Kalman filter. For filtering of position-only
measurement, an unscented Kalman filter was implemented as described in Section 2.11.
In practice, when navigating in an environment with few unique features and many false fea-
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ture point matches such as a rocky or desert area, triangulation of similar points between multiple
frames actually decreases the accuracy of point triangulation due to the number of matched fea-
ture points that are incorrectly thought to represent the same point in space. Two-frame optical
flow has performed relatively well in comparison. Therefore, ego-motion estimation from op-
tical flow is primarily used to identify the camera motion between frames, while feature point
triangulation is used to locate obstacles and build a map based on the ego-motion estimation.
Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
Testing was done with the µrover and many of its component parts. The results of testing the
hardware, software, and algorithms used on the µrover are detailed in this chapter, including
environmental testing, filtering, electronic calibration, and navigational tests. Key results in-
clude the selection and characterization of onboard sensors and power systems, the evaluation of
fixed-point math operations and Kalman filtering, the performance of different real-time software
platforms, the use of the Bayesian-network based control system for obstacle avoidance and navi-
gation, and the operation of the sequential monocular vision system for simultaneous localization
and mapping, as well as qualification of the design for space conditions..
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Table 4.1: Beaver µrover performance specifications
Specification Quantity Unit
Maximum safe ground incline about roll axis 40 degrees
Maximum safe ground incline about pitch axis 45 degrees
Forward driving force (4 wheels) 320 N
Forward driving force (2 wheels) 160 N
Vertical lift force (4 wheels) 270 N
Vertical lift force (2 wheels) 100 N
Maximum ground clearance (raised) 15 cm
Minimum ground clearance (lowered) 4 cm
Maximum vertical obstacle climb height 5 cm
Maximum sudden cliff drop height 10 cm
Obstacle detection range (IR sensors) 20-200 cm
Obstacle detection range (vision) 30-1200 cm
Cliff detection range (vision) 30-100 cm
4.1 Mechanics
4.1.1 Performance Specifications
Based on the design of the µrover that has been described, a summary of performance specifica-
tions determined through testing is provided in Table 4.1.
4.1.2 Mass Budget
The mass budget for the µrover components is given in Table 4.2. A leftover mass of 1kg is
allotted to each of the payloads front and back and their associated hardware. Contingency per-
centages are also used to allow for some variation in the final mass of each component. The total
mass of the µrover is designed to be 6kg in total with payloads.
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4.2 Electronics
4.2.1 DC-DC Converter Selection
To determine the best choice of COTS voltage converter for use on the µrover, a survey of DC-DC
converter hardware was conducted by obtaining samples of several ICs that fit required criteria
and building the recommended circuit given on the datasheet for each of them to produce 3.3V
(buck converters), 5V (boost converters), or 4.2V (battery chargers). Circuit testing was done
on solderless protoboards, which are known to serve as a poor substitute for PCBs particularly
at high switching frequencies, but this was considered to be a valid environmental limitation to
prove that the ICs could still operate under highly adverse conditions. Most ICs tested were
from Maxim and Linear Technology due to the high integration and low number of external
components common to their parts, but ICs from other manufacturers were considered as well.
The criteria for IC selection were as follows:
• Available in SOIC, SOT, or other hand-solderable SMT packages
• Able to produce the required voltage through internal external resistor dividers
• Low complexity in circuit, leading to lower chance of failure
• Minimal possibility of shoot-through or shorting
• External MOSFET switching preferred for better heatsinking
• Minimum number of additional external parts
As the tested parts performed very differently from each other, A qualitative comparison was
considered to be sufficient for selection, given in Table 4.3. From this testing, the MAX1626
step-down converter IC was chosen as the best option for producing 3.3V from the 3.7V supply,
and it has performed very well in the different modules of the µrover under outdoor and thermal
vacuum testing with a quiescent current of only 100µA. An exception is the powering of the
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AT91RM9200 microcontroller on the OBC, as it requires an additional 1.8V supply and is pow-
ered by an LTC3407 dual-output supply, which is small and performs well but is difficult to hand
solder. The MAX1736 is the only pulse-charging IC for Li-Ion batteries, but integrates PWM
charge control into a SOT23 package and provides very high efficiencies, and potential currents
when compared to linear regulated chargers such as the MAX1811, with the limitation that the
voltage source must be limited as it is in the case of solar charging. Some parts are capable of
being used in both buck and boost configurations, such as the LTC1111 and 1173. The MAX608
with a quiescent current of 200µA was used successfully to produce 5V for USB in the prototype
µrover until the Li-Ion battery stack was implemented.
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4.2.2 Motor Drive Testing
The four-channel hybrid drive motor controller designed for the µrover prototype was constructed
and connected to the BLWRPG093S-12V-3500-R139 drive motors. For programmed control, a
set of embedded motor control functions were added to the Atmel AVR microcontroller software
library written for the µrover and implemented in a program for the ATMega1281 microcontroller
that controls the half-bridges on the drive board. In order to drive brushless motors, commutation
of the motor coils must be very fast and reliable, so the commutation algorithm in software for
switching the half-bridges was implemented as a look-up table. This is shown in Table 4.4.
The entries prefixed by 0b in this table are numbers given in binary to more clearly indicate the
bit-wise operation of the microcontroller pins that are set using the table.
The table is used as follows: the three-bit input from the three-phase Hall sensors on the mo-
tor are used to determine the position of the rotor by directly indexing the rows of the table as a
numerical index from 1 to 6. This value is shown in the “Hall Output” column. The binary entry
in the “Enables” column then is used to directly set three adjacent pins on the microcontroller to
control turning each of the three half-bridges on or off, and the binary entry in the “High/Low”
column is used to directly set another three adjacent pins on the microcontroller that set whether
each half-bridge connects the end of a coil to the supply voltage (high) or ground (low). For each
step of rotation of the BLDC motor, there are two choices for selecting high and low side for each
of the three half-bridges depending on whether clockwise (CW, negative) or counter-clockwise
(CCW, positive) rotation is desired. For clockwise rotation, the “CW High/Low” column is used,
while for counter-clockwise rotation, the “CCW High/Low” column is used. Note that the set-
tings of the enable signals are the same for either clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation due
to the fact that rotational direction is determined by the direction that current flows in the active
motor coil, but separate columns in the table are used to increase flexibility in future implementa-
tions and because there is no speed performance decrease by using a slightly larger table. Turning
the motor controllers off is done by indexing the table with 0 (in which case High/Low selection
doesn’t matter), and braking the motors by connecting both terminals of all phases to the high
side is done by indexing the table with 0b111, as neither value can be encountered during Hall
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Table 4.4: Commutation Output Look-Up Table for Hybrid Motor Drive Brushless DC Operation
Description Hall Output CW Enables CW High/Low CCW Enables CCW High/Low
Off: 0b000 0b000 0b000 0b000 0b111
Step 0: 0b001 0b011 0b010 0b011 0b001
Step 2: 0b010 0b110 0b100 0b110 0b010
Step 1: 0b011 0b101 0b100 0b101 0b001
Step 4: 0b100 0b101 0b001 0b101 0b100
Step 5: 0b101 0b110 0b010 0b110 0b100
Step 3: 0b110 0b011 0b001 0b011 0b010
Brake: 0b111 0b111 0b000 0b111 0b111
sensor operation. Starting the motor involves several periods of auto-commutation, in which the
table is stepped through automatically at low speed in the same sequence as the Hall sensors
would provide until sufficient rotational momentum is built up that the sensors can be used to
determine the next rotor position. This is done automatically when the control program identifies
that the half-bridge outputs are on but no movement is occurring.
For efficient operation, commutation of the motor must be very fast to keep pace with the
rotation of the motor. Commutation table lookups and control pin settings are interrupt-driven to
ensure that no commutation steps are missed. A cascade of three exclusive-OR gates is used to
multiplex all three of the hall sensor outputs on a motor to a single interrupt pin, as not enough
interrupt pins are available on the ATMega1281 to separately connect all Hall sensors. The table
indexing operation is very fast, taking only a few clock cycles on the microcontroller to complete,
and by making use of the interrupt priority sequencing on the AVR, interrupt-driven commuta-
tion of four motors simultaneously by a single microcontroller core running at 14.7456MHz has
proven to be unexpectedly reliable. The main limitation of this efficient direct-indexing method
is that the enable and side selection pins for the half-bridges must both be on three adjacent and
sequential pins on a port, which is not usually a problem on large microcontrollers. Speed control
is accomplished by setting a timer/counter on the microcontroller to limit the amount of time that
the half-bridges are allowed to remain on at each commutation step, synchronously limiting the
amount of total energy allowed into a coil. Although a small number of extra microcontroller
clock cycles are required to set the timer, it does not noticeably affect the reliability of the motor.
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Table 4.5: Encoder Increment Look-Up Table for Hybrid Motor Drive Brush DC Operation
Current State: 0b00 0b01 0b10 0b11
Last state 0b00: 0 -1 1 0
Last state 0b01: 1 0 0 -1
Last state 0b10: -1 0 0 1
Last state 0b11: 0 1 -1 0
To make the hybrid drive symmetric in operation when used for brush DC motors, the same
structure is used for brush DC operation, as shown in Table 4.5. However, brush DC motors are
not usually equipped with three-phase Hall sensors, but instead use conventional rotary encoders
that typically use a two-bit Gray code scheme where successive increments differ by only one bit.
The bit that is changed determines the direction of rotation. So the table is indexed directly from
the two-bit encoder input for the motor with the row selected by the previous binary state, and
the column selected by the current binary state. Rather than providing the ordering of bit outputs
directly as would be needed for commutation, the table provides the increment or decrement in
position used for determining the speed of the motor. An increment indicates counter-clockwise
(right-handed) rotation and a decrement indicates clockwise rotation. The increments and decre-
ments are added up between controller software updates, an operation that is again driven by
interrupts and takes very few cycles to complete, and then divided by the elapsed time between
updates to determine the motor speed, which is then used as feedback for the control algorithm.
For electronic testing of the software-commutated motor controller, a single unloaded brush-
less DC motor was connected to one channel (a set of three half-bridges) on the controller, and
an oscilloscope with logic analyzer (a Rigol DS1052D) was connected to the controller outputs
and used to probe both the drive voltage and half-bridge control signals. Figure 4.1 shows the
resulting traces. The analog channel 1 in the top half of the plot shows the voltage at the “A”
terminal of the motor, which is indicative of all three motor terminals as the windings and drive
topology are symmetric. The topmost digital signals D6, D7, and D8 show the outputs from the
three-phase Hall sensors on the motor that overlap in commutation intervals as they should, the
next three D3, D4, and D5 show the enable signals for the three half-bridges where always two
out of the three bridges must be enabled, and the last three D0, D1, and D2 show the side select
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(a) 6V Operation (b) 12V Operation
Figure 4.1: Control outputs for BLDC motor with software commutation at 6V (a) and 12V (b)
signals, such that one of the two enabled half-bridges must be set to high side and the other must
be set to low side at any given time. It is relatively simple to see that the digital signals follow
the same pattern as the binary entries in the commutation table 4.4. Two tests were performed
to determine the difference between 6V (half nominal) and 12V (nominal) input voltage for the
motor.
For comparison of the software-commutated motor controller with purely hardware commu-
tation methods, the logic circuit shown in Figure 2.34 was implemented using discrete logic ICs
on a separate prototyping board with a separate set of three half-bridges to run the motor. The
same configuration of enable and side select pins was probed by oscilloscope so that the opera-
tion of the hardware and software based drivers could be compared. Figure 4.2 shows the results
from this test, in which the same motor, rotation direction, test conditions and oscilloscope trace
connections are used as in Figure 4.1, and Figure 4.3 shows the testing setup for the hardware-
commutated motor controller.
The motor speed observed at 6V is slightly more than half of the motor speed at 12V , indicat-
ing that the scaling of speed with input voltage at nearly constant output torque is approximately
linear, but not completely due to the effects of small changes in dynamic friction at different
motor speeds and nonlinear dynamics within the motor coils. In all tests, the brushless DC mo-
tor operated as designed. The most significant difference between the software-commutated and
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(a) 6V Operation (b) 12V Operation
Figure 4.2: Control outputs for BLDC motor with hardware commutation at 6V (a) and 12V (b)
Figure 4.3: Testing of brushless DC control with hardware commutation
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hardware-commutated configurations was the regular appearance of small zero transients in the
pin outputs, which can be seen when the enable and side select outputs are high. No software
explanation could be found for these transients, though they are only microseconds in length
and therefore do not have a significant impact on controller operation due to limitations on the
switching speed of the half-bridges. The timing and amplitude of the analog motor voltage is
less regular, indicating that switching speeds are not precisely the same in every commutation
cycle, which is to be expected in a limited-frequency clocked system. In contrast, the hardware-
commutated controller provides extremely reliable and clean timing as it has neither a clock
nor significant latency in its response to the Hall sensors. Higher speed is observed in both of
the hardware-commutated tests relative to the software-commutated tests because the faster and
cleaner switching times of the discrete logic ICs decreases phase lag on the motor bridges and
increases overall efficiency.
However, the major drawbacks of the hardware-commutated configuration are that it cannot
easily support brush DC motors, does not auto-start, and there is no speed control. An external
microcontroller with PWM capability or digitally-controllable PWM or DAC chip would be re-
quired for DC motor operation in any case. Starting the hardware-commutated motor requires
turning the rotor externally to build up momentum before commutation can occur. This requires
a change in the commutation logic and significantly complicates the design of the hardware.
Speed control could potentially be accomplished simply by introducing an external pulse-width
modulated (PWM) signal into the enable pin logic. The problem is that the switching speed of
the half-bridges is not greatly higher than the needed commutation speed and aliasing occurs
at useable frequencies, such that a different number of PWM pulses may occur on each com-
mutation step, greatly decreasing efficiency and causing unreliable operation, so speed control
must be synchronous with commutation, again complicating the design. Due to its flexibility,
operational capabilities, and the smaller form factor of not requiring external discrete logic, a
software-commutated hybrid motor driver was ultimately used for the µrover motor controller,
and has performed very reliably and consistently overall.
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Figure 4.4: Infrared Range Sensor Profiles for Distance (left) and Surface Angle (right)
4.2.3 Infrared Range Sensor Characterization
To evaluate the performance of the µrover infrared range sensors used for navigation, the µrover
was placed at 2m from one of the mapping obstacles and driven forward while taking positional
measurements. By driving the infrared emitter with its maximum design voltage of 7V , a max-
imum range of rmax = 2m is possible, which is assumed by the sensor model. Additionally, to
ensure that the range sensor would function at oblique angles to a target, a mapping obstacle was
placed at 1m distance and the normal of the facing surface rotated through ϑo = (45◦ . . . − 45◦)
with respect to the line of sight of the sensor. Profiles of digital range rraw versus actual range and
digital range with respect to the facing surface angle of the target ϑo are plotted in Figure 4.4.
An 8-bit ADC is used for measurement of the range sensor, and the sensor output noise level
remains within ±1 8-bit unit throughout most of the test. Fitting the profile of rraw to a first-order
rational function yields the polynomial fit rraw ≈ (−7.933r+56.61)/(r+0.07544), which is solved
for r to obtain the transfer function r = −(0.08(943rraw − 707625))/(1000rraw + 7933) used to
calculate the actual range from the given measurements. The combination of sensor, ADC, and
polynomial fit noise results in an RMS error of σr = 2.777 8-bit units (1.33%) in rraw, which
is more than acceptable for the main driver of uncertainty in the map, our rover positioning
error. Variation with target surface angle of rraw(ϑo) is also very low, showing no appreciable
dependence on ϑo and only slightly higher noise than with no rotation. As there is no fitting
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estimation, an RMS error of 1.015 is observed for this case.
In practice, infrared range sensors such as these are limited in capability by ambient sunlight.
Strong direct sunlight can overwhelm the intensity of the infrared beam generated from the sensor
and make it almost impossible for the sensor to distinguish the location of the reflected beam on
nearby objects. For this reason, the current models of infrared sensor are considered to be low-
cost development and testing alternatives to more robust range sensors such as laser rangefinders
or LIDAR systems that would be used on actual flight hardware. Range sensors used as flight
hardware would have a number of additional performance factors to consider with respect to the
environment of Mars and the specific conditions expected, ambient sunlight being chief among
these. Similarly-designed optical rangefinders could potentially be used in daylight on a planetary
mission if the central electromagnetic frequency of the optical emitter is sufficiently different
from that of the ambient light expected at the mission site. While the broad spectrum of sunlight
that passes through a thin atmosphere such as that on Mars makes this difficult despite lower
peak intensity from being further from the sun [Edmondson et al. 2005], intense low-infrared
or ultraviolet illumination could provide feasible detection. Another important consideration is
surface reflectivity. Knowing which frequencies of electromagnetic radiation are most highly
reflected from expected obstacles, chiefly rocks, allows an appropriate choice of frequency for
the sensor. This also involves an understanding of the diffuse coefficient of reflection of the rock
surface at that frequency to ensure that obstacles can be detected at oblique angles and will not
specularly reflect away incident beams. Taking these considerations into account, selecting a
very narrow band-pass filter for the receiving sensor or using a photodetector with very a small
frequency response range will also increase the accuracy of the sensor by eliminating ambient
light that has not been cast by the emitter. Accurately obtaining the peak location of illumination
for a triangulation-based sensor or the peak time for a time-of-flight-based sensor in a similar
manner to centroiding on an array-based sun sensor will then provide accurate range estimation.
Naturally, such sensors must also not be placed such that their sensing angles overlap or the light
cast by each may interfere with adjacent sensors.
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Figure 4.5: Example of Linear Array Output
4.2.4 Sun Sensor Characterization
The customized sun sensing methods for aiding in µrover navigation was tested thoroughly in
the laboratory environment and briefly on a sunny day outdoors to verify that operation was as
expected and sensor outputs were within reasonable error bounds.
4.2.4.1 Photodiode Array Sensing
Typical illumination measurements from the photodiode array sun sensor are shown in Figure
4.5.
The estimated, centroided solar angle θ is plotted in Figure 4.6, with the actual solar angle
used on the gimbal test apparatus shown as a straight line for comparison. In general, very good
agreement is achieved between the estimated and actual solar angles. It is worth noting that this
angular data is not filtered or smoothed, but still achieves consistent tracking.
If an N-slit is used to perform estimation of the transverse angle φ, multiple illumination
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Figure 4.6: Sun Angle θ Results from Linear Array for 60◦ to −60◦
centroids are present on the sensor as shown in Figure 4.7, and must be partitioned separately.
However, as the angle φ increases from the vertical, it is common for one of the illuminated
regions to move off the sensor for moderately high angles of θ, and the other two illuminated
regions to approach and ultimately merge together as seen in Figure 4.8. This poses a problem
for centroid partitioning as angle increases. To mitigate this problem, the outer boundaries of the
illuminated areas are tracked, and the centroids are constrained to be between these boundaries
and the midpoint between the boundaries. Having a precise geometry for the N-slit is essential for
accuracy in this case, and some calibration must be performed for the alignment of the sensor and
N-slit, particularly for the angle δ that the side slits make with the center slit. Using the centroid
from the center slit located at position d2 and the centroid of one of the side slits at position d1 ,
the angle φ can be estimated by using [M.-S. Wei & You 2011]
φn = atan(
d2 − d1
h tan(δ)
). (4.1)
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Figure 4.7: Example of N-Slit Output at low θ angles
The estimated transverse solar angle φ obtained from N-slit measurements by using Equation
4.1 is shown in Figure 4.9. Reasonable agreement is obtained, but the error is higher than in
simple linear slit measurements due to the greater complexity of constructing a precise N-slit.
Accurate measurements of angles above approximately 35◦ could not be obtained due to difficul-
ties accurately partitioning and centroiding the illuminated areas on the sensor at high angles of φ.
The use of a wider N-slit or thinner material and slit width can be used to extend the measurable
angles of this sensor.
Using both the angles θ and φ and precalculated solar ephemeris data, a test of calculating
the heading of the µrover was conducted. The sun sensor was mounted on the µrover with the
orientation aligned with the body frame as stated above, and the µrover rotated from 165◦ to
135◦ away from north. The estimated heading angle for the 30◦ sweep is plotted in Figure 4.10,
with the externally measured angle superimposed for reference. To improve the accuracy of this
measurement, a 2-point moving average was used in processing.
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Figure 4.8: Example of N-Slit Output at high θ angles
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Figure 4.9: Transverse Sun Angle φ Results from N-Slit for 0◦ to 45◦
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Figure 4.10: Estimated Micro-Rover Heading Across 30◦ of Rotation
4.2.4.2 Solar Current Sensing
Current measurement using high gains and ADC sensing generates much more noise than digital
sensing using a linear array. Although a constant current draw and capacitive decoupling of
the amplifiers and microcontroller pins was used in this study, applying a windowed average to
the data assuming slow changes in angle was necessary to achieve consistent results. Figure
4.11 shows the solar panel current output In−1, In, and In+1 for three solar panels enumerated
as n − 1 (facing the +Y axis), n (facing the +X axis), and n + 1 (facing the -Y axis) in the
direction of increasing angle about a 1U CubeSat. Smooth reference curves for the actual solar
angles presented in gimbal testing with respect to each panel cos(θn−1), cos(θn), and cos(θn+1) are
superimposed for reference.
After filtering the current In from each panel n, the quadrant that actual solar angle lies in with
respect to the satellite body must be determined. The most straightforward method of doing this
is to simply identify which panels are exposed to the most sunlight by comparing the relative solar
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Figure 4.11: Solar Panel Current Measurements for −180◦ to 180◦
panel currents and assigning the appropriate sinusoid quadrant function using mapping functions.
As the greatest change in illumination is present at high solar angles to each panel, it is possible
to determine the quadrant of a sine function for the satellite body frame angle θb by using only
In−1 and In+1 to determine the mapping for only the current In.
In−1 > In+1 ⇒ θb = asin(In/max(In))
In−1 > In+1 ⇒ θb = asin(−In/max(In)) + pi/2 (4.2)
Using Equation 4.2, the current from each solar panel is used to obtain an estimated body
frame angle θb over a 180◦ arc, shown in Figure 4.12. It is evident that there is a discontinuity
and higher inaccuracy near the angle θb = 90◦ which corresponds to θn = 0. This is due to the
sudden jump in assignment, but also to the inaccuracy determining angles close to the vertical.
To mitigate this, a revised mapping given in Equation 4.3 can be used that takes advantage of the
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Figure 4.12: Angle from Single Solar Panel Current for 0◦ to 180◦
other solar panels’ contributions at high angles to increase the accuracy of measurement. The
estimated body frame angle θb for this case is shown in Figure 4.13.
In−1 > In > In+1 ⇒ θb = asin(In/max(In))
In > In−1 > In+1 ⇒ θb = asin(−In−1/max(In−1)) + pi/4
In > In+1 > In−1 ⇒ θb = asin(In+1/max(In+1)) + pi/4
In+1 > In > In−1 ⇒ θb = asin(−In/max(In)) + pi/2 (4.3)
It should be noted that as the µrover receives most of its power from vertically-oriented solar
panels, Equation 4.2 is more appropriate for µrover use where less useful information is obtained
at θb = 90◦. Current sensing results are much more noisy and less linear than the results from
the photodiode array. In particular, the ADC offsets and gains must be calibrated for each panel
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Figure 4.13: Angle from All Solar Panel Currents for 0◦ to 180◦
separately to ensure that measurements can be compared. By applying Equation 2.106 and de-
termining the angular quadrant around the satellite that the sun is in, it is possible to extract an
estimate of relative solar angle to each panel. Combining several panels allows determination of
a solar angle with respect to the vehicle body at any angle observed by solar panels. While this
method may be considered generally less reliable than direct solar measurement, it does allow
solar angle measurement without dedicated sensors at a wider range of angles than a single ex-
ternal sensor would be able to measure. Equations 2.103, 2.104, 2.105 can be applied for a rover
so long as two orthogonal axes of angular measurement can be obtained from the solar panel
geometry.
4.2.4.3 Comparison of Sensing Methodologies
To effectively compare the two methodologies described here, it is important to include the error
of measurement with respect to ground truth during testing. Figure 4.14 shows the estimation
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error for the linear array angle measurement of θ from Figure 4.6 using Equation 2.102. Figure
4.15 shows the estimation error of the transverse angle φ for the array while using an N-slit from
Figure 4.9 using Equation 4.1, and Figure 4.16 shows the error in Figure 4.10 using an N-slit for
heading estimation. Finally, Figure 4.17 shows the estimation error for the solar panel current
angle measurement from Figure 4.13 using Equation 4.3. The linear array shows a maximum er-
ror of approximately ±5◦ overall with less consistency in the N-slit measurement, while the solar
current sensing shows a maximum error of approximately ±7◦. These are comparable results, but
the linear array data is obtained by centroiding and is otherwise unfiltered, while the solar current
data requires significant filtering to remove measurement noise. Hence the use of a discrete digital
sensor is still expected to provide better reliability and overall accuracy, though with appropriate
data processing, solar current measurement can also provide useable and complimentary coarse
angle measurements. The tracking accuracy and noise present in µrover heading estimation is
comparable to the sensor laboratory tests, but slightly lower as a moving average was used, and
indicates that useable heading information can be extracted using a single N-slit sensor.
4.2.5 Power Budget
The power budget for all electronic components in the µrover is given in Table 4.6. Each major
component currently used for the µrover was tested to evaluate its average power consumption.
As the 3.3V and 11.1V power buses are used to drive different components and run on effectively
separate Lithium-Ion cells (with the exception of sharing one ground-level cell), the high and
low voltage power consumption was evaluated separately. Also, power production, storage, and
consumption are listed separately. The duty cycle of each component gives an estimate of what
percentage of time it would be active during a typical mission. In the case of high current devices
such as the drive motors, the duty cycle is largely dependent on how much power is available
from the solar arrays over the day, currently estimated to be 50%. Two complimentary estimates
are given for the OBC as it is expected to be constantly in use, but draws significantly less power
when not at a high computational load. An efficiency is also calculated for each component that
is based on how approximately efficient the conversion of power to that component is with the
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Figure 4.14: Error in Linear Array θ Estimation
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Figure 4.15: Error in Linear Array with N-Slit φ Estimation
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DC-DC switching converters in use. The result is a total power estimate for each component and
each bus. Power estimates for the solar arrays and batteries were verified by Navarathinam in
previous testing [Navarathinam 2010].
The table indicates that with all solar arrays operating optimally, just over 7W can be pro-
duced. Just under 1W of power is needed under normal conditions for the onboard electronics,
and the payloads and drive motors with the estimates given here will require approximately 5W.
This leaves a budget of 1W for potential changes in mission duty cycles and charging the onboard
batteries, which could store an estimated 17.6W in total but are unlikely to retain their optimal
capacity in the extreme conditions that will be experienced. If the solar arrays are not deployed
or damaged and operating at 50% production, the mission can still be performed with approxi-
mately half the duty cycle expected, mainly dependent on the amount of time spent driving. If the
batteries are fully charged and at nominal capacity, nearly three hours of normal mission opera-
tions can be carried out without solar energy. The µrover monitors how much battery capacity is
remaining and shuts down heavy power use components such as the motors if battery power is too
low. Shutdown at night is also preferred for avoiding operation in extreme cold and preserving
battery power.
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4.3 Fixed-Point Arithmetic Testing
The value of fixed-point arithmetic is determined largely by the increase in processing efficiency
it holds over floating-point arithmetic, particularly on systems without a dedicated FPU, while
trading off numerical precision. Here, we test both the precision of the fixed-point representation
and the relative speed with which calculations can be performed with respect to floating-point
operations implemented by the compiler largely using software methods. Though some ARM
instructions are designed to speed up floating-point calculations, a dedicated FPU is regardless
much faster, so a significant difference is expected. To generate as large a set of numbers with as
high numerical entropy as possible without causing overflows that may alter test results, a list of
N = 1000 numbers was initially created in both “double” and “fix” formats using the rule
an = log2(npi), n = 1 . . .N. (4.4)
This list of numbers was used to create an opportunity for N2 = 1000000 total iterations of
each calculation by nested loops over two indices in the appropriate list and performing a cal-
culation for each combination of list elements [an, am]∀(n = 1 . . .N,m = 1 . . .N). Calculations
for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, inverse, square root, sine and cosine were per-
formed and timed separately for both floating-point (“double”) fixed-point (“fix”) operations. The
extra function call overhead for fixed-point functions was minimized by declaring the fixed-point
operations as inline. To prevent the compiler from optimizing out the operations used, the result
was added to an accumulation variable in each case, which was printed after timing completed to
ensure that the variable was used. Table 4.7 shows the time taken for all one million iterations of
each operation on the 180MHz AT91RM9200 ARM9 microcontroller that is used for the µrover
on-board computer. The operation that is run for 1 million cycles is shown, then the time taken
using “double” floating point in seconds, the time taken using 16.16 fixed-point in seconds, and
the speed up ratio t f loating/t f ixed are given for each operation.
In all results, a significant increase in speed is evident, though less so for the operations of
division and inversion, due to the extra division required in fixed-point format. Multiplication
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Table 4.7: Results of Timing Tests for Floating-Point and Fixed-Point Math Operations
Operation Time, Floating-Point (s) Time, Fixed-Point (s) Ratio
Addition 1.003 0.057 17.69
S ubtraction 1.144 0.056 20.27
Multiplication 0.976 0.1460 6.678
Division 3.662 3.215 1.138
S quareRoot 15.733 2.001 7.862
Invert 4.119 2.890 1.425
S ine 25.183 0.202 124.8
Cosine 24.994 0.202 123.6
retains a noticeable improvement. Addition and Subtraction show a predictably large increase in
speed as they can be done as native integer operations, which is very beneficial for algorithms
that use large sums and differences. Sine and cosine operations show the greatest increase in
speed due to the use of look-up tables, which are only practical for sine and cosine as they are
periodic functions.
To evaluate the precision error of different operations in 16.16 fixed-point format relative to
floating point “double” format, sets of pseudo-random numbers were chosen in increasing orders
of magnitude and each operation was performed using these numbers. The rationale is that the
error of fixed-point will change as numbers change in scale because the fractional step size is
fixed at |1/2N f |, and therefore will be less important for larger numbers. The method for choosing
sets of numbers uses the pseudo-random function rand which produces numbers between 0 and
1, and the exponential constant e to produce exponentially-increasing numbers with high entropy,
and is defined as
an = rand × en, n = 1 . . .N. (4.5)
Using these sets of test numbers, the logarithmic error for each operation log10(|c f ix − c f loat|)
was plotted against the logarithm of the resulting floating-point value c f loat from each operation,
or just the value itself for sin and cos. It is evident that the error does decrease as the order of
magnitude for each number increases, and in all cases, the error is manageably small.
Thoughout these tests, subsequent runs gave consistent results, so the information stated here
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Figure 4.18: X-Y Position and State Error for UKF Positioning Simulation
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should remain consistent on similar ARM9 architecture machines. Matrix and vector operations
were verified by comparing the results of operations to those in the MATLAB environment, and
all functions were debugged and validated as operating properly within the precision of the 16.16
fixed point representation, and compatible in terms of output with MATLAB and Octave.
4.4 Kalman Filtering Results
Several sigma-point Kalman filters based on the UKF and CKF were coded from scratch in
MATLAB (without using any of the built-in toolboxes). Variants of these such as the augmented
UKF, square-root UKF, adaptive UKF, and fuzzy adaptive UKF were constructed as well. A
simulation of a simple skid-steered vehicle with sensors functioning as wheel encoders, a GPS,
and a magnetometer was created to test these filters. The state vector used for this filter is x =
[v, θ, x, y], and it is updated at 1Hz using the vehicle model in Equations 2.6 and 2.8. An S-curve
maneuver is programmed as the path and positional white (Gaussian) noise of mean 1cm and
standard deviation 10cm is added at each time step, and the same pseudo-random noise is used
for all filters in this test (generated from the same random seed). Using this model, the UKF,
Adaptive UKF (AUKF), Minimum set UKF (MUKF), and CKF algorithms were tested. Figure
4.19 shows the simulation results of absolute position and state variable error for the UKF. The
estimated error for each sample point is shown next to the position, and the total RMS error σ
and correction factor of the filter output versus noisy input (x(t + 1) + q)/x˜(t + 1) is shown under
each error plot. An additional test was performed with a fault injected that causes the estimate of
position to be 0 between iterations 20 and 30 (a condition which can mirror a temporary loss of
communication or hardware failure of the GPS unit) to evaluate whether the filter would become
unstable and how fast recovery occurs. Results for this test are shown in Figure 4.20.
The UKF with the addition of adaptivity for Q using Equations 2.132-2.134 was tested next.
Additionally, Equation 2.135 was used to examine the system for unacceptably large errors in
estimation, with the error factor shown next to the position sample points. Green numbers are
error factors below the threshold for this test ςt = 11, and red numbers are larger error factors, for
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Figure 4.19: X-Y Position and State Error for UKF Positioning Simulation
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Figure 4.20: X-Y Position and State Error for UKF Positioning with Position Sensor Fault
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Figure 4.21: X-Y Position and State Error for Adaptive UKF Positioning Simulation
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Figure 4.22: X-Y Position and State Error for Adaptive UKF Positioning with Position Sensor
Fault
which the state and sensor error covariance matrices should be adapted to improve performance.
Results are shown in Figure 4.21. The results for the same test with the fault injected are shown
in Figure 4.22
To illustrate the adaptation of the P and Q matrices over successive iterations of the filter,
the elements of P˜(t + 1) and Qˆ(t + 1) are plotted in Figure 4.23 for the case with no fault, and
in Figure 4.24 for the case with the fault injected. It can be noted that the adaptivity of Q has a
subsequent effect on lowering P, and both change rapidly in response to the fault.
For comparison, the implementation of the Minimum-set UKF using Equations 2.136-2.142
was tested under the same conditions, with results shown in Figure 4.25. Similar results to the
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Figure 4.23: Elements of P and Q Matrices for Adaptive UKF with Position Sensor Fault
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Figure 4.24: Elements of P and Q Matrices for Adaptive UKF with Position Sensor Fault
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Figure 4.25: X-Y Position and State Error for Minimum-Set UKF Positioning Simulation
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Figure 4.26: X-Y Position and State Error for Minimum-Set UKF Positioning with Position
Sensor Fault
UKF can be observed primarily due to the simplicity of the system model, which allows the
MUKF to remain stable and comparable in performance.
Finally, the CKF implementation was tested under the same conditions, with the fault-free
case shown in Figure 4.27 and the fault shown in Figure 4.28. For this example, the CKF performs
marginally better than the UKF in most cases, though relative performance depends to some
extent on the noise injected.
The best results in general were achieved with the comparably-performing basic UKF and
CKF, although this is partly due to the simplicity of the system model. Adaptive updating of noise
covariance matrices operates, but does not improve performance in this case where the system
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Figure 4.27: X-Y Position and State Error for CKF Positioning Simulation
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Figure 4.28: X-Y Position and State Error for CKF Positioning with Position Sensor Fault
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is well-characterized and may provide better performance in real applications due to changing
statistics. These implementations have verified that the CKF performs at worst, equivalently to
a UKF and at best, better than a UKF on simple nonlinear systems with Gaussian statistics. The
MUKF performed well in general for this case and can be used to decrease execution time for
the filter. However, the UKF itself is used for most of the remainder of this research due to the
flexibility in adjusting sigma points and the option of adding adaptivity for noise covariances,
which involves a simple set of extra calculations. Choosing the appropriate noise covariances is
important for accurate assumptions made by the filter. For example, if the system noise covari-
ance estimate is too small, there will be a tendency for the state to execute a “random walk” by
deemphasizing the sensor readings.
4.5 RTOS Performance Results
4.5.1 Test Setup
The test suite consists of three programs. Each program should be executed separately (i.e. not
at the same time on the same board) The tasks are described below. Each platform has a separate
source code tree including the three tests and all associated code.
• Program “rt int measure”, executes an ISR when an external line is triggered
• Program “rt video measure”, performs a simple feature tracking algorithm on a video file
• Program “rt comm measure”, performs receive-retransmit operations on Ethernet packets
Each program executes the appropriate task at 1ms intervals while sampling the system clock
at entry and exit. The logic fabric on the attached FPGA runs from a separate high-resolution
timer and logs the signalled start and stop times to a First-In First-Out buffer (FIFO). The start
time of the thread should exhibit a constant offset from the high-resolution timer. The time from
start to execution of an interrupt is considered to be interrupt latency. The time from execution to
end of the thread is considered to be run time. Any deviation in start or end time over successive
runs is considered to be jitter.
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The test programs are based on Express Logic’s open-source Thread-metric routines, which
provide both single-threaded and multi-threaded testing for RTOS characteristics. While co-
operative scheduling of 5 threads at once is possible with these tests, the focus will be on the
performance of a single high-priority thread under load from lower-priority processes. For bare-
hardware targets, only a single thread may be possible as no scheduler is available, so loading
tasks will be run only before and after the high-priority task. Loading is accomplished using code
from the stress program.
The rt int measure program first sets up an interrupt handler for a hardware interrupt line,
creates a low-priority load thread if needed and then messages the RT logic core periodically to
generate a hardware interrupt. The program then services the interrupt, signalling the logic core at
execution, and records the time between interrupt initiation and latency. For Linux tests, a kernel
driver must be used to service the interrupts, and the rt int measure program then reads the time
that the driver recorded through a device node. The data is written as a single column of values,
each representing an interrupt latency measurement. The rt vid measure program was designed
to read a short segment of MJPG video into memory from the SD card, initiate a low-priority
load thread if needed, and then initiates a thread that runs a frame-by-frame decompression and
FAST keypoint processing algorithm. However, due to the complexity of reading in such a video
segment to bare hardware, for comparison with bare hardware a simple loop with a square-root
operation is currently used in the comparison results across all platforms that provides a consistent
algorithm. Messages are sent to the logic core at the start and stop of each process, and the
difference between these measurements is used as the processing metric. Data is output in three
comma-separated columns for the starting time measurement, the ending time measurement, and
the difference between the two which is the processing time.
The rt comm measure program measures real-time processing of Ethernet packets, and is cur-
rently unavailable on bare-hardware targets. When started, this program will start a loading thread
and then listen for connections on port 30000. The Ethernet port should be connected directly
(with a crossover cable if necessary) to a host computer running Linux, or alternately directed to
the loopback address 127.0.0.1. The companion program rt comm txrx can be run on a separate
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computer or alternately on the same computer using the loopback address. The rt comm measure
program will send each packet, receive the same packet sent back by the rt comm txrx program,
and parse the contents. The round-trip transmission time is measured by the real time logic. It
should be noted that unless the target computer is also running a real-time OS, the processing
time will not be real-time deterministic due to the processing required by the connected com-
puter. Data is output in three comma-separated columns for the starting time measurement, the
ending time measurement, and the difference between the two which is the round-trip time.
4.5.2 Test Results
In general, the results show performance attributes between the different platforms that would be
expected. Unpatched Linux shows comparatively high latencies, processing time and jitter in all
tests performed and serves as the reference for real-time performance, though large latencies are
often experienced as other tasks interrupt the system.
Column graphs of the data show the accumulated timing values for all RT tests, with interrupt
testing in Figure 4.29, communications testing in Figure 4.30, and processing testing in Figure
4.31. Average, overall maximum, and standard deviation values are shown for all performed
tests. For non-RT tests, the outliers described above have been removed from the data so that
a more accurate comparison can be made. Note that outlying values have been removed for a
closer comparison, but in the case of Linux or applications that have non-RT components such
as communications with non-RT systems, large peak latency values (orders of magnitude larger)
can occur in up to 5% of measured latency cases.
The Linux kernel with the Xenomai RT layer does not show a vast difference, but performs
slightly better in terms of processing time and latency and much better in terms of jitter. This
underlines the most important reason to use a hard real-time kernel: execution time has a fixed
limit and does not experience the large outlying latency spikes that occur in non-RT multitasking
systems. These large outliers (2 orders of magnitude higher or more) are present in non-RT Linux
and the communications tests done where a non-RT system is used to relay packets back to the
RT system, and can sometimes account for up to 5% of the latencies in heavy-load cases. In
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general, performance is far more deterministic when using Xenomai but not much faster in terms
of system call overhead.
As could be expected, bare-hardware code on the ARM CPU runs much faster and more
efficiently than Linux code due to much lower system overheads and simpler operation. However,
this is also due to the fact that bare hardware does not natively multi-thread, so these gains
are somewhat misleading as there is no context switching and no chance for other processes to
interrupt the thread. Also, loading is done sequentially rather than in parallel so the difference
between light and heavy CPU loading is not as significant. The bare hardware testing does
underline the performance and determinism gains that are possible when the overhead of the OS
is removed. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the Microblaze tests, but the major difference
is that of overall speed. To obtain comparable times, the timing of the Microblaze processing tests
must be scaled down by five times the difference in CPU frequencies between the processors,
suggesting that on a per-cycle basis, the ARM processor could be up to five times more efficient
in terms of real-time performance. The interrupt processing time at the lower CPU frequency is
better and is comparable to Xenomai times, though the amount of code overhead is much less.
Although patching the Linux kernel with Xenomai limits the versions available, the perfor-
mance and flexibility of Linux is retained and there appears to be no significant drawbacks to
running with a patched kernel. As well, both userspace applications and kernel drivers show
noticeably better timing performance when run with Xenomai real-time support from ipipe. Al-
though not as fast and deterministic as a dedicated RTOS, Xenomai provides all of the benefits
of a Linux system and eliminates the occasional large latencies and accumulated jitter that occur
in non-RT Linux. It appears that hard-real-time performance in Xenomai is practical. In an em-
bedded system where real-time performance for some processes may be desirable, there is really
no reason not to use a Xenomai kernel, so if Linux kernel versions have to be clearly defined
for development, exclusively Xenomai kernels should be used. While bare-hardware code runs
more deterministically, and could be arguably more reliable with sufficient work, over the course
of this project the bare-hardware code proved to be the least reliable and hardest to maintain
and port. Additionally, only one process at a time can be run without a multitasking or interrupt
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Figure 4.29: Results of real-time interrupt testing of OS candidates
Figure 4.30: Results of real-time Ethernet testing of OS candidates
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Figure 4.31: Results of real-time video testing of OS candidates
mechanism and making peripherals such as Ethernet and file systems functional is much more
difficult as detailed above. The use of an operating system framework with POSIX interfaces,
even a simple RTOS, is recommended to avoid these problems.
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Figure 4.32: Probability and Uncertainty Maps, No Obstacles
4.6 Bayesian Navigation Results
Using the methods described in Sections 3.5-3.6, the Beaver was given a 20m by 20m area for
motion, and mapping was constrained to this area in software, although the rover could physically
leave the map due to turning radius constraints. Using the Bayesian mapping strategy with the
goal of exploring all the given map area thoroughly, the rover was allowed to move freely in an
area with no obstacles. For this test, βb = 0.2, dmax = 8m, P(R) = 0.2, and a grid with 0.5m
resolution were used. The grid resolution reflects not only the noise and uncertainty in GPS
measurements, but also the safety margin around obstacles that is desired to avoid collisions.
First, each location in the probability map was initialized to 0 and each in the entropy map
was initialized to 1. Figure 4.32 shows the probability and uncertainty maps. The path that the
rover took during the test is shown as an overlaid black line. The initial entropy map was then
modified with a pseudo-random offset as suggested above with δh = 0.1. Figure 4.33 shows the
probability and uncertainty maps. The new path that the rover chose is shown.
Three obstacles were then placed in the 20m by 20m area to test the obstacle avoidance
methodology. Two 1mx1m obstacles were placed at (14m, 16m) and (7m, 10m), and a 0.5mx1m
obstacle was placed at (12.5m, 3m) in grid coordinates. The layout of the testing area used is
shown in Figure 3.5. The rover was run with the same parameters as the tests above with the
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Figure 4.33: Probability and Initially-Randomized Uncertainty Maps, No Obstacles
uncertainty map initialized to 0 and the entropy map initialized to 1. The resulting path and maps
are shown in Figure 4.34. The test was repeated with the pseudo-random offset as suggested
above with δh = 0.1, and the results are shown in Figure 4.35.
The obstacles are not overly obvious given the statistical nature of the mapping, but they are
visible as points of high probability and low uncertainty, while the remainder of the mapped area
retains an uncertainty of close to 0.1 on average. The peaks in obstacle probability vary between
runs due to small differences in location x or sensor reading r that occur due to real-world un-
certainties. However, even though the probability map varies with each run, the results obtained
regarding object presence are very consistent, as statistical methods are generally robust to uncer-
tainties. Because mapped probability depends on previous map measurements as well as current
ones, if the micro-rover moves too fast, the reliability of the measurements will decrease as well.
It can be noted that obstacles that lie directly in the path of the rover have better characterization
in terms of high probability, because if the uncertainty driver does not force the rover to get close
to obstacles, the sensor model will not place as high a reliability on the resulting probability.
The path was fairly consistent between test runs, with the exception of occasional sensor
errors that momentarily cause the rover to begin obstacle avoidance behaviours, and show up
as small course deviations or loops in the path. The pseudo-random offset caused the rover to
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Figure 4.34: Probability and Uncertainty Maps, With Obstacles
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Figure 4.35: Probability and Initially-Randomized Uncertainty Maps, With Obstacles
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prefer a Cartesian side-to-side movement indicating that the greatest uncertainty search in Eq.
3.66 was dominant, while a flat uncertainty initialization caused a shorter and less regular pattern
indicating that the closest point search in Eq. 3.67 was dominant. The same random seed was
used on all tests, so observing the same motion pattern in both cases is expected. This also
causes a more thorough traversal of the map, resulting in better obstacle characterization. In both
cases, it is evident that the obstacles are detected as peaks in the probability map and successfully
avoided, although due to the high granularity of the mapping, the obstacle location accuracy is
quite coarse. No comparison was done in this study between different test areas and obstacle
layouts, and it is possible that a less predictable path could be desired. In this case, greater
randomization in the algorithm would likely suffice.
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4.7 Vision System Testing
To determine the suitability of Structure-from-Motion methods for multi-robot mapping, a test
was conducted with the µRover prototype and a camera-equipped remote-controlled quadrotor.
The main purposes were to determine how high a spatial resolution for terrain mapping could
be achieved using SfM techniques and whether SfM was suited to mapping done by multiple
vehicles. Processing was done using the free but partially closed-source VisualSFM software
suite, which uses hardware-accelerated SURF and the SSBA sparse bundle adjustment package
to perform feature matching and triangulation. An image of the quadrotor and µRover operating
together is shown in Figure 4.36 and the resulting tracks as processed by VisualSFM are shown
in Figure 4.37. It is evident that with a sufficient number of feature points, both the position of
the cameras and the features in the image can be inferred with reasonable accuracy. However,
computing just this one map took over 7 hours on an Intel Core I7 2600 equipped with an NVidia
GTX570 (GF110) video card for GPU-based acceleration.
For use on the µrover, we tested a set of much computationally-simpler vision algorithms
based on the ORB feature descriptor and pairwise triangulation. Testing was done outdoors
in an open area with rocky ground, similar terrain to what would be expected on Mars. The
Farneback optical flow algorithm from Equations 3.92-3.95 was implemented for short-distance
ego-motion estimation as described in Section 3.7, and Figure 4.38 shows a typical example
of how optical flow operates between two frames in a short distance of motion. Monochrome
versions of captured images are used as the Farneback algorithm does not operate on colour
images. Although all pixels in the image are used for ego-motion estimation, the green arrows
show the directions of flow for a subset of test locations in the image. Using the ego-motion
estimation algorithm described in Equations 3.102-3.108, the three-dimensional translation and
rotation of the camera is estimated as well. The red circle in the image shows the “target” of
ego-motion as projected on the two-dimensional image plane.
Visual SLAM and point cloud construction is done based on the ORB feature descriptor
implemented in OpenCV as described in Section 3.8. Feature detection using ORB results in a
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Figure 4.36: Combined µrover and quadrotor mapping
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Figure 4.37: Point cloud and Motion Tracks of µrover and quadrotor
Figure 4.38: Optical Flow Field for Forward Movement
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Figure 4.39: Good Matches from ORB Feature Points
Figure 4.40: Fundamental Matrix Matches for Triangulation
set of feature points that can be matched between successive images such as shown in Figure
4.39. Note that basic removal of points that are obviously matched incorrectly is necessary here.
Using these matched points, the fundamental matrix F representing the transformation between
the two images was extracted and additional matches were removed that did not fit this model to
a tolerance of 10%. The remaining matches are shown in Figure 4.40.
Triangulation of the point matches can then be performed based on the fundamental matrix.
The feature point cloud by itself, coloured to represent different depths from the camera, is shown
in Figure 4.41. Reprojection of these points into the image gives an idea of the quality of the
triangulation, as shown in Figure 4.42.
The resulting 3-D reconstruction, including both the point cloud and camera/rover motion, is
shown in Figure 4.43. The uncorrected ego-motion measurements are shown in blue, while the
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Figure 4.41: ORB Feature Point Cloud
filtered pose estimates are shown in green.
Although the accuracy of each feature point is not high, this reconstruction is sufficient to
obtain a statistical measure of obstacle locations and heights in front of the µrover. While optical
flow contributes to the motion estimate of the µrover, it is easily confused by scenes that have
many similar textures, and this occasionally causes large deviations in position that are filtered
out of the final position estimate. The pose estimates given by structure-from-motion methods
are in general more accurate as long as a sufficient number of good matches between successive
frames are available. Increasing the accuracy performance of the algorithm is mainly a question
of increasing the number of correct feature points or landmarks used for triangulation.
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Figure 4.42: Reprojected Points after Triangulation
Figure 4.43: SFM Point Cloud for a Simple Maneuver
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Figure 4.44: Removal of front pinion gear prior to disassembly
4.8 Thermal Vacuum Tests
To prepare a spare brushless drive motor for vacuum testing, the gearbox and front shaft were
removed by unscrewing the long front screws holding the gearbox together. The motor itself was
then disassembled by removing the back cover and pulling out the stator. The covers were glued
in and the transmission gear on the shaft was riveted in place, which made disassembly difficult.
As the front cover could not be removed, it was necessary to drill out the shaft to remove the
gear and stator from the back of the motor, as shown in Figure 4.44. This meant that the gearbox
could not be included in testing.
The disassembled motor housing, stator, and bearings were separated as shown in Figure
4.45 then soaked in a series of baths in an ultrasonic cleaner. A small flask containing the parts
was submerged in water in the ultrasonic cleaner tray, and the flask was filled with solvents for
intervals of 30 minutes at a time. First, a turpentine bath was used to clean the parts thoroughly
and remove any traces of oils or polymers. Then an acetone bath was used to clean the turpentine
and more oil from the parts. Three isopropyl alcohol baths were then used to clean the parts even
further. Finally, two baths in distilled water cleaned any traces of alcohol remaining from the
parts. The motor was then reassembled and successfully tested.
Monitoring of the hardware was done through TTL serial connection to the OBC with a
terminal emulator. Connections were made to the DB-25 pass-through connector on the thermal
vacuum chamber as follows:
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Figure 4.45: Disassembled brushless DC motor prior to cleaning
• Pin 2 and Pin 3: Motor Power - to 11.1V supply with readout
• Pin 5: OBC power - to 4.2V supply with readout
• Pin 6: serial TX at 115200 baud 8n1 - to TTL serial adapter RX pin
• Pin 7: serial RX at 115200 baud 8n1 - to TTL serial adapter TX pin
• Pin 18, pin 20, pin 24: Ground - to GND or V- of 11.1V supply and 4.2V supply
In preparation for the test, the motor and electronics were baked in a thermal chamber at 60
oC for 24 hours to remove all traces of moisture and oils, as shown in Figure 4.46.
When assembling the electronics for the T-VAC chamber, temperature probes were placed in
the following locations, listed with peak rated temperatures:
• one on the AT91RM9200 microcontroller chip on OBC (max is 85oC)
• one on the motor driver closest to the opening where the Teflon wires exit (max is 150oC)
• one on the body of the motor (estimated max is 150oC)
• one just inside of the enclosure (max is estimated at 85oC)
The components were placed next to nanosatellite components for testing as shown in Figure
4.47.
The thermal vacuum test procedure was originally stated as four days, with alternating 24
hour periods of a −40oC cold soak and a 60oC hot soak. As manual control of the chamber was
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Figure 4.46: Baking of electronics and motor components in preparation for thermal vacuum
Figure 4.47: Placement of electronics and motor for thermal vacuum testing
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Figure 4.48: µrover and nanosatellite components on thermal vacuum chamber tray
required and due to the complexity of accurately slewing the chamber temperature to constant
values over long periods, some variations in timing and temperature were observed. As the
motors are not intended to be used in space where high heat is encountered, motor tests were
only run at −40oC, while OBC tests were run at both −40oC and 60oC. Data points from the
temperature sensors were manually recorded at 10 minute intervals. Also, the 4.2V and 11.1V
supply currents were monitored to ensure they stayed at less than 250mA, or a hardware fault
would be probable. The µrover and nanosatellite components with the motor on the tray of the
thermal vacuum chamber are shown in Figure 4.48.
The motor test is designed to be simply a slow start, 30 minute run at full power, and slow
stop. The test program is written in C and sends commands to the motor driver to change speed
and read back the motor drive status. It is started with the command ”./runmotor” It normally
runs for 34 minutes, but should be aborted after 40 minutes if it does not stop by itself with the
Ctrl-C keystroke. It will dump a logging file to the current directory with the test data in it.
The OBC test uses the GNU “stress” program, which is commonly used for stress testing of
operating systems and hardware by creating multiple threads that fully use available computing
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resources. As the micro-rover hardware is limited in capacity, only two CPU threads, four I/O
threads, and one virtual memory thread of 8MB size were used, as more than this allotment would
occasionally crash the OBC even under normal conditions. A 15 minute test time was used so
that too much time was not taken from other tests required. The options for this test were used
as:
./stress –cpu 2 –io 4 –vm 1 –vm-bytes 8M –timeout 15m –verbose
In case the program crashed or locked up, an alternate set of options for two CPU and two
I/O threads was provided, as I/O and VM operations were the most troublesome.
./stress –cpu 2 –io 2 –timeout 15m –verbose
A script was created to start the program with the former options, and the test run at both
−40oC and 60oC temperature cycles. The Ctrl-C keystroke can be used in the event of the pro-
gram not finishing in 15 minutes. The resulting temperature data from the temperature sensors
during thermal vacuum testing is shown in Figure 4.49.
It is evident that longer test cycles would result in higher final temperatures, but overall, the
hardware performed well within expectations. The OBC tests showed well-defined temperature
spikes that can be estimated to stabilize at approximately 85oC in hot soak, the maximum rated
temperature for the OBC hardware. The motor ran without any visible problems in vacuum,
and the drivers appeared to heat the enclosure up by approximately 20oC, while the motor itself
experienced a temperature spike of up to 40oC in cold soak.
While this thermal vacuum test was specified for orbital conditions due to the need to test the
µrover at the same time as CubeSat hardware, it does have relevance to the atmospheric condi-
tions on Mars. The surface pressure on Mars of 0.6kPa is not hard vacuum, but it is low enough
that moving parts specified for operation on Earth should function similarly, and oil evacuation
is necessary for the transit to Mars in hard vacuum regardless. Assuming operation of the rover
in Martian summer at warm latitudes, temperatures can be expected to range between 18◦C dur-
ing the day and −65◦C at night [JPL/ASU 2013]. While the 25◦C difference between the tested
and expected minimum temperatures is a limitation, there is no indication that electronic hard-
ware that operates perfectly at −40◦C will fail catastrophically or physically at −65◦C. Extended
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Figure 4.49: Resulting temperatures of µrover components during thermal vacuum testing
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temperature range parts are also available that will operate down to −55◦C with very similar con-
struction. It is therefore reasonable to assume that by powering-down the electronic hardware, it
can survive a Martian night and be enabled by a light sensor or thermal switch during the daytime,
similarly to how the MER were powered down to survive the Martian winters. Additional testing
can verify this when the opportunity arises. While a longer test would be necessary to verify final
temperatures and reliability, the high operability of the system in thermal vacuum indicates that
operations on Mars would be possible with relatively little modification.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
This chapter concludes the dissertation and offers a summary of several potential areas for fu-
ture development and improvement of the µrover technologies. We have examined the complete
mechanical, electronic, and algorithmic design of a modern micro-rover that can perform sim-
ple exploration tasks autonomously in harsh environments, and shown that intelligent, reliable
operation is feasible using innovative probabilistic techniques and custom-created hardware and
software.
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5.1 Mechanical Design
We have designed and constructed a series of µrover prototypes to validate the concept that a
small, simple planetary rover can perform many of the tasks that larger rovers can, and for the
most part these prototypes have performed well. A series of successive designs has allowed
experimentation with many different design factors, and correction of common points of failure.
The application of a minimalist philosophy in design has greatly simplified construction and
maintainance, and minimizes moving parts that could be prone to failure in hostile environments.
The suspension design that was ultimately used has kept the µrover stable and mobile in many
outdoor environments while using a minimum of moving parts. Standardization of fasteners and
sizes also simplifies construction.
The tubular chassis design has proved to be both lightweight and sturdy, and while being easy
to fabricate, has the significant benefit of being able to contain and protect sensors, actuators, and
wiring. Storage and deployment of the chassis is very simple also, involving a retaining strap that
can be cut automatically. The 100mmx150mmx50mm electronics enclosures have been sufficient
to enclose all electronic hardware required for operation of the µrover including batteries and
drive controller, and two payload spaces are available for additional sensors and actuators such
as rock drills or ground-penetrating radar, currently under development.
The kinematic analysis and parameterization done for the µrover suspension is the first anal-
ysis of this kind of four-arm independent suspension, and with the addition of intelligent control,
provides extra flexibility in movement while allowing mechanical stability. While it does not
appear to be an obviously stable system, the suspension has performed well on several different
kinds of terrain even without intelligent control, and active sensing of the suspension arm angles
allows the system to be stable when manoeuvring on complex terrain. A nonlinear type-1 or
type-2 fuzzy controller provides intuitive, parameterized control of the movement of the µrover.
Quaternions are used for storing the chassis rotation angles to avoid singularities.
In design of the drivetrain, evaluation of the performance of YURT rovers provided valuable
confirmation of the metrics used to design the drive system, and using the current generation of
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motors, the µrovers have proven to be capable in off-road movement. Though there are few mo-
tors suitable for µrover use, the 12V NEMA-09 brushless DC motors with a 1 : 139 ratio provide
more than sufficient torque for pulling the µrover over steep slopes and obstacles. However, they
require a significant amount of the total power available. No mechanical or electrical failures
were experienced in testing of the current system.
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5.2 Electronics
The design approach we have taken in developing the µrover emphasizes modularity and expand-
ability in hardware and software design. We use a centralized control topology, in particular with
respect to OBC design and communication protocols, and a subsystem design methodology mak-
ing use of highly-integrated commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) parts and low-cost components.
The methodology of connecting multiple programmable components by reliable serial buses and
embedded communication methods has proven to be quite successful for mobile robot control.
For internal communications between components, SPI implementations have functioned
very reliably and are planned for common use, although asynchronous serial still works quite
well in general. The use of I2C sensors has occasionally caused concerns, although the protocol
has functioned well in most cases. Parallel synchronous interfaces for cameras and other high-
bandwidth devices is practical. For external communications, the RS-485 serial standard has
proven superior in all cases to RS-232, and is more accessible than many other resiliant physical
bus standards. Radio communications via the 900MHz XBee radios has functioned well overall,
although more control in the operation of the mesh network is preferable
The AT91RM9200 has fulfilled the role well for a low-power but computationally capable
ARM microcontroller that can run Linux. Although more complex tasks such as image pro-
cessing require more specialized hardware, tasks such as communications, control, navigation,
and decision-making are easily accomplished within the software framework developed for the
µrover.
The use of highly efficient down-conversion of power by distributed DC-DC converters has
produced a reliable and practical modular power architecture. The evaluation of many different
converter ICs is also useful information for future designs. The µrover produces more than a
sufficient amount of power for onboard components from its solar arrays, and pulse-charging
for Li-Ion battery cells from solar power works more reliably and efficiently than buck or boost
architectures. Balanced charging of an asymmetric stack of Li-Ion cells by a set of charge pumps
allows a variety of bus voltages to be produced from a minimal battery footprint.
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As there are very few motor controllers available that are suitable for planetary micro-rover
use, the development of such a controller is an important contribution. The new motor controller
provides software selectable brush or brushless DC motor management, very high current ca-
pacity, and low power operation in a small package. A single 8-bit microcontroller can provide
adequate feedback control for four motors simultaneously, and allows a high degree of flexibility
in controller design.
For navigation, we have implemented and compared two useful methods for coarse solar an-
gle sensing. Using only simple hardware and embedded software implementation, very coarse
attitude estimation results can be achieved using either photodiode array or solar panel current
measurement methodologies for nanosatellite attitude tracking or µrover navigation. The pho-
todiode array provides good overall accuracy to within ±5◦ without additional filtering and thus
requires minimal processing but can be improved beyond this measure if additional filtering is
implemented. Dual-axis sensing is possible for a linear array using an N-slit configuration, but
precise construction of the slit is essential and transverse angular measurements are more lim-
ited. Solar panel current measurements without the use of a discrete sensor can provide angular
approximations over the entire exterior of the vehicle to ±7◦, but require significant filtering and
averaging of measurements, and thus tend to be less accurate and more processing-intensive.
The 500MHz Blackfin-based vision board developed to augment the visual navigation abil-
ities of the µrover is still under software development, but algorithms being tested are showing
promise in being able to extract visual information from one or two cameras in real time for
navigation and decision-making use.
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5.3 Programming, Control and Communications
A software architecture for the µrover based on open components was developed with modularity
in mind. By using freely-available and open software and standards, the use of a collaborative
environment and interoperability with a wealth of software and libraries was leveraged to greatly
increase the flexibility of the µrover software platform. Real-time operating systems have been
compared in depth for use on the µrover, and a dedicated mesh networking structure was adopted
to accommodate efficient point-to-point messaging communications between devices, compo-
nents, and vehicles.
A library for fixed-point mathematical operations was developed specifically for use on the
resource-constrained microcontrollers used for µrover control, and provides acceptable precision
with much more efficient execution for most programming applications. The use of fixed-point
mathematics is not a replacement for a dedicated floating-point unit or emulation, as the limits in
representation and precision must still be respected at all times. However, if numerical bounded-
ness and precision are acceptable within the programs using it, fixed-point math is an acceptable
substitute to obtain significantly more efficient programs.
A layered communications and message-passing architecture was designed to fill the need
for a communications infrastructure suitable for small planetary robots. The system has worked
reliably thus far on the µrovers and the YURT rovers it has been tested on. By using a dedicated
communications implementation, networking packet overhead has been reduced to 16 bytes (128
bits) compared with systems such as TCP/IP over Ethernet which has a minimum 64-byte packet
size. Simple operations require only a 20 byte packet in total (160 bits), and processing is easily
possible on 8-bit microcontrollers which would otherwise require significant effort to decode
more complex networking protocols.
To improve estimation and accuracy on board the µrover, several unscented Kalman filtering
algorithms, including the recently-developed cubature Kalman filter were extensively developed
and tested for use in fixed-point implementation. The addition of noise covariance adaptivity
functions, while providing minimal difference in simulation, has the potential to significantly
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improve filter performance in the long term for sensors with limited reliability. A reduced sigma-
point set can also decrease the computational time required in filtering for some implementations.
To summarize the results of RTOS testing, the real-time performance of Xenomai is bet-
ter than Linux mainly in terms of determinism and low jitter rather than fast execution. Bare-
hardware ARM programming is more difficult and not necessarily better if drivers and multiple
processes are needed, but provides the extreme in fast performance, while bare-metal soft-core
Microblaze performed similarly but much more slowly. Based on other platforms, the perfor-
mance of RTEMS is expected to be fast and in between these two extremes. For deeply embed-
ded mission-critical applications where deterministic performance and simplicity is essential and
the facilities provided by Linux are not needed, RTEMS or a similar RTOS such as FreeRTOS
is preferable to bare-hardware programming. If a larger and more complex kernel with longer
latencies can be tolerated, real-time Linux using the Xenomai patch provides the easiest develop-
ment and greatest flexibility, and is in all cases preferable to non-RT Linux if the kernel version
is suitable.
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5.4 Probabilistic Intelligence
Improving the reasoning capability on modern robots is an important part of making small plan-
etary rovers more independent of humans. One of the greatest challenges for small planetary
rovers is being able to make intelligent, appropriate decisions in the absence of expert knowledge
in environments that are inherently unknown and uncertain. Probabilistic methods are a good
solution to this problem, providing a way to interpret large interrelated sets of data logically and
choose more likely options while explaining away others. For this reason, we base the autonomy
and machine intelligence of the µrover on Bayesian networks that are constructed from both prior
knowledge and known relationships between hardware components and abstract concepts.
A comprehensive description of how statistical and probabilistic methods are applied to
the µrover has been given, with particular emphasis on the practicality of probability distribu-
tions with random variables as a way of representing abstracted data and making queries in
a robotic system. Making decisions using logical propositions is described within the context
of the Bayesian Robot Programming paradigm. We have applied this paradigm specifically to
the Bayesian network structure, leading to an efficient and intuitive way of representing robotic
knowledge and drawing conclusions based on statistical information encapsulated in the network.
We have implemented a novel, efficient, structured framework for practical use of Bayesian
networks and probabilistic queries. By building networks of the four different kinds of nodes
with either discrete or continuous probability distributions, any set of information can be obtained
with relevance dependent on the accuracy of the distributions represented. The programming is
efficient enough that queries can be made at high speed even on the embedded µrover hardware.
The applicability of these methods to robotic programming and control is effectively endless, and
many future applications are expected.
Using this framework, we have proven the feasibility of Bayesian methods on embedded
micro-rover hardware for processing and mapping statistical data from a basic set of sensors. Re-
sults show that statistical methods can be used effectively with a simple sensor set and embedded
hardware to provide systematic mapping and obstacle avoidance algorithms for outdoor naviga-
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tion. This method can be extended to much more complex systems simply by adding sensors and
their appropriate networked random variables.
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5.5 Vision
To provide visual sensing and navigation capabilities to resource-constrained platforms such as
the µrover, a complete, efficient, vision processing pipeline was programmed using both cus-
tomized C++ routines and OpenCV library functions. Both optical flow and feature triangulation
methods were investigated with ego-motion estimation and SLAM capability as the goal.
Optical flow methods for both downward-pointing sensors and cameras were researched. Sen-
sors such as those from optical mice can provide very high short-distance accuracy, but with re-
strictions on the surfaces and focal distances allowed. Camera optical flows are less accurate due
to inconsistencies in flow estimation that can be caused by uniform or indistinguishable surfaces,
but are able to supplement ego-motion estimation made by other visual methods. Ego-motion
reconstruction is complex, but useable. Optical flows are also generally less computationally
expensive than other methods.
The ORB algorithm that combines FAST keypoint detection and BRIEF feature descriptors
provides an efficient and free alternative to the more well-known SIFT and SURF algorithms,
providing good tolerance to rotation and scaling of features. For useful reconstructions later, it is
important to get as many features as possible. For this reason, complex scenes with many different
colors, edges, and shapes generally provide the most useful image information for feature-based
systems such as this.
Using projective geometry, we have successfully performed three-dimensional reconstruction
of feature points on obstacles from a sequence of images taken with a single camera. With a
continuous sequence of images, we can obtain point clouds that indicate ground and obstacle
positions relative to the camera and map them using probabilistic methods.
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5.6 Environmental Testing
Thermal vacuum testing of the µover onboard computer and drive system has established that
operation in space conditions is possible. The use of an oil-evacuated brushless motor has proven
that relatively unspecialized but autoclaveable brushless motors can provide short-distance mo-
bility for the µrover. The electronics do not heat past their design tolerances during normal
operation even in hard vacuum. Noticeable heat buildup is possible during continuous opera-
tion of the drive motors, but not to destructive levels under the assumption that drive will not be
used during periods of heating in space. On Mars, the thin atmosphere will still provide better
cooling performance than hard vacuum. It is also expected that under surface pressure of 0.6kPa
and summer conditions of 18◦C to −65◦C, the µrover can carry out mission operations, with the
potential modification of nighttime power-down, so no significant environmental problems are
expected for an operation such as the Northern Light mission.
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5.7 Summary
In this dissertation, we have presented the Beaver µrover, a 6kg solar-powered planetary rover
that is designed to perform exploration missions such as the Northern Light Mars mission, as
well as extending the capabilities of modern robotics here on Earth. By developing systems from
the ground up using a pragmatic design approach, commercial hardware, open-source software,
and novel implementations of probabilistic algorithms, we have obtained a comprehensive set
of hardware and software designs that can form the basis for many kinds of intelligent but low-
cost robots. It is our hope that this work will help to pave the way to a future of accessible,
commonplace exploration robots that can perform missions everywhere for the benefit of human
knowledge and curiosity.
With respect to the original goals of this project, we have accomplished the following key
objectives:
1. The µrover prototype has been built from the ground up on modern, commercially-available
components selected for optimal functionality and robustness. Independent and reliable
operation in outdoor environments with a sufficient number of sensors for autonomy and
basic navigation has been successful, and environmental testing indicates that operation in
space and particular Martian conditions would be possible.
2. Based on probabilistic logic and Bayesian networks, the framework for intelligent navi-
gation and decision-making has been developed to be suitable for embedded fixed-point
hardware, and a vision system that is feasible for use on a small, low-power monocular
camera system has been developed using structure-from-motion methods.
3. Using the task of autonomous mapping and obstacle avoidance as an example of simple
planetary operations, a Bayesian network for motor control and map building from infrared
range sensors was constructed and tested successfully, and a three-dimensional obstacle
and rover location map was created using only monocular sequential imaging, both in a
real outdoor environment.
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The hardware and software developed in this work is by design, flexible and applicable to a
wide variety of future space hardware projects, and the framework for probabilistic autonomy and
embedded intelligence will form the basis of future work on machine intelligence and learning.
The many useful products of this research include:
1. Electronic designs for the embedded on-board computer, inertial and external sensor sys-
tems, multi-cell battery charging and power distribution systems, and flexible high-current
DC motor drive system
2. A multi-point, multi-layered robust packet communications architecture that can be
adapted for many purposes and on many physical systems
3. The fixed-point embedded matrix mathematics, Kalman filtering, and probabilistic calcu-
lation functions that are useable on even highly-constrained computing platforms
4. An API for constructing Bayesian networks and performing inference and learning effi-
ciently and robustly based on uncertain quantities and the structure of the rover hardware
5. An embedded vision DSP board and efficient algorithms for sequential localization and
mapping from a monocular sequence of images.
These are enabling technologies for future work across many areas of mobile robotics and
intelligent machine systems, and will be well-leveraged in future research for creating the next
generation of capable and robust space hardware technologies.
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5.8 Future Directions
5.8.1 Modular Electronics
In future, we plan to implement the modular µrover hardware in many other projects for both
space and terrestrial use such as unmanned aerial or underwater vehicles, distributed sensor net-
works, small satellites, and a variety of other robotic or autonomous applications.
5.8.2 Multi-Robot Coordination
The existing µrover is capable of communicating and coordinating with others of its kind, but
the use of many rovers navigating simultaneously has not been examined yet. Additional rovers
will be built in future work so that the use of distributed Bayesian learning and probabilistic
coordination of multiple agents can be developed and tested in real environments.
5.8.3 Visual Navigation
In future work, localization and bearing information will be used to determine which images are
used for keypoint matching, to increase the amount of information that can be used for character-
izing a specific location.
5.8.4 Reliable Computing
Although ARM and AVR-based microcontrollers have performed well under a range of condi-
tions, it is preferable for space applications to use reliability critical architectures such as the
ARM Cortex-R4. The only implementation currently available is the TI TMS570 and Hercules
safety MCUs, designed to use ECC on all RAM and incorporate two cores in lock-step to imme-
diately identify a calculation error. The TMS570 is being considered for future use in µrovers.
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5.8.5 Embedded Communications
The LVDS voltage standard, which specifies lower voltages and higher communications rates, is
being considered for use in the future as a replacement for the RS-485 electrical standard, as it
also provides differential operation of serial devices and is used in the SpaceWire specification
for space hardware devices.
5.8.6 Data Formats
Rather than using XML for all data communications, to reduce both space required and decoding
overhead, the use of YAML (YAML Ain’t Markup Language) is proposed for a next step. YAML
is more human-readable than XML, can be serialized into a byte stream just as easily, and is
widely supported with several libraries available in different Languages [Ben-Kiki et al. 2009].
5.8.7 Radio Communications
The development of an open-hardware transceiver module and purpose-designed mesh network
protocol for space hardware systems would be very beneficial. For higher-power radio systems,
an OBC daughterboard can be used. The advantage of using simple serial communications rather
than Ethernet, Wireless LAN, or other IP communications standards, is that a wider variety of
radio systems and communications frequencies can be used, up to and including S-band and UHF
radio systems for space hardware.
5.8.8 Distributed Processing
It is hoped that the communications infrastructure described here can be developed into a general
message-passing interface for communications between distributed components. If high enough
efficiency can be achieved, a distributed operating system running on the connected components
could be developed as a high-reliability alternative to centralized control, effectively allowing a
robot with many small parts or even several interconnected robots to operate as a single entity.
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5.8.9 Operating Systems
As a platform for modular, high-reliability, and distributed computing operations, the use of
RTEMS as an embedded real-time OS will be further developed and improved for space use. The
use of Xenomai real-time Linux will be retained as a development platform and testing system
for ease of software development. The use of distributed processing through robust and flexible
real-time messaging will allow RTEMS and Xenomai platforms to seamlessly co-operate within
and across connected robotic systems.
5.8.10 Bayesian Processing
The practicality of probabilistic representation of real quantities makes the use of a probability-
based general computing system promising. One potential implementation is a programming
architecture that mirrors conventional computing, with random variables replacing exact variables
and statistical operations replacing exact mathematical operations. Such an architecture could
also operate as a fuzzy system if inference is not used, so the flexibility of the system could
potentially be quite large. Such an implementation will be designed and evaluated in future
work, and also used as part of the inference system.
5.8.11 Bayesian Learning
Currently, map traversal and obstacle learning form most of the machine learning capabilities of
the system, but the use of probabilistic learning techniques is flexible enough for application to a
variety of other variables as well, and will be further explored. In particular, adaptability to unex-
pected system conditions and tolerance to hardware and software faults by means of probability
distribution adaptation similar to that use in a Kalman filter is an area of interest.
5.8.12 Nonparametric Bayesian Processes
Although more research is necessary to determine the best methodology for constructing the net-
work and implementing machine learning, one promising area is that of empirical learning using
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Bayesian Field Theory. Rather than using parametric approaches, for example with parameters
ξ to evaluate P(y|x, ξ), a nonparametric approach is used. The function φ(x, y) represents a field
of dimension that includes all possible values of x and y in 0 <= P(y|x, φ) for all x and y, and
can represent the likelihood PDF P(y|x, φ) itself. These nonparametric ”free form” approaches
are adaptable and flexible. Functions of continuous variables φ(x, y) = P(y|x, φ) are known as
fields in physics, and the a priori information for a Bayesian method is represented by a stochas-
tic process P(φ) = P(φ(X = x,Y = y)) like those in physical field theory, hence ”Bayesian Field
Theory” [Lemm 2003].
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